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Preface
Interactive computer graphics applications have gained a lot of attention over the past decade.
In this broad field the two major technologies, virtual and augmented reality are interfering
with consumer's life in a number of ways. Virtual reality has already become dominant in
certain applications such as movies and video games where augmented reality has now started
developing more robust applications.
The main goal of this thesis is to provide an overview of my most significant achievements in
the areas of interactive virtual and augmented reality environments. My achievements are subdivided into four areas, which are: (a) procedural modelling, (b) virtual and augmented reality
interfaces, (c) interactive environments, and (d) application domains. This work covers a
complete set of methods and techniques from content generation to visualisation and
interaction, and finally to the application into different domains.
This thesis is written as a commentary to a collection of 10 peer-reviewed journal papers and 6
peer-reviewed conference papers. My percentage contribution for each paper is estimated and
included in the thesis as well as a brief description of my work. My personal contribution to the
papers ranges between 10% to 100% with an average of approximately 40%.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Introduction

The presented habilitation thesis consists of a collection of 16 publications, 10 peer-reviewed
journal papers and 6 peer-reviewed conference papers. The introduction chapter presents the
motivation of this thesis, followed by a brief background of the research areas covered, and
then the goal and overview of this work. The next four chapters provide a summary of the main
research contributions. Finally, the last chapter presents conclusions and future work.
1.2

Motivation

Interactive virtual and augmented reality environments are becoming more and more appealing
to a wider audience. The creation of realistic virtual and augmented reality environments is an
important issue in computer animation, computer games, digital film effects, and simulation
industries. In recent years, the computer and video games industry has overtaken both the film
and music industries. The top revenue producers and the cost for developing commercial
interactive applications nowadays usually require investments of several million dollars. This
typically involves large teams of developers recruiting hundreds of workers, many of whom are
artists and designers providing content for the decoration of rich virtual and augmented reality
environments. While many creative companies have the necessary budget to develop these
expensive interactive environments (i.e. movies, games, etc), which employ state of the art
computer graphics and their applications, not all companies have the same resources. In
addition, hardware improvements allow for better and faster tracking and visualisation devices
that can be used for creating novel applications.
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1.3

Background

This section provides a brief overview of the main technologies included in the thesis such as:
virtual reality, augmented reality, procedural modelling, crowd modelling, serious games and
human-computer interaction.
1.3.1 Virtual Reality
The first virtual reality (VR) environment was originally introduced in the 1960s by Ivan
Sutherland [1]. Since then there have been published many studies [2], [3], [4], [5]. The main
characteristic of a VR system is that the user’s natural sensory information is completely
replaced with digital information. The user’s experience of a computer-simulated environment
is called immersion. VR systems can completely immerse a user inside a synthetic environment
by blocking all the signals of the real world. The most common problems of VR systems are of
emotional and psychological nature including motion sickness, nausea, and other symptoms
which are created by the users’ high degree of immersiveness [6]. VR systems are also
sometimes called virtual environments (VEs); however, typically the term is referred to online
virtual world applications. Nowadays more than 100 VEs exist and they provide excellent
capabilities for creating effective distance and online learning opportunities through the
provision of unique support for distributed groups (online chat, the use of avatars, document
sharing etc.) [2].
1.3.2 Augmented Reality
The basic concept of augmented reality (AR) is to superimpose digital information directly
upon a user’s sensory perception [7], rather than replacing it with a synthetic environment as
VR systems do. Both technologies process and display the same digital information and often
make use of the same dedicated hardware but AR systems use more complex software
approaches compared to VR systems [8]. In technical terms, it is not a single technology but a
collection of different technologies that operate in conjunction, with the aim of enhancing the
user’s perception of the real world through computer-generated information [9]. This kind of
information is usually referred to as virtual, digital, or synthetic information. The real word
must be matched with the virtual in position and context in order to provide an understandable
and meaningful view [10]. Users can work individually or collectively, experiment with
computer-generated information and interact with a mixed environment in a natural way [11].
In the coming years, AR systems will be able to include a complete set of augmentation applied
exploiting all people’s senses [12]. Finally, a recent survey of AR describes some known
limitations regarding human factors that developers need to overcome with [13].
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1.3.3 Procedural Modelling
A number of survey papers have been recently published in the areas of terrains [14], cities
[15], and virtual worlds [16]. Procedural modelling can be considered as a set of formal
production rules that specify how geometric shapes are created and transformed. Procedural
modelling is mainly used to generate content for a number of aspects of the real environment
including: terrains, buildings, cities, road structures, trees and vegetation. Muller and Parish
[17] proposed a city generation approach that made use of self-sensitive L-systems to
automatically lay out a set of streets and generate virtual architecture. Greuter et al. described a
set of methods that allowed for the procedural generation of a ‘pseudo-infinite’ digital
environment [18]. Wonka et al. [19] devised a variation on shape grammars for use in the
construction of building facades, which they named split grammars. More recently, shape
grammars have been extended through the use of context-sensitive shape rules [20].
1.3.4 Crowd Modelling
The process of simulating huge crowds of intelligent agents in real-time is still a challenging
task due to numerous different issues [21], [22]. The real-time simulation of crowds can be
conducted using a variety of approaches. The most common methods involve employing a
series of models and algorithms working in tandem with animate each agent. These include
decision-making [23], pathfinding navigation [24], local steering mechanics [25] and agent
perception systems [26]. Social forces models [27] can also be utilised to enhance crowd
believability under certain situations. However, some form of quantification is required to
assess the behaviour of agents within crowd simulations and past research has utilised
perception as a tool for evaluating crowds [28], [29]. Realism is the degree of plausibility of the
crowd behaviour whereas perceived realism is centred on the perception of humans.
1.3.5 Serious Games
Serious games are part of a new emerging field that focuses on computer games that are
designed for non-leisure but often, educational purposes. They have important applications in
several distinct areas such as: military, health, government, and education [30]. Serious games
have the capability of enabling learners to undertake tasks and experience situations that would
have otherwise been impossible. The success of serious computer games in educational
scenarios is based on the combination of audiovisual media that is prevalent in these games,
which enhances the absorption of information in the learner's memory [31], [32]. Although the
state-of-the-art in serious games technology is identical to the state-of-the-art in computer
games, both types share the same technical infrastructure [2]. Moreover, there are two diverse
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views on how serious games should be designed. One argues that while pedagogy is an implicit
component of a serious game, it should be secondary to entertainment, meaning that a serious
game that is not ‘fun’ to play with would be useless, regardless of its pedagogical content or
value [33]. On the other hand, design methodologies exist for the development of games
incorporating pedagogic elements, such as the four dimensional framework [34], which outlines
the centrality of four elements that can be used as design and evaluation criteria for the creation
of serious games. As a result, this approach focuses mainly on educational and pedagogy
theories.
1.3.6 Human Computer Interaction
Human-computer interaction (HCI) is the study of the interaction between humans and
computer systems [35]. As a result, it is one of the most important issues when designing
interactive environments [36][37]. The design and implementation of software user interfaces
that will produce robust interfaces is interrelated with the use of HCI techniques. The
integration of such interfaces into AR/VR systems can reduce the complexity of the HCI by
using implicit contextual input information [38]. Nevertheless, the design and implementation
of effective VR and AR environments is a difficult task and an area of continuous research.
Nowadays, most common HCI rely on different types of sensors providing user-friendly
applications. Typical techniques include: acoustic, mechanical, optical, electromagnetic,
inertial, global positioning system (GPS), and electroencephalography (EEG). Multimodal
systems combine natural input modes (i.e. speech, pen, touch, hand gestures, eye gaze, head and
body movements) in a coordinated manner with multimedia system output [39].
1.4

Goal and Overview

The goal of this thesis is to illustrate the most significant results in the area of interactive virtual
and augmented reality environments. The main results are summarised in the next four
chapters. Each chapter provides a brief overview of the contributions incorporating my
contribution as well.
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Chapter 2

Procedural Modelling

2.1

Introduction

This chapter presents a set of techniques used for creating content for the computer graphics
community as well as for research purposes. This includes the creative industry, VR and AR
interactive applications. The focus of this chapter is on procedural modelling techniques for: (a)
terrains, (b) buildings and cities and (c) behaviour of crowd simulation.
2.2

Terrain Environments

A variety of methods for automatically creating detailed but also randomised terrain
environments have been developed. The use of these procedural methods saves time and
reduces the budget for creating effective computer graphics applications (i.e. games, VR, AR
etc). This work explained some of the problems that can arise from this situation and described
a variety of methods that can be used to overcome them [40]. These methods have been applied
to a basic flight simulator, so that the results could be observed and evaluated. Figure 2-1 (a)
illustrates an overview of the randomly generated environment for the proposed flight simulator
which can be used for developing games and serious games. Heightmaps were generated using
the diamond-square algorithm to provide surface detail.
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Figure 2-1 Procedural terrain [40]

Based on a recursive algorithm, the level of detail can be adjusted as necessary, which can be
an advantage when dealing with different methods that require different levels of processing
power. To smooth the terrain, a two-dimensional (2D) Lorentz distribution as well as a
Gaussian filter allowing for bell shapes were used. Next, the terrain was generated in a way so
that it gives the illusion that it is infinite. Upon reaching the right side of the landscape, a tile of
terrain is moved in front of the player to provide the illusion of endless terrain (Figure 2-1 b).
Upon reaching the right side of terrain grid A, the values of the far-right points are copied to the
far left points of terrain grid B (Figure 2-1 c). The other points of terrain grid B are then
calculated via randomisation and mid-point displacement, as done for grid A. Moreover, a
simplified method was implemented that made use of randomised positioning of vegetation
models, rather than procedurally creating vegetation. Evaluation with two different types of
user groups (remote and hallway) showed that overall the flight simulator is enjoyable, looks
realistic for a gaming scenario and thus has the potential to be used for the development of
serious games [40].
Paper: Noghani, J., Liarokapis, F.,

Anderson, E.F. Randomly Generated 3D

Environments for Serious Games, Proc. of the 2nd IEEE International Conference in
Games and Virtual Worlds for Serious Applications, IEEE Computer Society, Braga,
Portugal, 25-26 March, 3-10, 2010.
Contribution (40%): Design of the architecture, implementation of smoothing
techniques and advice on evaluation. Write-up of most of the paper (full text on section
8.1).
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2.3

Buildings and Cities

This work proposed the development of a novel shape grammar [19] inspired by ‘CGA Shape’
[20] for describing Roman settlements derived from the writings of Vitruvius (Figure 2-2),
initially with a focus on the description of classical Roman temples, meaning the main building
of a religious site, excluding its courtyard [41]. Moreover, the technique was extended in
generating complete Roman settlements. The construction of Roman temples included a large
number of common elements found in Roman architecture, e.g. palaces shared many of these
and often also incorporated temples themselves [42]. Structures generated from these Vitruvian
rules can provide an exemplar of archetypal Roman architecture in a similar manner as the
“Virtual Egyptian Temple” by Jacobson and Holden [43] which depicts architecture in ancient
Egypt. Different approaches were taken for the various elements of the generated city. A
weighted formula was designed for the purpose of citing a city location upon a heightmap,
incorporating factors like the distance to the nearest body of water and the gradient of the land.
Three methods of situating generic structures within a city were considered, including a
probability distribution method that assigned buildings to districted allotments with a flexible
degree of randomness.

Figure 2-2 (a) Roman Settlement, (b) Vitruvian Temple Comparions

For the generation of the rest of the city, a novel formal grammar syntax was devised, capable
of describing shapes in a deterministic and technical fashion. The grammar made use of
superscripts preceding symbols for notating conditional rules, and superscripts and subscripts
7
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following symbols for the purpose of adding attributes to existing symbols. In this way,
architecture was described using grammar rules in a way that would be impractical or outright
impossible through the use of traditional grammar syntax. The dominant feature of a temple is
its main building, which in most Roman settlements would be built within the courtyard and the
enclosure wall. While the overall makeup of this usually followed the same pattern – the ‘cella’
(the temple building’s enclosed room), fronted or surrounded by a portico and raised on top of a
podium – there is considerable architectural variation possible in Roman temple construction.
Temple buildings were built on a podium with steps only at the front or with steps on all four
sides, with the number of steps in both cases being an odd number. The temples’ proportions
would be such that the length of the main temple buildings would be twice the width of the
temple with the length of the temple’s cella being 25% larger than the overall width of the
temple [41].
Paper: Noghani, J., Anderson, E., Liarokapis, F. Towards a Vitruvian Shape Grammar
for Procedurally Generating Classical Roman Architecture, Proc. of the 13 th
International Symposium on Virtual Reality, Archaeology and Cultural Heritage VAST
2012, Short and Project Papers, Eurographics, Brighton, UK, 19-21 November, 41-44,
2012.
Contribution (30%): Design of the architecture and advice on the implementation.
Collaboration on the writing of the paper (full text on section 8.2).
2.4

Behaviour of Crowd Simulation

This work examined (a) the development of intelligent crowd simulation in virtual
environments, and (b) a perceptual experiment to identify features of behaviour, which can be
linked to perceived realism [44]. The urban crowd simulation developed as part of this research
implements a range of real-time simulation techniques [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. To carry out
the psychophysical experimentation a platform was developed in the form of the urban crowd
simulation. The results of this research can feedback into the development processes of
simulating inhabited locations, by identifying the key features, in order to achieve more
perceptually realistic crowd behaviour. Perceptual experimentation methodologies can be
adapted and potentially utilised to test other types of crowd simulation, for application within
computer games, or more specific simulations such as for urban planning or health and safety
purposes. In the initial stage of the research, the perceived realism of agent crowd behaviour is
evaluated through the features that shape behaviour traits. For example, for the velocity type,
the behavioural annotation and so on, the graphical complexity is not essential to the core of the
research (Figure 2-3, a).
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Figure 2-3 The urban crowd simulation displaying crowds of agents (a) No graphical
complexity [44] (b) High realistic scenes
Data is collected from experiments in the form of a perceived realism value between ‘0’
(completely unrealistic) and ‘1’ (completely realistic) [44]. Initial results with 32 participants
completed the social forces experiment, using an online survey platform. The experiment
consists of two key variables, one for each of the agent-based social forces. These variables
were tested at specific trials, such as: (a) agent avoidance and (b) agent attraction. The majority
of participants (94%) found that when the agent avoidance social force is present the behaviour
of the agents is more realistic, and (95%) selected the videos with the agent attraction social
force present to be more realistic. Results showed that the majority of the participants found the
simulation with social forces to be more realistic than a simulation without. In the next stage of
this research, the realism of the environment is also included (Figure 2-3, b) and another study
will examine if there is a correlation with the previous results.
Paper: O'Connor, S., Liarokapis, F., Peters, C. An Initial Study to Assess the Perceived
Realism of Agent Crowd Behaviour in a Virtual City, Proc. of the 5 th International
Conference on Games and Virtual Worlds for Serious Applications (VS-Games 2013),
IEEE Computer Society, Bournemouth, UK, 11-13 September, 85-92, 2013.
Contribution (30%): Collaboration on the design of the architecture and advice on the
experimental part. Collaboration on the writing of the paper (full text on section 8.3).
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Chapter 3

Virtual and Augmented
Reality Interfaces

3.1

Introduction

This chapter demonstrates novel solutions developed in the area of virtual and augmented
reality for both indoor and outdoor environments. In particular, a number of novel virtual and
augmented reality interfaces are presented illustrating how these technologies can be used
effectively for both types of environments.
3.2

Virtual Reality Interfaces

A number of novel VR interfaces have been developed for both indoor and outdoor
environments that can be categorised as: (a) indoor interfaces and (b) mobile interfaces.
3.2.1 Indoor VR Interfaces
VR systems vary from laboratory custom-made systems [45], to modern gaming environments
(which rely on the functionality of commercial game engines [46], [47]) as well as on online
virtual environments. The focus of this work was on the presentation of realistic graphics in an
interactive online VR environment [49]. Online VR interfaces allow multiple users to access
the content in an easy and convenient manner from remote locations. The most significant work
performed here, was the integration of multimodal visualisation VR environments (which are
connected to a database) to allow users to switch between web and VR views in real-time
performance.
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Figure 3-1 Indoor online VR Interfaces

Metadata is also associated with the virtual information and presented appropriately (Figure
3-1). In the Web-based interface a user can browse information presented in a form of 3D
VRML virtual galleries or 2D Web pages with embedded multimedia objects. Virtual
exhibitions can also be visualized in the Web browser in a form of 3D galleries [55]. In this
visualization, users can browse objects simply by walking along the 3D environment (i.e. a
reconstruction of a real gallery). Different interaction devices were also integrated to the system
allowing users to manipulate 3D content in a more appealing manner.

Paper: Liarokapis, F., Mourkoussis, N., White, M., Darcy, J., Sifniotis, M., Petridis,
P., Basu, A., Lister, P.F. Web3D and Augmented Reality to support Engineering
Education, World Transactions on Engineering and Technology Education, UICEE,
3(1): 11-14, 2004.
Contribution (80%): Collaboration on the design of the architecture. Implementation
of the most of the VR interface. Write-up of most of the paper (full text on section 8.4).
Paper: White, M., Mourkoussis, N., Darcy, J., Petridis, P., Liarokapis, F., Lister, P.F.,
Walczak, K., Wojciechowski, R., Cellary, W., Chmielewski, J., Stawniak, M., Wiza,
W., Patel, M., Stevenson, J., Manley, J., Giorgini, F., Sayd, P., Gaspard, F. ARCO-An
Architecture for Digitization, Management and Presentation of Virtual Exhibitions,
Proc. of the 22nd International Conference on Computer Graphics (CGI'2004), IEEE
Computer Society, Hersonissos, Crete, June 16-19, 622-625, 2004.
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Contribution (15%): Collaboration on the design of the VR and AR architecture.
Implementation of the most of the VR and AR interface. Write-up of parts of the paper
(full text on section 8.5).

3.2.2 Mobile VR Interfaces
In this work, visualisation within the mobile virtual environment (the spatial 3D map) can take
place in two modes: automatic and manual. In the automatic mode, a GPS automatically feeds
and updates the spatial 3D map with respect to the user's position in the real space (Figure 3-2,
b). This mode is designed for intuitive navigation. In the manual mode, the control is fully with
the user, and it was designed to provide alternative ways of navigating into areas where we
cannot obtain a GPS signal (Figure 3-2, a). Users might also want to stop and observe parts of
the environment in which case control is left in their hands (Figure 3-2, c).

Figure 3-2 Mobile VR Interfaces (a) Manual mode (b) GPS mode (c) VR view

The immersion provided by GPS navigation is considered as pseudo-egocentric because
fundamentally the camera is positioned at a height, which does not represent a realistic
scenario. If, however, the user switches to manual navigation, any perspective can be obtained,
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which is very helpful for decision-making purposes. While in a manual mode any model can be
explored and analysed, therefore additional enhancements of the graphical representation are of
vital importance [50].
Paper: Liarokapis, F., Brujic-Okretic, V., Papakonstantinou, S. Exploring Urban
Environments using Virtual and Augmented Reality, Journal of Virtual Reality and
Broadcasting, GRAPP 2006 Special Issue, Digital Peer Publishing, 3(5): 1-13, 2006.
Contribution (70%): Collaboration on the design of the architecture. Implementation
of the majority of the VR interface. Write-up of most of the paper (full text on section
8.6).
3.3

Augmented Reality Interfaces

Results from the previous sub-sections were used as an input for the implementation of the
interactive AR interfaces and again can be categorised as: (a) indoor interfaces and (b) mobile
interfaces.
3.3.1 Indoor AR Interfaces
Human computer interaction techniques can offer greater autonomy when compared with
traditional windows style interfaces. Although some research has been performed into the
integration of such interfaces into AR systems [51], [52], [53] the design and implementation of
an effective AR system that can deliver realistically audio-visual information in a user-friendly
manner is a difficult task and an area of continuous research. However, it is very difficult to
create experiences to eliminate these barriers [53] preventing even nowadays the creation of
new AR applications. To address the above issues, a number of prototype AR interfaces were
proposed and implemented.
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Figure 3-3 Indoor AR Interfaces [54]

A prototype high-level AR architecture using a selection of cost effective software and
hardware components to realise robust visualisation and interaction of virtual information for
indoor environments was developed. The software libraries are based on the integration of
computer vision, computer graphics and auditory techniques resulting in three prototype videosee through AR architectures and eventually to a general purpose AR interface. The main
novelty of the interface is that they are capable of superimposing simultaneously digital
information such as metadata, 2D images, 3D models, spatial sound and videos [54]. Spatial
sound was simulated based on a linear approximation of distance to give the impression of 3D
space. The greatest advantage of the proposed AR interface is that it allows participants to
perform complex operations very accurately (Figure 3-3). Specifically, sometimes it is of
crucial importance to superimpose objects in specific locations in the real environment. Using
other methods it could take a great amount of time and effort (depending on the experience of
the user) to achieve this and it will definitely not be very accurate. The graphical user interface
(GUI) interaction techniques offer the solution to this issue using double point precision
accuracy. Finally, it allows users to transfer data from the internet into a tabletop AR
environment [55].
Paper: Liarokapis, F. An Augmented Reality Interface for Visualizing and Interacting
with Virtual Content, Virtual Reality, Springer, 11(1): 23-43, 2007.
Contribution (100%): Design of the architecture and implementation of the AR
interface. Write-up of the paper (full text on section 8.7).
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Paper: White, M., Mourkoussis, N., Darcy, J., Petridis, P., Liarokapis, F., Lister, P.F.,
Walczak, K., Wojciechowski, R., Cellary, W., Chmielewski, J., Stawniak, M., Wiza,
W., Patel, M., Stevenson, J., Manley, J., Giorgini, F., Sayd, P., Gaspard, F. ARCO-An
Architecture for Digitization, Management and Presentation of Virtual Exhibitions,
Proc. of the 22nd International Conference on Computer Graphics (CGI'2004), IEEE
Computer Society, Hersonissos, Crete, June 16-19, 622-625, 2004.
Contribution (15%): Collaboration on the design of the VR and AR architecture.
Implementation of the most of the VR and AR interface. Write-up of parts of the paper
(full text on section 8.5).
3.3.2 Mobile AR Interfaces
The two most common tracking techniques used in AR applications include computer vision
and external sensor systems. In this work both approaches were investigated but since the
requirement was to have an AR system that could be operational anywhere and everywhere, the
sensor approach was preferred. A GPS receiver and digital compass can provide sufficient
accuracy for displaying points of interest in the approximate location relative to the user’s
position. At present, however, these sensor solutions lack the accuracy required for more
advanced AR functionality, such as aligning an alternative facade on the front of a building in
the real world scene. There is no need for a head-mounted display (HMD), since the screen on
the device can be aligned with the real world scene. On the screen of the device, information
can either be overlaid on imagery captured from the device’s internal camera, or the screen can
display just the virtual information with the user viewing the real world scene directly.

Figure 3-4 Mobile AR Interfaces
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For the computer vision approach, road signs which are most of the time represented in black
color on a white background, were used as an initial approach. Later on, road signs were
replaced and distinctive natural features like door entrances, windows etc, have been
experimentally tested to see whether they can be used as 'natural markers' (Figure 3-4). For the
sensor approach a similar approach to section 3.2.2 was adopted. The main challenge however
was to reduce the latency produced by the sensors (GPS and digital compass) as well as provide
a textual based augmentation. The AR interface can then provide navigational information, in
the form of distance and direction annotations, to guide the user to the location associated with
those results [56].
Paper: Liarokapis, F.,

Brujic-Okretic, V., Papakonstantinou, S. Exploring Urban

Environments using Virtual and Augmented Reality, Journal of Virtual Reality and
Broadcasting, GRAPP 2006 Special Issue, Digital Peer Publishing, 3(5): 1-13, 2006.
Contribution (70%): Collaboration on the design of the architecture. Implementation
of the majority of the VR interface. Write-up of most of the paper (full text on section
8.6).
Paper: Mountain, D., Liarokapis, F. Mixed reality (MR) interfaces for mobile
information systems, Aslib Proceedings, Special issue: UK library & information
schools, Emerald Press, 59(4/5): 422-436, 2007.
Contribution (50%): Collaboration on the design of the architecture and
implementation of the VR interface. Write-up of half of the paper (full text on section
8.8).
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Chapter 4

Interactive Environments

4.1

Introduction

HCI is an important aspect of any computer system and this section is focused on illustrating
different novel paradigms that were developed. Both VR and AR users can make use of more
sophisticated hardware devices to perceive and interact with the environment. These can be
categorized in three different areas including: multimodal, wireless sensor networks, and braincomputer interactions.
4.2

Multimodal Interaction

In this section, tangible AR gaming environments that can be used to enhance entertainment
using a multimodal interface were explored [48]. The main objective of the research was to
design and implement generic tangible interfaces that are user-friendly in terms of interaction
and can be used by a wide range of players, including the elderly or people with disabilities.
To allow for seamless interaction between the users and the superimposed environmental
information, a number of custom interaction devices have been researched. In particular, six
different types of interaction were implemented including: hand position and orientation, pinch
glove interaction, head orientation, Wii interaction, and ultra mobile personal computer
(UMPC) I/O manipulation. However, since usability and mobility were crucial, only a few
interaction devices were finally integrated to the final architecture. In the final configuration
players can interact using different combinations between a pinch glove, a Wiimote, a six
degrees-of-freedom (DOF) tracker, through tangible ways as well as through I/O controls. An
overview of the system is shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1 Multimodal augmented reality interface [48]

Two tabletop AR games have been designed and implemented including a racing game and a
pile game. The goal of the AR racing game was to start the car and move around the track
without colliding with either the wall or the objects that exist in the gaming arena. Initial
evaluation results showed that multimodal-based interaction games can be beneficial in gaming.
Based on these results, an AR pile game was implemented with the goal of completing a circuit
of pipes (from a starting point to an end point on a grid). Initial evaluation showed that tangible
interaction is preferred to keyboard interaction and that tangible games are much more
enjoyable. From the research proposed many potential gaming applications could be produced
such as strategy, puzzles and action games.
Paper: Liarokapis, F., Macan, L., Malone, G., Rebolledo-Mendez, G., de Freitas, S.
Multimodal Augmented Reality Tangible Gaming, Journal of Visual Computer,
Springer, 25(12): 1109-1120, 2009.
Contribution (30%): Contribution on the design of the architecture. Implementation of
parts of the AR interface. Write-up of most of the paper (full text on section 0).

4.3

Wireless Sensor Network Based Interaction

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) technology uses networks of sense enabled miniature
computing devices to gather information about the world around them. While the gathering of
data within a sensor network is one challenge, another of equal importance is presenting the
data in a useful way to the user. A prototype mobile AR system for visualising environmental
information including temperature and sound data was proposed [57]. Sound and temperature
data are transmitted wirelessly to the client (which is a handheld device). Environmental
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information is represented graphically, as 3D objects and textual information, in real-time
performance (Figure 4-2). Participants visualise and interact with the augmented environmental
information using a small but powerful handheld computer. The main contribution of this work
is the visual representation of wireless sensor data in a meaningful and tangible way.

Figure 4-2 Wireless Sensor Network Based Interaction
In terms of operation, as soon as the temperature and sound sensors are ready to transmit data,
visual representations including a 3D thermometer and a 3D music note as well as textual
annotations are superimposed onto the appropriate marker. When environmental data is
transferred to the AR interface, the colour of the 3D thermometer and the 3D music note change
according to the temperature level and sound volume accordingly. Textual annotations indicate
the sensor readings. For the temperature data, the readings from the sensors are superimposed
as text next to the 3D thermometer. For the sound data, a different measure was employed
based on a scale 0-4, where ‘0’ corresponds to ‘quiet’, ‘1’ corresponds to ‘low’, ‘2’ corresponds
to ‘medium’, ‘3’ corresponds to ‘loud’ and ‘4’ corresponds to ‘very loud’.
Paper: Goldsmith, D., Liarokapis, F., Malone, G., Kemp, J. Augmented Reality
Environmental Monitoring Using Wireless Sensor Networks, Proc. of the 12th
International Conference on Information Visualisation (IV08), IEEE Computer Society,
8-11 July, 539-544, 2008.
Contribution (30%): Collaboration on the design of the architecture. Advice on the
implementation of the majority of the VR interface. Write-up of most of the paper (full
text on section 8.10).
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4.4

Brain-Computer Interaction

Non-invasive BCIs operate by recording the brain activity from the scalp with EEG sensors
attached to the head on an electrode cap or headset without being surgically implanted.
However, they still have a number of problems since they cannot function as accurately as other
natural user interfaces and traditional input devices such as the standard keyboard and mouse.
The current research done examined the application of commercial and non-invasive EEGbased brain–computer (BCIs) interfaces with serious games [47].

Figure 4-3 Brain-computer interaction [47]

Two different EEG-based BCI devices were used to fully control the same serious game (Figure
4-3). The first device (NeuroSky MindSet) uses only a single dry electrode and requires no
calibration. The second device (Emotiv EPOC) uses 14 wet sensors requiring an additional
training of a classifier. User testing was performed on both devices with sixty-two participants
measuring the player experience as well as key aspects of serious games, primarily learnability,
satisfaction, performance and effort. Recorded feedback indicates that the current state of BCIs
can be used in the future as alternative game interfaces following familiarisation and in some
cases calibration. Comparative analysis showed significant differences between the two
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devices. The first device provides more satisfaction to the players whereas the second device is
more effective in terms of adaptation and interaction with the serious game.
Paper: Liarokapis, F., Debattista, K., Vourvopoulos, A., Ene, A., Petridis, P.
Comparing interaction techniques for serious games through brain-computer interfaces:
A user perception evaluation study, Entertainment Computing, Elsevier, 5(4): 391-399,
2014.
Contribution (40%): Collaboration on the design of the architecture. Advice on the
implementation of the serious game as well as in the BCI interface. Write-up of most of
the paper (full text on section 8.11).
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Chapter 5

Application Domains

5.1

Introduction

This section presents how the above mentioned research can be applied for creating different
applications such as archaeology, navigation, education, and serious games.
5.2

Virtual Archaeology

A number of museums hold large archives or collections of artefacts, which they cannot exhibit
in a low cost and efficient way. Another underlying issue is that museums simply do not have
the space to exhibit all the artefacts in an educational and learning manner. Museums are
interested in the digitising of their collections not only for the sake of preserving the cultural
heritage, but also to make the information content accessible to the wider public in a manner
that is attractive. Emerging technologies, such as VR, AR and Web3D are widely used to create
virtual museum exhibitions both in a museum environment through informative kiosks and on
the World Wide Web. This work surveyed the field, and while it explored the various kinds of
virtual museums in existence, it discusses the advantages and limitations involved with a
presentation of old and new methods and of the tools used for their creation.
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Figure 5-1 Archaeology (a) Complete solution and (b) Artefact visualisation in AR

The work also provided a complete tool chain starting with the stereo photogrammetry based
digitization of artefacts, their refinement, collection and management with other multimedia
data, and visualization using virtual and augmented reality (Figure 5-1, a). The generated
system is a one-stop-solution for museums to create, manage and present both content and
context for virtual exhibitions (Figure 5-1, b). Interoperability and standards are also key
features of our system allowing both small and large museums to build a bespoke system suited
to their needs [55]. Moreover, different multimodal interfaces have been developed for cultural
heritage. The integration of these technologies provides a novel multimodal mixed reality
interface that facilitates the implementation of more interesting digital heritage exhibitions.
With such exhibitions, participants can switch dynamically between virtual web-based
environments to indoor augmented reality environments as well as make use of various
multimodal interaction techniques to better explore different applications such as virtual
museums.
Paper: Sylaiou, S, Liarokapis, F., Kotsakis, K., Patias, P. Virtual museums, a survey
and some issues for consideration, Journal of Cultural Heritage, Elsevier, 10(4): 520528, 2009.
Contribution (30%): Collaboration on the collection of the material and write-up of
the paper (full text on section 8.12).
Paper: Liarokapis, F. An Augmented Reality Interface for Visualizing and Interacting
with Virtual Content, Virtual Reality, Springer, 11(1): 23-43, 2007.
Contribution (100%): Design of the architecture and implementation of the AR
interface. Write-up of the paper (full text on section 8.7).
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Paper: White, M., Mourkoussis, N., Darcy, J., Petridis, P., Liarokapis, F., Lister, P.F.,
Walczak, K., Wojciechowski, R., Cellary, W., Chmielewski, J., Stawniak, M., Wiza,
W., Patel, M., Stevenson, J., Manley, J., Giorgini, F., Sayd, P., Gaspard, F. ARCO-An
Architecture for Digitization, Management and Presentation of Virtual Exhibitions,
Proc. of the 22nd International Conference on Computer Graphics (CGI'2004), IEEE
Computer Society, Hersonissos, Crete, June 16-19, 622-625, 2004.
Contribution (15%): Collaboration on the design of the VR and AR architecture.
Implementation of the most of the VR and AR interface. Write-up of parts of the paper
(full text on section 8.5).

5.3

Urban Navigation

Up to now most attempts to develop pedestrian navigation tools for the urban environment have
used GPS technologies to display position on two-dimensional digital maps (as in the classic
'satnav' systems on the market). Although GPS is the key technology for location-based services
(LBS), it cannot currently meet all the requirements for navigation in urban environments.
Specifically, GPS technologies suffer from multipath signal degradation and they cannot
provide orientation information at low or zero speed, which is an essential component of
navigation. It has also been demonstrated that maps are not always the most effective interfaces
to pedestrian navigation applications on mobile devices. Orientation information is necessary to
help the user self-localise in an unknown environment and can be provided by either sensors
(i.e. accelerometers or digital compass) or through computer vision techniques.
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Figure 5-2 Interfaces for presenting information retrieved from a mobile information
system

The LOCUS project has developed alternative, mixed reality interfaces for existing mobile
information system technology based upon the WebPark platform. The WebPark platform can
assist users in formulating spatially referenced, mobile queries. The retrieved set of spatially
referenced results can then be displayed using various alternative interfaces: a list, a map, VR
or AR (Figure 5-2). An evaluation exercise was undertaken to assess appropriate levels of
detail, realism and interaction for the mobile virtual reality interface. Virtual 3D scenes were
found to have many advantages when compared to paper maps: the most positive feature was
found to be the possibility to recognize the features in the surrounding environment, which
provides a link between the real and virtual worlds. Overall, results showed that these
technologies are helpful however, the most suitable interface is likely to vary according to the
user and task in hand [56].
Paper: Liarokapis, F., Brujic-Okretic, V., Papakonstantinou, S. Exploring Urban
Environments using Virtual and Augmented Reality, Journal of Virtual Reality and
Broadcasting, GRAPP 2006 Special Issue, Digital Peer Publishing, 3(5): 1-13, 2006.
Contribution (70%): Collaboration on the design of the architecture. Implementation
of the majority of the VR interface. Write-up of most of the paper (full text on section
8.6).
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Paper: Mountain, D., Liarokapis, F. Mixed reality (MR) interfaces for mobile
information systems, Aslib Proceedings, Special issue: UK library & information
schools, Emerald Press, 59(4/5): 422-436, 2007.
Contribution (50%): Collaboration on the design of the architecture and
implementation of the VR interface. Write-up of half of the paper (full text on section
8.8).

5.4

Higher Education

5.4.1 VR and AR in Education
Although current teaching methods work successfully, Universities are interested in introducing
more productive methods for improving the learning experience and increasing the level of
understanding of the students. The emergence of new technological innovations such as the
Internet, multimedia, virtual and augmented reality technologies, was able to demonstrate the
weaknesses of traditional teaching methods but also the potential of improving them. This work
focuses on the use of high-level AR interfaces for the construction of collaborative educational
applications that can be used in practice to enhance current teaching methods (Figure 5-3).

Figure 5-3 Operation of the AR application (a) AR environment (b) Visualisation of
educational content [59]
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A combination of multimedia information including spatial 3D models, images, textual
information, video, animations and sound, can be superimposed in a student-friendly manner
into the learning environment. In several case studies, different learning scenarios have been
carefully designed based on HCI principles so that meaningful virtual information is presented
in an interactive and compelling way. Collaboration between the participants is achieved
through use of a tangible AR interface that uses marker cards as well as an immersive AR
environment which is based on GUIs and sensors devices. The interactive AR interface has
been piloted in the classroom of two UK universities in the Departments of Informatics and
Information Science. Initial results indicated that students appreciated this type of tool for
assisting the lecturer and improving the learning process [59].
Paper: Liarokapis, F., Mourkoussis, N., White, M., Darcy, J., Sifniotis, M., Petridis,
P., Basu, A., Lister, P.F. Web3D and Augmented Reality to support Engineering
Education, World Transactions on Engineering and Technology Education, UICEE,
3(1): 11-14, 2004.
Contribution (80%): Collaboration on the design of the architecture. Implementation
of the most of the VR interface. Write-up of most of the paper (full text on section 8.4).
Paper: Liarokapis, F., Anderson, E. Using Augmented Reality as a Medium to Assist
Teaching in Higher Education, Proc. of the 31st Annual Conference of the European
Association for Computer Graphics (Eurographics 2010), Education Program,
Norrkoping, Sweden, 4-7 May, 9-16, 2010.
Contribution (90%): Implementation of the AR interface and collection of all the
experimental data. Write-up of most of the paper (full text on section 8.13).

5.4.2 Activity-Led Introduction to First Year Creative Computing
One of the goals of higher education is to prepare students for life by enabling them to become
independent learners. Independent learning does not come easy to students who have adapted to
becoming passive participants in the learning process, where they are presented with all of the
required learning material, a learning style that many of them acquired during their secondary
education [60]. Activity Lead Learning (ALL) is focused on providing students with a specific
problem, scenario, task or activity in order to motivate, engage and stimulate them for providing
effective and efficient solutions. The range of activities and tasks has a wide range and
according to the requirements, different activities have to be planned and disseminated. ALL is
a student-centred approach that has its roots in problem-based learning (PBL) [61].
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Misconceptions about the nature of the computing disciplines pose a serious problem to
university faculties that offer computing degrees, as students enrolling on their programmes
may come to realise that their expectations are not realistic. This frequently results in the
students’ early disengagement from the subject of their degrees, which in turn can lead to
excessive ‘wastage’, i.e. reduced retention. This work, reports on our academic group’s
attempts within creative computing degrees at a UK university to counter these problems
through the introduction of a six-week long project that newly enrolled students embark on at
the very beginning of their studies (Figure 5-4).

Figure 5-4 3D etch-a-sketch. (a) Student-based drawing application [60], (b) student
group’s hardware interface [60]
This group project provided a breadth-first, activity-led introduction to their chosen academic
discipline, aiming to increase student engagement while providing a stimulating learning
experience with the overall goal to increase retention. The methods and results of two iterations
of these projects in the 2009/2010 and 2010/2011 academic years were presented. Results
indicate that the ALL approach worked well for these cohorts, with students expressing
increased interest in their chosen discipline, in addition to noticeable improvements in retention
following the first year of the students’ studies [60].
Paper: Anderson, E.F., Peters, C., Halloran, J., Every, P., Shuttleworth, J., Liarokapis,
F., Lane, R., Richards, M. In at the Deep End: An Activity-Led Introduction to First
Year Creative Computing, Computer Graphics Forum, Wiley-Blackwell, 31(6): 18521866, September, 2012.
Contribution (10%): Collaboration on the teaching methods and write-up of the paper
(full text on section 0).
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5.5

Serious Games and Virtual Environments

5.5.1 Serious Games Technologies
The success of computer games, fuelled among factors such as the great realism that can be
attained using modern consumer hardware, and the key techniques of games technology that
have resulted from this, have given way to new types of games, including serious games, and
related application areas, such as virtual worlds, mixed reality, augmented reality and virtual
reality. All of these types of application utilise core games technologies (e.g. 3D environments)
as well as novel techniques derived from computer graphics, human computer interaction,
computer vision and artificial intelligence, such as crowd modelling. Together these
technologies have given rise to new sets of research questions, often following technologically
driven approaches to increasing levels of fidelity, usability and interactivity. The aim has been
to use this state-of-the-art report to demonstrate the potential of serious games technology for
cultural heritage, to outline key problems and to indicate areas of technology where solutions
for remaining challenges may be found. However, the same technology can be easily applied to
other application domains.
Paper: Anderson, E.F., McLoughlin, L., Liarokapis, F., Peters, C., Petridis, P., de
Freitas, S. Developing serious games for cultural heritage: a state-of-the-art review,
Virtual Reality, Springer, 14(4): 255-275, 2010.
Contribution (20%): Write-up of the serious games, virtual and augmented reality
sections of the paper. Also co-written the introduction and conclusions (full text on
section 8.15).
5.5.2 Learning as Immersive Experiences within Serious Games
Traditional approaches to learning have often focused upon knowledge transfer strategies that
have centred on textually based engagements with learners, and dialogic methods of interaction
with tutors. The use of virtual worlds, with text-based, voice-based and a feeling of ‘presence’
naturally is allowing for more complex social interactions and designed learning experiences
and role plays, as well as encouraging learner empowerment through increased interactivity. To
unpick these complex social interactions and more interactive designed experiences, this work
considers the use of virtual worlds in relation to structured learning activities for college and
lifelong learners [62]. This consideration necessarily has implications upon learning theories
adopted and practices taken up, with real implications for tutors and learners alike. Alongside
this is the notion of learning as an ongoing set of processes mediated via social interactions and
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experiential learning circumstances within designed virtual and hybrid spaces. This implies the
need for new methodologies for evaluating the efficacy, benefits and challenges of learning in
these new ways.

Figure 5-5 Learning as immersive experiences. (a) Four Dimensional Framework [63], (b)
Meeting in-world in Second Life for virtual tour [62]
Towards this aim, this work proposed an evaluation methodology for supporting the
development of specified learning activities in virtual worlds, based upon inductive methods
and augmented by the four-dimensional framework [63]. The approach was based upon an
assumption that learning experiences need to be designed, used and tested in a
multidimensional way due to the multimodal nature of the interface (Figure 5-5). The presented
evaluation methodology may be used as a design tool for designing learning activities in-world
as well as for evaluating the efficacy of experiences, due to its set of consistent criteria.
Paper: de Freitas, S., Rebolledo-Mendez, G., Liarokapis, F., Magoulas, G.,
Poulovassilis, A. Learning as immersive experiences: Using the four-dimensional
framework for designing and evaluating immersive learning experiences in a virtual
world, British Journal of Educational Technology, Blackwell Publishing, 41(1): 69-85,
2010.
Contribution (20%): Collaboration on the design and evaluation of the serious game
as well as the write-up of the paper (full text on section 8.16).
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1

Conclusions

In this habilitation thesis there was a presentation of several contributions to interactive virtual
and augmented reality environments as well as various application domains. The thesis covered
a number of different procedural generation techniques for generating content as well as human
behaviour. Moreover, it provided contributions in virtual and augmented reality environments
ranging from indoor to outdoor (mobile) solutions. It also covered a significant amount of
contributions in the area of HCI, including more standard techniques using sensors to more
advanced ones such as EEG methods. Finally, it showed how all the above mentioned methods
can be applied in creating novel applications. It is worth mentioning that all these areas are fast
evolving and the state-of-the-art research changes very fast.
6.2

Future Work

In terms of future directions, it is realistic to expect contributions in all areas mentioned in this
thesis. Firstly, to explore in more detail procedural approaches in different contexts. Secondly,
to develop further the architecture of virtual and augmented reality allowing for more realistic
computer graphics functionality. Thirdly, to improve the human computer interaction
techniques by making use of multimodal approaches as well as more sensor devices. Finally, to
apply the systems in different application domains such as medicine.
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Chapter 8

Appendix – Paper Reprints

In the following sections, copies of the papers used for this habilitation thesis are provided. The
selected conference papers concern topics which have not yet been published in journal papers,
but this will happen in the future, since the work is on-going.
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tangible advantages that ultimately could result in wider,
more flexible, and more versatile products” [4].
To overcome these problems, a variety of methods
for automatically creating detailed but also randomised
environments have been developed. The use of these
procedural methods [5] saves time and reduces the
budget for creating effective serious games. However, if
a user wishes to interact with the environment in a
meaningful way, such as in a flight simulator that has an
expansive world and implements collision detection, then
numerous problems arise that are often not dealt with
during the creation stage.

Abstract— This paper describes a variety of methods that
can be used to create realistic, random 3D environments for
serious games requiring real-time performance. These
include the generation of terrain, vegetation and building
structures. An interactive flight simulator has been created
as proof of concept. An initial evaluation with two small
samples of users (remote and hallway) revealed some
usability issues but also showed that overall the flight
simulator is enjoyable and appears realistic and believable.
Keywords – serious games; 3D terrain modeling;
computer graphics; flight simulator.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The creation of realistic virtual environments is an
important issue in the computer animation, computer
games, digital film effects and simulation industries. In
recent years, the computer and video games industry has
overtaken both the film and music industries as the top
revenue producers, and the cost for developing a
commercial game now usually requires investments of
several million dollars, involving large teams of
developers that can number in the hundreds of workers,
many of whom are artists and designers providing
content for the decoration of rich virtual game worlds.
While many games companies have the necessary budget
to develop these expensive modern computer games that
employ state of the art computer graphics, not all game
developers have the same resources. Serious games refer
to computer games that are not limited to the aim of
providing just entertainment but which can be used for
other purposes, such as education or training in a number
of application domains. There are several game engines
and online virtual environments that have been used to
design and implement these games for non-leisure
purposes [1]. The development of serious games using
the same approach as used for entertainment games is not
possible because their budget is usually limited to a few
thousand dollars. The literature states that when games
and simulations technologies are applied to nonentertainment domains, serious gaming applications can
be created [2]. When classifying a game, the definition of
the term ‘game’ does not necessarily require formalised
criteria for success such as praising winners, totalling
points or reaching certain areas in a level [3]. “Gaming is
by no means a replacement for existing model and
simulation building processes and practices but it has
978-0-7695-3986-7/10 $26.00 © 2010 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/VS-GAMES.2010.31

Figure 1 Randomly generated environment for an entertainment flight
simulator

This paper explains some of the problems that can
arise from this situation and describes a variety of
methods that can be used to overcome them. These
methods have been applied to a basic flight simulator
(see Figure 1), so that the results could be observed and
evaluated. Initial results with 2 types of user groups
(remote and hallway) revealed some usuablity issues but
also illustrated that overall the flight simulator is
enjoyable, fun and looks realistic.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Section II provides past methods used in terrain
generation. Section III presents how our flight simulator
serious game was created to allow for navigation and
interaction with the terrain whereas section IV describes
3

to shape and constrain the landscape, in a similar manner
to the way in which water erosion affects real terrain.
Musgrave et al. [13] managed to achieve realistic results
through a different method that took hydraulic and
thermal erosion into account when creating a fractal
terrain. Attempts to create more geographically accurate
models have lead to increased realism in some aspects,
but have also increased the complexity of the design and
rendering [14].
An alternative method to create randomised terrain
is the use of Lindenmayer systems. L-systems were
originally created to study organic growth, such as is the
case with plants, but they can easily be adapted to cover
other self-similar structures, such as mountainous terrain
[15]. The distinctive feature of L-systems is the use of
rules that rewrite strings, which can be called recursively
to make a hierarchy of strings. When displayed visually,
these may produce results similar to those of a mountain
range silhouette, for example.

techniques used for creating infinite terrains. Section V
provides an overview of procedural techniques for
adding vegetation and buildings into randomised
environments. Section VII presents a flight simulator as a
case study and section VIII illustrates initial evaluation
results. Finally section IX presents conclusions and
future work.
II.

TERRAIN CREATION METHODS

The majority of the traditional methods used to
create partially randomised terrain involve the use of
fractals, such as fault formation [6] and noise algorithms
[7]. Fractals are objects or shapes which, when split into
smaller parts, result in shapes that are similar to the
original shape as a whole [8] (self-similarity). Their use
is advantageous from a computer graphics point of view,
due to their ability to define complex geometry from a
small set of instructions, and due to their ability to define
shapes that are often difficult to define with simple
Euclidian geometry.
Random one-dimensional midpoint displacement is a
simple algorithm that can be used to create fractals that
appear similar to the two-dimensional silhouette of
mountain ranges. It is implemented by finding the
midpoint of a single line, and displacing its height by a
random offset value. This process is then repeated at the
midpoints between these newly defined points with a
reduced random number range. This algorithm is usually
implemented recursively to allow the silhouette to be
made as detailed as the user requires [9].
When the random midpoint displacement is applied
to the centre of a terrain grid square only, this can be
defined in terms of the displacements of the centre points
of the square’s sides. A more efficient way is to derive
the same result by adding the four corners of the square
and dividing them by four and adding the random value
to the result.
The diamond-square algorithm can be considered an
effective way of applying this one-dimensional method
to a second dimension, creating three-dimensional terrain
if the resulting lattice is used as a virtual heightmap [10].
The recursive algorithm works by refining a square area,
whose four corner points’ height values may be
initialised randomly, and then calculating its centre point
by calculating a mean of the corner points, to which a
random value is added. Midpoints of the edges between
the corners are then calculated in a similar manner and
the original shape is then subdivided by generating new
edges between the newly generated points, forming new
squares for further subdivision, as well as diamond
shapes within the squares. Using a smaller random value
tends to result in the creation of smoother terrain,
whereas larger offsets result in more jaggered edges. The
use of hexagonal and triangular shapes instead of a
square grid has been proposed to reduce the problems of
‘creasing’ in the terrain [11].
There has been some work on modelling terrain
based on realistic physical constraints. Kelley et al. [12]
produced a system in which water drainage is simulated

III.

SIMULATOR CREATION

For the purpose of this paper, a small, simple flight
simulator was created to allow for navigation and
interaction with the terrain. In the design, usability took
precedence over realism, as a result of which the controls
were deliberately kept simple; the mouse is used to alter
the yaw and pitch of the aircraft, and two keys are used
for acceleration and deceleration. Additionally, to allow
for close examination of the terrain, the in-program
physics were kept liberal; i.e. the plane was allowed to
come to a complete stop in mid-air without gravity
taking effect.
For the terrain itself, heightmaps that were generated
using the diamond-square algorithm were chosen to
provide surface detail. This method was chosen primarily
due to the algorithm’s simplicity and adaptability,
meaning that the system itself could easily be altered to
accommodate a more complex algorithm or to accept
alterations to factors such as surface roughness without
the need to be rewritten from scratch. Additionally, by
choosing a recursive algorithm, the level of detail could
be adjusted as necessary, which proved to be an
advantage when dealing with different methods that
required different levels of processing power.

Figure 2 Pyramid created by a random height-displacement of the
centre point of the square base

Figure 2 illustrates how a vertical deformation of
the centre of the square base connected to the
neighbouring points can produce a pyramid. Instead of
using this linear deformation of the neighbouring points,
a two-dimensional Lorentz distribution [16] for the
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simulator where a large detailed environment is
desirable.
The second attempted method was to “loop” the old
landscape when the user reaches a boundary. In order for
the landscape to loop seamlessly, it was vital to ensure
that the edges have equal height values; on an A1 to H9
grid, for example, B1 must equal B9, A5 must equal G5,
and the corner values (A1, A9, G1, and H9) must equal
each other. The landscape can then be kept in the
computer memory as a single “tile”, which can be
duplicated to a new spot when needed. Tiles of terrain
that are a particular distance from the player’s avatar, i.e.
the aircraft, can be deleted or moved to a more
appropriate position, to keep memory usage to a
minimum.

height array was assumed. By adjusting the width of the
Lorentzian shape, one could obtain a means for
controlling the smoothness of the terrain. Another
distribution that could be used is the Gaussian shape.
After some trials, it was found that this bell-shaped
distribution that creates a smooth terrain was the
following:
height = y = (random number ) ×

D2 / 8

( x − xo )2 + ( z − zo )2 + D2 / 8

where (x0, z0) is the position of the peak and D2 is
the length of the square which is related with the width
of the Lorentz distribution. The value of the width
directly affects the smoothness of the terrain. By
decreasing the width of the bell-shaped distribution, the
terrain becomes steeper.
Water was added to the landscape in the form of a
single translucent plane placed at an appropriate height
(see Figure 1). Small buildings and trees were also added
as decorations for the terrain, using pre-fabricated
models. Their placement on the landscape was decided
randomly, although rules were implemented to prevent
their creation on top of mountain peaks, below the virtual
world’s water level, or on steep slopes.
IV.

Figure 3 Upon reaching the right side of the landscape, a tile of terrain
is moved in front of the player to provide the illusion of endless terrain

OUTER BOUNDARIES

This solution could cause the problem of the user
noticing the repetitive nature of the terrain (especially if
the terrain contained a notable feature, such as a peak),
but the severity of this issue would depend on several
factors. For example, if the user intended on using the
same terrain for a long period of time, then he or she
would be more likely to notice the copied terrain tiles
than a user who intended on playing for a short period of
time. Additionally, if the terrain is seemingly large (i.e. if
it took 60 seconds to travel across a single tile, for
instance), then the repeating nature of the terrain tiles
would be less noticeable than if the terrain were small
(i.e. if it took 20 seconds to travel across a tile). The
implications of this are that looping the landscape with
the same terrain tile would work in a number of
simulation scenarios, but it is difficult to assess whether
this could be successfully applied to a particular flying
simulator without some form of user testing. A final note
on this method is that by making the four corner values
identical, the deviation between the highest and lowest
points of the landscape may be reduced. Alternate
methods of increasing the stochasticity (such as using
more random points) may be considered to avoid this
problem.
The final method was to automatically generate a
new, unique tile of terrain when the user reaches a
boundary (see Figure 4). To ensure that the tiles matched
seamlessly, one edge of the terrain would have its
heights copied to the matching edge of the new tile. The
rest of the heights can then be calculated via random
values and midpoint displacement using the diamond-

In any simulator that requires travelling for a long
time in one direction (flight simulators being the most
notable example), the user may find that they see or pass
an “outer boundary”; the terrain is only created within
certain dimensions, so reaching an area where nothing is
rendered can be a possibility, depending on the actual
implementation. Three potential solutions were devised
and implemented.
The first was to create a terrain of such large extent
that the user would never reach the outer boundary (see
Figure 3). The success of this method depended upon the
scale of the landscape relative to the user’s movement
speed; if a user moved over the length of single terrain
grid squares per second, then they would be less likely to
reach a boundary than a user who moved at 5 grid
squares per second, assuming that other factors remained
equal. The implication of this is that landscapes must be
scaled to be as large as possible to minimise the chance
of the user discovering a boundary. Upon attempting this
method, another problem arose in the form of the terrain
looking bland and flat, due to the spread-out nature of the
polygons. The solution to this was to increase the
number of subdivisions, thus increasing the level of
detail. However, it ought to be noted that if the designer
were to keep increasing the scale and the level of detail
of the terrain at the same time, then eventually the
computer would reach the limitations of its hardware.
For this reason, this method can be considered
appropriate for small demonstration purposes or
applications where the user moves slowly relative to the
virtual landscape, but inappropriate for a full flight
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usually depends on a number of factors, including the
elevation and slope of the terrain, as well as topographic
features that dictate the probability of a specific plant’s
occurrence [20]. Once a position in the generated terrain
has been decided, the generation of plant models can be
followed with the placement of the vegetation.
For the proof of concept application, a simplified
method was implemented that made use of randomised
positioning of vegetation models, rather than random
vegetation itself. A series of low-polygon trees and
bushes were created and exported as 3D models, which
were then loaded at the start of the program. Once the
terrain had been created, the vegetation was randomly
assigned to various places on the terrain grid. However,
if a particular part of the terrain was too high, low,
submerged in water, or on a heavily inclined slope, then
that area was rejected and ignored, the purpose being to
prevent vegetation appearing in unrealistic locations. To
reduce the problem of repetition, the vegetation was also
rotated and scaled by a random value. The result was
surprisingly effective; the plants appeared to have
stochastic properties despite being pre-defined models,
and it was only when the density of the vegetation was
increased to the level of woodland when the repetition
became noticeable.

square algorithm, in the same manner as was used to
create the first tile.

Figure 4 Upon reaching the right side of terrain grid A, the values of
the far-right points are copied to the far left points of terrain grid B.
The other points of terrain grid B are then calculated via randomisation
and mid-point displacement, as done for grid A

The advantage of this method is that the terrain is
genuinely infinite; from a user’s perspective, the land
would continue in all directions with no repetitions.
However, there is the problem of memory usage. If a
user were to continue travelling in a straight line,
increasingly more tiles would have to be generated and
stored in memory (even if they were not rendered),
which could cause a memory overflow. The solutions to
this are to either store previously visited tiles in a
separate cache file, or to simply delete previously visited
areas that are far away from the avatar. The former
solution has the problem of requiring an efficient caching
system (i.e. one that allows for fast writing and reading
of large sets of coordinates), and the latter suffers from
not allowing the user to backtrack to a previously-visited
area that is a certain distance away.
V.

B.

Procedural Generation of Buildings
Most real-world environments include some sort of
artificial structures. In a rural setting these might be
scattered houses that make up only a fraction of the
decorations of the terrain, with the majority of
decorations being plants, whereas in urban settings this
would be reversed with buildings providing the majority
of virtual world decorations. If the level of detail
required for buildings is relatively low, as would be the
case in a flight simulator that depicts the virtual world
from a high altitude, then simple geometric bodies can
create adequate results if combined with suitable texture
maps that hide the lack of actual detail in the geometry.
The use of ‘split grammars’ [21] and ‘shape grammars’
[22] for describing architectural features allow the use of
much more complex shapes and building structures,
which can be intricately detailed [23].
At the greatest level of detail, even building interiors
can be generated [24]. The placement of these artificial
structures in the virtual world can reach great levels of
complexity if the buildings form part of an urban
environment [25]. These more complex settlements are
created in a series of steps [26]: (a) first a suitable road
network is generated, effectively providing street maps
that partition the terrain and to constrain the placement
of buildings (b) this is then used to direct the division of
the terrain into lots which may be partitioned further to
generate building footprints, and (c) which are then used
as input for the generation of the buildings themselves.
Due to time restrictions, attempts at implementing a
more complex urban generation system had to be
simplified. The method of distributing buildings was
therefore nearly identical to the method of distributing

AUTOMATIC DECORATION OF VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENTS

Empty, featureless spaces resulting from terrain
generation alone are insufficient for the creation of
convincing virtual environments. To overcome this, the
environment needs to be decorated with suitable
vegetation and artificial structures, including buildings as
well as settlements.
A.

Procedural Generation and Placement of
Vegetation
There are different methods for the procedural
creation of vegetation, many of which are based on
fractal or simpler rule-based techniques. One of the latter
methods has been used for on-the-fly generation of
forests for real-time virtual environments [17], using a
skeletal topology for procedurally generated and
animated trees, which has also been combined
effectively with on-the-fly generated grass to create a
rich natural scenery [18]. A much more powerful, rulebased approach applying component-based modelling is
the one by Lintermann and Deussen [19], which provides
a more intuitive way for controlling plant modelling than
the well-known L-Systems [15]. The decision of what
type of plant needs to be placed into the virtual world
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point, a box was applied that would match the point’s
height, and have a polygon’s length and width. An
advantage of this method was that, as with the fractal
terrain itself, the checks could be called recursively to
achieve a higher level of detail (collision accuracy), at
the cost of efficiency.
For example, a bounding box could be applied every
two polygons across, or bounding boxes of twice the
width and length could be applied every four polygons
across, resulting in significantly fewer calculations.
During testing, it was found that, relative to the
complexity of the fractal terrain, only a small number of
bounding boxes were needed for the terrain collisions to
be perceived as accurate, so program efficiency was not
an issue. More bounding boxes were needed to maintain
accuracy if the terrain was made to be mountainous.
However, a scenario where more bounding boxes were
needed than were possible with the terrain data array was
not implemented. One observed point was that mountain
peaks seemed to suffer occasionally from inaccurate
collisions, probably due to the fact that this was the area
with the most ‘space’ contained within the box. There
did not seem to be a simple fix to this problem, as
manually adjusting the bounding boxes used for
mountain peaks was impractical and delivered mixed
results. Nonetheless, axis-aligned bounding boxes were
considered successful for this simulator due to their
speed and overall accuracy.
Before oriented bounding boxes can be discussed, it
ought to be noted that since we are working in three
dimensions, there are two sets of rotation that can be
implemented. The first would align the boxes according
to the way the landscape is facing (the yaw); this would
appear to be a rotated square, if viewed from above. The
second would align the boxes according to the slope of a
polygon or terrain face (the pitch and roll). Performing a
check on whether an axis-aligned box (the aircraft)
collides with a rotated square (part of the terrain after
being rotated once) would require a simple series of
checks for each of the oriented box’s points; the collision
detection is still being performed in two dimensions.
However, after applying the second rotation, checks must
be performed between two bounding boxes aligned on
separate axes, and consequently the number of
calculations rises steeply. Considering the number of
bounding boxes on the terrain, it was predicted that this
could potentially become an issue.

plants, with a few distinct changes. Firstly, the building
models were adjusted to have ‘foundations’, or basement
levels. The purpose of this was to prevent the underside
of the model showing, should the building be positioned
on a slope. Secondly, rather than being rotated and
scaled, which would be inappropriate for the majority of
buildings, structures were assigned random ‘height’ and
‘extention’ values that copied parts of the building model
above or to the side of the original, the purpose being to
reduce repetition and to reduce the isolated feel that can
be associated with solitary buildings.
The results were acceptable, and would be especially
fitting if applied to a small settlement of village size, but
the environment as a whole lacked the structure and
density associated with urban areas. The solution to this
problem would be to redesign the placement system, and
possibly the terrain generation system, from scratch,
whilst taking into account the architectural shape
grammars and road networks used in previous city
generation applications.
VI.

COLLISION DETECTION

Accurate detection of when an object hits the terrain
surface is highly desirable in many applications,
especially flight simulators. However, calculating precise
polygon overlap between an aircraft and a landscape
would be too computationally expensive, especially
given the recursive and detailed nature of fractal terrain,
which could result in thousands of checks per frame.
Alternative methods were therefore implemented in an
attempt to find a method that was both fast and accurate.
Traditionally, the most common method of
calculating collisions is through the use of bounding
volumes, such as spheres or orientated cuboids, which
can be positioned in place of a complex model and then
be checked for overlap. They can also be used
hierarchally (i.e. checking a large bounding volume,
followed by more precise checks), to give results that are
both memory efficient and precise [27]. In this paper, a
single axis-aligned bounding box was used to cover the
aircraft. The trees, vegetation and buildings were covered
by single oriented bounding boxes. Additionally, a single
plane check was used to check whether the aircraft had
hit the water surface. More complex and accurate
methods, such as a series of bounding boxes, would be
more appropriate for a final game or simulation, but
simplicity was adhered to for the sake of shortening the
debugging process and for achieving consistent results
when testing the speed and accuracy of the collisions.
For the terrain in this instance, bounding spheres
were quickly deemed as inappropriate, as they would fit
awkwardly with the relatively flat polygons unless used
at a high level of detail. Axis-aligned bounding boxes
would be faster than spheres to calculate, due to the
simpler calculations needed for every frame [27], and
they could potentially be more accurate on less
mountainous terrain due to the nearly-aligned nature of
the landscape. The bounding boxes were applied by
making use of the terrain data arrays; for every polygon

Figure 5 Comparison of axis-aligned (top) and oriented bounding box
method (bottom). Recursive calls lead to a more accurate terrain match.
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learning, thereby leading to more learner-led approaches
based upon activities for example” [28].
Players can navigate intuitively inside the the alien
worlds using mouse and keyboard inputs. As mentioned
before, the controls were deliberately kept simple; the
mouse is used to steer the aircraft, and two keys, ‘W’ and
‘S’, are used for acceleration and deceleration
respectively. Players can also fire a weapon by pointing
and clicking with the mouse. An overview of the flight
simulator in operation is shown in Figure 6.

Upon testing, it was found that performing only a
single rotation on the bounding boxes gave very similar
results to the axis aligned boxes, both in terms of
efficiency and accuracy. This method carried the same
problems and advantages of the axis aligned method.
Upon rotating the boxes a second time, the accuracy
improved somewhat and the problems associated with
the mountain peak inaccuracies disappeared. However,
the program was notably less efficient; attempting to
apply the fully oriented bounding boxes to every terrain
polygon slowed the program down to an unusable level
(although whether such a level of accuracy is actually
required for a flight simulator is questionable). Deciding
whether it would be more accurate and efficient to use a
small number of fully oriented bounding boxes or a large
number of axis-aligned boxes for fractal terrain is a
matter that requires further research and testing.
The program could be further streamlined through
the addition of Bounding Volume Hierarchies (BVHs).
By splitting up the terrain area into large bounding
volumes that in turn contain consecutively smaller
bounding volumes, the number of collision checks
carried out per frame could be substantially reduced.
Since this particular program uses a square grid for the
terrain, it would be logical for the checks to take the
form of testing which side the aircraft falls on on an
imaginary plane placed in the middle of the terrain grid.
This is repeated to further divide the grid into quarters
and eighths within the section in which the craft is
located. Precise collision checks can then be carried out
in the appropriate section. In this case, the efficiency of
using BVHs depends upon the complexity of the
landscape; a more complex landscape would benefit
more from having BVHs implemented for collision
detection, as a large number of calculations would be
removed per frame, whereas if the landscape were only a
few polygons in size, implementing BVHs would have
little effect. If numerous aircraft are included, or
buildings and objects overlap BVH boundaries, then the
efficiency of BVHs becomes more difficult to calculate,
and their use ought to be carefully considered.
VII.

Figure 6 Alien world flight simulator in operation

A digital compass and a speedometer are
implemented os overlays in the interface. The digital
compass (see top left hand side of Figure 6) allows
players to navigate inside the virtual environment using
directional information. The speedometer representation
(see top right hand side of Figure 6) was kept as simple
as possible in order to leave maximum screen space
available for the game. Additionally, a widget menu was
implemented that allows players to change specific
components of the 3D environment by right-clicking the
mouse. The environmental components that can be
modified include: terrain re-generation, weather
alteration (i.e. rain, fog, sunny, etc.), and colouring of
the grass, water and sky. An overview of the widget
menu is shown in Figure 7.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR

The simple flight simulator game created as a case
study for the random world generation allows navigation
and interaction with the randomised 3D environment.
Thematically the game is set to take place on alien
worlds. This could potentially offer a wider range of
potential scenarios (i.e. the online virtual world Second
Life is based on this philosophy) and thus offer a higher
level of entertainment and enjoyability compared to
‘Earth’ based scenarios. While of course this type of
representation does not automatically lead to exploratory,
challenging and problem-based learning experiences, the
opportunities for players to “define their learning
experiences or pathways, using the virtual mediations
within virtual worlds, has the potential to invert the more
hierarchical relationships associated with traditional

Figure 7 Flight simulator widget menu

Options to change the music track or mute it entirely
were also added to the widget menu. These controls were
introduced to the user in the form of a simple menu
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controls) and (d) how large and varied were the
environments? – the final question testing, whether the
attempts at making the different environments varied was
a success. A qualitative analysis was done with five
users. Feedback was received some in direct reply to the
questions, and some raising additional issues. Recorded
feedback was very encouraging and all users agreed that
the methods used were very useful for the creation of
serious games applications, although important issues
were pointed out.
The answers to the second and third questions were
positive and similar. Several users commented that they
would play such a game, on the condition that further
additions were made to the gameplay. “It needs more to
do but the engine is cool”, one user noted. In regards to
the final question, reactions were mixed. One user
commented that they “enjoyed exploring the worlds”,
and mentioned how the use of colour made a lot of
difference, but another noted that “the buildings look
samey. They need more variation”. Additional comments
were also made. One player complimented the
“atmosphere” of the game. However, the collision
detection was criticised by another player. Specifically,
he stated “I sometimes crash when I drive too close to
mountains. [The collision detection] is fine for the water
and flat land though“. The other users claimed that the
collision detection was acceptable.

screen that appeared at the start of the game. The
collision detection algorithm was based on axis-aligned
bounding boxes for the terrain and the building structures
(see section VI). In addition, based on the techniques
described in section IV, the landscape creates the illusion
that is infinite. An example screenshot of explosions
generated when the aircraft collides with the ground is
shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Collision between the aircraft and the terrain

To simulate the effect of collisions, explosions were
incorporated into the game based on particle systems.
Each particle effect (snow, rain, engine fumes and
explosions) has a velocity value, rotation value, or
transparency applied to it and for each collision, each
particle is changed appropriately (such as a slight
decrease in y position, for rain), and if it reaches a certain
condition (such as rain falling too low), it is set to a new
start position.
VIII.

B.

Hallway Testing
Four students from the Faculty of Engineering and
Computing, Coventry University were asked to partake
in the second test group. Instead of asking the university
students questions, they were asked to talk through what
they were doing and how they felt as they played the
game. Two students had some issues with the controls.
Specifically, they found the delay between hitting a key
and the aircraft movement difficult to get to grips with. It
is worth-mentioning that after playing for long enough,
the players adjusted to the issue. The object ‘popping’
due to terrain decorations being added to the scene was
criticised by two players; one commented that “it’s nice
that I can keep going forever, but it’s annoying that I
can’t see the horizon properly”. Similar to the Internet
test group, two players complimented the ‘feel’ of the
virtual worlds. One admired the water and sky effects,
and the other spent a fair amount of time recreating
different landscapes. Despite making use of the repeated
tile method for this test, none of the users were aware of
the repetition, which meant that this method is successful
and efficient for terrains that are explored by the user for
less than five minutes. Further testing would be needed
for the effectiveness of this method over longer periods
of time, however.

INITIAL EVALUATION

To acquire feedback on the finished core of the
application, a self-contained executable file was supplied
to two sets of users: a small Internet general discussion
forum (remote usability testing), and a group of Coventry
University students (hallway usability testing). The
intention of these tests was primarily to gather
information on the playability and enjoyability of the
game, but also to discover potential technical problems.
All of the end-users had some experience with games,
and the vast majority described themselves as ‘gamers’.
A few of those involved also had experience with games
programming, or had some knowledge of the architecture
behind creating a game. For both sets of users, the aim of
the flight simulator project was presented and it was
explained that the players should not expect a complete
game, but rather a prototype.
A.

Remote Testing
For the Internet forum users, the following set of
questions was provided: (a) do the collisions seem
accurate? (b) would you be interested in playing a fuller
version of this game?, (c) what would you like to see
added? (e.g. larger variety of landscapes, different

IX.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper discussed a number of methods that can
be used to create realistic but also randomised 3D
environments for serious games. These methods referred
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to the automated generation of fractal terrains, vegetation
and building structures. To prove the feasibility of the
techniques, an interactive flight simulator has been
implemented and evaluated. Initial results with two
different types of user groups (remote and hallway)
showed that overall the flight simulator is enjoyable,
looks realistic for a gaming scenario and thus also has
the potential to be used for the development of serious
games.
In the future, a classification regarding buildings and
vegetation will be developed allowing for automatic
random generation of larger urban environments. To
improve the cognitive perception of the players,
additional urban geometry will be generated
automatically in the game such as: streets, pavements,
signs etc., similar to the framework proposed by Smelik
et al. [28]. Finally, scenarios will be developed and more
evaluation studies will be performed with more users.
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Abstract— This paper examines the development of a
crowd simulation in a virtual city, and a perceptual
experiment to identify features of behaviour which can be
linked to perceived realism. This research is expected to
feedback into the development processes of simulating
inhabited locations, by identifying the key features which
need to be implemented to achieve more perceptually
realistic crowd behaviour. The perceptual experimentation
methodologies presented can be adapted and potentially
utilised to test other types of crowd simulation, for
application within computer games or more specific
simulations such as for urban planning or health and safety
purposes.
Keywords – crowd simulation, perceptual studies,
artificial intelligence, agent behaviour, virtual environments.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Simulating vast crowds of agents within a virtual
environment is a challenging endeavour from a technical
perspective [1]; however it becomes even more difficult
when the subjective nature of viewer perception is also
taken into account. Agent behaviour is the product of
artificial intelligence systems working in tandem;
nevertheless the sophistication of these systems is not a
guarantee of achieving believable behaviour [2]. Within
a medium such as computer games that require viewer
immersion [3], the perceived realism of agent behaviour
is a crucial factor for consideration. The specific features
of implemented behaviours may have a great impact
towards creating a believable scene.
Crowd simulation is the process of populating a
virtual scene with a large number of intelligent agents
that display behaviour in a manner not dissimilar from a
real person within the same context [4]. Realism in the
context of crowd simulations and computer games has
been given multiple definitions over time, making it a
difficult factor to define for measurement. There are two
presented definitions [5], one considering plausibility in
terms of the graphically quality and the other considering
plausibility in terms of the similarities to reality. Recent
research considers these types of realism within
predefined virtual environments, as well as the
perceptual effects [6]. Perceived realism is one definition
for realism within the context of simulations and
computer games. It is the plausibility of an aspect or a
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feature when perceived by a human viewer, and can have
a varying level of intensity depending on whether it is
perceptually realistic or not.
As it is a general definition it can be applied to
different features such as 3D models or lighting, but for
the purposes of this research it is applied to aspects of
agent crowd behaviour. Since this type of realism is
perceptually based, it can be measured by applying
psychophysical testing methodologies. In this paper, an
overview of the types of perceptual experiments that can
be utilised to assess the perceived realism of agent crowd
behaviour within a virtual simulation are presented, in
addition to preliminary results. The core research
challenge is how to assess the perceived realism of agent
crowd behaviour within a virtual urban environment.
To carry out the psychophysical experimentation a
platform was developed in the form of the urban crowd
simulation utilising the C++ programming language and
the OpenGL graphics library, both of which are
commonly used for developing computer games. For this
simulation, behaviour features are added consistently
through the methodology of analysis, synthesis and
perception [7], allowing for the definition of parameter
spaces and customisability within the platform
specifically for perceptual experimentation.
As the perceived realism of agent crowd behaviour
is evaluated through the features that shape behaviour
traits, for example velocity type, behavioural annotation
and so on, graphical complexity is not essential to the
core of the research. It is highly important that a crowd
simulation is perceived to be realistic by human viewers
or else plausibility will be lost, which is especially true
for computer games that require a level of immersion
[8]. This research investigates the perceived realism of
agent behaviour within an urban environment through
perceptual experimentation, to identify features of
behaviour that are the most effective for ensuring the
perceptual plausibility of the virtual scene.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II
presents related research on crowd simulation and
computer games. The methodology is detailed in Section
III and Section IV describes the implementation of the
urban crowd stimulation. The perceptual experiments
and the psychophysical methods, along with preliminary
results are outlined in Section V. Finally, Section VI
provides conclusions and the direction of future research.
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II.

BACKGROUND

Crowds can be simulated for numerous purposes
like health and safety, where the simulated agents are
utilised to test for current or possible dangers [9]. The
identification of these dangers is used to improve the
current system or inform the development processes if
the simulation is pre-emptive. There are professionally
developed simulations for crowd management,
evacuation procedures etc, and research [10] have been
conducted into evaluating the movement paths and
density of virtual crowds for urban planning purposes.
These types of simulations require virtual realism
whereby the simulation must be as close to reality as
possible [11] or it causes inaccuracies that can lead to
significant issues.
This is one of the many definitions of realism in the
context of simulations and computer games. In others,
such as [12], aesthetic realism is set apart from realism of
representation. While this virtual realism is important for
a serious simulation to achieve its purpose [13], other
mediums (i.e. entertainment) require a different type of
realism that is not entirely dependent on mimetic
representation [14].
Computer games in particular require a sense of
immersion [3] within the game world to be successful, as
in [15]. It is also conveyed that for immersion, total
photo and audio realism is not required for a sense of the
world to be real and complete. This is where the idea of
perceived realism is relevant, as it acts as a gauge for the
perceptual plausibility of features within the simulation
or computer game. Game designer Chris Crawford wrote
that “games represent a subset of reality” [16] which can
be considered true in terms of the subjective nature of
perceived realism. This can help to ensure that the virtual
scene is perceived to be real, potentially aiding
immersion and flow [17].
Crowds have been a reoccurring theme in computer
games over the past decade [18] and continue to be so in
the present and foreseeable future. Computer games are
at the forefront of consumer media, with game launches
often breaking sales records. The game Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare 3 [19] for example broke records when
it sold over 6.5 million copies in the first twenty four
hours of its release in 2011. Considering the platform,
games offer intuitive yet technically advanced visual and
interactive simulation. So it is not surprising that games
have incorporated crowd based systems within their
game play for innovation [20].
In fact it is often the case that technologies from the
games industry are utilised for research purposes and
vice versa. As is the case with agent-based crowd
simulation in airports using game technology [21],
research aimed at simulating the navigational traits of
agents within a special public location while maintaining
an interactive frame-rate. Simulating crowds in games is
not specific to a single genre either, with the action
adventure title Assassin's Creed 3 [8], the Stealth shooter
game Hitman: Absolution [22], the city builder title
Tropico 4 [23] and the open world shooter set within a
city Grand Theft Auto IV [24], all having some crowd

elements in game play. In Hitman crowds are utilised for
blending into the game world to assassinate targets or
hide from pursuers (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Crowds in the China Town level of Hitman: Absolution [22]

In Tropico, the crowds of agents react to the changes
made within the environment by the player or from other
events. In Grand Theft Auto, crowds are a living part of
the city, simulated to act as normal pedestrians. The
latest Assassin's Creed title takes crowd simulation in
games forward by utilising the perceived realism of the
in-game crowds as a core game play mechanic for its
online multiplayer. In a multiplayer match there are only
several differing character models for the many agents
that populate crowds within the map and the players
must try to hunt each other, but the catch is that they
each look like one of the different character models
(Figure 2).

Figure 2 A multiplayer match showing crowds and assassinations in
Assassin's Creed 3 [8]

This means that often a player is identified as they
do not react in a manner that is perceptually realistic to
other players, where as the agents typically do. As is
described in research towards understanding realism in
computer games through phenomenology [25] for the
game world to be perceived as real it must react in a
realistic way, an especially relevant statement when
considering crowd behaviour. Assassin's Creeds game
play takes this sentiment to its core showing the
significance of perceived realism and crowd simulation
within computer games.
In the art of computer game design [16] it is
highlighted that the nature of human fantasy can turn an
objectively unreal situation into a subjectively real
situation, which in essence may indicate that the

perceived realism of a virtual scene is a highly important
aspect that is set apart from the virtual realism.
Furthermore, within research into immersion and
presence in computer games [3], it is noted that areas for
further research include the links between immersion and
perception showing that investigating the perceived
realism of agent crowd behaviour within a virtual city is
a viable line of enquiry.
III.

METHODOLOGY

To assess the perceived realism of agent crowd
behaviour, a general three stage methodology was
employed. This allowed for the development of the urban
crowd simulation as an interactive process, meaning
features could be added over time and perceptually
tested. This forms a cycle allowing for a corpus of data
to be collected, while at the same time adding more
sophistication to the simulation. There are three distinct
aspects to this methodology including: analysis,
synthesis and perception [7], as illustrated below:
•
•
•

Analysis: Identify a feature and inform
algorithm construction, by analysing real-world
and similar instances of crowd behaviour.
Synthesis: Synthesise a new simulation with
further refinement and the behaviour impacting
feature that was identified in analysis.
Perception: Conduct the psychophysical
experiment for gauging the perceived realism
values of the added feature.

As the methodology was employed the most obvious
features were identified as part of analysis. The first core
feature distinguished in analysis was the varying velocity
of agents, due to the fact that when one looks towards
reality it is easily identified that pedestrians move at
different rates. This may seem like a simplistic choice
but within each feature there is the depth of parameter
space for customisability. In this instance, what is the
maximum velocity? What is the minimum velocity? Is
there a specific velocity range that is most effective?
Should the distribution of velocities be closer to the
maximum or minimum? This type of methodology
therefore allows each feature to be added and
psychophysically tested individually, enabling perceptual
study before other features are added to the system.
After the feature is identified in analysis, it is then
implemented into the urban crowd simulation with the
specific parameter spaces and customisability required.
The urban crowd simulation is discussed in detail in
Section IV. In the case of varying velocity parameter
spaces the minimum and maximum velocity was added,
along with a value to control the distribution of velocities
within the agent populous. The output stimuli produced
in this stage are video clips of the same virtual scene
with the different configurations required for the
experimentation methods. These configurations are
generally the different parameter value set-ups for the
newly added feature but can include different features as
required.

Once the output from the synthesis stage is acquired
the primary psychophysical experiment can be conducted
as part of the perception stage. The aim of the
experiment is to acquire the highest level of perceived
realism for the newly implemented feature so that it can
be linked to a specific configuration and set of values.
This will allow for the setup to be replicated, helping to
ensure perceptual plausibility can be obtained in other
instances.
There are two other experiments that have different
aims. The first, aims to identify the optimum number of
features required in a simulation before it becomes
overall perceptually plausible in terms of crowd
behaviour. The other test will allow for the features to be
ranked with regards to their overall effectiveness at
implementing a sense of perceptual realism for crowd
behaviour within a virtual scene. These two tests are not
primary and require multiple features to be implemented
to be successful. As such, they are not conducted at each
iteration of the methodology but only after several new
features have been added.
An online survey platform has been developed for
the purposes of conducting the perceived realism
experiments on large numbers of participants. It is
currently in the prototype stage but has been utilised for
a pilot study into the varying velocity feature, which is
covered in Section V. These experiments are aimed at
gauging the perceived realism values for features within
the simulation to allow a set of guidelines to be shaped
with the corpus of data that will allow the developers of
other simulations or computer games to implement high
quality of perceived realism in terms of the agent crowd
behaviour.
IV.

URBAN CROWD SIMULATION

The main purpose for developing the urban crowd
simulation was to create a platform with alterable
parameters capable of customising agent behaviour for
the purposes of perceptual evaluation. Since the primary
aim is to probe human perception, the standard
modelling and behaviour approaches had to be altered to
accommodate the fact that more stimuli were needed
than just the configuration that appeared most realistic to
the developer. The real-time simulation of crowds has
been conducted using a variety of approaches. The most
common methods involve employing a series of models
and algorithms working in tandem to animate each agent.
These include decision making [26], pathfinding
navigation [27], local steering mechanics [28] and an
agent perception system [29]. Social forces models [30]
can also be utilised to enhance crowd believability under
certain situations. The urban crowd simulation developed
as part of this research implements a range of these
techniques for simulating agents. While the general
methodology adds behaviour orientated features to the
system, a base containing the virtual urban environment
and the core AI elements was still required. Development
of the urban crowd simulation is conducted using the
C++ programming language and the OpenGL graphics
library. The three core components in the urban crowd

simulation are discussed in the following subsections.
A.

Procedural City Generation

The first major aspect considered for the urban
crowd simulation was the virtual urban environment. A
procedural approach was used to generate the virtual
city, allowing for the possibility of multiple layouts and
setups. Procedural generation means that the city is
automatically created based on a series of predefined
rules for the general shape, structure and layout. It is
possible to generate many different layouts, due to the
parameterised nature of the approach. At the same time it
is also possible to record a specific virtual environment if
needed for experimentation purposes. The main benefit
of procedurally generating the virtual city is that it allows
for substantial complex geometry in terms of the
buildings and roads, without the need to manually place
them.

Figure 3 A procedurally generated city in the urban crowd simulation

The geometry for the architecture within the virtual
city is rendered using OpenGL. For the urban crowd
simulation, a procedural city modelling open source
toolkit [31] written in C++ was utilised. The geometry
for the architecture and layout within the virtual city is
defined using the toolkit.
The layout of city is produced by land generation
rules, which produce templates from subdividing quads
and triangles. These templates are populated with the
urban architecture models from the geometric generation
rules in order to create the virtual city (see Figure 3).
Other features initialised as part of the procedural
generation routine include materials, light sources and
camera controls. The generated virtual city is very large
at around 100km² and includes three zone types:
commercial, residential and industrial. Given the
approach above for generating the urban environment,
agents are introduced to populate it.
B.

Core AI Components

There are four core AI components implemented in
the urban crowd simulation: decision making,
pathfinding, steering and perception. These support the
real-time simulation of crowds of agents. The core AI

components are separate from the behaviour-oriented
features, as they only allow for the most basic elements
of operation. Using the core systems an agent can
perceive, think and act [32], to select destinations and
navigate through the virtual environment. Each agent is
updated on a frame-by-frame basis and is modelled as an
individual entity, with its own data structure containing
key variables.
The decision making system is a highly important
aspect in any artificial intelligence system, as it allows
for the selection of a specific behaviour or action from a
range of possible behaviours or actions. The decision
making system discerns which of these is the most
appropriate to choose at that given moment. Finite-state
machines were implemented as the decision making
mechanism for agents in the simulation. Currently agents
follow the main paths within the environment. However
the approach is extensible, so more states can be added to
accommodate new behaviours.
The main purpose of pathfinding is to plan a path for
an agent from its current location to the next selected
location, as resolved by its decision making system. A*
pathfinding was implemented to achieve this [27].
Connected nodes are defined for the major paths within
the virtual environment. The A* algorithm calculates the
path in the form of a list of nodes from the agents
starting location to its destination location according to a
number of heuristics.
A perception system allows an agent to sense its
local environment. The sophistication of the perception
system is highly dependent upon the AI systems and the
features available to utilise the local data. A simple yet
common approach is to designate a radius around the
agent to act as its locally accessible neighbourhood. This
is the type of system implemented for the urban crowd
simulation.
Steering allows an agent to navigate in a local and
reactive manner to dynamic obstacles. There are multiple
types of steering mechanics that are suited to different
purposes [28]. Here, crowd path-following behaviour has
been implemented. This includes path-following and
separation mechanics so that agents follow the short
paths between nodes as part of the calculated A* main
path. They also, have a degree of separation to prevent
them clustering and forming large masses.
C.

Quantitative Evaluation

Given these four core AI components and the virtual
environment, it is possible to simulate crowds of agents
in real-time within an urban context (see Figure 4).
Some behaviour-orientated features were specified as a
focus of interest for the analysis. These features require
parameter space and customisability for perceptual
evaluation. In this work, agent velocity is the main
feature, which has parameter space ranging from
minimum to maximum velocities, as well as velocity
distribution.
A mechanism for behavioural annotation has been
implemented in preparation for the identification of
future features placed in the environment, such as
pedestrian crossings, roads and stationary positions.

These features will be embedded within cells in the
virtual world in order to alter the behaviour of nearby
agents or influence them when detected by their
perception systems. For example, in the context of the
current focus on agent velocities, the detection of a road
could cause the agent to increase velocity in order to
cross it faster. It is hoped that when these annotations are
implemented they will allow a clearer contextual
relationship between the agents and their local
environment that can be studied as part of the perceived
realism experiments.

psychophysical methods for acquiring this threshold
data.
“The art of psychophysics is to formulate a question
that is precise and simple enough to obtain a convincing
answer” [33], such that it is possible to study the
perceptual effects of particular physical dimensions. To
this end it is possible to investigate the limits of visual
perception by parametrically varying the stimuli within a
virtual scene, with the aim of measuring the thresholds
and levels of realistic plausibility. The link between the
level of stimuli and the subjective nature of the human
response is known as the psychometric function.
A.

Figure 4 The urban crowd simulation displaying crowds of agents

While the next specific behaviour orientated feature
to be implemented will be identified in the analysis step,
there are several prominent feature considerations that
will be considered for incorporation in future models.
These could include physiological aspects such as age,
height and weight, and psychological aspects such as
emotions, internal states and predispositions. These
features will be visually represented. Other features will
almost certainly touch upon context related
considerations and environmental awareness, adding
further levels to the decision making processes in order
to give agents refined objectives. These inclusions will
add more depth and sophistication to agent behaviour but
as a gradual process that can be examined, as outlined in
the methodology.
V.

PERCEIVED REALISM EXPERIMENTS

At the core of the experimental methodology are a
number of perceptual experiments that permit the
exploration of perceived realism based on the parameter
spaces for the implemented crowd simulation features.
As the main purpose is to evaluate the plausibility of
crowd behaviour, the aim is to identify thresholds for
parameters and features that can produce credible virtual
scenes. A corpus of data is generated in this stage which
is analysed in order to rank the behaviour orientated
features on their effectiveness, discern the optimum
number of features for perceptual plausibility in terms of
the crowds and discover the most effective configuration
values for the parameters and customisability of the
features.
The
perceptual
experiments
utilise

Psychophysical Methods

There are various psychophysical experimental
methodologies ranging from the three classical methods
of limits, constant stimuli and adjustment, to adaptive
methods which include staircase and magnitude
estimation. Here three main psychophysical methods are
utilised: the constant stimuli procedure, the adjustment
procedure and the staircase procedure.
The constant stimuli procedure is a classical
psychophysical methodology where participants are
asked to perceptually evaluate a stream of different
levels of stimulus that are randomly shown rather than
being presented in a given order such as ascending or
descending. The adjustment procedure consists of
participants taking control of the level of the stimulus in
order to identify the detectable threshold. Finally, the
staircase procedure is an adaptive type of
psychophysical methodology in which the stimulus is
constantly adapted to the individual participant. It
involves starting at a high level of stimulus and then
reducing the stimulus until the participant can notice the
change, at which point there is a reversal of the staircase
and the stimulus is increased until the participant notices
again.
Research comparing the constant stimuli classical
method to the staircase up-down adaptive method [34]
has found that while both have the same accuracy of
results, the staircase procedure has some advantages by
automatically setting the dynamic range for the
psychometric function. This is the reason why the
staircase procedure is the primary experimental
methodology employed in this work.
B.

Experiments

Three experiments are presented as part of this
research. The first and primary experiment utilises the
staircase procedure in order to establish the perceptual
thresholds and perceived realism levels of a feature
within the simulation. The second experiment utilises the
adjustment procedure to rank the features based on their
perceptual effectiveness. The third experiment utilises
the constant stimuli procedure to determine the threshold
and most effective number of features required for
perceptual plausibility.
In these experiments the video clips obtained in the
synthesis stage of the general methodology are utilised as
stimuli and presented in the manner dictated by the
respective psychophysical method. An online survey

platform has been developed (see Figure 5) in order for
a large number of participants to perceptually evaluate
the footage. The platform automates the display of video
clips to the participant and provides a slider at the bottom
of the page in order to collect ratings of realism. Data
collected from the participants includes: initials, date of
birth, gender and primary language. The number of video
clips and the order in which they are shown varies
according to the specific feature and type of experiment.

represented equally, in order to combat the bias and
ensure the optimum configuration is accurate as an
average for all groups. A small number of outliers in
later results with large pools of participants is to be
expected and will not be considered an anomalous
condition, unless presented in a relevant density. Results
from the experiments will be statistically analysed using
the general linear model, with X representing the
configurations starting with low intensity stimuli and
with Y representing the perceived realism value
responses from participants.
C.

Figure 5 The survey platform prototype showing a video clip

Data is collected from the experiments in the form
of a perceived realism value between 0 and 1 for each
configuration shown, where a value of 1 maps to
completely realistic and 0 maps to completely
unrealistic. The manner in which the perceptual
thresholds and perceptual plausibility levels are
calculated varies between experiments.
Generally each configuration shown is on a scale
from low to high stimuli. Here, when the perceived
realism value is above 0.5 we consider the stimuli to be
perceptually realistic. The general approach for
calculating the thresholds is to consider the lowest and
highest stimuli on the underlying scale that are
perceptually plausible. From these thresholds the mean
stimuli can also be calculated, which should be close to
the optimum configuration. This is not necessarily
always the case however. The optimum perceptually
plausible level is identified as the highest average
positive perceived realism response from the
participants. This is the average perceived realism value
closest to 1, which can then be linked to a specific
configuration. Depending on the experiment type this
configuration can be parameter space values, a specific
feature or even a number of features. By completing
these experiments, we endeavour to identify thresholds
for features in addition to optimal configurations in order
to create perceptually plausible crowd behaviour.
In the experiments the results will be treated fairly
as perception is being tested. In terms of the bias, it may
become apparent that some groups perceive the stimuli
in different ways to other groups. This data will be noted
and will become an important consideration in the final
analysis. If this causes a skewer in the results then
modifiers can be utilised for the groups that are not

Perceived Realism Pilot Study

The staircase based primary experiment described
above was conducted in pilot study form. Three
participants were shown a series of video clips with
different velocity configurations, using a prototype of the
online survey platform. While within the crowd
simulation system agent velocity is represented with a
directional vector as well as a speed component, in the
case of the results the agent velocity is essentially just
the speed component as the direction would have no
purpose for representation. The speed component is
measured as a decimal of a single unit which is one. The
speed is determined on a per second basis. This single
unit can be altered depending on specific requirements,
however within the urban crowd simulation a unit is the
equivalent of 2.5 meters.
While the small test pool means that the results
presented here are preliminary, the purpose of the study
was to test the experimental approach and its viability for
collecting larger, statistically valid samples. The
underlying scale of stimuli for the velocity feature
consisted of different configurations. The low end of the
scale consisted of configurations with a small velocity
range and distribution toward the minimum velocity. The
high end of the scale consisted of configurations with a
large velocity range and a distribution towards the
maximum velocity. The order in which configurations
were presented was adapted according to the
psychophysical method but the general approach was to
start at a high level and reduce it until the participant
rated the behaviour as being unrealistic. At this point the
stimuli would be increased until the participant found it
to be realistic again. This was repeated several times to
identify thresholds and perceived realism values.
As the velocity feature had two distinct factors,
velocity range based on minimum and maximum
velocities and velocity distribution, different passes were
required in order to ensure both were evaluated properly.
Firstly, the range was evaluated starting at a high stimuli
with a large velocity range and being reduced to low
stimuli of small velocity range and so on. Secondly, the
velocity distribution was evaluated again starting at a
high stimuli with distribution towards maximum velocity
and then reduced and reversed again. The aggregate
results from this experiment are as follows:
•
•

The normalised velocity range was 0.3, based
on an average perceived realism value of 0.82.
Normalised velocity range thresholds were 0.2

•
•

and 0.5.
The normalised velocity distribution was 0.5,
based on an average perceived realism value of
0.85.
Normalised velocity distribution thresholds
were 0.3 and 0.7.

Even though these results cannot be considered
accurate due to the small number of participants and
therefore do not allow conclusions related to the agent
velocity feature, the pilot study was appropriate for
testing the viability of the experimental method. Our
intention is to conduct a larger scale study to obtain
statistically relevant data which can then be used to
provide more useful information about the potential role
of the features in viewer perception.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Details have been presented about ongoing
research towards assessing the perceived realism of
crowd behaviour in a virtual city. The methodology
consists of the analysis of real-world and related
instances of crowd behaviour, synthesis to replicate the
crowd behaviour through features and output
experimental stimuli, and perceptual experimentation to
investigate participants subjective views of the realism of
agent crowd behaviour within an urban context. It is
based on the insight that there are multiple types of
realism each with their own merits and that the realism
of simulations and computer games should not be judged
only by aesthetic means, but also by more in-depth
methods that consider the content of the virtual world.
Crowds not only add a sense of life and realism to virtual
environments but can be used as tools for serious and
entertainment purposes. It's therefore important that they
can be properly evaluated to highlight specific features
that make them so effective with respect to viewers.
The research is envisaged to feedback into
improving the development processes of simulations and
applications implementing virtual crowds, especially
those within urban environments. It has been shown that
computer games in particular are developing at an
accelerated rate and it is hoped they could benefit from
the outcomes of this research. In the broader sense, these
may include identifying human mental models of crowd
behaviour through perceptual experimentation, thus
adding new perspectives to enable AI systems to better
predict or understand real behaviour. Guidelines will be
constructed through data from the perceptual
experiments, which will be useful for identifying key
features of crowd behaviour for implementation. The
simulation thus far is a prototype in order to support the
development of the perceptual experiments and allow
refinements to take place to both the simulation and
experimental approaches.
Currently the urban crowd simulation is in the
process of enhancement to improve the structural and
visual quality of stimuli. In particular, one possibility is
to investigate a procedural annotation mechanism, for
automatically generating information for supporting
artificial behaviours within the environment when the

city is initialised. This would allow new behavioural
annotation types to be added with relative ease and
would enable the use of multiple city layouts since
manual annotation efforts would no longer be required.
Other planned improvements include more complex
pedestrian models and new behavioural features such as
collision avoidance and a social forces model. These
additions will need to be carefully managed however, as
experimentally they can influence participant expectation
in relation to crowd behaviour plausibility. In relation to
this aspect, the use of simple stimuli thus far in the
experimentation is important and could be applied across
other simulation and application contexts.
In the future, the experiment will be evaluated by a
larger sample of participants. This will be achieved by
launching the survey platform online. In addition,
guidelines for implementing perceptual plausibility in
terms of agent crowd behaviour will be investigated.
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ABSTRACT: In the article, the authors present an educational application that allows users to interact with 3D Web content
(Web3D) using virtual and augmented reality (AR). This enables an exploration of the potential benefits of Web3D and AR
technologies in engineering education and learning. A lecturer’s traditional delivery can be enriched by viewing multimedia content
locally or over the Internet, as well as in a tabletop AR environment. The implemented framework is composed in an XML data
repository, an XML-based communications server, and an XML-based client visualisation application. In this article, the authors
illustrate the architecture by configuring it to deliver multimedia content related to the teaching of mechanical engineering. Four
mechanical engineering themes (machines, vehicles, platonic solids and tools) are illustrated here to demonstrate the use of the
system to support learning through Web3D.

INTRODUCTION

An educational system is presented here for improving the
understanding of the students through the use of Web3D and
AR presentation scenarios. An engineering and design
application has been experimentally designed to support the
teaching of mechanical engineering concepts such as machines,
vehicles, platonic solids and tools. It should be noted that more
emphasis has been given to the visualisation of 3D objects
because 3D immediately enhances the process of learning. For
example, a teacher can explain what a camshaft is using
diagrams, pictures and text, etc. However, it still may be
difficult for a student to understand what a camshaft does. In
the current system’s Web3D pictures, text and 3D model
(which can be animated) are visualised so that the student can
manipulate and interact with the camshaft, and also see other
related components such as the tappets, follower, etc, arranged
as they might be with an engine.

Traditional methods of educating students have well-proven
advantages, but some deficiencies have also been detected. A
typical problem has been how to engage students with
appropriate information and communication technologies
(ICT) during the learning process. In order to implement
innovative interactive communication and learning paradigms
with students, teachers should make innovative use of new ICT
[1]. Although multimedia material is provided in a number of
formats, including textual, images, video animations and aural,
educational systems are not designed according to current
teaching and learning requirements. That requirement is to
efficiently integrate these formats in well-proven means, eg
through the Web. The system described here does this by
introducing Web3D, virtual and augmented reality (AR) in the
same Web-based learning support application.

In this article, the authors present four example themes to
support the teaching of engineering design. These four themes
may represent different courses or different teaching sessions
as part of the same course. The remainder of this article
describes the requirements for augmented learning, provides a
brief discussion of the presented system’s architecture, and
illustrates how the system might be used to support teaching
processes using Web3D and AR technologies. Finally,
conclusions are made and future work suggested.

Research into educational systems associated with the use of
Web3D technologies is very limited. Web3D has the potential
for a number of different applications ranging from 2D to 3D
visualisation [2]. One of the most appropriate means of
presenting 2D information is through the WWW Consortium
[3]. On the other hand, a promising and effective way of 3D
visualisation is AR, which combines computer-generated
information with the real world, and it can be used successfully
to provide assistance to the user necessary to carry out difficult
procedures or understand complex problems [4].

THE REQUIREMENTS OF AUGMENTED LEARNING

An overview of existing AR systems in education and learning
has been presented elsewhere [5]. A more recent educational
application is an experimental system that demonstrates how to
aid teaching undergraduate geography students using AR
technologies [6]. An educational approach for collaborative
teaching targeted at teachers and trainees that makes use of AR
and the Internet has been illustrated by Wichert [7].

The requirements for virtual learning environments have been
already well defined [8]. However, in AR learning
environments, they have not been systematically studied. In
general, any educational application requires technological,
pedagogical and psychological aspects to be carefully
investigated before their implementation [9]. Especially when
introducing new technologies, such as Web3D and AR into the
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education process, many aspects need to be considered. The
authors have classified some of the most important issues that
are involved in AR learning scenarios.

The first tier is the content production side, which consists of
the content acquisition process – content can consist of 3D
models, static images, textual information, animations and
sounds – and a content management application for XML
(CMAX) that gathers content from the file system and
packages this content into an XML repository called XDELite.
In the example illustrated in this article, most of the 3D models
utilised were downloaded from the Internet [12]. This is quite
important, because teachers should make best use of freely
available content because generating 3D content can be
expensive and time consuming.

To begin with, the educational system must be simple and
robust and provide users with clear and concise information.
This will increase the level of students’ understanding and their
skills. Moreover, the system must provide easy and efficient
interaction between the lecturer, students and the teaching
material. Apart from these issues, the digitisation of the
teaching material must be carried out carefully so that all of the
information is accurately and clearly presented to users. This
digitisation or content preparation is usually an offline process
and consists of many different operations, depending on the
target application.

The server side tier is based on XML and Java-Servlet
technologies. The Apache Tomcat server was used and was
configured with a Java Servlet, named the ARCOLite XML
Transformation Engine (AXTE) [10]. The purpose of this
server is to respond to user requests for data, stored in the
XDELite repository, and dynamically deliver this content to
the visualisation tier. XSL stylesheets are then utilised to
render the content to the visualisation clients.

The authors believe that a combination of Web3D and AR
technologies can help students explore the multidimensional
augmentation of teaching materials in various levels of detail.
Students can navigate through the augmented information and,
therefore, concentrate and study in detail any part of the
teaching material in different presentation formats, thus
enhancing understanding. With Web3D environments
traditional teaching materials may be augmented by high
quality images, 3D models, single- or multi-part models, as
well as textual metadata information. An image could be a
complex diagram, a picture or even a QuickTime movie. The
3D model allows the student to understand aspects of the
teaching material that is not evident in the pictures, because
they are hidden. Finally, metadata can provide descriptive
information about the teaching material that cannot be provided
by the picture and the 3D model.

The client visualisation tier consists of three different
visualisation domains, namely: the local, the remote and the
AR domains. The local domain is used for delivering
supporting teaching material over a Local Area Network
(LAN), while the remote domain may be used to deliver the
same presentations over the Internet, both utilising standard
Web browsers.
The AR domain allows the presentation of the same content in
a tabletop AR environment [10]. The authors have developed
an application called ARIFLite that consists of a standard Web
browser and an AR interface integrated inside a user friendly
visualisation client built from Microsoft Foundation Class
(MFC) libraries. The software architecture of ARIFLite is
implemented in C++ using an Object-Oriented (OO) style.
ARIFLite uses technologies, such as ARToolKit’s tracking and
vision libraries [13] and computer graphics algorithms based in
the OpenGL API [14]. The only restriction of the AR system is
that the marker cards and the camera are always in line of sight
of the camera.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system presented here can be used to create and deliver
multimedia teaching material using Web3D and AR
technologies. The authors have already demonstrated this in
other application domains, such as virtual museum exhibitions
[10]. The architecture of this system is based on an
improvement of the researchers’ previously defined three-tier
architecture [11]. The architecture, as shown in Figure 1,
consists of content production, a server and visualisation
clients.

USER OPERATION
The user, eg a student, accesses this system simply by typing a
URL into a Web browser that addresses the index page of the
presentation or launches the presentation from a desktop icon.
In this case, the student will be accessing a Web3D
presentation with 3D, but no AR view (see Figure 2), which
illustrates the Web browser embedded in ARIFLite. This is the
mode of operation for the Internet.
For local Web and AR use, eg in a university laboratory
environment or a seminar room, the student would launch
ARIFLite from an icon on the PC desktop. By using ARIFLite,
the student can browse multimedia content as usual, but also
extend the 3D models into the AR view. Switching to AR view
causes the Web browser to be replaced with a video window in
which the 3D model appears. The user can then interact with
the 3D model and can compare it to real objects in a natural
way, as illustrated in Figure 5.
WEB3D PRESENTATION
Demonstration in seminars and lecture rooms is one of the
most effective means of transferring knowledge to groups of

Figure 1: The three-tier architecture.
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people. One of the capabilities of the presented system is to
increase the level of understanding of students through
interactive Web3D and AR presentation scenarios. The lecturer
can control the sequence of the demonstration using the
visualisation client [10]. One can imagine a group of students
and the lecturer gathered around a table on which there is a
computer and large screen display. The virtual demonstration
starts by launching a Web browser (ie Internet Explorer) or
ARIFlite. Figure 2 actually illustrates the Web browser
embedded in ARIFLite.

browser. At this stage, the lecturer can describe the underlying
theory of a camshaft while interacting with the 3D model, eg
rotating, translating or scaling the model.

Figure3: Selection of machines.

Figure 2: Web browser embedded in ARIFLite showing the
presentation’s homepage.

Figure 4: Web3D visualisation.
Augmenting a Web-based presentation with 3D information (as
shown in Figure 4) can enhance student understanding and
allow the lecturer to present material in a more efficient
manner.
AUGMENTED REALITY PRESENTATION
Figure 5: AR visualisation of a piston.
By using ARIFLite, the authors could now extend the Web3D
presentation into a tabletop AR environment. AR can be
extremely effective in providing information to a user dealing
with multiple tasks at the same time [15]. With ARIFLite, users
can easily perceive visual information in a new and exciting
way. In order to increase the level of understanding of the
teaching material, 3D information is presented on the tabletop
in conjunction with real objects. Figure 5 shows an AR view of
a user examining a virtual 3D model of camshaft arrangement
in conjunction with a set of real engine components.

On the homepage, the user has the option to choose between
four different supporting material themes, namely: platonic
solids, tools, machines and vehicles. Each module contains a
list of thumbnails representing links to relevant sub-categories,
as shown in Figure 3.
Next, the user can access more specific information about any
of the existing sub-categories. For example, in Figure 4, the
user has clicked on the camshaft, which accesses a new Web
page showing a thumbnail (that could access a larger picture or
a QuickTime movie), description of the camshaft and an
interactive 3D model displayed in an embedded VRML

Similarly with the system demonstrated by Kato et al, users can
physically manipulate the marker cards in the environment by
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just picking the markers and moving them into the real world
[16]. In this way, students are able to visualise how a camshaft
is arranged in relation to other engine components and examine
the real components at the same time. Users can interact with
the 3D model using standard I/O devices, such as the keyboard
and the mouse.

3.
4.

5.

In order to manipulate better the 3D model, haptic interfaces,
such as 3D mouse (ie SpaceMouse XT Plus), are integrated
within the system. The SpaceMouse provides an 11-button
menu and a puck allowing six degrees of freedom, which gives
a more efficient interface than the keyboard [17]. The user can
zoom, pan and rotate virtual information as naturally as if they
were objects in the real world.

6.

7.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
8.
In this article, a simple and powerful system for supporting
learning based on Web3D and AR technologies is presented.
Students can explore a 3D visualisation of the teaching
material, thus enabling them to understand more effectively
through interactivity with multimedia content. It is believed
that the presented experimental scenarios can provide a
rewarding learning experience that would be otherwise difficult
to obtain.

9.

10.

In the future, the authors plan to create more educational
templates and add further multimedia content for the XML
repository so as to apply the system in practice. In order to
optimise the system’s rendering capabilities, greater realism
will be added into the augmented environment using
augmented shadows. Finally, more work needs to be conducted
in improving human-computer interactions by adding haptic
interfaces so that the system will have a more collaborative
flavour.

11.

12.
13.

14.
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Abstract
A complete tool chain starting with stereo
photogrammetry based digitization of artefacts, their
refinement, collection and management with other
multimedia data, and visualization using virtual and
augmented reality is presented. Our system provides a
one-stop-solution for museums to create, manage and
present both content and context for virtual
exhibitions. Interoperability and standards are also
key features of our system allowing both small and
large museums to build a bespoke system suited to
their needs.

1. Introduction
The concept of using virtual exhibitions in
museums has been around for many years. Museums
are keen on presenting their collections in a more
appealing and exciting manner using the Internet to
attract visitors both virtually and into the physical
museum site. Recent surveys show that about 35% of
museums have already started developments with some
form of 3D presentation of objects [4].
Requirements related to the development of
augmented reality (AR) applications in the Cultural
Heritage field have been well documented [3]. Many
museum applications based on VRML have been
developed for the web [1][5][6]. An example of an
interactive virtual exhibition is the Meta-Museum
visualized guide system based on AR [2]. Another

simple museum AR system is the automated tour
guide, which superimposes audio on the world based
on the location of the user [7].
The European Union has also funded many
research projects in the field of cultural heritage and
archaeology. For example, the SHAPE project [8]
applies AR to the field of archaeology to educate
visitors about the artefacts and their history. The
3DMURALE project [9] is developing and using 3D
multimedia tools to record, reconstruct, encode and
visualize archaeological ruins in VR. In the Ename
974 project [10] visitors can enter a specially designed
on-site kiosk where real-time video images and
architectural reconstructions are superimposed, and
visitors can control the video camera and display
images using a touch screen. The ARCHEOGUIDE
project [11] provides an interactive AR guide for the
visualization of outdoor archaeological sites. Similar
to ARCHEOGUIDE is the LIFEPLUS project which
additionally encompasses real-time 3D simulations of
ancient fauna and flora [12].
The main advantage of the ARCO system over the
projects described above are that ARCO offers a
complete museum focused solution that can be
configured for museum needs—we can build bespoke
museum systems from interoperable ARCO
components. But more importantly, ARCO offers
methods for digitization, management and presentation
of heritage artefacts in virtual exhibitions based on
well understood metaphors that are also interactive and
appealing [13].
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2. ARCO System Overview
Subclass

The ARCO functionality mention above defines the
specification of the system architecture, illustrated in
Figure 1. For the content production process ARCO
provides two tools for 3D modelling of museum
artefacts: the Object Modeller (OM) and the Model
Refiner (MR).
The OM tool is a 3D stereo
photogrammetry system based on the principles of
Image-based Modelling. The MR tool is a 3D
reconstruction refinement tool based on the 3ds max
framework that complements the OM tool. Note that
content production also includes acquiring other
multimedia data such as images, movies, etc. for input
to the content management process.
Content
Production

Content
Management

Acquisition

ACMA
Designing Virtual
Exhibitions

Content
Visualization

Web + VR
Presentation
Object
Modeller

Database

Refines

Subclass

Media
Object

Contains

Refined

Refined
Object
Includes

Figure 2: ARCO Data Model
A key element of the ARCO system is the
specification of an appropriate metadata element set
that underpins both the heritage and technical aspects
of ARCO. We need both to describe museum artefacts
and the technical processes that transform the artefacts
from the physical to the virtual. Accordingly, we have
designed a metadata element set called AMS [14],
called the ARCO Metadata Schema.

3. Virtual Museum Exhibitions
Web + AR
Presentation

Object
Refiner

Acquired
Object

Cultural
Object

XDE
Data
Exchange

Figure 1: ARCO System Architecture
For the content management process ARCO
provides a multimedia database management system
based on Oracle9i and the ARCO content Management
Application (ACMA). The database is the central
component of the ARCO system in that it stores,
manages and organises virtual artefacts into collections
for display in virtual exhibitions.
The final part of the ARCO architecture is the
content visualization process. The visualization of the
virtual museum artefacts is performed by VR and AR
browser. These browsers combine Web-based form of
presentation with either VR or AR virtual exhibitions.
The end user is able to browse content stored in the
database either remotely through the web, in a museum
kiosk, or to interact with the virtual objects in an AR
table-top environment using either a simple monitor
display or HMD. The ARCO system is based on the
data model [14] illustrated in Figure 2.

Virtual museum artefacts are displayed as virtual
exhibitions through three presentation domains:
WEB_LOCAL for use on local web-based displays
inside museums, WEB_REMOTE for use on the
Internet, and WEB_AR for use in AR presentations.
The ARCO system provides two main kinds of user
interfaces for browsing cultural heritage exhibitions:
Web-based interfaces and Augmented Reality
interfaces, see sections 3.1 and 3.2

3.1. Virtual Reality Exhibitions
In the Web-based interface a user can browse
information presented in a form of 3D VRML virtual
galleries or 2D Web pages with embedded multimedia
objects. The Web-based interface requires a standard
Web browser such as Internet Explorer with a VRML
plug-in. This kind of user interface can be used both on
local displays inside a museum (WEB_LOCAL) and
remotely on the Internet (WEB_REMOTE).
An example visualization of virtual exhibitions in a
Web browser is presented in Figure 3.
This
visualization consists of Web pages with embedded 3D
VRML models and other multimedia objects and can
be used remotely over the Internet. Users can browse
the hierarchy of virtual exhibitions and virtual museum
artefacts by clicking on appropriate icons at the top of
the page.
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the SpaceMouse®. In the first method, a user can
manipulate a marker in front of a camera as it is
presented in Figure 5 and look at an overlaid objects
from different angles and distances. This is a natural
and intuitive method of interaction with virtual objects.

Figure 3: Web-based visualization
Virtual exhibitions can also be visualized in the
Web browser in a form of 3D galleries, see Figure 4.
In this visualization, users can browse objects simply
by walking along the 3D room, which is a
reconstruction of a real gallery—an exhibition corridor
in the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.

Figure 5: Real scene augmented with superimposed
virtual models
The content and layout of the visualized scenes are
determined by visualization templates that define
which components of a virtual museum artefact are
composed into one VRML scene.
One of the
important goals of the ARCO system is presenting
virtual museum artefacts in an attractive manner that
would make people, especially children, more
interested in cultural heritage. ARCO enables museum
curators to build interactive learning scenarios, where
visitors can gain information not only by browsing it,
but also by answering series of questions presented in
the form of a quiz. As an example, we have
implemented an interactive AR quiz based on
Fishbourne Roman Palace [16], illustrated Figure 6.

Figure 4: Example 3D virtual exhibitions

3.2. Augmented Reality Exhibitions
To enable visualization of selected objects in an
AR environment an AR application has been
developed. The AR application is used instead of a
typical Web browser used in the Web-based interfaces.
The AR application integrates two components: a Web
browser and an AR browser. For the AR visualization
a camera and a set of physical markers placed in a real
environment is used. Video captured by the camera is
passed on to the AR browser that overlays virtual
representations of virtual museum artefacts using the
markers for object positioning [15].
Users can interact with the displayed objects using
both the markers and standard input devices, such as

Figure 6: Example quiz scene
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In this quiz we use one of the markers to display
the virtual museum artefact and a question, and three
more markers to display potential answers. The user
then chooses an answer, and depending on whether the
answer is correct or not, an appropriate response in the
AR scene appears, see Figure 7.

[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

Figure 7: Wrong and correct answers

[8]

4. Conclusions
The ARCO system provides a complete solution
for digitization, management and presentation of
virtual museum exhibitions. We have addressed
digital acquisition, storage, management and
visualization in interactive VR and AR interfaces by
adopting a component based approach. Furthermore,
mixing and matching of individual components is
supported through the use of XML for interoperability
purposes. A system such as ARCO has the potential to
revolutionise the use of computer-based systems in
museums in the future, so that they are no longer
regarded as mere tools for cataloguing purposes, but
rather as ways of engaging and enhancing the
experience of their users.

[9]
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[12]
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Abstract

Keywords: Mobile Interfaces, Augmented and Virtual Environments, Virtual Tours, Humancomputer inIn this paper, we propose the use of specific system teraction.
architecture, based on mobile device, for navigation
in urban environments. The aim of this work is to
assess how virtual and augmented reality interface 1 Introduction
paradigms can provide enhanced location based
services using real-time techniques in the context of Navigating in urban environments is one of the most
these two different technologies. The virtual reality compelling challenges of wearable and ubiquitous
interface is based on faithful graphical representation computing. The term navigation which can be defined
of the localities of interest, coupled with sensory as the process of moving in an environment can be exinformation on the location and orientation of the tended to include the process of wayfinding [DS93].
user, while the augmented reality interface uses com- Wayfinding refers to the process of determining one or
puter vision techniques to capture patterns from the more routes (also known as paths). Mobile computreal environment and overlay additional way-finding ing has brought the infrastructure for providing navigational and wayfinding assistance to users, anywhere
information, aligned with real imagery, in real-time.
and anytime. Moreover, recent advances in positionThe knowledge obtained from the evaluation of
ing technologies - as well as virtual reality (VR), augthe virtual reality navigational experience has been
mented reality (AR) and user interfaces (UIs) - pose
used to inform the design of the augmented reality
new challenges to researchers to create effective wearinterface. Initial results of the user testing of the
able navigation environments. Although a number of
experimental augmented reality system for navigation
prototypes have been developed in the past few years
are presented.
there is no system that can provide a robust solution for
unprepared urban navigation. There has been significant research in position and orientation navigation in
urban environments. Experimental systems that have
been designed range from simple location-based serDigital Peer Publishing Licence
vices to more complicated VR and AR interfaces.
Any party may pass on this Work by electronic
An account of the user’s cognitive environment is
means and make it available for download under
required
to ensure that representations are not just dethe terms and conditions of the current version
livered
on
technical but also usability criteria. A key
of the Digital Peer Publishing Licence (DPPL).
concept for all mobile applications based upon locaThe text of the licence may be accessed and
tion is the ’cognitive map’ of the environment held in
retrieved via Internet at
mental image form by the user. Studies have shown
http://www.dipp.nrw.de/.
that cognitive maps have asymmetries (distances beFirst presented at the International Conference on
tween points are different in different directions), that
Computer Graphics Theory and Applications (GRAPP) 2006,
extended and revised for JVRB
they are resolution-dependent (the greater the denurn:nbn:de:0009-6-7720, ISSN 1860-2037
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sity of information the greater the distance between
two points) and that they are alignment-dependent
(distances are influenced by geographical orientation)
[Tve81]. Thus, calibration of application space concepts against the cognitive frame(s) of reference is vital to usability. Reference frames can be divided into
the egocentric (from the perspective of the perceiver)
and the allocentric (from the perspective of some external framework) [Kla98].
End-users can have multiple egocentric and allocentric frames of reference and can transform between
them without information loss [MA01]. Scale by
contrast is a framing control that selects and makes
salient entities and relationships at a level of information content that the perceiver can cognitively manipulate. Whereas an observer establishes a ’viewing scale’
dynamically, digital geographic representations must
be drawn from a set of preconceived map scales. Inevitably, the cognitive fit with the current activity may
not always be acceptable [Rap00].
Alongside the user’s cognitive abilities, understanding the spatio-temporal knowledge users have is vital for developing applications. This knowledge may
be acquired through landmark recognition, path integration or scene recall, but will generally progress
from declarative (landmark lists), to procedural (rules
to integrate landmarks) to configurational knowledge
(landmarks and their inter-relations) [SW75]. There
are quite significant differences between these modes
of knowledge, requiring distinct approaches to application support on a mobile device. Hence, research has
been carried out on landmark saliency [MD01] and on
the process of self-localisation [Sho01] in the context
of navigation applications.
This work demonstrates that the cognitive value of
landmarks is in preparation for the unfamiliar and that
self-localisation proceeds by the establishment of rotations and translations of body coordinates with landmarks. Research has also been carried out on spatial language for direction-giving, showing, for example, those paths prepositions such as along and past
is distance-dependent [KBZ+ 01]. These findings suggest that mobile applications need to help users add to
their knowledge and use it in real navigation activities.
Holl et al, [HLSM03] illustrate the achievability of this
aim by demonstrating that users who pre-trained for a
new routing task in a VR environment made fewer errors than those who did not. This finding encourages
us to develop navigational wayfinding and commentary support on mobile devices accessible to the cusurn:nbn:de:0009-6-7720, ISSN 1860-2037

tomer.
The objectives of this research include a number
of urban navigation issues ranging from mobile VR
to mobile AR. The rest of the paper is structured as
follows. In section 2, we present background work
while in section 4 we describe the architecture of our
mobile solution and explain briefly the major components. Sections 5 and 6 present the most significant
design issues faced when building the VR interface,
together with the evaluation of some initial results. In
section 8, we present the initial results of the development towards a mobile AR interface that can be used
as a tool to provide location and orientation-based services to the user. Finally, we conclude and present our
future plans.

2

Background Work

There are a few location-based systems that have proposed how to navigate through urban environments.
Campus Aware [BGKF02] demonstrated a locationsensitive college campus tour guide, which allows
users to annotate physical spaces with text notes.
However, user-studies showed that navigation was not
well supported. The ActiveCampus project [GSB+ 04]
tests whether wearable technology can be used to enhance the classroom and campus experience for a college student. The project also illustrates ActiveCampus Explorer, which provides location aware applications that could be used for navigation. The latest
application is EZ NaviWalk, a pedestrian navigation
service launched in Japan in October 2003 by KDDI
[oTI04] but in terms of visualisation it offers only the
’standard’ 2D map.
From the other hand, many VR prototypes have
been designed for navigation and exploration purposes. A good overview of the potential and challenges for geographic visualisation has been previously provided [MEH99]. One example is LAMP3D a system for the location-aware presentation of VRML
content on mobile devices, applied in tourist mobile
guides [BC05]. Although the system provides tourists
with a 3D visualization of the environment they are exploring, synchronized with the physical world through
the use of GPS data, there is no orientation information available. Darken and Sibert [DS96] examined
whether real world wayfinding and environmental design principles can be effective in designing large virtual environments that support skilled wayfinding behaviour.
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Another example is the mobile multi-modal interaction platform [WSK03] which supports both indoor
and outdoor pedestrian navigation by combining 3D
graphics with synthesised speed generation. Indoor
tracking is achieved through infra-red beacon communication while outdoor via GPS. However, the system
does not use georeferenced or accurate virtual representations of the real environment, neither report on
any evaluation studies. For the route guidance applications, 3D City models have been demonstrated as useful for mobile navigation [KK02], but studies pointed
out the need for detailed modelling of the environment
and additional route information. To enhance the visualisation, to aid navigation, a combination of 3D scene
representation and a digital map were previously used
in a single interface [RV01], [LGS03].
In terms of AR navigation, a few experimental systems have been reported on, until present. One of
the first wearable navigation systems is MARS (Mobile Augmented Reality Systems) [FMHW97], which
aimed at exploring the synergy of two promising fields
of user interface research: AR and mobile computing.
Thomas et al, [TD+ 98] proposed the use of a wearable
AR system with a GPS and a digital compass as a new
way of navigating into the environment. Moreover, the
ANTS project [RCD04] proposes an AR technological infrastructure that can be used to explore physical
and natural structures, mainly for environmental management purposes. Finally, Reitmayr, et al., [RS04]
demonstrated the use of mobile AR for collaborative
navigation and browsing tasks in an urban environment.
Although the experimental systems listed above focus on some of the issues involved in navigation, they
cannot deliver a functional system capable of combining all accessible interfaces, consumer devices and
web metaphors. The motivation for the research reported on in this paper is to address those issues,
namely an integration of a variety of hardware and
software components to provide effective and flexible
navigational and wayfinding tool for urban environments. In addition, we compare potential solutions for
detecting the user location and orientation in order to
provide appropriate urban navigation applications and
services.
To realise this we have designed a mobile platform based on both VR and AR interfaces. To understand in depth all the issues that relate to location and
orientation-based services, first a VR interface was designed and tested on a personal digital assistant (PDA)
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-7720, ISSN 1860-2037

as a navigation tool. Then, we have incorporated the
user feedback into the design of an experimental AR
interface. Both prototypes require the precise calculation of the user position and orientation, for the registration purpose. The VR interface is coupled with the
GPS and digital compass output to correlate the model
with the location and orientation of the user, while the
AR interface is only dependent on detecting features
belonging to the environment.

3

Urban Modelling

Figure 1: Accurate modelling of urban environment
(a) high resolution aerial image (b) 3D building extruding

The objectives of this research include issues, such
as modelling the urban environment and using visualisation concepts and techniques on a mobile device to
help navigation. Currently, the scene surrounding the
user is modelled in 3D, and the output is used as a base
for both VR and AR navigation scenarios. A partner
on the project, GeoInformation Group (GIG), Cambridge, provided a unique and comprehensive data
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set, containing the building height/type and footprint
data, for the entire City of London. We are using 3D
modelling techniques, ranging from manual to semiautomated methods, to create virtual representation of
the users immediate environment. The first step of the
process involves the extrusion of a geo-referenced 3D
mesh using aerial photographs as well as building footprints and heights (Figure 1).
The data set is enhanced by texture information, obtained from the manually captured photographs of the
building sides, using a standard, higher resolution digital camera. The steps in the semiautomated technique
for preparing and texturing the 3D meshes include: detaching the objects in the scene; un-flipping the mesh
normals; unifying the mesh normals; collapsing mesh
faces into polygons and texturing the faces. An example screenshot of the textured model is shown in Figure
3. All 3D content is held in the GIG City heights database for the test sites in London. The geo-referenced
models acquire both the orientation information and
the location through a client API on the mobile device,
and the application is currently fully functional on a
local device. In the final version, the models will be
sent to the server in the packet-based message transmitted over the used network. The server will build
and render the scene graph associated with the location selected and return it to the client for portrayal.

4

Mobile Platform and Functionality

and wayfinding applications and services (Figure 2).

4.1

System Configuration

Figure 2 illustrates the system architecture aimed at
optimising navigation by using intelligent data retrieval inside an urban area and providing types of digital appropriately visualised information, suitable to be
offered as a core of an enhanced location based service. The hardware configuration consists of two distinct sub-systems: i) the remote server equipment and
ii) the client device (e.g. a PDA) enhanced with a selection of sensors and peripherals to facilitate the information acquisition, in real time. Both sides feed
into the interface on a mobile device, in the form adequate for the chosen mode of operation.

4.2

System Functionality

Software applications are custom made and include
the information retrieval application, clientserver communication software and a cluster of applications on
the client side, which process sensory information, in
real-time, and ensure seamless integration of the outputs into a unique interface. The calibration and registration algorithms are at the core of the client side applications ensuring all information is geo-referenced
and aligned with the real scene. Registration, in this
context, is achieved using two different methods: i) a
sensor based solution, taking and processing the readings off the sensors directly, and ii) the image analysis
techniques coupled with the information on user’s location and orientation obtained from the sensors. The
sensor system delivers position and orientation data,
in real-time, while a vision system is used to identify fiducial points in the scene. All this information is
used as input to the VR and AR interfaces. The VR interface uses GPS and digital compass information for
locating and orientating the user.

4.3

Interface modalities

Information visualisation techniques used vary according to the nature of the digital content, and/or the
navigational task in hand, throughout the navigation.
Figure 2: Architecture of our mobile interfaces
In terms of the content to be visualised, the VR interface can present only 3D maps and textual inforBased on these geo-referenced models as building mation. On the other hand, the AR interface uses the
blocks, a generic mobile platform architecture has calculated user’s position and orientation coordinates
been designed and implemented for urban navigation from the image analysis to superimpose 2D and 3D
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-7720, ISSN 1860-2037
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maps as well as text and auditory information on the While in a manual mode, any model can be explored
and analysed, therefore additional enhancements of
’spatially aware’ framework.
the graphical representation are of vital importance.
One of the problems that quickly surfaced during
4.4 Notes on Hardware Components
the system evaluation is the viewing angle during navInitially, the mobile software prototype was tested on igation which can make it difficult to position the user.
a portable hardware prototype consisting of a standard This can make it difficult to understand at which point
laptop computer (equipped with 2.0 GHz M-processor, the user is positioned. After informal observation of
1GB RAM and a GeForce FXGo5200 graphics card), users during the development process, an altitude of
a Honeywell HMR 3300 digital compass, a Holux fifty meters over the surface was finally adopted as adGPS component and a Logitech web-camera (with 1.3 equate. In this way, the user can visualise a broader
mega-pixel resolution). Then, the prototype system area plus the tops of the buildings, and acquire richer
has been ported to a mobile platform based on a Per- knowledge about their location, in the VR environsonal Digital Assistant (PDA) and is currently being ment. The height information is hard-coded when the
tested with users.
navigation is in the automatic mode because user testing (section 7) showed that it can be extremely useful in cases where a user tries to navigate between tall
4.5 Software infrastructure
buildings, having low visibility.
In terms of the software infrastructure used in this
project, both interfaces are implemented based on Microsoft Visual C++ and Microsoft Foundation Classes
(MFC). The graphics libraries used are based on
OpenGL, Direct3D and VRML. Video operations are
supported by the DirectX SDK (DirectShow libraries).

5

Virtual Reality Navigation

Navigation within our virtual environment (the spatial
3D map) can take place in two modes: automatic and
manual. In the automatic mode, GPS automatically
feeds and updates the spatial 3D map with respect to
the users position in the real space. This mode is designed for intuitive navigation. In the manual mode,
the control is fully with the user, and it was designed
to provide alternative ways of navigating into areas
where we cannot obtain a GPS signal. Users might
also want to stop and observe parts of the environment
in which case control is left in their hands.
During navigation, there are minor modifications
obtained continuously from the GPS to improve the
accuracy, which results in minor adjustments in the
camera position information. This creates a feeling
of instability in user, which can be avoided by simply restricting minor positional adjustments. The immersion provided by GPS navigation is considered as
pseudo-egocentric because fundamentally the camera
is positioned at a height which does not represent a
realistic scenario. If, however, the user switches to
manual navigation, any perspective can be obtained,
which is very helpful for decision-making purposes.
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-7720, ISSN 1860-2037

Figure 3: FOV differences (a) low angle (b) high angle

Figure 3, illustrates to what extent the FOV is influenced by that angle and how much more information
can be included from the same field-ofview, if the angle is favourable. In both Figure 3 (a) and Figure 3
(b), the camera is placed at exactly the same position
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and orientation in the horizontal plane, with the only
difference in the pitch angle. In Figure 3 (a), the pitch
angle is very low and in the Figure 3 (b) it is set to
maximum (90◦ ). This feature was considered important to implement after initial testing. The obvious advantage is that, once in a position, no additional rotations are required from the user to understand the exact
position of the camera. Taking into consideration the
fact that the normal human viewing angle is about 60◦
and the application supports angles in the range from
0◦ to 90◦ , wide angles (including more objects of the
landscape) can be interactively obtained. This can be
extremely useful in cases where a user tries to navigate
between tall buildings, having low visibility.
We are currently implementing two different technologies for presenting 3D maps on PDA interfaces,
involving VRML and Managed Direct3D Mobile
(MD3DM). The first solution operates as a stand-alone
mobile application and uses VRML technology combined with GPS for determining the position and a digital compass for calculating orientation.

side a realistic virtual representation of City University’s campus. Alternatively, menu interactions can be
used as another medium for performing navigation and
wayfinding tasks. In terms of performance, the framerate per second (FPS) achieved varies depending on
the device capabilities. For example, using an HTC
Universal device the efficiency ranges between 3 to 5
FPS while in a Dell Axim X51v PDA (with a dedicated
16 MB graphics accelerator) the efficiency ranges between 12 to 15 FPS.
The second interface is based on MD3DM that operates as a separate mode, with the aim of handling the
output from the GPS/compass automatically providing
sufficient functionality to generate mobile VR applications. Compared to the VRML interface, the major
advantage of MD3DM is that it takes full advantage
of graphics hardware support and enables the development of highperformance three-dimensional rendering
[LRBO06]. On the other hand, the major disadvantage
of MD3DM is that the Application Programming Interface (API) is low level and thus a lot of functionality
which is standard in VRML has to be re-implemented.

6

Preliminary Evaluation

The aims of the evaluation of the VR prototype included assessment of the user experience with particular focus on interaction via movement, identification
of specific usability issues with this type of interaction, and to stimulate suggestions regarding future directions for research and development. A ’thinking
aloud’ evaluation strategy was employed [DFAB04];
this form of observation involves participants talking
through the actions they are performing, and what they
believe to be happening, whilst interacting with the
system. This qualitative form of evaluation is highly
appropriate for small numbers of participants testing
prototype software: Dix et al, [DFAB04] suggested
that the majority of usability problems can be discovered from testing in this way. In addition, Tory
and Möller [TM05] argued that formal laboratory user
studies can effectively evaluate visualisation when a
small sample of expert users is used.
The method used for the evaluation of our VR prototype
was based on the Black Box technique which
Figure 4: VR navigation in City Universitys campus
offers the advantage that it does not require the user
to hold any low-level information about the design
Figure 4 illustrates how the PDA-based navigation and implementation of the system. The usertesting
inside a virtual environment can be performed. Specif- took place at City University campus which includes
ically, stylus interactions can be used to navigate in- building structures similar to the surrounding area with
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-7720, ISSN 1860-2037
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eight subjects in total (testing each one individually).
All subjects had a technical background and some
were familiar with PDAs. Their age varied between
25 and 55. For each test, each subject followed a predetermined path represented by a highlighted line. Before the start of the walk, the GPS receiver was turned
on and flow of data was guaranteed between it and the
’Registration’ entity of the system. The navigational
attributes that were qualitatively measured include the:
user perspective, movement with device and decision
points.

6.1

User Perspective

The main point of investigation was to test whether
the user can understand where they are located in the
VR scene, in correspondence to the real world position. An examination of the initial orientation and
level of immersion was also evaluated after minimum
interaction with the application and understanding of
the available options. The information that was obtained by the users was concerning mainly four topics
including: level-ofdetail (LOD), user-perspective, orientation and field-of-view (FOV).
Most of the participants agreed that the LOD is not
sufficiently high for a prototype navigational application. Some concluded that texture based models would
be a lot more appropriate but others expressed the
opinion that more abstract, succinct annotations would
help, at a different level (i.e. A to Z abstract representations). Both groups of answers can fit in the same
context, if all interactions could be visualised from
more than one perspective. A suggested improvement
was to add geo-bookmarks (also known as hotspots)
that would embed information about the nature of the
structures or even the real world functionality.
As far as the ’user-perspective’ attribute is concerned, each user expressed a different optimal solution. Some concluded that more than one perspective
is required to fully comprehend their position and orientation. Both perspectives, the egocentric and the
allocentric, are useful during navigation for different
reasons [LGM+ 05] and under different circumstances.
During the initial registration, it would be more appropriate to view the model from an allocentric point
of view (which would cover a larger area) and by
minimising the LOD just to include annotations over
buildings and roads. This proved easier to increase
the level of immersion with the system but not being directly exposed to particular information such as
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-7720, ISSN 1860-2037

the structure of the buildings. In contrast, an egocentric perspective is considered productive only when the
user was in constant movement. When in movement,
the VR interface retrieves many updates and the number of decision points is increased. Further studies
should be made on how the system would assist an
everyday user, but a variation on the user perspective
is considered useful in most cases.
The orientation mechanism provided by the VR application consists of two parts. The first maintains the
user’s previous orientation whilst the second restores
the camera to the predefined orientation (which is parallel to the ground). Some users noted that when angle
direction points towards the ground gives better appreciation of the virtual navigation. Another subject that
the users agree in is the occurrence of fast updates.
This can make it difficult to navigate, because the user
needs to align the camera on three axes and not two.
Based on our experiments we noticed that the used orientation mechanisms are inadequate for navigational
purpose and it is imperative that the scene should be
aligned in the same direction as the device in the real
world.
Furthermore, all participants appreciated the usermaintained FOV. They agreed that it should be wide
enough to include as much information, on the screen,
as possible. They added that in the primary viewing angle, there should be included recognisable landmarks that would aid the user comprehend the initial
positioning. One mentioned that the orientation should
stay constant between consecutive decision points, and
hence should not be gesturebased. Most users agreed
that the functionality of the VR interface provides a
wide enough viewing angle able to recognise some
of the surroundings even when positioned between
groups of buildings with low detail level.

6.2

Movement with the Device

The purpose of this stage was to explore how respondents interpreted their interaction with the device,
whilst moving. The main characteristics include the
large number of updates as well as the change of direction followed by the user. The elements, which are
going to be discussed, are mainly considered with the
issues of making the navigation easier, the use of the
most appropriate perspective, and the accuracy of the
underlying system as well as the performance issues
that drive the application. One important issue is to
consider the inheritance of a specific perspective for
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use throughout the navigation process. Some participants mentioned the lack of accurate direction waypoints that would assist route tracking. A potential
solution is to consider the adoption of a user-focused
FOV during navigation using a simple line on the surface of the model. However, this was considered partially inadequate because the user expects more guidance when reaching a decision point. Some participants suggested to use arrows on top of the route line
which would be either visible for the whole duration of
the movement or when a decision point was reached.
In addition, it was positively suggested that the route
line should be more distinct, minimising the probability of missing it while moving. Some expressed the
opinion that the addition of recognisable landmarks
would provide a clearer cognitive link between the VR
environment and the real world scene. However, the
outcomes of this method are useful only for registering
the users in the scene and not for navigation purposes.
A couple of participants included in their answers that
the performance of the system was very satisfactory.
This is an important factor to consider, because in the
change of the camera position occurs when new data is
being retrieved from the external sensor. The characterisation, of the position transition, as smooth reflects
that the main objective of any actor is to obtain new
information about his position, at the time it is available. The latency that the system supports is equal to
the latency the H\W receiver obtains meaning that the
performance of the application is solely dependent on
the quality of operating hardware. The adaptation to
a mobile operating system (i.e. Windows Mobile 5.0)
would significantly increase the latency of the system,
since devices are not powerful enough to handle heavy
operations.
Moreover, opinions, about the accuracy of the
system, differ. One of respondents was convinced
that the accuracy, provided by the GPS receiver, was
inside the acceptable boundaries, which reflected
the GPS specifications supporting that the level of
accuracy between urban canyons was reflecting the
correspondence to reality, in a good manner. A second
test subject revealed that the occlusion problem was
in effect due to GPS inaccuracy reasons underlining
that when the GPS position was not accurate enough,
the possibility to miss the route line or any developed
direction system increased. Both opinions are equally
respected and highlighted the need for additional
feedback.
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6.3

Decision Points

The last stage is concerned with the decision points
and the ability of the user to continue the interaction with the system when it reaches them. A brief
analysis of the users’ answers is provided to identify ways forward with the design, but full analysis
will be published in a separate publication. As described previously, the user has the feeling of full freedom to move at any direction, without being restricted
by any visualisation limitations of the computergenerated environment. Nonetheless, participants may feel
overwhelmed by the numerous options they may have
available and be confused about what action to take
next. We take into consideration that large proportion of users is not sufficiently experienced in 3D navigational systems and the appropriate time is given to
them to familiarise with the system.
Preliminary feedback suggests that some users
would prefer the application to be capable of manipulating the users perspective automatically, when a decision point (or, an area close to it) is reached. This
should help absorb more information about the current position as well as supporting the future decision
making process. Another interesting point relates to
the provision of choice to the user in the future to
accommodate sudden, external factors that may allow
them to detour from a default path. Partially, some
of these requirements would be met if the user could
manually add geo-bookmarks in the VR environment
representing points in space with supplementary personal context. The detailed analysis of the responses
will be taken into account in further developments of
the system, which is underway.

7

Augmented Reality Navigation

The AR interface is the alternative way of navigating
in the urban environment using mobile systems. Unlike the VR interface, which uses the hardware sensor
solution (a GPS component and a digital compass),
the AR interface uses a webcamera (or video camera) and computer vision techniques to calculate position and orientation. Based on the findings of the
previous section and a previously developed prototypes [Lia05], [LGM+ 05], a high-level AR interface
has been designed for outdoor use. The major difference with other existing AR interfaces, such as the
ones described in [FMHW97], [TD+ 98], [RS04] and
[RCD04], is that our approach allows for the combi-
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nation of four different types of navigational information: 3D maps, 2D maps, text and spatial sound. In
addition, two different modes of registration have been
designed and experimented upon, based upon fiducial
points and feature recognition. The purpose for the exercise was to understand some of the issues involved in
two of the key aspects of urban navigation: wayfinding
and commentary.
In the fiducial points recognition mode, the outdoor
environment needs to be populated with fiducials prior
to the navigational experience. Fiducials are placed in
points-of-interest of the environment, such as corners
of the buildings, ends of streets etc, and play a significant role in the decision making process. In our current
implementation we have adopted ARToolKit’s template matching algorithm [KB99] for detecting marker
cards and we try to extend it for natural feature detection. Features that we currently detect can come in
different shapes, such as square, rectangular, parallelogram, trapezium and rhomb [Lia05] similar to shapes
that exist in the environment. In addition, it is not convenient, sometimes it is even impossible, to populate
large urban areas with fiducials. Therefore, we have
experimentally used road signs as fiducials to compute
the users pose [LRBO06]. Road signs are most of the
time printed in black colour on a white background.
Also, they are usually placed at the decision points,
such as beginning and ending of streets, corners and
junctions. As a result, if a highresolution camera is
used to capture the object, it is relatively easy to detect
the road signs, as illustrated in Figure 5.
One of the known limitations of this technique is
that, sometimes, road signs are not in a good condition,
which makes it more difficult to recognise a pattern.
Also, the size of the road signs is usually fixed (depending on the urban area) limiting severely the number of operations that can be done on it. An example
screenshot of how road signs can be used in practice as
fiducial points (instead of using pre-determined markers) during urban navigation is illustrated in 5.
Alternatively, in the feature recognition, the user is
’searching’ to detect natural features of the real environment to serve as ’fiducial points and pointsof- interest, respectively. Distinctive natural features like
door entrances, windows etc, have been experimentally tested to see whether they can be used as ’natural markers’. Figure 6 shows the display presented to
a user navigating in City University’s campus, to acquire location and orientation information using ’natural markers’.
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-7720, ISSN 1860-2037

Figure 5: Pattern recognition of road signs: (a) original
image; (b) detected image

As soon as the user turns the camera (on a mobile device) towards these predefined natural markers,
audio-visual information (3D arrows, textual and/or
auditory information) can be superimposed on the
real-scene imagery (Figure 7), thus satisfying some of
the requirements identified in section 6.1. Userstudies for tour guide systems showed that visual information could sometimes distract the user [BGKF02],
while audio information could be used to decrease the
distraction [WAHS01]. With this in mind, we have
introduced a spatially referenced sound into the interface, to be used simultaneously with the visual information. In our preliminary test case scenario, a prerecorded sound file is assigned to the corresponding
fiducial point, for each pointof- interest. As the user
approaches a fiducial point, commentary information
can be spatially identified; the closer the user to the
object the louder the volume of the commentary audio
information. Depending on the end-user’s preferences,
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or needs, the system allows for a different type of digital information to be selected and superimposed. For
example, for visually impaired users audio information may be preferred to use over visual, or a combination of the two may be found optimal [Lia05]. A
coarse comparison between the use of fiducial points
and the feature recognition mode is shown in Table 1.
Further testing is underway and the detailed analysis
will be published in a separate publication.
Recognition Mode
Fiducial
Feature

Range
0.5∼ 2m
2∼ 10m

Error
Low
High

Robustness
High
Low

Table 1: Fiducial vs feature recognition mode

In the feature recognition mode, the advantage is
that the range within which it may operate is much
greater because it does not require preparation of the
environment. Thus, it can be applied when wayfinding
is the focus of the navigation. However, the natural
feature tracking algorithm, which is used in this scenario, does require improved accuracy of the position
and orientation information, which is currently limited. In contrast, the fiducial points recognition mode
offers the advantage of a very low error during the
tracking process (i.e. detecting fiducial points). However, the limited space of operation due to the need to
populate the area with tags, makes it more appropriate
for confined areas and commentary navigation modes.
The research suggests, however, that the combination
of fiducial and feature recognition modes allows the
user to pursue both wayfinding and commentary based
navigation into urban environments within a single application.

Figure 6: Road sign pedestrian navigation
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8

Discussion

After completing the development of a portable prototype application (based on a laptop computer based)
specific requirements to enhance the user interface
and interaction mechanisms on a mobile device (PDA)
were identified. Through this research, it was found
obligatory to retrieve and visualise spatio-temporal
content from a remote server in order to support realtime operation and meet the information needs of a
user. This was accomplished by transmitting geographic coordinates (i.e. GPS input) to the server-side
and automatically retrieving geo-referenced information in the form of VRML 3D maps. The 3D content was designed to cover an area encompassing the
current position of the user and the position of one or
more actors/points-of-interest in their proximity. The
quality and accuracy of these models are proved good
while the techniques used are customdeveloped and
based on a semi-automated routine, developed in a
specialised software development environment.

9

Conclusions

This paper addresses how virtual and augmented reality interface paradigms can provide enhanced location
based services for urban navigation and wayfinding.
The VR interface operates on a PDA and presents a
realistic and geo-referenced graphical representation
of the localities of interest, coupled with sensory information on the location and orientation of the user.
The knowledge obtained from the evaluation of the
VR navigational experience has been used to inform

Figure 7: Detecting door entrances
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the design of the AR interface which operates on a
portable computer and overlays additional way-finding
information onto the captured patterns from the real
environment.
Both systems calculate the user’s position and orientation, but using a different methodology. The VR
interface relies on a combination of GPS and digital
compass data whereas the AR interface is only dependent on detecting features of the immediate environment. In terms of information visualisation, the VR
interface can only present 3D maps and textual information while the AR interface can, in addition, handle
other relative geographical information, such as digitised maps and spatial auditory information.
Work on both modes and interfaces is in progress
and we also consider a hybrid approach, which aims
to find a balance between the use of hardware sensors
(GPS and digital compass) and software techniques
(computer vision) to achieve the best registration results. In parallel, we are designing a spatial database
to store our geo-referenced urban data, which will feed
the client-side interfaces as well as routing algorithms,
which we are developing to provide more services to
mobile users. The next step in the project is a thorough
evaluation process, using both qualitative and quantitative methods. The results will be published in due
course.
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Abstract In this paper, a novel AR interface is proposed that provides generic solutions to the tasks involved in augmenting simultaneously different types of
virtual information and processing of tracking data for
natural interaction. Participants within the system can
experience a real-time mixture of 3D objects, static
video, images, textual information and 3D sound with
the real environment. The user-friendly AR interface
can achieve maximum interaction using simple but
effective forms of collaboration based on the combinations of human–computer interaction techniques. To
prove the feasibility of the interface, the use of indoor
AR techniques are employed to construct innovative
applications and demonstrate examples from heritage
to learning systems. Finally, an initial evaluation of the
AR interface including some initial results is presented.
Keywords Augmented reality  Human–computer
interaction  Tangible interfaces  Virtual heritage 
Learning systems

1 Introduction
Augmented reality (AR) is an increasingly important
and promising area of mixed reality (MR) and user
interface design. In technical terms, it is not a single
F. Liarokapis
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F. Liarokapis (&)
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technology but a collection of different technologies
that operate in conjunction, with the aim of enhancing
the user’s perception of the real world through virtual
information (Azuma 1997). This sort of information is
usually referred to as virtual, digital or synthetic
information. The real world must be matched with the
virtual in position and context in order to provide an
understandable and meaningful view (Mahoney 1999).
Participants can work individually or collectively,
experiment with virtual information and interact with a
mixed environment in a natural way (Klinker et al.
1997). In an ideal AR visualisation scenario, the virtual
information must be mixed with the real world in realtime in such a way that the user can either understand
or not, the difference (Vallino 1998). In case where
virtual information looks alike the real environment,
the AR visualisation is considered as the ultimate immersive system where participants cannot become
more immersed in the real environment (RE).
The term AR usually refers to one of the following
definitions (Milgram and Colquhoun 1999). A class of
display systems that consist of a type of head mounted
display (HMD) (Azuma 1997); those systems that utilize an equivalent of an HMD belong to the second
class, encompassing both large screen and monitorbased displays (Milgram and Kishino 1994). A third
classification refers to the cases that include any type of
mixture of real and virtual environments. Overall, the
majority of AR systems rely on electronic sensors or
video input in order to gain knowledge of the environment (Haniff et al. 2000). All these variables make
these systems more complex than systems that do not
rely on sensors. Vision based systems on the other
hand, often use markers as feature points so they can
estimate the camera pose (position and orientation).
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In the upcoming years, AR systems will be able to
include a complete set of augmentation applied and
exploiting all people’s senses (Azuma et al. 2001).
However, although there are many examples of AR
systems where users can interact with and manipulate
virtual content and even create virtual content within
some AR environments, one of their major constraints
is the lack of ability to allow participants control
multiple forms of virtual information in a number of
different ways. To a great extend, this deficiency derives mainly from the lack of robustness of currently
existing AR interface systems. At this stage, this can be
dealt by using a user-friendly interface to allow users
position audio–visual information anywhere inside the
physical world. Since the pose can be easily estimated
through an existing vision based tracking system such
as the well-known ARToolKit (Kato et al. 2000a, b),
the focus of this research is to provide effective solutions for interactive indoor AR environments.
Vision-based AR interface environments highly
depend on four key elements. The first two relate to
marker implementation and calibration techniques. The
latter are interrelated with the construction of software
user interfaces that will allow the effective visualisation
and manipulation of the virtual information. The integration of such interfaces into AR systems can reduce
the complexity of the human–computer interaction
using implicit contextual input information (Rekimoto
and Nagao 1995). Human computer interaction techniques can offer greater autonomy when compared with
traditional windows style interfaces. Although some
work has been performed into, the integration of such
interfaces into AR systems (Feiner et al. 1993; Haller
et al. 2002; MacIntyre et al. 2005) the design and
implementation of an effective AR system that can
deliver realistically audio–visual information in a userfriendly manner is a difficult task and an area of
continuous research. However, it is very difficult even
for technologists to create AR experiences to eliminate
these barriers (MacIntyre et al. 2005) that prevent users
to create new AR applications. To address the above
issues, a prototype AR interface for assisting users that
have some virtual reality experience to create fast and
effective AR applications is proposed. The main novel
contributions of this paper include the following:
•
•
•

Simultaneous and realistic 3D audio–visual augmentation in real-time performance;
Implementation and combination of five different
ways for interacting with the virtual content;
Design and implementation of a high-level user
centred interface that provides accurate and
reliable control of the AR scene;
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•
•

Two innovative applications: one for cultural
heritage and one for higher education and
Initial evaluation regarding the overall effectiveness of the system;

In the remainder of this paper, we describe our
system starting with Sect. 2 that gives a historical
overview of the AR interfaces. In Sect. 3, the architecture of the prototype AR interface is presented
in detail. Section 4, presents various calibration
approaches followed to calibrate our camera sub-system accurately. Section 5 presents realistic augmentation techniques that can be applied in real-time
performance. Section 6 proposes five different ways of
interacting with the AR scene while in Sect. 7 two
application scenarios are presented. In Sect. 8, the
results from an initial evaluation are presented
whereas Sect. 9 summarises the key findings and the
current status of research and suggests future work.

2 Historical overview of AR interfaces
One of the earliest applications involved an experimental AR system that supports a full X11 server on a
see-through HMD. The display overlays a selected
portion of the X bitmap, on the user’s view of the
world, creating an X-based AR. Three different types
of windows were developed: surround-fixed windows,
display-fixed windows and world-fixed windows. The
performance of the system was in the range of
6–20 frames-per-second (FPS). A fast display server
was developed supporting multiple overlaid bitmaps
having the ability to index into a display a selected
portion of a larger bitmap (Feiner et al. 1993). EMMIE
(Butz et al. 1999) is another experimental hybrid user
interface designed for a collaborative augmented
environment that combines various different technologies and techniques such as virtual components (i.e.
3D widgets) and physical objects (tracked displays,
input devices). The objects in the system can be moved
among various types of displays, ranging from seethrough HMDs to additional 2D and 3D displays.
These vary from palm-sized to wall-sized depending on
the nature of the task.
The MagicBook (Billinghurst et al. 2001) and the
Tiles system (Poupyrev et al. 2002) are two of the most
well known AR interfaces based on the ARToolKit.
The Tiles system proposes a way of creating an AR
workspace blending together virtual and physical
objects. The interface combines the advantages (power
and flexibility) of computing environments with the
comfort and awareness of the traditional workplace
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(Poupyrev et al. 2002). On the other hand, the MagicBook uses a real book to transfer users from reality
to virtuality. Virtual objects are superimposed on the
pages of the book and users can interact with the
augmented scene (Billinghurst et al. 2001). Another
example of an AR tangible interface is a tabletop
system designed for virtual interior design (Kato et al.
2000a). One or multiple users can interact with the
augmented scene, which consists of virtual furniture
and manipulates the virtual objects.
MARE (Grasset and Gascuel 2002) is a collaborative system that mixes together AR techniques with
human-computer interaction techniques, in order to
provide a combination of natural metaphors of communication (voice, gesture, expression) with virtual
information (simulation, animation, persistent data).
The architecture of the system is based on OpenGL
Performer and XML configuration files and it can be
easily adapted to many application domains. Another
interesting workspace is a wearable AR generic platform that supports true stereoscopic 3D graphics
(Reitmayr and Schmalstieg 2001). The system supports
six degrees-of-freedom (DOF) manipulations of virtual
objects in the near field using a pen and a pad interface.
Slay et al. (2001) developed an AR system that extends
interactions from a traditional desktop interaction
paradigm to a tangible AR paradigm. A range of issues
related to the rapid assembly and deployment of
adaptive visualisation systems was investigated. Three
different techniques, for the task of switching the
attributes of the virtual information in AR views, were
presented.
Furthermore, the AMIRE project (Haller et al.
2002) aims at developing fast rapid prototyping
through vision-based AR for users without detailed
knowledge of the underlying base technologies of
computer graphics and AR skills. AMIRE uses a
component-oriented technology consisting of a reusable GEM collection, a visual authoring tool and object tracking system based on the ARToolKit library.
Another system that allows users to create AR experiences is the designer’s augmented reality toolkit
(DART) (MacIntyre et al. 2005). The system is based
on the Macromedia Director multimedia-programming
environment to allow a user to visually create complex
AR applications as well as providing support for the
trackers, sensors and camera.
Although most of the above systems describe generic frameworks that allow for AR and/or MR applications, they have not focused on designing a high-level
user-focused interface that can deliver audio–visual
information. The DART system is the most similar
to this approach but it is based on a commercial
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multimedia package and thus it is addressed to
designers and not general purpose developers. However, this sometimes limits the capabilities of the
generated applications because they will be limited to
the specific package (i.e. Director). On the contrary,
this work is targeting developers who want to develop
AR applications and use higher level tools than
currently exist (i.e. ARToolKit).

3 Architecture of the system
The scope of the AR interface is to provide all the
necessary tools for developers to generate user-specific
AR applications (see Sect. 7). They will select which
sort of functionality is useful, and either use it as it is or
extend it to fit the needs of the application. Based on
previous prototypes (Liarokapis et al. 2004a, b) a tangible AR interface focused on superimposing five different types of virtual information and allowing users
to interact using a combination of five different interaction techniques was designed and implemented. The
system allows for the natural arrangement of virtual
information anywhere inside the interior of a building
or any other type of indoor environment. A diagrammatic overview of the operation of the system is presented in Fig. 1.
In the simplest configuration, a laptop computer
with a USB web-camera and a set of trained marker
cards are employed. The most complex configuration
performed for the purpose of this research included
two cy-visor HMDs, four LCD monitors, an 18 in.
iiyama touch screen and a 42 in. plasma screen (Sony
PFM-42V1N). Depending on the capabilities of the

Marker Cards
Plasma Screen

Web
Camera

HMD Display
Laptop
Augmented Reality
Environment

Video Splitter
Flat Screens

Touch Screen

Input Hardware Devices

Fig. 1 Overview of operation of the system
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splitter different configurations can be supported
depending on the level of immersion and collaboration
required. For example, for some applications (i.e.
museum environments) the plasma screen could provide an idealistic cognitive environment for collaborative while the touch screen could be preferred as an
effective means for user-centred interaction. All displays have been used to present the capabilities of the
system in various demonstrations and other dissemination events and the plasma screen found to be the
most appealing one. To further increase the level of
interaction, a 3D mouse is integrated into the system
allowing users to manipulate the virtual information in
a natural way in six DOF (see Sect. 6.5).
Audio–visual augmentation techniques have been
also been implemented (see Sect. 5) in order to
achieve a realistic visualisation such as, matching
virtual lighting to real lighting, texture mapping
techniques, shading and clipping. To further improve
the quality of the visualisation, planar shadows and
reflections are generated in real-time so that the user
can get a more realistic perception of the augmented
information in respect to the real world. It is worthmentioning that the software and hardware infrastructure of the prototype AR interface developed in
this research is based on off-the-self hardware components and low-priced software resources. The hierarchy of the software architecture is presented in
Fig. 2.
The blue boxes represent the off-line tools used and
which form the basis of the implementation. The
technologies in the orange boxes show the software
components implemented for the creation of the AR
interface. A brief overview of how each technology was
used is presented in the following sections.

Fig. 2 Software technologies
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3.1 Off-line technologies
The off-line software technologies include a number of
commercial tools that must be used before the execution of the AR interface to prepare the content used in
the augmentation (i.e. virtual information) as well as
the AR environment. Specifically, the ARToolKit’s
tracking libraries were used for the calibration of the
camera (see Sect. 4.2) as well as for the training of new
markers designed for the needs of our research. Image
processing (Adobe Photoshop) was appropriate for
creating appropriate 2D images that were used as part
of the visualisation process (see Sect. 5.2) and for
generating textures for the 3D models.
To create professional-quality 3D models, 3ds max
employed to digitise the models and export them into
3ds format. Next, deep exploration utilised to convert
3ds models into a number of formats including VRML
and ASCII. CoolEdit Pro served as a useful off-line
tool to record and processes all the necessary wave
samples required for the augmentation. WinHex was
helpful to analyse the robustness of the markers
existing in the AR environment. Finally, the Calibration Toolbox for Matlab was used to improve the
camera parameters calculated from ARToolKit
(Sect. 4.2).
3.2 Real-time technologies
Real time software technologies consist of all the
software libraries that have been integrated into a
single application that comprise the AR interface. The
Microsoft vision software development kit (SDK) was
used as a basic platform to develop an interface
between the video input (from and video or web
cameras) and the rest of the AR application. Based on
this, only ARToolKit’s (Kato et al. 2000b) tracking
library (AR32.lib) was integrated to calculate the
camera pose in real-time. On top of the tracking library
a high-level computer graphics rendering engine was
implemented based on C++ that can perform mathematical operations between 3D vectors and matrices.
Standard graphics functionalities like shading, lighting
and colouring were based on the OpenGL API (Woo
et al. 1999) while more advanced functions like shading
and reflection were implemented in the rendering
engine to provide a platform for the rapid development
of AR applications (Sect. 7).
GLUT (OpenGL utility toolkit) (Angel 2003) was
initially used to create a user-interface and to control
the visualisation window of the AR interface. In
addition, it was used for the textual augmentations
(Sect. 5.4) because it provides sufficient support for
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bitmap and stroke fonts. However, GLUT provides
only a minimum set of functions for the user to control
the visualisation and therefore a more advanced solution was implemented based on MFC (Microsoft
foundation classes). The advantage of implementing a
windows-based interface is that it allows users to
familiarise quickly with the GUI (graphical user
interface) as well as it provides menus and toolbars to
implement any type of user interaction. Finally,
OpenAL (open audio library) API was employed to
generate audio in a simulated 3D space (Sect. 5.5)
because it is similar to OpenGL coding style and it can
be considered as an extension of it.

4 Tracking
A key objective of this research was to provide a
robust platform for developing innovative AR interfaces. However, to achieve the best tracking (with
commercial web-cameras) accurate calculation of the
camera parameters is required. As mentioned before,
ARToolKit’s tracking library was preferred because it
seems to provide accurate results with regards to the
estimation of the location of the object especially at
small distances and in cases where the camera is not
moving fast. However, the major flaw of this approach
is that all fiducials must be visible continuously. Also
in un-calibrated environments, with poor lighting
condition, tracking might not work at all. In this
section, the results obtained from measuring ARToolKit’s error and the algorithms used for calibrating the camera (calculating the camera parameters)
are briefly analysed.
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experiment was to evaluate the error in distances
ranging between 20 and 80 cm under normal lighting
conditions. The experimental apparatus of this procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The optimal area, which contains the least error, is
the one that is perpendicular to the marker card. To
allow placing the camera on specific points with high
precision a grid is positioned on the ground (Fig. 3).
Besides, a rigid path was designed so that the camera
cannot loose its direction while moving backwards.
For each point on the grid, numerous measurements
of the location of the web camera in a local coordinate system were taken. The camera is setup in
the shortest operating distance (20 cm) and after
completing measurements on its position it moves
backwards on a step of 1 cm. When the camera
moves 60 cm (60 different positions) the program
exits. For each position 20 measurements were taken
and they were averaged. Figure 4 illustrates the results of this experiment (purple line) showing that
the error is proportional to the distance. In very
small distances the error in the detection of the
marker is small while in larger distances the error
becomes considerably bigger. It increases proportionally to the angle of rotation when the camera
does not change position, but it is rotated around the
Y-axis.
To verify that the best location is on the perpendicular axis of the camera and the marker, another set
of measurements were recorded with the camera facing
the marker at variable angle (yaw) having the other
two (pitch, roll) stable. In this case, the camera was
setup again in the same plane (ground plane) but the

4.1 Measuring ARToolKit’s error
Wall

ARToolKit was originally designed for small applications working on a limited range of operation,
usually around one meter. In these applications the
distance between the marker and the user is often
small so most of the errors occurred are not easily
detectable. But in wide area applications, its positioning accuracy is not very robust. In distances between 1 and 2.5 m the error in the x and y values
increases proportionally with the distance from the
marker (Malbezin et al. 2002). Because this research
is focused on indoor environments, it is very important to work accurately in small distances ranging
between 1 m and reasonably well for up to 3 m. For
this reason an experimental measurement of the
accuracy of ARToolKit’s tracking libraries was performed in the laboratory environment. The aim of the

Marker
20 cm

Ground

Web
Camera

60 cm

Fig. 3 Experimental setup for the measurement of ARToolKit’s
error
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Fig. 4 Comparison of measured values

measurements were taken when the x and y values
tended to zero values. It was measured that the angle
in the initial position (20 cm from the wall, Fig. 3) is
approximately 12 while for the final position the angle
is approximately 4. It is worth mentioning, that the
second sets of measurements were not done automatically, so on each step the camera had to be manually
adjusted to provide values as close as possible to values
of x and y to zero. Figure 4 shows the results from the
second experiment and illustrates that the measured
error, when the camera is not pointing directly to the
marker, is proportional to the distance. However, the
difference is of minimal significance. This means that
when the camera lies with a certain area and does not
change its orientation the error is quite small. In contrast, if the camera changes direction the error increases considerably. Figure 4 illustrates differences in
the errors produced from the experiments compared
with the actual value (top dark line).
Figure 4 shows that the best results can be obtained
when the camera is oriented to point at the centre of
the marker. Even if the camera has a small offset, then
the error increases linearly with the distance. Nevertheless, the tracking results are acceptable in the area
of less than 1 m since the error is hardly noticed.
4.2 Camera calibration
This section describes the procedures used in order to
calculate the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters.
The purpose for this was to define an accurate camera
model that can be effectively applied into indoor AR
environments. Although there are a few camera calibration techniques available (Weng et al. 1992; Shi and
Tomasi 1994) for calculating the intrinsic camera
parameters, ARToolKit’s calibration library (Kato
et al. 2000b) was preferred since it works reasonable
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good in small distances and in cases where the camera
is not moving fast. This method was originally applied
to measure the camera model properties such as: the
center point of the camera image; the lens distortion;
and the camera’s focal length. ARToolKit provides two
software tools that can be used to calculate these
camera properties, one to measure the lens distortion
and the image center point, while the second to compute the focal length of the camera (Kato et al. 2000b).
Based on this, the initial calibration was performed
since it produces reasonable results for the calculation
of the intrinsic camera parameters.
However, the greatest limitations of this vision solution include the tracking accuracy and the range of
operation (Malbezin et al. 2002). To minimise some of
the errors produced in the tracking of the markers, the
extrinsic camera used had to be accurately estimated.
The virtual objects will only appear when the tracking
marks are in view. The size of the predefined patterns
influences the effectiveness of the tracking algorithms.
For instance, if the pattern is large then the pattern is
detected further away. To calculate the extrinsic camera
parameters the camera calibration toolbox (Camera
Calibration Toolbox for Matlab 2003) was used which
provides a user-friendly interface and it is very convenient when working with a large number of images.
Another advantage over the previous method is that it
provides very accurate results.
Before the camera calibration begins two steps need
to be initially followed. In the first step the calibration rig
must be generated while in the second all the calibration
images must be collected. When done, the grid corners
are easily extracted. The ToolKit offers an automatic
mechanism for counting the number of squares in each
grid and all calibration images used are searched and
focal and distortion factors are automatically estimated.
However, similarly to ARToolKit method, in most
occasions the algorithm may not predict the right number of squares and thus provides a poor result. This can
be clearer by observing the results of the calculation of
the re-projection error. As it is clearly observed from
Fig. 5a, the re-projection error is quite big compared to
the scale. The reason behind this is because the extraction of the corners is not acceptable on some highly
distorted images. However, the advantage of this technique is that it allows the user to improve the calibration.
Specifically, the whole procedure can be repeated until
the error is minimised up to a certain point.
After repeating the procedure for five times the error
is reduced from a scale of five to a scale of one as illustrated in Fig. 5b. Furthermore, because ARToolKit
accepts only binary data format for the calibration, a
simple way to do this is to estimate the extrinsic
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Fig. 5 Calculation of camera
error a re-projection error b
minimisation of error

parameters and then save the computed parameters in
the data structure replacing the old values. The old data
structure that holds the calculated camera parameters
(ARParam struct) is shown below:

decided to add the skew parameters to the matrix, thus
the skew parameter was used instead of zero in the
matrix as shown below:
0

fc0
@ sk
sk

typedef struct {
int xsize, ysize;
double mat [3][4];
double dist_factor [4];
} ARParam;

In this structure the xsize, ysize and dist_factor have
been experimentally replaced with the new values calculated from the above. Specifically, the camera
parameters including the focal length (fc), the principal
point (cc), the skew (sk) and the distortion (kc) have
been computed and based on these values the intrinsic
matrix can be defined as shown in Eq. (1):
0
1
fc0 sk fc0 cc0
@ 0
fc1 cc1 A
ð1Þ
0
0
1

sk fc0
fc1
sk

1
cc0
cc1 A
1

ð4Þ

Although the last modification provided us with a
more correct camera model with an estimated
improvement of about 1%, the effectiveness of the
tracking system was not significantly improved. This is
due to the fact that the optics used in the camera system (web camera) is really poor compared to professional video cameras. Other environmental issues that
influence tracking include lighting conditions and
range of operation.

5 Audio–visual augmentations

To match the outputted camera matrix from Matlab
and fit it into ARToolKit’s matrix, the following matrix
can be derived:

Each type of virtual media information is designed for
specific purposes and as a result produces different
outcomes. For instance, textual explanation can be utilized much more effectively than auditory description
when communicating verbal information. On the other
hand, pictures work better than text, for recalling or
explaining diagrammatically a procedure. To describe a
sequence of events video seems to be one of the most
efficient techniques. In this section, the methodology
used for the simultaneously multimedia visualisation of
virtual information into an AR indoor environment is
presented.

0

5.1 Object augmentation

Since ARToolKit does not take into account the
skew factor and makes use of the following matrix:
0

sx f
@ 0
0

fc0
@ 0
0

0
sy f
0

0
fc1
0

1
x0
y0 A
1

1
cc0
cc1 A
1

ð2Þ

ð3Þ

After testing the new camera model a small
improvement was succeeded in the distortion in the
magnitude of 3–4%. As a further improvement, it was

An ideal AR system must be able to mix the virtual
information with the real in a physical way. The participants should not realize the difference between the
real and the augmented visualisation. The focus of this
research is to present and implement methods of
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realistically rendering 3D representations of real objects in an easy and interactive manner. The selection
of the most appropriate 3D format is a crucial task in
order to achieve a high level of realism in the system.
In this research, both 3ds and VRML file formats have
been used as shown in Table 1.
In any case, one of the first problems derived when
displaying a 3D representation of a real model is the
correct alignment on the required position. Virtual
0

Lp  Pc  Lp0  Pc0
B
0  Lp0  Pc1
ps ¼ B
@
0  Lp0  Pc2
0  Lp0  Pc3

0  Lp1  Pc0
Lp  Pc  Lp1  Pc1
0  Lp1  Pc2
0  Lp1  Pc3

0  Lp2  Pc0
0  Lp2  Pc1
Lp  Pc  Lp2  Pc2
0  Lp2  Pc3

objects may appear to float on the marker and the user
will be easily confused. This usually occurs because the
3D model is not registered correctly into the scene. For
example, when a 3D object is transformed into the real
scene it may appear below the origin as illustrated in the
left image of Fig. 6.
To correct the problem of misalignment, Fig. 6a, a
sorting algorithm for registering 3D objects precisely
onto the top of the markers was implemented. To
achieve a correct registration the virtual information
need to be first sorted and then initialised to exactly the
same level, as the marker is located in the Z-axis. An
efficient way to align objects is by using a two-stage
process. In the first part, the vertices of the object are
sorted by the Z-axis. Upon completion, the vertices are
translated to the minimum value, which is the origin of
the marker cards, resulting in a proper object registration.
Next, to improve the realism of the AR scene a fast
algorithm for planar shadows and reflections was
implemented. The location of the shadow can be calculated by projecting all the vertices of the AR object
to the direction of the light source. To generate augmented shadows an algorithm that creates a 4 · 4
projection matrix (Ps) in homogeneous coordinates
Table 1 Categorisation of 3D
file formats

must be calculated based only on the plane equation
coefficients and the position of the light (Moller 1999).
Say that L is the position of the point light source; P
the position of a vertex of the AR object where the
shadow is cast; and n the normal vector of the plane.
The projection matrix of the shadow can be calculated
by solving the system, which consists of the equation of
the plane and a straight that passes from the plane
point in the direction of the light source (see Eq. 5).

ð5Þ

where LpPc is the dot product of plane and light
position. The projection matrix has a number of
advantages compared with other methods (i.e. fake
shadows) but the most important is that it works fast
and it is generic so that it can generate hard shadows
in real-time for any type of objects independently of
their complexity (Liarokapis 2005). An example
screenshot that illustrates planar shadows is shown in
Fig. 7.
The main disadvantage of this algorithm is that it
renders the virtual information twice for each frame:
once for the virtual object and another one for its
shadow. Another obvious flaw is that it can cast
shadows only into planar surfaces but with some
modifications, it can be extended to be applied to
specific cases such as curved surfaces (Liarokapis
2005).
To realistically model reflections in AR environments, many issues must be taken into account. Although in reality the light is scattered uniformly in all
directions depending on the material of the object in
this work, the effect of mirror reflections has been
implemented. An example screenshot of a virtual object casting a shadow and a reflection on a virtual plane
is illustrated in Fig. 8.

Advantages
3ds
Includes pre-vertex texture coordinates
Unknown parts can be skipped
VRML
Easy to read
Standard for 3D internet presentations
Contains animation and collision detection
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1
0  Lp3  Pc0
C
0  Lp3  Pc1
C
A
0  Lp3  Pc2
Lp  Pc  Lp3  Pc3

Disadvantages
3D can have 216 vertices maximum
Poor normal information
Contains less information than 3ds
Does not support advanced lighting and texturing
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Fig. 6 Object augmentation a
misalignment of object b
correct registration

Based on the OpenGL’s stencil buffer a reflection of
the object is performed onto a user-defined virtual
ground. The stencil buffer is initially set to sixteen bits
in the pixel format function. Then, the buffer is emptied and finally the stencil test is enabled.
5.2 Image augmentation

Fig. 7 Illustration of planar shadows

Images are widely used as a means to increase realism and in the past, they have been used with success
for educating purposes. The augmentation of images
is a highly cost effective means to present simple 2D
information in the real world. The use of their
operation may be performed in a number of different
ways depending on the learning scenario applied. The
digital image augmentation can be either static or
dynamic. Dynamic image augmentation is widely used
for achieving video augmentation (see Sect. 5.3).
With static augmentation, a single image only is
rendered into the scene. Based on the theoretical
framework provided by Smith (1994), images used for
AR environments have been categorised into
description, symbolic, iconic and functional as shown
in Table 2.
The algorithm used is simple but very efficient and
can be applied into two types of image formats (BMP
and TGA). First, it loads an image file and checks if it
is a valid image format. In the next step, textures are
generated using data from the image file. Following
this, the texture is created and the parameters are set
based on the OpenGL API. Finally, the texture is
bound to the target texture, which is a quadrilateral.
5.3 Video augmentation

Fig. 8 Planar shadows and reflections

The mode of operation within the video AR system
is to read an AVI file, decompose it into 256 · 256 ·
24 bit images, mix it with the dynamic video (coming
from the camera) and finally display it on the selected visualisation display (Liarokapis 2005). When
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Table 2 Categorisation of images augmentation
Purpose
Description
Most popular format
Describe the real world
Image itself can tell a self-explanatory story
Symbolic
Identify a basic principle or symbol
Allow both simple and complex symbolism
Interpretation can change over time
Iconic
Identify a case of a multinational meaningful
icon that is not related to a specific language
For example the ‘‘exit’’ or ‘‘danger’’ sign
Functional
A single operation can be expressed
Multiple operations can be also supported

Usage
Explain a 3D real object
Textual information have a useful meaning

Concerns images that represent various types of well known symbols

Image contains different types of iconic representations that can illustrate something
useful

Functional images act as virtual buttons and a specific operation is assigned on each

the video file is loaded, the program automatically
counts the number of frames so that its size is
known. Then all frames are decomposed into 2D
images and each image is applied to a square quad,
exactly in the same way as textures are wrapped to
objects. It is worth mentioning here that because
each animation has a specific length (in seconds) and
its own frame rate, the time required for each frame
is calculated.
Moreover, the augmented video starts automatically
when two things occur: a marker is detected and user has
loaded a particular file from the filling system using the
interface menu. When the animation is completed it
repeats itself until the user decides to stop it (by pressing
a keyboard key or using the interface menu). To increase the feasibility of the system, if the camera is not
in line of view with the marker card, then the video
augmentation will continue playing until the video
sequence is finished. This was designed on purpose
to prevent cases where the user changes position or
orientation rapidly and thus looses the perceived visualisation. The augmented animation can be controlled
in a number of different means including the cease of the
animation, resize the animation window or even
manipulate the augmented video animation into six
DOF (see Sect. 6).
Figure 9 shows four frames of a video sequence
superimposed into a marker card, describing a complex
concept in electronics (i.e. Moore Diagram). In terms
of efficiency, the video augmentation results range
between 20 and 35 FPS depending on the resolution of
the videos. However, the drawback of this method is
that when the animation is augmented the overall
performance of the system is significantly reduced.
In particular, the performance was experimentally
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measured to be reduced by approximately 20–50% the
FPS of the system. For instance, if the performance of
the system is in real-time (i.e. 25 FPS) then the AR
video algorithm would drop the performance to 12–
20 FPS. Another limitation of the proposed video
augmentation is that it can currently decompose videos
into only 256 · 256 · 24 bit images.
5.4 Textual augmentation
Textual annotations are the simplest form of information that can be easily augmented in any type of AR
environments. This can be either presented as a label
or as a description. Label text has been used in the past
(Klinker et al. 1997; Sinclair and Martinez 2001), to
point out specific parts of a complex system using the
minimum textual information. In this case, the most
important aspect is to ensure that the augmented labels
do not obscure each other and that the information is
clearly presented to the user. Description text requires
a much more demanding process because it needs to
provide complete information about an object or about
a virtual operation. The problems begin in cases where
the magnitude of textual information needs to be
augmented on a display is large.
In this research, label and descriptive textual information was performed by dynamically loading ASCII
text files. Each file contained a very different level of
information depending on the reasons for utilising it.
For example, label text files were defined to specify the
type of visualisation (i.e. image augmentation) or the
name of an object. The main advantage of this method
is that the textual information, which will be augmented on the real environment, is stored on a txt file.
Text files are widely used and can be easily transferred
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The user can move the sources in 3D space using the
keyboard and menu interaction techniques illustrated
in Sect. 6.
The spatial sound algorithm first initialises all the
necessary OpenAL variables (position, orientation and
velocity) and then loads them into the appropriate
buffers (format, length and frequency) for further processing. Next, sound sources and buffers are initialised
and the sources are assigned to the buffers. The picth
and gain are set to one and the sources are set into a
continuous loop unless stopped by the user. Each time
the camera detects the marker the transformation
matrix is inverted to estimate the position of the camera.
In the context of this research, the distance model
experimentally applied used to simulate the distance
followed the linear equation as illustrated below:
y ¼ ax þ b

ð6Þ

over all types of networks. Users of the system can
position textual augmentations anywhere in the real
environment using standard transformations. In addition, they can change their appearance in terms of
colour, size and font type (Bitmap, Times Roman and
Helvetica).

where a represents distance between the camera and
the marker and b the offset position of the marker
card. Although this cannot accurately represent the
distribution of sound in 3D space it provides very good
results. To provide more freedom to the listener the
values of the linear function may change depending on
the requirements of the visualisation. If the sound
source is positioned in the origin then the above
equation may be re-written as shown below:

5.5 Audio augmentation

Listener ¼

Fig. 9 Video augmentation

In the real world, audio is a process that is heard spatially and thus it is a very important aspect for any
simulation scenario. The most important issue when
designing 3D sound is to ‘‘see’’ the sound source
(Yewdall 1999). However, most AR applications have
not incorporated 3D sound component even if it can
contribute to the sense of immersivity. The augmented
sound methodology followed in this work, has some
similarities with the ASR approach (Dobler et al. 2002)
in the way virtual sounds are augmented in the real
environment. Unlike this experimental approach,
which is based on a Creative EAX API, the implemented 3D audio system is based on OpenAL, which
has many similarities with OpenGL and was originally
designed for generating 3D sounds around a listener.
The recording of speech sounds was done in mono
format, using a standard microphone and the mono
samples were converted into stereo format. Furthermore, each sound source in the system has been specified to have the following three properties: position,
orientation and velocity. The spatial audio system can
handle multiple sound sources and mix them together.

camera position
distance factor

ð7Þ

where camera_position refers to the inverse transformation of the camera and distance_factor to a constant
number. To achieve a realistic simulation of the sound
different values have been tried to simulate the distance_factor. However, this constant value may change
off-line depending on the requirements of the visualisation. For example, some users may prefer to perceive
the auditory information louder than others do. In
addition, the system is capable of loading and mixing
music sound files. This option can be extremely useful
for simulating surround music audio. The sound files
may be overlaid into the same marker or onto a different
marker depending on the needs of the application.
6 Human–computer interactions
Human–computer interactions are one of the most
important issues when designing a robust real-time system. They have to be performed in a natural way so that
inexperienced participants familiarise quickly in the AR
environment (Liarokapis et al. 2004a). The proposed
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interface allows users tangible interaction with various
types of multimedia information such as 3D models,
images, textual information and 3D sound, using a
number of interaction techniques. Interactions controlled by the user-computer can be distinguished into
five different categories including physical manipulation,
interface menu interaction, standard I/O, Touch Screen
and SpaceMouse interaction as illustrated in Fig. 10.
Although, some types of interactions proposed in
Fig. 10 are not novel (i.e. physical manipulation), the
novelty comes in the way they are used by the participants. Participants can combine two or more types and
experience a novel form of interaction with great
flexibility. For example, the most significant combination of human–computer interactions is the use of
intuitive methods like the physical manipulation with
sophisticated devices such as the SpaceMouse. Users
can hold in one hand a marker card with a virtual
object superimposed and on the other hand use the
SpaceMouse to perform graphics operations like virtual lighting. In the following sections, all the types of
interactions are explained in detail.
6.1 Standard interactions
The first method is addressed to users with some
computer experience and is based on standard

2

cos cos w
4 sin u sin cos w þ cos u sin w
 cos u sin cos w þ sin u sin w

Standard I/O

User

SpaceMouse

Computer

Physical Manipulation

Touch Screen

Fig. 10 Interactions within the system

the requirements of this research because it provides
only the minimum functionality to rotate an object
around X, Y or Z-axis. However, in a tabletop AR
environment this is constraining the user when
rotating the virtual information as well as it restricts
the use of simultaneous interactions. To tackle this
problem a generic rotational matrix that takes as
input three angles and rotates the object around an
arbitrary axis is specified in Eq. 8:

 cos sin w
 sin u sin sin w þ cos u cos w
cos u sin sin w þ sin u cos w

interaction input devices like the keyboard and the
mouse. For example, by pressing buttons (hot keys)
the visual parameters of the virtual objects can be
changed faster instead of using the menu dialogues.
Some of the most characteristic are described in
(Liarokapis et al. 2004a, b; Liarokapis 2005) and
include the change of lighting conditions (ambient,
diffuse, specular and shiness); the texturing information (standard and environmental); the switch from
solid mode to wireframe mode; and others (see
Sect. 6.2). Moreover, the keyboard is also employed
for changing the position (translation), orientation
(rotation) and scaling of the virtual information in six
DOF. Initially, the above transformations were
implemented based on the OpenGL functionality but
soon it became obvious that OpenGL could not meet
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Interface Menu Interaction

3
sin
 sin u cos 5
cos u cos

ð8Þ

Based on the above rotational matrix, it became
possible for users to rotate virtual information around
an arbitral-defined axis. The above matrix was also
implemented to the standard mouse providing a quick
way to perform intuitive rotations. Although, it provides the means to perform a rotation around all three
axes simultaneously if one interaction device is used,
problems occur when more than one device is used (i.e.
keyboard and mouse). An alternative way of performing transformations is by using quaternions. To
specify multiple rotations, many intermediate control
points are required where a quaternion interpolation
depends only on the relation between the initial and
final rotations. The easiest way to prove the link between a rotation matrix and a quaternion is by linking
them in three dimensions. Say that q = s + vI a unit
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quaternion and defined Q, where v = (ux, uy, uz)T, it
can be shown that there is a 3 · 3 matrix that represents a rotation matrix of the form (Eq. 9):
T

2

vv þ ðsI33 þ Cu Þ
0 2
1
s þ u2x  u2y  u2z 2ðux uy  suz Þ
2ðux uz þ suy Þ
B
C
2
2
2
2
C
¼B
@ 2ðux uy þ suz Þ s þ ux þ uy  uz 2ðuy uz  sux Þ A
2ðux uz  suy Þ
2ðuy uz þ sux Þ s2  u2x  u2y þ u2z
ð9Þ
To obtain a quaternion corresponding to a given
rotation matrix we first define an arbitrary rotation
matrix R and then the corresponding quaternion
q = s + uxi + uyj + uzk to the rotation matrix. Using the
above equation it is easy to solve the equation and
derive the values for ux, uy and uz, respectively. In
OpenGL, rotations are specified as matrices since
homogeneous matrices are the standard 3D representations. By combining the property of unit quaternion
with the above rotation quaternion matrix we can
deduce the following equation (Eq. 10):

vvT þ ðsI33 þ Cu Þ2
0
1  2ðu2y  u2z Þ
B
¼ @ 2ðux uy þ suz Þ
2ðux uz  suy Þ

2ðux uy  suz Þ

2ðux uz þ suy Þ

1

C
1  2ðu2x þ u2z Þ 2ðuy uz  sux Þ A
2ðuy uz þ sux Þ 1  2ðu2x  u2y Þ
ð10Þ

Other functions that were integrated to the mouse
include translations and scaling. On the other hand,
using the mouse users can access the carefully designed
GUI. This allows users to have full access to the
superimposed virtual information. An example is presented in Fig. 11, where users can select the information that is going to be augmented on the real
environment.
6.2 GUI Interactions
On the other hand, using the mouse or the Touch
Screen users can access the functionality that has been
carefully integrated into a novel GUI. The GUI consists of a menu, a toolbar, a status bar and a number of

Fig. 11 GUI functionality
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dialog boxes. This allows participants to have the same
access to the augmented virtual information as if they
were using standard interaction techniques. Four
example screenshots that illustrate some of the functionalities of the GUI is presented in Fig. 11.
The greatest advantage of the proposed GUI is that
it allows participants to perform complex operations
very accurately. Specifically, sometimes it is of crucial
importance to transform a virtual object in a specific
location in the real environment. Using other methods
it could take a great amount of time and effort
(depending on the experience of the user) to achieve
this and it will definitely not be very accurate. However, the GUI interaction techniques offer the solution
to the problem using double point precision.
Next, the ‘‘Edit’’ category consists of three basic
operations including video (start or stop), a zoom
dialog box and a scale dialog box. The ‘‘View’’ category consists of two sets of operations. Firstly, a
Toolbar and a Status bar, which is commonly found in
windows based applications. It is worth-mentioning
here that the GUI has been built on top of the windows
API so that full compatibility with windows based
operating systems is ensured. As far as this research is
concerned this is the only true windows based interface
that can superimpose five different types of multimedia
content into the real environment.
The second set of operations consists of three
functions called axis (to insert a Cartesian set of axis
indicating the origin of the AR environment), debug
(to threshold the live video sequence and thus check
whether a marker is detectable) and clip (to clip the
graphics geometry). The rest of the menu categories
(graphics and augment) are used to control visualisation properties of the augmented information. Func-

tions that have been implemented include shadows,
fog, lighting, material, texturing, colouring, transparency and shading. Finally, the ‘‘help’’ category provides some information about the release version of
the AR interface as well as the date and the author
name.

Fig. 12 Natural manipulation of virtual object

Fig. 13 Pseudo code for SpaceMouse
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6.3 Physical manipulation
Physical manipulations were specifically designed for
users with no computer experience and refers to a
physical manipulation of the marker cards (Kato et al.
2000a; Billinghurst et al. 2001). As illustrated in
Fig. 12, users can manipulate freely the marker cards in
six DOF to receive a different perception of the
superimposed information.
Another benefit of natural interactions is that they
can be used with the other types of interactions described in this section. This allows producing unique
combinations (see Fig. 14) that can provide solutions
for specific AR applications that require a high-level of
interaction. In addition, apart from using the marker
cards for just superimposing virtual information, they
have been used to perform some basic operations such
as: assign an object into a marker, de-assign an object
from a marker, scale, rotate and translate. The
advantage of this method is that users can use only
physical objects (marker cards) to visualise and interact with the virtual information. However, the disadvantage is that when multiple markers are used the
overall efficiency of the system is reduced. Specifically,
the template matching algorithm used operates very
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Fig. 14 SpaceMouse
interactions

effectively in real-time performance with one marker
but it starts to decrease drastically as more markers are
added. The reason behind this is because for each
marker the algorithm is aware; it creates four templates, one at each orientation. Each marker has to be
compared to all known templates until the best match
is detected. To calculate the number of comparisons
performed by the algorithm the following equation is
illustrated:
Nc ¼ 4  Nm  Nt

ð11Þ

where Nc is the number of comparisons, Nm is the
number of known markers and Nt corresponds to the
number of known templates. If in the scene there are
10–20 markers and the application knows about 250
markers then the system performs around 10,000–
20,000 comparisons. This makes any system to run
much slower and makes the application operate in less
than 25 FPS. Thus, to achieve a fast AR application in
the final system it was preferred to use as few markers
as possible having as limit ten markers.
6.4 Touch screen interactions
An alternative way of interacting with the virtual
information is to make use of interaction devices such
as Touch Screens. This is ideal for some application
scenarios where, the use of other interaction devices is
not possible. For example, in museum environments,
Touch Screens are the most appropriate means of
interacting with the virtual exhibitions. Besides, although it was easy to integrate the Touch Screen to the

AR interface, many problems arose when users tried to
interact with the GUI menu. The reason for this is
because the menus in the GUI were too small and it
was difficult for some users to select. To tackle the
problem, large toolbar buttons and dialog boxes were
designed and associated with appropriate functionality.
The main advantage of using the Touch Screen is that
it can serve both the visualisation and interaction all in
one device. However, the major drawback is that the
effectiveness of the interactions is dependent on the
effectiveness of the GUI. If the GUI is not userfriendly, it will affect the usefulness of the Touch
Screen interactions.
6.5 SpaceMouse interactions
Finally, users can manipulate virtual information using
sophisticated VR sensor devices such as SpaceMouse
(Liarokapis et al. 2004b) and InertiaCube. SpaceMouse
allows the programmer to assign functionality to provide a customised nine button-menu interface. This
method has the advantage manipulating virtual information in six DOF in a natural way using only one
hand. A combination of C++ functions, SpaceMouse
commands and OpenGL allowed the integration of the
3D mouse into the system. Important functionalities
that have been implemented and assigned to the menu
buttons include either standard graphics transformations for easier manipulation, or more advanced
graphics operations (Fig. 13).
In Fig. 13, S represents the scaling operations, Tx, Ty
and Tz represent the translations and Rx, Ry, and Rz
the rotations. To perform one of the above operations
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the user has to press one of the buttons (the translation
button for example) and then use the bar to translate
the object in 3D space. Depending on which direction
force is applied, the object will move respectively.
Furthermore, the ambient lighting, the clipping of
superimposed geometry through an infinite plane and
the augmentation of a virtual plane can be switched on
and off using the remaining SpaceMouse buttons. Four
example screenshots of a user interacting with 3D
information using the SpaceMouse is illustrated in
Fig. 14.
It illustrates how a user can adapt the MagicBook
approach (Billinghurst et al. 2001) in conjunction with
the SpaceMouse to visualise and interact with the virtual artefacts. On the top left image, the user is only
visualizing the virtual artefact (marker B) while on the
top right image, the user translates the artefact using
the SpaceMouse. On the bottom left image, the user
interacts (rotates) with another artefact (marker A)
and on the bottom right image the user visualises another artefact (belonging on marker E). The most
important limitation of this tangible interface is the use
of a single marker for tracking by the computer vision
based tracking system.

7 Application scenarios
To test the functionality of the proposed AR interface
system two application scenarios have been designed.
The first section (see Sect. 7.1) presents an educational
application used to support and simplify teaching and
learning techniques currently applied in the higher
education sector. The second section (see Sect. 7.2)
illustrates a museum application with the aim of facilitating access to museums and other cultural heritage
galleries. In the following sections, each application is
briefly analysed and the most important findings of the
research are presented.
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offering the ability to achieve better user interaction
(with teaching material and complex tools) while the
provision of an interactive augmented presentation
provides students a high degree of flexibility and
understanding of the teaching material. All scenarios
are specifically engaged with the improvement of
learning and teaching techniques in the fields of engineering and informatics at the University of Sussex.
Based on the functionality of the AR interface
described in the above sections, a lecture was prepared
introducing students on how computers work. This
application has in practice some similarities with the
experimental application proposed by Fernandes and
Miranda (2003). However, the higher education
application offers a very powerful user interface that
allows audio–visual augmentation as well as simultaneous interactions. From a visualisation point of view,
the system displays the data in a single window and the
lecturer can describe basic IT principles with the use of
AR technology in a number of different ways. In
Fig. 15, a PowerPoint slide presentation that describes
the characteristics of a computer system as well as
relative textual information is augmented onto the
appropriate marker card.
Learners can zoom into the diagram in two ways.
Firstly, by using the predefined functionality (scale and
translate) existing in the keyboard, the menu and the
SpaceMouse interfaces. Alternatively, learners can either move the marker card intuitively closer to the
camera and vice versa. In both ways, potential users
can clearly observe and understand the theoretical

7.1 Educational application
Most educational AR applications operate in indoor
environments (Begault 1994; Fuhrmann and Schmalstieg 1999) and the scenarios proposed in this section
are focused on enhancing the teaching and learning
process for higher education institutions like colleges
and universities. With this purpose in mind, AR educational scenarios have been designed to assist teachers
to transfer knowledge to the students in other ways
than traditionally has been the case (Liarokapis 2005).
The aim is to provide a rewarding learning experience
that is otherwise difficult or impossible to obtain by
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operation of a computer. The textual information describes the diagram in detail providing a more complete learning presentation simultaneously. Learners
can now get simultaneously appropriate audio–visual
information that helps them to acquire a deeper
knowledge about the characteristics of a computer. In
the same way, to increase the level of understanding of
the teaching material presented to the students, 3D
information can be presented to deepen the level of
knowledge transfer. Along these lines, learners can
have a more rounded idea of what are the main characteristics of a computer, what are the main parts and
how they look like in reality.
The main advantage of the educational application
over the traditional teaching methods is that learners
can actually ‘‘see’’ and ‘‘listen’’ the virtual information
superimposed in the real world (Liarokapis et al.
2002). Students can naturally manipulate the virtual
information using standard or sophisticated VR
devices and they can repeat a specific part of the
augmentation as many times as they want. Another
benefit of the system is that it does not require students
to have any previous experience to operate it. Finally,
even AR has been experimentally applied for teaching
engineering and information technology (IT) courses it
has been designed in such a way that it can be easily
adapted and applied very easily to other educational
courses.
7.2 Cultural heritage application
The concept of virtual exhibitions in museums has
been around for many years and researchers have designed and developed several applications (Liarokapis
et al. 2004a, b; Hall et al. 2001; Gatermann 2000). In
addition, a number of museums hold innumerable
archives or collections of artefacts, which they cannot
exhibit in a low cost and efficient way. Museums simply
do not have the space to exhibit all the artefacts in an
educational and learning manner. Augmented Representations of Cultural Objects (ARCO) was an EUfunded research project (completed in September
2004) in order to analyse and provide innovative but
simple to use technical solutions for virtual cultural
object creation and visualisation. In short, ARCO
provides museums with a set of tools that allow them to
digitize, manage and present artefacts in virtual exhibitions. To evaluate the usability of the system properly ARCO collaborated with Victoria and Albert
Museum and the Sussex Archaeological Society.
The work illustrated in the previous sections has
been applied in ARCO to explore the potential of AR
in a museum environment by mixing virtual information
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in an environment comprised of real objects. The
success of an AR exhibition is highly related to the
level of realism achieved. In general, there are a few
AR applications that do not require a high level of
realism, but within the cultural heritage field realistic
visualisation is an important issue (Liarokapis et al.
2004a). The scenarios illustrate how virtual museum
visitors can visualise archaeological information such
as virtual artefacts or even whole virtual museum galleries providing an educational narration for the preservation of cultural heritage. An example screenshot of
four different virtual galleries from Victoria and Albert
Museum are illustrated in Fig. 16.
In theory, this technique can be extended to as many
markers as long as the camera can detect them within
the field-of-view. The major drawback of this method is
that the frame rate drops analogous to the number of
markers used (as illustrated in Sect. 6.3) but the overall
effectiveness in all galleries was between 25–30 FPS.
Furthermore, the realism of the system highly depends
on the 3D modelling procedure and for this reason the
3D models used in this scenario are the very high
resolution models. The visualisation of an expedition
to large groups of people can be considered as a collaborative activity. By looking at and interacting with
the artefact visualisation visitors can communicate with
each other by expressing their thoughts about any aspects that relate to the history of the artefact. This
results in an exchange of opinions amongst the visitors
in an implicit and explicit way. By zooming into the
artefact more contained arguments can be made about
the nature of the material used for its construction. On
the other hand, in a perspective view more verbal
communication is possible. By using the configuration
setting of the collaboration in the AR interface, visitors
can use HMDs and obtain a completely immersed view.

8 Preliminary evaluation
The knowledge gained from reviewing the literature
and the experimental results, enabled an initial
dissemination of the prototype AR interface. Even if
this work is still on an experimental status, the results
can be taken into consideration to improve the effectiveness of the presented system as well as to design
future high-level AR interfaces. An expert-based evaluation approach was followed that argues that formal
laboratory user studies can effectively evaluate visualisation when a small sample of expert users is used (Tory
and Möller 2005). In terms of evaluating the system,
some initial empirical research was conducted based on
a two stage human-centred questionnaire. The first part
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Fig. 16 Virtual museum
gallery visualisation

is generic but aims at evaluating the usability of the
system in the learning process while the second part is
more technical and refers to the effectiveness of the
visualisation and interaction techniques of the interface.
An educator would design the questionnaire in a
different way taking primarily into consideration educational aspects whereas in this case, the purpose was to
obtain a number of useful conclusions regarding the
technicalities and practicalities of the system. This pilot
study was disseminated to a five research staff from
Sussex University that had experience in working with
VR applications. Four were men and one was woman.
Subjects were between the ages of 24 and 28 and the
average time of the evaluation was 30 min.
8.1 General questions
The feedback received following the completion of the
evaluation process varied but in general lines was
encouraging. As far as the first part of the questionnaire is concerned, all the users thought that the system
has the potential to be used as a learning tool in the
future although it currently lacks from interoperability

Table 3 General questions about the system
General questions

Mean (max = 5)

SD (yEr±)

Rate quality of performance?
Rate the overall usage?
Can aid the education process?
Create new AR applications?

4
3.6
3.2
4.6

0.7071
0.5477
0.4472
0.5477
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issues. Specifically, they argued that the application
scenarios were really interesting and exciting but for
teaching purposes more comprehensive learning scenarios have to be implemented. The findings from this
study are summarised in Table 3.
Results illustrate that 92% of the users believe that
the system has the potential to be used as a basic
platform to create AR scenarios and applications
whereas 80% rate the quality of the system good. On
the other hand, 72% of the users liked the overall
usage of the system and 64% feel that educational
applications could benefit from this technology.
Moreover, two users mentioned that the system would
be much more useful if a multimedia database system
with a content management system is used to increase
interoperability issues. Another one stated that a print
function would help to capture and store into images
the different views of the AR environment.
8.2 Technical questions
Regarding the second part, all users agreed that the
system is very easy to use and that the visualisation
process is more than satisfactory. Surprisingly, most of
the users preferred the HMD-based visualisation versus the monitor-based visualisation (Fig. 17).
Figure 17 shows the user-response in comparing the
monitor-based AR (mean = 6.8, SD = 2.77489,
SE = 1.24097) versus video see through HMD-based
AR (mean = 8.2, SD = 2.48998, SE = 1.11355). Similar
studies have shown the exact opposite result but in this
study all users were computer literature and all had
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previously used VR prototypes that make use of
HMDs. Moreover, many difficulties were observed
when participants tried to move around with the
camera mounted on the HMD because they could not
keep it in line with the sight of view. Also because the
resolution of the HMD is limited to 800 · 600 and the
quality of the overlaid graphics into the optics system is
not very good, two participants felt nausea and motion
sickness after a 10 min usage. However, even if these
problems seem to restrict the use of HMDs, participants appreciated the level of immersion provided and
thus preferred it. As far as the interaction techniques
are concerned, the natural interaction techniques
based on the marker cards were found to be very
effective and intuitive to use compared to the other
interaction techniques. Figure 18 illustrates a comparison based on the user-response between the most
important interaction techniques implemented.
The I/O interaction techniques got the second
highest score (mean = 6.2, SD = 2.16795, SE = 0.96954)
since they are the standard way for interacting with
computers and the end-users feel more familiar with.
Surprisingly, the SpaceMouse interactions (mean =
5.4, SD = 2.50998, SE = 1.1225) received the most
variable responses. Some participants argued that it is
extremely useful to manipulate the virtual information
using only one hand but others recorded that a lot of
time is required to fully familiarise with the device and
even then it is not as easy to use other means such as
the I/O devices and the marker cards.
Moreover, the GUI interactions (mean = 4.4,
SD = 2.19089, SE = 0.9798) got the worst score from
all other types of interaction. One of the end-users
argued that it is difficult to understand how to alter the
orientation of the virtual objects since it was specified
as yaw, pitch and roll. Other users stated that it takes
the most time to perform a single rotation compared to
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the rest of the methods. For example, the keyboard
keys replicate the functionality and as soon as the user
becomes familiar with the ‘‘shortcuts’’ it is much faster.
On the contrary, the marker cards interaction (mean =
7.8, SD = 2.58844, SE = 1.15758) received the most
positive feedback of all other types of interaction and
although it was pretty much expected, an initial comparison between different techniques has been made.
All participants agreed that it very easy and intuitive to
manipulate the virtual information in 3D space using
any type of physical interface but they also proposed to
use in the future a physical interface that consists of a
handle. Overall, the preliminary evaluation was a
profitable experience to complete the first cycle of this
research but more user-studies need to be performed in
the future.

9 Conclusions and future work
In this paper the design and implementation of effective
AR interfaces for indoor-environments was presented
and analysed. The proposed framework can be used as a
generic tool to create high-level AR applications. The
final visualisation can be performed either on a variety
of display technologies ranging from monitor based to
video see-through display technologies. A series of
visualisation and interaction techniques were investigated in order to create the illusion that the virtual
information coexists with the real world. In addition,
two innovative AR case studies have been implemented: one for higher education purposes (university
environments) and the second for archaeological and
cultural heritage purposes (museum environments).
Finally, an initial evaluation was performed to obtain
useful critique concerning the overall technicalities and
practicalities of the system.

Satisfaction
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0
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3D Mouse

GUI

Cards

Interaction Techniques

Fig. 17 Monitor versus HMD user response

Fig. 18 Interaction techniques user response
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The main advantages of the AR architecture are the
low cost and the multimedia augmentation in realtime. The structure of the architectures is based on the
philosophy that the most appropriate tool/device must
be used for the task ones seeking to achieve. This,
however, does not imply that the best tool/device is the
most expensive one. The two different experimental
setups successfully tested for this research clearly
demonstrate this. One cost effective setup has been
constructed comprising of off-the-self hardware and a
second one based on state of the art expensive hardware components (i.e. Spacemouse, Touch Screen).
Although the system is designed for indoor environments it can be easily extended to operate in outdoor environments. The current status of the research
is focused in various mobile devices such as personal
digital assistants (PDAs) and third-generation (3G)
phones as well as positioning technologies (such as
GPS). This will create a robust mobile AR environment that will be integrated with the rest of the interface framework to provide prototype applications for
outdoor environments.
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Abstract
Purpose – The motivation for this research is the emergence of mobile information systems where
information is disseminated to mobile individuals via handheld devices. A key distinction between
mobile and desktop computing is the significance of the relationship between the spatial location of an
individual and the spatial location associated with information accessed by that individual. Given a set
of spatially referenced documents retrieved from a mobile information system, this set can be
presented using alternative interfaces of which two presently dominate: textual lists and graphical
two-dimensional maps. The purpose of this paper is to explore how mixed reality interfaces can be
used for the presentation of information on mobile devices.
Design/methodology/approach – A review of relevant literature is followed by a proposed
classification of four alternative interfaces. Each interface is the result of a rapid prototyping approach
to software development. Some brief evaluation is described, based upon thinking aloud and cognitive
walk-through techniques with expert users.
Findings – The most suitable interface for mobile information systems is likely to be user- and
task-dependent; however, mixed reality interfaces offer promise in allowing mobile users to make
associations between spatially referenced information and the physical world.
Research limitations/implications – Evaluation of these interfaces is limited to a small number of
expert evaluators, and does not include a full-scale evaluation with a large number of end users.
Originality/value – The application of mixed reality interfaces to the task of displaying spatially
referenced information for mobile individuals.
Keywords Reality, Mobile communication systems, Information systems, Geography
Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Two of the most significant technological trends of the past 15 years have been the
increased portability of computer hardware – such as laptop computers and personal
digital assistants (PDAs) – and the increasing availability of wireless networks such
as mobile telecommunications, and more recently wireless access points (Brimicombe
and Li, 2006). The convergence of these technological drivers presents opportunities
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within the emerging field of mobile computing. Increasingly there is ubiquitous access
to information stored via a variety of media (for example, text, audio, image and video)
via mobile devices with wireless network connections. Advances in software
development tools for mobile devices have resulted in the implementation of
user-friendly interfaces that aim to appeal to a wide audience of end users. A key
challenge for researchers of mobile information systems is to decide the type of
interface to adopt when presenting this information on mobile devices. Additionally,
developers should assess whether the most suitable interface is dependent upon the
audience, the task-in-hand and geographic context in which the mobile information
system is likely to be used (Jiang and Yao, 2006).
The LOCUS project (LOcation Context tools for UMTS Services) being conducted
within the Department of Information Science at City University is addressing some of
the research challenges described above (LOCUS, 2007). The main aim of the project is
to enhance the effectiveness of location-based services (LBS) in urban environments by
investigating how mixed reality interfaces compare with the current map- and
text-based approaches used by the majority of location-based services for the tasks of
navigation and wayfinding (Mountain and Liarokapis, 2005). To satisfy this aim,
LOCUS is tackling a number of issues including the three-dimensional representation
of urban environments, the presentation of spatially referenced information – such as
the information retrieved as the result of a user query, and navigational information to
specific locations – and advanced visualisation and interaction techniques (Liarokapis
et al., 2006).
The LOCUS system is built on top of the WebPark mobile client-server architecture
(WebPark, 2006) which provides the basic functionality associated with LBS including
the retrieval of information based upon spatial and semantic criteria, and the
presentation of this information as a list or on a map (see Figures 1a and b). In common
with the majority of LBS, the basic architecture provides no mechanism for the display
of information in a three-dimensional environment, such as a mixed reality interface.
Mixed reality environments occupy a spectrum between entirely real environments
at one extreme and entirely virtual environments on the other. This mixing of the real
and the virtual domain offers great potential in terms of displaying information
retrieved as a result of a location-based search, since this requires the presentation of
digital information relative to your location in the physical world. This presentation
may on the one hand be entirely synthetic, for example, placing virtual objects
representing individual results within a virtual scene as a backdrop. Alternatively, an
augmented reality interface can superimpose this information over the real world scene
in the appropriate spatial location from the mobile user’s perspective. Both interfaces
can present the location of information within the scene as well as navigation tools that
describe the routes to the spatial locations associated with retrieved information. The
LOCUS project is extending the functionality of the WebPark architecture to allow the
presentation of spatially referenced information via these mixed reality interfaces on
mobile devices (see Figures 1c and d).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, a review of relevant background
literature in mobile computing and mixed reality is presented. Next, candidate
interfaces for mobile information provision into mobile devices are suggested: these
include the list, the map, and virtual and augmented reality interfaces. The paper
closes with a discussion and conclusions.
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Figure 1.
Interfaces for presenting
information retrieved from
a mobile information
system

2. Background
2.1 Mobile computing
Just as the evolution of the internet has had a profound impact upon application
development, forcing a change from a stand-alone desktop architecture to a more
flexible, client-server architecture (Peng and Tsou, 2003), researchers in mobile
computing are currently having a similar impact, forcing the development of web
resources and applications that can be run on a wider range of devices than traditional
desktop machines. According to Peng and Tsou (2003), mobile computing
environments have three defining characteristics:
(1) mobile clients that have limited processing and display capacity (e.g. PDAs and
smart phones);
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(2) non-stationary users who may use their devices whilst on the move; and
(3) wireless connections that are often more volatile, and have more constrained
bandwidth, compared to the “fixed” internet.
These three characteristics suggest that mobile devices have both specific constraints
and unique opportunities when compared to their desktop counterparts. First, screen real
estate is limited; typically screens are small (usually less than 60 mm by 80 mm) with low
resolution (typically 240 pixels width), and a relatively large proportion of this space may
be taken up with marginalia such as scroll bars and menus; hence every pixel should be
used wisely. Next, the outdoor environment is a more unpredictable and dynamic
environment than the typically familiar indoor home and office environments in which
desktop machines are used; hence, user attention is more likely to be distracted in the
mobile context. Mobile computer usage tends to be characterised by multiple short
sessions per day, as compared with desktop usage, which tends to be for relatively few,
longer durations (Ostrem, 2002). Given these constraints, there is a clear need for
information to be communicated concisely and effectively for mobile users.
Despite constraints, the mobile computing environment offers a unique opportunity
for the presentation of information, in particular taking advantage of location sensors
to organise information relative to the device user’s position, or their spatial behaviour
(Mountain and MacFarlane, 2007).
While spatial proximity is perhaps the most intuitive and easily calculated measure
of geographic relevance, it may not be the most appropriate in all situations and a
variety of other measures of geographic relevance (Mountain and MacFarlane, 2007;
Raper, 2007) have been suggested. Individuals may be more interested in the relative
accessibility of results, which can be quantified by travel time and can take account for
natural and manmade boundaries (Golledge and Stimson, 1997) or the transportation
network, to discount results that are relatively inaccessible despite being physically
close (Mountain, 2005). Geographic relevance can also be quantified as the results are
most likely to be visited in the future (Brimicombe and Li, 2006), or those that are most
visible from the current location (Kray and Kortuem, 2004). However geographic
relevance is quantified, there are opportunities to use this property to retrieve
documents from document collections. Given a set of spatially referenced results that
are deemed to be geographically relevant according to some criterion, there are a
variety of different approaches to presenting this information.
Various mobile information systems have been developed. Kirste (1995) developed one
of the first experimental mobile information systems based on wireless data
communication. A few years later, Afonso et al. (1998) presented an adaptable
framework for mobile computing information dissemination systems called UbiData. This
model adopts a “push” model where relevant information is sent to the user, without them
making a specific request, based upon their location. There are now a host of commercial
and prototype mobile information systems that can present information dependent upon
an individual’s semantic and geographic criteria (Yell Group, 2006; WebPark, 2006), the
majority of which present results either as a list or over a backdrop map.
2.2 Mixed reality
The mixed reality spectrum was proposed by Milgram and Kishino (1994), who
depicted representations on a continuum with the tangible, physical (“real”) world at
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one extreme and entirely synthetic virtual reality (VR) at the other. Two classes were
identified between these extremes. Augmented reality (AR) refers to virtual
information placed within the context of the real world scene, for example, virtual
chess pieces on a real chessboard. The second case – augmented virtuality – refers to
physical information being placed in a virtual scene, for example, real chess pieces on a
virtual board. The resulting reality-virtuality continuum is shown in Figure 2.
The first VR system was introduced in the 1950s (Rheingold, 1991), and since then
VR interfaces have taken two approaches:
(1) immersive head-mounted displays (HMDs); and
(2) through the window approaches.
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HMDs are very effective at blocking the signals from the real world and replacing this
natural sensory information with digital information. Navigation within the scene can
be controlled by mounting orientation sensors on top of the HMD, a form of gesture
computing whereby the user physically turning their head results in a rotation of the
viewpoint in the virtual scene. The ergonomic limitations of HMDs proved unpopular
with users and this immersive interface has failed to be taken up on a wide scale
(Ghadirian and Bishop, 2002). In contrast to HMDs, the through the window (Bodum,
2005) – or monitor-based VR/AR – approach exploits monitors on desktop machines
to visualise the virtual scene, a far less immersive approach since the user is not
physically cut-off from the physical world around them. This simplistic form of
visualisation has the advantage that it is cost-effective (Azuma, 1997). Interaction is
usually realised via standard input/output (I/O) devices such as the mouse or the
keyboard but also more sophisticated devices (such as spacemouse, inertia cube, etc.)
may be employed (Liarokapis, 2005).
Both HMDs and through the window approaches of VR aim to replace the physical
world with the virtual. The distinction of AR is that it aims to seamlessly combine real
and virtual information (Tamura and Katayama, 1999) by superimposing digital
information directly into a user’s sensory perception (Feiner, 2002) (see Figure 3). Whilst
VR and AR can process and display similar information (for example three-dimensional
buildings) the combination of the “real” and the “virtual” in the AR case is inherently
more complex than the closed virtual worlds of VR systems.
This combination of real and virtual requires accurate tracking of the location of the
user (in three spatial dimensions: x, y and z) and the orientation of their view (around
three axes of orientation: yaw, pitch and roll), in order to be able to superimpose digital
information at the appropriate location with respect to the real world scene, a
procedure known as registration. In the past few years, research has achieved great
advances in tracking, display and interaction technologies, which can improve the
effectiveness of AR systems (Liarokapis, 2005). The required accuracy of the AR

Figure 2.
The reality-virtuality
continuum
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Figure 3.
Augmented reality
representation: a computer
vision sensor recognises
the doorway outline, and
augments the video
stream with virtual
information (the direction
arrow). Developed as part
of the LOCUS project

tracking depends to a degree upon the scenario of use. In order to correctly
superimpose an alternative building façade (for example, a historic or planned building
façade) over an existing building, highly accurate tracking is required in terms of
position and orientation, else the illusion will fail since the real and virtual façades will
not align, or may drift apart as the user moves or turns their head (Hallaway et al.,
2004). However, if simply augmenting the real world scene with annotations in the
forms of text or symbols, for example, an arrow indicating the direction to turn at an
upcoming junction, this tracking may not be required to be so accurate.
The two most common tracking techniques used in AR applications include computer
vision and external sensor systems. The visual approach uses fiducial reference points,
where a specific number of locations act as links between the real and virtual scenes
(Hallaway et al., 2004). These locations are usually marked with distinctive high contrast
markers to assist identification, but alternatively can be distinctive landmarks within the
real-world scene. Computer vision algorithms first need to identify at least three reference
points in real time from a video camera input, then calculate the distance and orientation
of the camera with respect to those reference points. Tracking using a computer
vision-based system therefore establishes a relative spatial relationship between a finite
number of locations in the real-world scene and the observer, via a video camera carried or
worn by that observer (Hallaway et al., 2004), which can allow very accurate registration
between the real and virtual scenes in a well-lit indoor environment. This computer vision
approach nevertheless has significant constraints. First, the system must be trained to
identify these fiducial reference points, and may further require the real-world scene to
have markers placed within it. It requires both good lighting conditions (although infrared
cameras can be also used for night vision) and significant computing resources to perform
real-time tracking, and therefore has usually been conducted in an indoor, desktop
environment (Liarokapis and Brujic-Okretic, 2006).
An alternative to the vision-based approach is to use external sensors to determine
the position of the user and the orientation of their view. Positioning sensors such as
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the Global Positioning System (GPS) can determine position in three dimensions and
digital compasses, gyroscopes and accelerometers can be employed to determine the
orientation of the user’s view. These sensor-based approaches have the advantage that
they are not constrained to specific locations, unlike computer vision algorithms, which
must be trained to recognise specific reference points within a scene. Also, the user’s
location is known with respect to an external spatial referencing system, rather than
establishing relative relationships between the user and specific reference points. A
major disadvantage is the accuracy of the positioning systems, which can produce
errors measured in tens of metres and can produce poor results when attempting to
augment the real-world scene with virtual information. While advances in GPS
systems such as differential GPS and real-time kinematic GPS can bring down the
accuracy to one metre and a few centimetres respectively, GPS receivers still struggle
to attain a positional fix where there is no clear view of the sky, for example in doors.
Digital compasses also have limitations; the main flaw is that they are prone to
environmental factors such as magnetic fields.
Having identified a spatial relationship between the real-world scene and the user
location, virtual information needs to somehow be superimposed upon the real world
scene. Traditionally there have been two approaches to achieving this:
(1) video see-through displays; and
(2) optical see-through displays.
Video see-through displays are comprised of a graphics system, a video camera, a
monitor and a video combiner (Azuma, 1997). They operate by combining a HMD with
a video camera. The video camera records the real environment and then sends the
recorded video to the graphics system for processing. There the outputted video and
the generated graphics images, by the graphics system, are blended together. Finally,
the user perceives the augmented view in the closed-view display system. Using the
alternative approach, optical see-through displays are usually comprised of a graphics
system, a monitor and an optical combiner (Azuma, 1997). They work by simply
placing the optical combiners in front of the user’s view. The main characteristic of the
optical combiners is that they are partially transmissive and reflective. That is because
the combiners operate like half-silvered mirrors, permitting only a portion of the light
to penetrate. As a result, the intensity of the light that the user finally sees is reduced.
A novel approach to augmenting the real-world scene with virtual information,
emerging from within the field of mobile computing, is to use the screen of a handheld
device to act as a virtual window on the physical world. Knowing the position and
orientation of the device, the information displayed on screen can respond to
movements and gestures of a mobile individual, for example, presenting the name of a
building as text on the screen when a user points their mobile device at it, or updating
navigational instructions via symbols or text as a user traverses a route.
MARS is one of the first outdoor AR systems and a characteristic example of a
wireless mobile interface system for indoor and outdoor applications. MARS was
developed to aid navigation and to deliver location-based information to tourists in a
city (Höllerer et al., 1999). The user stands in an outdoor environment wearing a
prototype system consisting of a computer, a GPS system, a see-through head-worn
display and a stylus-operated computer. Interaction is via a stylus and display is via a
tracked see-through head-worn display. MARS like most current mobile AR systems
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has significant ergonomic restrictions which stretch the definitive of mobile and
wearable computing beyond what is acceptable for most users (the system is driven by
a computer contained in a backpack).
Tinmith-Hand AR/VR is a unified interface technology designed to support outdoor
mobile AR applications and indoor VR applications (Piekarski and Thomas, 2002).
This system employs various techniques including 3D interaction techniques,
modelling techniques, tracked input gloves and a menu control system, in order to
build VR/AR applications that can be applied to construct complex models of objects in
both indoor and outdoor environments. A location-based application that was designed
for a mobile AR system is ARLib: it aims to assist the user in typical tasks that are
performed within a library environment (Umlauf et al., 2002). The system follows a
wide area tracking approach (Hedley et al., 2002) based on fiducial-based registration.
Many distinct markers are attached to bookshelves and walls so that the book’s
positions are superimposed on the shelves as the user navigates inside the library. To
provide extra support to the user, a simple interface and a search engine are integrated
to provide maximum usability and speed during book searches.
3. Interfaces for mobile information systems
There are many candidate interfaces for the presentation of the results of an
information retrieval query on mobile devices (Mannings and Pearson, 2003; Schofield
and Kubin, 2002; Mountain and Liarokapis, 2005). This section describes how the
interfaces described previously can be applied to the task of presenting information
retrieved as the result of a mobile query.
As described in the introduction, the LOCUS project has developed alternative, mixed
reality interfaces for existing mobile information system technology based upon the
WebPark platform. The WebPark platform can assist users in formulating spatially
referenced, mobile queries. The retrieved set of spatially referenced results can then be
displayed using various alternative interfaces: a list, a map, virtual reality or augmented
reality. Each interface is described in more detail in the rest of this section.
3.1 List interface
The most familiar interface for the presentation of the results of an information
retrieval query is a list; this is the approach taken by the majority of internet search
engines where the most relevant result is placed at the top of the list, with relevance
decreasing further down the list (see Figure 1a). In the domain of location-aware
computing, results that are deemed to be particularly geographically relevant
(Mountain and MacFarlane, 2007; Raper, 2007) will be presented higher up the list
(Google, 2006; WebPark, 2006). While familiar, this approach of simply ordering the
results does not convey their location relative to your current position.
3.2 Map interface
The current paradigm in the field of LBS is to present information relevant to an
individual’s query or task over a backdrop map (see Figure 1b). This information may
include the individual’s current position (and additionally some representation of the
spatial accuracy), the locations of features of interest that were retrieved as the result of
a user query (e.g. the results from a “find my nearest” search), or navigation
information such as a route to be followed. This graphical approach has the advantage
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of displaying the direction and distance of results relative to the user’s location (a
vector value), as opposed to just an ordering results based on distance. The viewpoint
is generally allocentric (Klatzky, 1998), adopting a bird’s eye view looking straight
down on a flat, two-dimensional scene (see Figure 1c). The backdrop contextual map
used is usually an abstract representation and may choose to display terrain, points or
regions of interest, transportation links, or other information, alternatively a degree of
realism can be included by using aerial photography (WebPark, 2006; Google, 2006).
3.3 VR interface
An alternative to the allocentric viewpoint of a two-dimensional, abstract scene is to
choose an egocentric viewpoint within a three-dimensional scene (see Figure 4). Such a
perspective is familiar from VR discussed in section 2.2. While the concept of VR has
existed for many decades, only during the past few years has it been used on handheld
mobile devices. Traditionally, VR applications have been deployed on desktop devices
and have attempted to create realistic looking models of environments to promote a
feeling of immersion within a virtual scene. This has resulted in less opportunity for
individuals to compare the virtual scene with its real-world counterpart. This separation
of the real and the virtual is due in part to the static nature of desktop devices, and in
addition that the appeal of many virtual scenes is that they allow the viewing of locations
that cannot be visited easily, for example, virtual fly-throughs on other planets (NASA Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, 2006) and imagined landscapes (Elf World, 2006).
In a location-aware, mobile computing context, the position of the user’s viewpoint
within a VR scene can be controlled from an external location sensor such as GPS, and
the orientation of the viewpoint can be controlled by sensing the direction of movement
(from GPS heading), or an orientation sensor to gauge the direction an individual is
facing (e.g. a digital compass). The VR scenes themselves can adopt different levels of
detail and realism (Bodum, 2005). A particular building may be represented with an
exact three-dimensional geometric representation, and graphics added as textures to
the façades of the building to create as true a representation as possible – known as a
verisimilar representation (Bodum, 2005). Alternatively, the building may be modelled
with a generalised approximation of the geometry within specific tolerances. For
texturing the building facades, generic images may be applied that are typical of that
class of building. The building block can be left untextured, but more abstract
information conveying using shading, icons, symbols or text (Bodum, 2005). The level
of detail and realism required by different users for different tasks is an open question
currently under investigation (Liarokapis and Brujic-Okretic, 2006).
Traditionally, for VR applications deployed in a static, desktop context, there has
been greater emphasis placed upon scenes looking realistic than ensuring that the
content of these scenes is spatially referenced. However, in a mobile context, accurate
spatial referencing of VR scenes is required when setting the viewpoint within that
scene (using position and orientation sensors) to ensure that the viewpoint in the
virtual scene is registered accurately with the user’s location in the real world scene.
Realism is still important since this can help the user make associations between
objects in the virtual scene and those in the real world.
For the applications developed as part of the LOCUS project, within this VR
backdrop, additional, non-realistic visual information can be included to augment the
scene. Such information can include nodes representing documents retrieved from a
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Figure 4.
A virtual representation of
a London neighbourhood
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spatially referenced document collection (see Figure 1c), or navigational information
and instructions (i.e. 3D textual directions). This approach has the advantage of
promoting a feeling of immersion, and creating a stronger association between the
physical world and relevant geo-referenced information, but is potentially less effective
than a map in providing a quick synopsis of larger volumes of information relative to
your location. There are opportunities to adopt multiple viewpoints within the VR
scene that fall between the extremes of the allocentric-egocentric spectrum, for example
an oblique perspective several metres higher than the user’s viewpoint (see Figure 4).
3.4 AR interface
A fourth approach to the display of information in mobile computing is to use the
device to merge the real world scene with relevant, spatially referenced information by
using an AR interface – the virtual window approach described in section 2.2. Just as
for the mobile VR case described above, knowing the location and orientation of the
device is an essential requirement for outdoor AR, in order to superimpose information
in the correct location.
As described in the literature review, a GPS receiver and digital compass can
provide sufficient accuracy for displaying points of interest in the approximate location
relative to the user’s position. At present, however, these sensor solutions lack the
accuracy required for more advanced AR functionality, such as aligning an alternative
façade on the front of a building in the real world scene. In the LOCUS system, the
handheld mobile device presents text, symbols and annotations in response to the
location and orientation of the device. There is no need for a HMD, since the screen on
the device can be aligned with the real world scene. On the screen of the device,
information can either be overlaid on imagery captured from the device’s internal
camera, or the screen can display just the virtual information with the user viewing the
real world scene directly.
The information displayed is dependent upon the task in hand. When viewing a set
of results, as the user pans the device around them, the name and distance of each
result is displayed in turn as it coincides with the direction that the user is pointing the
device, allowing the user to interrogate the real world scene by gesturing. By adopting
an egocentric perspective to combine real and virtual information in this way, users of
the system can base their decisions of which location to visit on more quantifiable
criteria – such as the distance to a particular result, and the relevance on semantic
criteria – but also the more subjective criteria that could never be quantified by an
information system. For example, following a mobile search for places to eat conducted
at a crossroads, by gesturing with a mobile device, users can see the distance and
direction of candidate restaurants, and make an assessment based upon the ambience
of the streets upon which different restaurants are located.
Having selected a particular result from the list of candidates, the AR interface can
then provide navigational information, in the form of distance and direction
annotations (see Figure 1d), to guide the user to the location associated with those
results. Although most examples from location-based service suggest “where’s my
nearest” shop or service, there is no reason that this information could not be the
location of breaking news stories from a news website, or spatially referenced HTML
pages providing historical information associated with a particular era or event.
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4. Discussion
An evaluation exercise was undertaken to assess appropriate levels of detail, realism
and interaction for the mobile virtual reality interface. Whilst there has been extensive
evaluation of these requirements in a static desktop context (Dollner, 2005), relatively
little attention has been paid to the specific needs of mobile users. In order to gauge
these specific requirements, an expert evaluation was conducted. Two common
evaluation techniques were applied:
(1) think aloud; and
(2) cognitive walkthrough (Dix et al., 2004).
Think aloud is a form of observation that involves participants talking through the
actions they are performing, and what they believe to be happening, whilst interacting
with a system. The cognitive walkthrough technique was also used where a prototype
of a mobile VR application and scenario of use were presented to expert users:
evaluating in this way allows fast assessment of early mock-up, and hence can
influence subsequent development and the suitability of the final application. Both
forms of evaluation are appropriate for small numbers of participants testing prototype
software and it has been suggested that the majority of usability problems can be
discovered from testing in this way (Dix et al., 2004).
The expert user testing took place at City University with a total of four users with
varied backgrounds: one human-computer interaction expert, one information
visualization expert, one information retrieval expert and one geographic
information scientist. Each user spent approximately one hour performing four
tasks. The aims of the evaluation of the VR prototype included assessment of the
expert user experience with particular focus on:
.
the degree of realism required in the scene;
.
the required spatial accuracy and level of detail of the building outlines; and
.
a comparison of 3D virtual scenes with 2D paper maps.
A virtual reality scene was created of the University campus and surrounding area,
and viewpoints placed to describe trajectories of movement through the scene. The
expert-evaluation process covered two tasks, including mobile search and navigation.
The first scenario was in relation to searching for, then locating, specific features. For
example, a user searching on a mobile system for entrances to the City University
campus from a nearby station. The second scenario was in relation to navigation from
one point to another, for example, from the station to the University. Starting and
target locations were marked in the 3D maps, and sequences of viewpoints were
presented, to mimic movement through the scene.
There was a great deal of variation in terms of the level of photorealism required in the
scene, and whether buildings should have image textures placed over the building faces,
or whether the building outlines would be sufficient alone. Opinions varied between
evaluators and according to the task in hand. Plain, untextured buildings are hard to
distinguish from each other and, in contrast, buildings with realistic textures were
considered easy to recognise in a micro-scale navigation context (for example, trying to
find the entrance to a particular building). However, many evaluators thought that much
of this realism would not be required or visible on a small screen device when an overview
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of the area was required, for example, when considering one’s present location in relation
to information retrieved from a mobile search. Expert users also suggested various
departures from the realism traditionally aspired to within the field of virtual reality.
These included transparency, to allow users to see through buildings as an aid to
navigation, since this will allow the identification of the location of a concealed destination
point. Other suggestions included labelling of objects in the scene (for example, building
and street names). The inclusion of symbology in the scene to represent points, and routes
to those points, was considered to be beneficial to the task of navigation.
In terms of the level of detail and spatial accuracy, some users thought that it was
not important to have very detailed models of building geometry. Building outlines
that are roughly the right size and shape are sufficient, especially when considering an
overview of an area, as often required in the mobile search task. For micro-navigation,
a higher degree of accuracy may be required.
Virtual 3D scenes were found to have many advantages when compared to paper
maps: the most positive feature was found to be the possibility to recognize the features
in the surrounding environment, which provides a link between the real and virtual
worlds. This removes the need to map-read, which is required when attempting to link
your position in the real world with a 2D map, hence the VR interface offers an effective
way to gauge your initial position and orientation. A more intangible response was the
majority of the users enjoyed interacting with the VR interface more than a 2D map.
However, the 3D interface also has significant drawbacks. Some users said that they
are so used to using 2D maps that they do not really need a 3D map for navigating,
however they thought this attitude may change with the next generation. The size,
resolution and contrast of the device screen were also highlighted as potential
problems for the VR interface.
5. Conclusions
This paper has presented some insights on how mixed reality interfaces can be used in
conjunction with mobile information systems to enhance the user experience. We have
explored how the LOCUS project has extended LBS through different interfaces to aid
the tasks of urban navigation and wayfinding. In particular, we have described how
virtual and augmented reality interfaces can be used in place of text- and map-based
interfaces, which can provide an egocentric perspective to location-based information
which is lacking from map- and text-based representations.
Expert user evaluation has proven to be a useful technique to aid development, and
suggests that the most suitable interface is likely to vary according to the user and task
in hand. Continued research, development and evaluation is required to provide
increasingly intuitive interfaces for location-based services that can allow users to
make associations between spatially referenced information retrieved from mobile
information systems, and their location in the physical world.
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Abstract This paper presents tangible augmented reality
gaming environment that can be used to enhance entertainment using a multimodal tracking interface. Players can interact using different combinations between a pinch glove,
a Wiimote, a six-degrees-of-freedom tracker, through tangible ways as well as through I/O controls. Two tabletop augmented reality games have been designed and implemented
including a racing game and a pile game. The goal of the
augmented reality racing game is to start the car and move
around the track without colliding with either the wall or the
objects that exist in the gaming arena. Initial evaluation results showed that multimodal-based interaction games can
be beneficial in gaming. Based on these results, an augmented reality pile game was implemented with goal of
completing a circuit of pipes (from a starting point to an end
point on a grid). Initial evaluation showed that tangible interaction is preferred to keyboard interaction and that tangible
games are much more enjoyable.
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1 Introduction
Computerized games which have learning or training purposes demonstrate a popular trend in training due to the wide
availability and ease of use of virtual worlds. The use of serious games in virtual worlds not only opens up the possibility of defining learning game-based scenarios but also
of enabling collaborative or mediated learning activities that
could lead to better learning [1]. An added benefit of using serious games in combination with virtual worlds is that
learners engage with these in a multimodal fashion (i.e. using different senses) helping learners to fully immerse in a
learning situation [2] which might lead to learning gains [3].
The multimodal nature of virtual worlds [4] and the facilities
they offer to share resources, spaces and ideas greatly support the development and employment of serious games and
virtual worlds for learning and training. The use of games as
learning devices is not new. The popularity of video games
among younger people led to the idea of using them with educational purposes [5]. As a result, there has been a tendency
to develop more complex serious games which are informed
by both pedagogical and game-like, fun elements. One common example of these combinations is the use of agents [6]:
The idea behind agents is to provide pedagogical support
[7] while providing motivating environments in the form of
agents [8]. However, the use of agents is not the only motivating element in serious games as the use metaphors [9]
and narratives [10] have been used to support learning and
training in game-like scenarios.
Tangible games can sometimes have an educational aspect. The whole idea of playability in tangible games is the
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player’s interaction with the physical reality. In addition, the
accessibility space that is the key to the oscillation between
embedded and tangible information [11]. On the contrary,
augmented reality (AR) has existed for quite a few years and
numerous prototypes have been proposed mainly from universities and research institutes. AR refers to the seamless
integration of virtual information with the real environment
in real-time performance. AR interfaces have the potential
of enhancing ubiquitous environments by allowing necessary information to be visualized in a number of different
ways, depending on the user needs. However, only a few
gaming applications combined them together to offer a very
enjoyable and easy to use interface.
This paper presents tangible augmented reality gaming
environment that can be used to enhance entertainment using a multimodal tracking interface. The main objective of
the research is to design and implement generic tangible
augmented reality interfaces that are user-friendly in terms
of interaction and can be used by a wide range of players including the elderly or people with disabilities. Players
can interact using different combinations between a pinch
glove, a Wiimote, a six-degrees-of-freedom tracker, through
tangible ways as well as through I/O controls. Two tabletop augmented reality games have been designed and implemented including a racing game and a pile game. The
goal of the augmented reality racing game is to start the
car and move around the track without colliding with either
the wall or the objects that exist in the gaming arena. Initial
evaluation results showed that multimodal-based interaction
games can be beneficial in gaming. Based on these results,
an augmented reality pile game was implemented with goal
of completing a circuit of pipes (from a starting point to an
end point on a grid). Initial evaluation showed that tangible interaction is preferred to keyboard interaction and that
tangible games are much more enjoyable.

2 Background
In the past, a number of AR games have been designed in
different areas including education, learning, enhanced entertainment and training [12]. A good survey of tracking
sensors used in ubiquitous AR environments [13], as well
a taxonomy of mobile and ubiquitous applications, was previously documented [14]. This section presents an overview
of the most characteristic applications and prototypes that
integrate tracking sensors into AR tabletop and gaming environments. One of the earliest examples of educational AR
was the MagicBook [15]. This is a real book which shows
how AR can be used in schools for educational purposes
and is an interesting method of teaching. MagicBook was
also used as a template for a number of serious applications
in numerous AR games.
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One of the earliest pervasive AR prototypes is NaviCam
[16], which has the ability to recognize the user’s situation
by detecting color-code IDs in real-world environments by
displaying situation-sensitive information by superimposing
messages on its video see-through screen. Another early important work refers to the Remembrance Agent [17], a textbased AR wearable system which allows users to explore
over a long period of time augmented representations and
provide better ways of managing such information. EMMIE
[18] is a hybrid user interface to a collaborative augmented
environment which combines a variety of different technologies and techniques, including virtual elements such as
3D widgets, and physical objects such as tracked displays
and input devices. Users share a 3D virtual space and manipulate virtual objects that can be moved among displays
(including across dimensionalities) through drag-and-drop.
A more recent prototype is DWARF [19] which includes
user interface concepts, such as multimedia, multimodal,
wearable, ubiquitous, tangible, or augmented reality-based
interfaces. DWARF covers different approaches that are all
needed to support complex human–computer interactions.
Higher level functionality can be achieved allowing users to
manage any complex, interrelated processes, using a number
of physical objects in their surroundings. The framework can
be used for single-user as well as multi-user applications. In
another prototype, the combination of AR and ubiquitous
computing can lead to more complex requirements for geometric models that are appearing [20]. For such models a
number of new requirements appear concerning cost, ease
of reuse, inter-operability between providers of data, and finally use in the individual application.
In terms of enhanced entertainment, outdoor AR gaming plays a significant role. A characteristic example is the
Human Pacman project [21] that is built upon position and
perspective sensing via GPS, inertia sensors and tangible
human–computer interfacing with the use of Bluetooth and
capacitive sensors. The game brings the computer gaming
experience to a new level of emotional and sensory gratification by embedding the natural physical world ubiquitously
and seamlessly with a fantasy virtual playground. AR Tennis [22] is the first example of a face-to-face collaborative
AR application developed for mobile phones. Two players
sit across the table from each other, while computer vision
techniques are used to track the phone position relative to the
tracking markers. When the player points the phone camera
at the markers, they see a virtual tennis court overlaid on live
video of the real world.
Another interesting project is STARS [23] which focused
on the nature of state representation in augmented game designs and developed several games based on these principles. Moreover, Mixed Fantasy [24] presents a MR experience that applies basic research to the media industries of
entertainment, training and informal education. As far as
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training is concerned, the US Army paid more than $5 million to design an educational game based on the Xbox platform to train troops in urban combat [25]. Another example is the MR OUT project [26] which uses extreme and
complex layered representation of combat reality, using all
the simulation domains such as live, virtual, and constructive by applying advanced video see-through mixed reality
(MR) technologies. MR OUT is installed at the US Army’s
Research Development and Engineering Command and focuses on a layered representation of combat reality.

3 Architecture
The architecture of our system has been based on an earlier prototype [29] but it provides similarities with AR interfaces such as [18, 19, 27, 28]. In the current system, interaction is performed using a pinch glove, a six-DOF tracker
and Wiimote (2 DOF). The processing unit can be wearable
(or mobile) and thus the Sony VAIO UMPC was selected
(1.3 GHz, two 1.3 mega-pixel cameras, VGA port, Wi-Fi,
USB ports, Bluetooth and keyboard/mouse). The rest of the
hardware devices used and integrated to the UMPC included
a pinch glove (5DT Data glove), a Wii Remote, a 6-DOF
tracker (Polhemus Patriot) and an HMD (eMagin Z800). An
overview of the system is shown in Fig. 1.
Visualization is enhanced through the use of a headmounted display (HMD) which includes a three-DOF orientation tracker. Visual tracking is based on multiple markers which provide better robustness and range of operation,
Fig. 1 Multimodal architecture
for tangible gaming
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based on ARToolKit [30] and ARTag [31] libraries. To retrieve multimodal tracking data in real time, a socket was
created which was constantly waiting for input. The input
comes in a structured form so data structures were set up in
order to grab and store this information for the visualization.
This socket server function was placed inside a thread of its
own to stop it affecting the whole process while it waits for
data to be retrieved. Once the data are received, attributes
are assigned to a particular marker or to multiple markers.
When that marker comes into sight of the camera the rendering part recognizes that the current marker has further
data attached to it.

4 Tracking
An issue that arose early on with using the player’s hand to
interact with virtual objects in an AR environment was occlusion. Once the hand moves to interact with the AR scene,
it obscures a real-world visual marker. As a result, the onscreen objects disappear; the AR system relies on the markers to accurately register the virtual information on screen.
This being the case, one of the objectives early on was to
create a system that would use multiple markers to represent
a single object or set of objects. This would mean that even
if one or several markers were blocked by a user’s hand,
for example, the objects would still be displayed based on
where the visible markers were placed. The game uses a
method of detecting which marker of the available markers
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on a sheet of paper is currently the most visible, based on
a confidence rating assigned to it by a class in ARToolKit.
This marker becomes the origin from which all other objects are drawn on the game board. If this marker becomes
obscured, the program automatically switches to the next
highest confidence-rated marker. The confidence is based on
a comparison between the marker pattern stored in memory
and what is detected by the camera in the current frame.
The first problem encountered with a tangible interface
incorporated into an augmented reality application was that
of marker occlusion. In order for an object to be drawn on
screen, the camera must have direct line of sight of a recognized marker. If that marker is even partially obscured, the
program cannot recognize it as a square nor read the information on it, so the object will not be shown. This presented an important challenge for the project; if the game
is to be controlled via a tangible interface, then a user must
be able to physically interact with the graphics which will
mean frequently putting their hand between the camera and
the marker. Thus, a method of preventing marker occlusion
that would be simple for a user to set up and would still
allow 3D movement was developed. Moreover, inspired by
the currently unavailable ARTag [31] a multiple marker system was implemented. Using several markers to represent
the game playing area, one marker at any given time is selected as the basis to draw many objects. This marker is selected through the use of a confidence value as explained in
[29].

5 Multimodal interaction
The main objective of this work was to allow for seamless
interaction between the users and the superimposed environmental information. To achieve this, a number of custom interaction devices have been researched, such as the PS3 controller, 3D mousse, etc. However, since usability and mobility were crucial, only a few interaction devices were finally
integrated to the final architecture. In particular, six different
types of interaction were implemented including: hand position and orientation, pinch glove interaction, head orientation, Wii interaction and UMPC I/O manipulation. A brief
overview of these techniques is presented below.
5.1 Polhemus
Once integrated into the architecture, there were several issues that prevented it from being as effective as previously
hoped. The sensors often suffer from inversion problems,
meaning the user’s hand is displayed in the wrong position
and disrupting the interface for the game. A fix employed
was to place the base sensor above and to the left of the
game board, a position where the hand would always be expected to appear on the positive side of each axis. By taking
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the absolute value of each of the position vector’s values,
the inversion problem was resolved, though this does reduce
the area in which movement is tracked. Moreover, Polhemus
Patriot offers two ways in which the data can be captured:
single mode and continuous mode. In the Pile game, the single mode of capture was used, as the program is not multithreaded and would stop functioning when the Polhemus’s
continuous method of data capture was selected. In testing,
however, the single mode method was very slow in reporting
the data, causing massively detrimental effects to the frame
rate of the game.
5.2 Hand tracking
Detecting the orientation of the user’s hand plays a large
part in this project. The intention is to move around environments with ease. A separate measurement is needed from the
player’s body position due to the hand being free to move in
a different orientation to the player’s body. The tracking data
were obtained by attaching a small USB web camera into
the pinch glove. Based on ARTag tracking libraries, hand’s
pose was combined with the data of the player’s position
and orientation in the environment and then used to compute
where the hand is located in the real environment. Based on
those readings, it is easy to define different functionalities
that may be used for different configurations. As an exemplar, a ‘firing’ function was implemented based on localization of the hand (see the next section). Another function that
was experimentally implemented is multiple camera viewports (one originating from the UMPC camera and another
one from the mounted web camera) to provide a more immersive view to the user.
5.3 Head orientation
Head orientation was achieved through the capabilities of
the HMD since it included a three-DOF orientation tracker.
The advantage of using head orientation is that it can illuminate the use of computer vision methods for head tracking.
However, when used with monitor-based AR, it can provide
a distracting effect. Another problem that occurred after experimentation is that if it is used with conjunction with the
rest of the sensors (Wiimote and pinch glove), it can confuse the user. For this reason the tracking capabilities of the
HMD were not used in the application scenarios.
5.4 Wiimote interaction
It was decided to implement the Wii remote as a device
to obtain positional data of the user’s hand for an alternative to mouse controls. Implementation was based on an extensive library written to manage the actual communication
with the Wiimote, called Wiiuse. This takes care of all of
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the Bluetooth communication between the Wiimote and the
computer. It also recognizes events and data received from
the Wiimote accelerometers giving orientation information.
When the Wiimote was implemented into the system, another thread was added to continuously retrieve data without affecting the rest of the application. When directional or
action buttons are activated, different operations may be performed (i.e. start the game, help screen, etc.). The Wiimote
was also found to be very useful since it is a very ‘mobile’
piece of equipment. It is battery-powered and can work for
roughly 35 hours without needing a replacement and it emits
data via Bluetooth. The only disadvantage of the Wiimote
is that it provides 2-DOF tracking, so it is not a completeorientation device. However, for a number of tabletop games
(i.e. puzzles, racing, etc.) it is a very useful device since only
the yaw rotation is useful.
5.5 Pinch glove
The pinch glove has internal sensors that give the system
data on each finger’s position. If a user has placed their
index finger into a curled-up position, any event could be
triggered. In some circumstances this is an ideal choice for
user input; however, if the user has to hold any other piece
of hardware then it would become difficult to make use of
the glove’s data because their hand position would be set
by whatever is in their hand. The pitch glove allows up to
15 different combinations. However, only 5 flexures have
been implemented at this stage corresponding to a finger
(translate X-axis, translate Y -axis, translate Z-axis, rotate
clockwise and scale). In terms of operation, the glove is initialized and then a thread is created for the constant monitoring of the glove; this thread is responsible for grabbing
the data for each finger and assigning it to a variable which
can be used throughout the application.
5.6 I/O interaction
The I/O interaction (mouse/keyboard) is adequate only
when the HMD was not used. However, it allows users to
perform more accurate manipulations of the superimposed
information and thus it was explored only as backup option.
On the other hand, the camera mounted on the rear could
be used for marker detection and as the hand was holding
the camera, the value returned from the ARToolKit would
be a position and orientation of the hand.

6 Gaming techniques
In the following subsections, an overview of the main functionality of the generic AR multimodal system is presented.
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6.1 Picking and firing
Once it has been established that a user is interacting with
a particular object, the program checks the state of the sensors on the glove. If it is detected that the user is bending all five sensors over a certain threshold, then the object
adopts the same position and orientation as the user’s hand.
This gives the impression that the object has been picked up
and is now held by the user. If the sensors running along
the glove’s fingers are detected to straighten, then the item
is dropped and falls to the plane representing the virtual
ground. One method of interaction that was not fully integrated into the game, but the framework was created, is a
way of firing from the virtual hand. Figure 2 provides an
overview of how firing is performed.
By making a predetermined gesture, detected by the
glove, a user is able to fire a virtual projectile into the scene.
From the marker on the user’s hand, we can apply a transformation from its orientation to that of the virtual world
and thereby determine the direction a projectile would travel
from the hand and whether it would intersect with other objects in the scene. Once integrated into the game, this would
allow a user to destroy obstacles or non-player characters
(NPCs).
6.2 Collision detection and spatial sound
Using bounding boxes around each of the items in the scene
and one to encompass the user’s hand, intersection testing
was used as a simple method of collision detection. Much as
in any game, collision detection plays a vital role in gameplay; in the AR Racing game, for example, the car is not able
to cross the boundaries of the game board and its progress
is impeded by the other obstacles. Importantly for this particular application, the collision detection also enables the
program to determine when the user’s hand in the real world
is intersecting with an object in the virtual scene.
To enhance the level of immersion of the application,
features from the OpenAL and AL Utility Toolkit (ALUT)
APIs were added. In our system, the camera is always defined as the listener, making the levels of all sounds in the
augmented part of the environment relative to the camera’s
position and orientation. For the AR Racing game, examples
of sound sources defined by the game include ‘engine’ and
‘collision’ sounds. The ‘engine’ sound is assigned in the virtual car whereas the ‘collision’ sound represents the noise
created when the car collides with other virtual objects in
the scene, such as the movable cubes. As the car is directed
away from the center of the camera’s view, the sound of its
engine gradually reduces in volume and, depending on the
direction of movement taken, the balance of stereo sound is
altered accordingly.
Collisions between the car and virtual objects on-screen
will trigger the playback of a “.wav” file. The volume of this
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Fig. 2 Augmented reality firing
technique

file in each audio channel will again be relative to the positions of both the camera and the collision. This functionality
creates a base upon which a more complex system of sound
could be developed. For example, the speed of the car affects
the sound of the engine, by using different samples depending on the current velocity. Also, given the vehicle’s velocity and the perceived material of another object in the scene,
different sound files were tested representing varying levels
of collision. A fast impact into a hard surface could sound
completely different than a slight glance against a soft, malleable object.
6.3 Gestures
The main idea using gestures in AR gaming was to perform
appropriate transformations (i.e. translations, rotations or
scaling). Several possible solutions were considered. Firstly,
using threshold values for rotation, wrist movements could
be interpreted into larger rotations. By monitoring if rotations occur in a particular axis within a certain number of
frames, it is inferred that the user wished to perform an operation (i.e. rotate a piece in that direction, Fig. 3). Depending
on the AR gaming scenario, appropriate functionality is assigned. For instance, for the Pile game (see the next section)
the pieces in the game can only be placed at right angles; it is
reasonable to conclude that if a user wishes to rotate the pipe
pieces in a certain direction, then they wish to do so in increments of 90 degrees. Similar gesture operation presents a
more comfortable way of playing the game when compared
to carrying out the full rotations each time.
There were, however, several issues that this functionality
presented, which needed to be addressed. Firstly, the speed
and extent of the rotations that would trigger the function
were very difficult to define. Different users would move at
different speeds and have variable ranges of motion. Setting
the speed that triggered the rotation function too high would
prevent certain users from accessing it, but too low would

Fig. 3 As the hand moves from position A to B, the unintentional
anticlockwise rotation created is shown highlighted in yellow

cause it to be triggered when not required (i.e. by moving
the hand to reach different parts of the board).

7 Tangible racing AR game
To illustrate the effectiveness of the multimodal interface,
the interaction techniques presented above have been combined with a tabletop AR car gaming application. It was decided to use a simple gaming scenario and focus more on
the reaction of the players during interaction. The goal of
the game is to start the car and move around the track without colliding with either the wall or the objects that exist in
the gaming arena. In addition, the objects can be rearranged
in real time by picking and dropping them anywhere in the
arena. A screenshot of the starting stage of the car game is
shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 AR racing game

The main aim of the game is to move the car around the
scene using the Wiimote without colliding with the other objects or the fountain. However, alternative interaction techniques may be used such as picking using the pinch glove.
Players can interactively change the sound levels (of the car
engine as well as the collisions), the speed of the simulation,
and finally the color and the size of the car. In addition, they
can interact with the whole gaming arena in a tangible manner by just physically manipulating the multi-markers. Interaction is performed in a far more instinctive and tangible
way than is possible using a convention control system (for
example, keyboard and mouse or a video game controller).
The pinch glove was used to move objects in the scene by
grabbing them as illustrated in Fig. 5.
It is worth mentioning that the game can be played in
a collaborative environment by eliminating the use of the
HMD. One player can be in charge of the Wiimote interaction and another one for the pinch glove manipulation. Moreover, the game has only been qualitatively evaluated in two demonstrations at ‘Cogent Computing Applied Research Centre’ [32] and ‘Serious Games Institute’
(SGI) [33]. At Cogent, the basic functionality of the game
was tested based on ‘think aloud’ evaluation technique [34].
Think aloud is a form of observation that involves participants talking through the actions they are performing, and
what they believe to be happening, whilst interacting with
a system. Overall, the feedback received was encouraging
but certain aspects need to be improved in the future. The
three tasks that were examined include: Wiimote interaction
and pinch glove interaction. For the first task, a virtual sword
was superimposed with a Wiimote placed next to it as shown

in Fig. 6(a). It must be mentioned that yaw detection cannot
be detected as the motion sensor chip used in the Wiimote
is sensitive to gravity, but rotation around the yaw axis is
parallel to the earth.
Users were asked to angle the sword upwards as if to
point to an object in the sky. The feedback received was
positive from four users. However, one user stated that although it is possible to detect the yaw rotation against one
area, it is impossible to identify different IR sensors placed
around the whole environment. As a result, interaction using the Wiimote would get confused as one IR sensor went
out of site. For the second task, users were presented with
the data glove placed on their right hand as illustrated in
Fig. 6(a). Then they were asked to manipulate in 3D the virtual information, in this case the virtual sword used in the
previous task. Virtual manipulation included scaling, rotations and translations using the fingers of the pinch glove.
All users managed to interact with the pinch glove without
any problems as soon as they were briefed with its operations. Four users agreed that it was very intuitive to perform
the pre-programmed operations. Two users mentioned that
they would like to have more combinations such as change
or color and activate/deactivate the textual augmentations.
One user stated that it can be tiring to control the UMPC
with one hand only.
At the SGI the game was demonstrated in an internal
event with 20 visitors. Initial feedback received stated that
the game is very realistic in terms of interactions and enjoyable to play. Especially the idea of picking virtual objects
and placing them in arbitral positions was very enthusiastic.
Most visitors felt that tangible games presented potential for
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Fig. 5 Pinch glove interaction
scenarios: (a) the user is picking
up a 3D object (in this case a 3D
cube) that exists in the AR
game; (b) shows how the user
can manipulate the 3D object in
three dimensions; (c) the user is
dropping the 3D object in the
gaming arena; (d) the object is
placed in the gaming arena in a
random position

Fig. 6 (a) Wiimote interaction
test; (b) data glove interaction
test

the next generation of gaming. On the negative side, they
preferred to experience a more complete gaming scenario
including a score indicating successful achievements. In addition, some users requested more objects in the scene (i.e.
obstacles), multi-player capabilities (i.e. more racing cars)
and more tracks with different levels of difficulty.

8 Pile AR game
The game created for this project is based on a simple game
from 1989, ‘Pipe Mania’ [35] with sales of over 4 million
units in the past twenty years. The goal of the game is to
complete a circuit of pipes from a starting point to an end
point on a grid. While a player is laying these pipes, there
is a liquid that is gradually flowing through the pipework. If
a player does not connect the pipes quickly enough, and the

liquid spills out, the game is lost. There were specific motivations behind using the template of a game already available. To begin with, it allowed for rapid development of the
final product, which in itself was primarily a testing ground
for the method of interaction that the project is proposing. In
the version of ‘Pipe Mania’ created for this project, the interaction is entirely carried out through movements of a user’s
hand. They can reach over to pipe pieces, grip their hand
into a fist to hold the piece, then move to a new position and
open their hand to drop the piece. On the right-hand side
of the board, there is a supply point for pipe pieces, which
is automatically replenished when the player picks a piece
from there.
Crates are positioned over some of the game board’s
squares, preventing pipes from being placed in some areas
and blocking certain paths from the starting pipe to the end
pipe (Fig. 7). If a user attempts to release the pipe piece on
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Fig. 7 AR pile game: (a) initial
setup of the game; (b) pile game
in process

Fig. 8 Interaction test: (a) graph showing users’ enjoyment of the tangible interaction method versus their enjoyment of the keyboard interaction;
(b) graph showing the users’ level of enjoyment of the keyboard and tangibly controlled versions of the game

squares blocked by crate or another pipe piece, they will find
the pipe will remain in their hand until they move over an
unoccupied square. The pipe pieces can be rotated by turning the hand in relation to the game board or visa versa.
The game automatically corrects the rotation to increments
of 90 degrees when the piece is placed on the board. Using
this technique, a player can change any curved pipe piece
to make any turn, and straight pieces can be made to run
either left to right or top to bottom. The goal of the game remains the same: place the pieces to complete the pipe from
the fixed start to the end before the pipe fills with water.
To obtain their opinions on particular aspects of the
game’s functionality, users were asked to rate their agreement with certain statements on a Likert scale. For the purposes of this project, the most important aspects of the game
were related to its controls, so many of the questions related
to this. The set of questions relating to both the keyboard and
the tangibly controlled versions of the game were exactly the
same, to attempt to find the different ways in which users
perceived them. Specifically, the project aimed to discover
which type of control the users found the most intuitive, the
easiest to use and most enjoyable to interact with. The answers to the questionnaire, along with the observations from
the tests and the notes from the post-test interview, form the
basis for the conclusions drawn about the effectiveness of

the method of control, as well as the quality of the game developed. After playing the two versions of the pipe game,
nine users were asked to indicate how strongly they agreed
or disagreed with a number of statements, to gauge their enjoyment of the different types of game. The graphs in Fig. 8
show their responses to some of the questions.
By observing the players while playing the two versions
of the game, there were several general points that were
noted. Firstly, players with a background in gaming and particularly those with experience of PC games, were much
faster to pick up the keyboard controls. People who had little
experience of games or solely played console games, were
slower to understand the controls. Several people in this category were observed to forget the controls and move the
hand in ways they did not intend, slowing down the game.
They were also noticeably frustrated at times, rotating the
hand in the wrong direction, then back pressing several keys
to find the correct movement through trial and error. Whilst
playing the tangible version, all players were able to quickly
understand the nature of the controls, even after little to no
explanation from me. The games were generally completed
more slowly, however, as the players became used to the interface and also explored the limits of the interaction. Several players had to be prompted to move the board to assist
them with rotation, struggling to complete certain moves.
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9 Conclusions and future work
Tangible AR gaming has the potential to change a number
of applications that we perform in our day-to-day activities.
This paper has presented a generic tangible augmented reality gaming environment that can be used to enhance entertainment using a multimodal tracking interface. The main
objective of the research is to design and implement generic
tangible interfaces that are user-friendly in terms of interaction and can be used by a wide range of players, including the elderly or people with disabilities. Players can interact using different combinations between a pinch glove,
a Wiimote, a six-degrees-of-freedom tracker, through tangible ways as well as through I/O controls. Two tabletop augmented reality games have been designed and implemented,
including a racing game and a pile game. The goal of the
augmented reality racing game is to start the car and move
around the track without colliding with either the wall or the
objects that exist in the gaming arena. Initial evaluation results showed that multimodal-based interaction games can
be beneficial in gaming. Based on these results, an augmented reality pile game was implemented with goal of
completing a circuit of pipes (from a starting point to an
end point on a grid). Initial evaluation showed that tangible
interaction is preferred to keyboard interaction and that tangible games are much more enjoyable. From the research
proposed many potential gaming applications could be produced such as strategy, puzzles and action games.
Future development will include more work on the graphical user interface to make it more user-friendly, and speech
recognition is considered as an alternative option to enhance
the usability of interactions. A potentially better solution
that will be tested for the glove in the future on this system is to use a model for the hand that has separate sections
for each finger, the position of which would be determined
by the current readings on each of the finger sensors on the
glove. This model could then use an alpha color value of
1.0, meaning that it is entirely transparent in the scene. As
a result the model would become an alpha mask for the live
video of the user’s hand; the real-world hand would then
appear to be above any virtual objects that the depth testing determined were further away from the camera. Finally,
a formal evaluation with 30 users is currently under way and
results will be used to refine the architecture.
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environmental monitoring, military, health, home, and
education [3], [4]. While the gathering of data within a
sensor network is one challenge, another of equal
importance is presenting the data in a useful way to the
user. Using low cost, low power computing devices
equipped. A sensor network is composed of a large
number of sensor nodes, with wireless communication
and sensing hardware. These are deployed within the
area of interest to monitor and measure phenomenon and
collaboratively processes the data before relaying
information to a base station or sink node.
The constrained nature of the data gathering
platform has lead to much of the active WSN research to
be focused on network concerns such as data
communication and energy efficiency. Recent initiatives
such as Nokia's Sensor Planet [5] aim to incorporate
sensor networks, mobile phones, and other devices into a
large scale ad-hoc multipurpose sensor network [6] with
sensor information available via a web based Application
Programming Interface (API). The use of these
commonly available and familiar devices is envisaged to
allow WSN to become part of the pervasive computing
mainstream, requiring new approaches to information
visualisation to process the vast amount of information
available.
This paper presents SensAR - an environmental
monitoring prototype that uses WSN to gather
temperature and audio data about the user’s
surroundings. SensAR displays the environmental
information in an understandable format using a realtime handheld AR interface. Participants can visualise
3D as well as textual representations of the sound and
temperature information in a tangible manner. To our
knowledge, SensAR is the first to embody the idea of
combining sound and temperature data in a handheld AR
environment.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows:
Section 2 describes some of the most important related
work. Section 3 gives an overview of our systems
architecture including a brief description of its main
components. Section 4 presents the operation of the
handheld AR interface in an indoor networked
environment. Section 5 illustrates how the environmental
information coming from the sound and temperature
sensors is visualised in an AR environment through 3D
objects and textual annotations. Finally, section 6
concludes by presenting our plans for future work

Abstract
Environmental monitoring brings many challenges
to wireless sensor networks: including the need to collect
and process large volumes of data before presenting the
information to the user in an easy to understand format.
This paper presents SensAR, a prototype augmented
reality interface specifically designed for monitoring
environmental information. The input of our prototype is
sound and temperature data which are located inside a
networked environment. Participants can visualise 3D as
well as textual representations of environmental
information in real-time using a lightweight handheld
computer.
Keywords--- Augmented Reality, Handheld
Interfaces, Human-Computer Interaction, Wireless
Sensor Networks.

1. Introduction
Augmented Reality (AR) is a subset of a Mixed
Reality (MR) that allows for seamless integration of
virtual and real information in real-time. Other important
characteristics of AR include real-time and accurate
representation in three-dimensions (3D) as well as being
interactive. However, AR is not limited to vision but can
be applied to all senses including touch, and hearing [1].
Although many applications of AR have emerged, they
are usually concerned with tracking. This is achieved
using computer vision techniques, sensor devices, or
multimodal interactions to calculate position and
orientation of a camera/user. However, AR has not been
actively employed for the visualisation of environmental
information originating from a Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN).
Research within the WSN community has led to the
development of new computing models ranging from
distributed computing to large-scale pervasive computing
environments [2]. This rapid evolution of pervasive
computing technologies has allowed the development of
novel interfaces which are capable of interacting with
sensory information originating from the environment
with little or no manual intervention. Although a number
of technologies are able to perform natural interactions,
pervasive AR is one of the strongest candidates.
WSN technology uses networks of sense enabled
miniature computing devices to gather information about
the world around them. Common applications include
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Another approach proposed an architecture for
handling events from different tracking systems and
maintaining a consistent spatial model of people and
objects [11]. The principal distinguishing feature is the
automatic derivation of dataflow network of distributed
sensors, dynamically and at run-time, based on
requirements expressed by clients. This work also
classifies sensor characteristics for AR and Ubicomp.
Moreover, a grid of sensors was used to synthesize
images in AR by interpolating the data and mapping
them to colour values [12]. This application used an
optically tracked mobile phone as a see-through
handheld AR display allowing for interaction metaphors
already familiar to most mobile phone users. The sensor
network is interfaced by visualizing its data within its
context, taking advantage of the spatial information.
Furthermore, techniques for creating indoor location
based applications for mobile augmented reality systems
using computer vision and sensors have been also well
documented [13]. An indoor tracking system was
proposed that covers a substantial part of a building. It is
based on visual tracking of fiducial markers enhanced
with an inertial sensor for fast rotational updates. To
scale such a system to a whole building, a space
partitioning scheme was introduced to reuse fiducial
markers throughout the environment.

2. Related Work
A number of WSN applications have been proposed
in the past and some of the most characteristic systems
are presented here. iPower [7] utilises a WSN to provide
intelligent energy conservation for buildings. The system
is composed of a sensor network that gathers data on
light levels, temperature, and sound to activate
appliances based on the likelihood of a room being
occupied. If the system detects low temperature or high
brightness in a room that is unlikely to be occupied, a
signal can be sent to turn off the air-conditioning or
reduce lighting levels. If the network receives a signal
that the area is still occupied (for instance detection of a
noise) the system returns the light and temperature levels
to values suitable for comfortable use of the room. Aside
from a system overview provided by the user interface
iPower has no data visualization, it nevertheless presents
a practical application of wireless sensor networks in
environmental monitoring.
SpyGlass [8] is concerned with the provision of a
visualization framework for WSNs. Data is gathered on a
gateway node within the network then passed to the
visualization application on a remote machine. The data
is passed using the TCP/IP suite of protocols and
therefore can be carried over many network types
including Local Area Network (LAN), Wireless Local
Area Network (WLAN), and General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS). Network visualisation is provided by a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) allowing an overall view
of the network to be displayed. This visualization
component is comprised of a relation layer to display
relationships between nodes and a node layer to draw the
nodes themselves.
The ‘Plug’ sensor network [9] is a ubiquitous
networked sensing platform ideally suited to broad
deployment in environments where people work and
live. The backbone of the Plug sensor network is a set of
35 sensor, radio, and computation enabled power strips.
A single Plug device fulfils all the functional
requirements of a normal power strip and can be used
without special training. Additionally, each Plug has a
wide range of sensing modalities (e.g., sound, light,
electrical voltage and current, vibration, motion, and
temperature) for gathering data about how it is being
used and its nearby environment.
In terms of handheld AR sensing applications, most
prototypes that exist focus on multimodal interactions
using tracking sensors. An interesting approach to 3D
multimodal interaction in immersive AR environment
that accounts for the uncertain nature of the information
sources was proposed by [10]. The multimodal system
fuses symbolic and statistical information from a set of
3D gesture, spoken language, and referential agents. The
referential agents employ visible or invisible volumes
that can be attached to 3D trackers in the environment,
and which use a time stamped history of the objects that
intersect them to derive statistics for ranking potential
referents.

3. System Architecture
SensAR follows an experimental prototype recently
presented [14]. However, there are many differences
with the earlier prototype. Firstly, sound and temperature
sensors are populated inside the environment (see Figure
2). Secondly, WiFi is used instead of Bluetooth
providing a much faster method of communication,
although Bluetooth can be enabled for connecting other
hardware devices. Finally, the mobile client side
provides enhanced visualisation options including textual
and 3D information. SensAR uses a three-tier
architecture consisting of a sensor layer, communication
layer, and visualisation layer. A diagrammatic overview
of the pipeline of our system is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Architecture of SensAR
The sensor layer handles multimodal data from
temperature and sound sensors, positioned at fixed
locations within an indoor environment. These sensors
are attached to a WSN node, which is capable of
performing the initial processing before passing the data
up the protocol stack. In the case of the WSN node, the
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bus for the connection of sensors, along with a ZigBee
compatible module. The sensors used for temperature
sensing were the Analog Digital ADT75A chip [17],
which performs sampling and conversion internally,
providing the sensed temperature values via an I2C bus.
For visualisation, a VAIO UX Ultra Mobile PC
(UMPC) was used, which is one of the smallest fully
functioning PCs ever made. Comparable to PDAs in size,
but with more powerful processing capabilities, it is able
to run complex AR applications. VAIO UX includes an
Intel® Core™ Solo Processor at 1.3MHz, wireless
802.11a/b/g, 32GB hard drive, 1GB SDRAM, 4.5" touch
panel LCD, a Graphics Accelerator and 2 built-in digital
cameras. This makes it a suitable device to handle our
WSN configuration and display the visualisation with
real-time performance

data is formatted ready for transmission by the
communication layer. The data is transferred over a WiFi
link via User Datagram Protocol (UDP) to a dedicated
server on the visualisation machine. This link is
bidirectional, and allows control packets to be sent
between each device. The visualisation layer contains the
handheld device running the AR software. The data
received is represented using visual information such as
3D objects and textual information.

3.1 Hardware
There are a variety of available embedded platforms
for sensing applications. Communication technologies
such as Bluetooth, WiFi and ZigBee [15] allow for
network collection and transfer of environmental data to
wearable devices. The hardware choice decision for the
network discussed here was based on the available
platforms' sensing capability, ease of software
development and size.
Gumstix Verdex XM4-bt boards were selected as
the main processing platform. Although not as popular as
Mica2 motes for wireless sensing applications, they are
becoming more prevalent [16]. These devices offer more
processing power and memory (in terms of both RAM
and flash) than many similarly sized platforms. The
particular model chosen includes an Intel XScale
PXA270 400MHz processor, 16MB of flash memory,
64MB of RAM, a Bluetooth controller and antenna, 60pin and 120-pin connectors for expansion boards, and a
further 24-pin flex ribbon connector. There are no onboard sensors provided, though a variety of interface
methods are available.

3.2 Software
At the heart of the sensing system is a collection of
software libraries developed as part a software support
system for WSN. The provision of a generic interface to
common sensor network tasks allows the implementation
details of complex tasks to be hidden, thereby offering
the systems designer a cleaner workflow. Software
abstractions of sensing and communication tasks have
been created, allowing the user to plug functionality into
the application.
A generic interface to the I2C bus has been
implemented to allow access to data from the
temperature modules. The API allows other I2C enabled
devices such as digital compasses, pressure sensors,
accelerometers, and light meters to be supported. Using
an abstraction model for sensing interfaces, the process
of gathering data is simplified, as similar function calls
are used to retrieve information from different devices.
This in turn allows a modular approach to application
development.
The framework supports a range of communication
protocols and interfaces, offering the choice of
Bluetooth, WiFi and Ethernet based data transfer.
Support is also provided for network protocols offered
by each communications stack. As an example, WiFi
offers connection orientated TCP and connectionless
UDP allowing the user to balance the requirements of the
application with the quality of service received. In
keeping with the modular theme of the framework, the
communication modules are interchangeable. This
allows the user to swap between radio devices by simply
changing the software module used. In the instance of
WiFi and Ethernet this is a straight swap as the two
communications mediums use the IP suite of protocols,
and addressing schemes. However if the user wishes to
switch to Bluetooth communication, the alternative
hardware addressing would scheme would need used, all
other communication calls are handled in the same way
regardless of communication medium.
The sensing layer was developed using the above
framework. Using the high-level Python programming
language for development has allowed the algorithms for

Figure 2 Sound and Temperature Sensors
Commercially available expansion boards for the
Gumstix platform include communications options such
as WiFi and Ethernet, along with additional storage
provided by Compact Flash (CF) cards. An expansion
board developed in house additionally provides an I2C
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Users can navigate inside the room by moving the
UMPC and detecting different markers. SensAR checks
each video frame for predetermined patterns that are
included in the environment. These are squares
containing a unique black and white image that the
program can be programmed to recognize. The markers
used in this project have been specifically selected from
the ARTag library [19] to be distinct from one another
regardless of orientation or reflection. The current
version of the system uses patterns numbered 1 to 12,
taken from the ARTag implementation of the ARToolKit
as shown in Figure 4.

the gathering of data to be prototyped with a
development cycle much shorter that that associated with
complied languages such as C. Although Python offered
ease of development, the framework has also been
implemented in a collection of C libraries, allowing the
final application to be transferred to this faster executing
compiled language for deployment. Whilst Python and C
have differences in syntax, the framework has been
designed to take account of the similarities in
functionality and programming methodology afforded by
both languages. This allows the code developed to be
transferred between each language making only small
syntactical changes.
The visualisation layer used the OpenGL API for the
rendering of the 3D environmental representations. The
textual augmentations were implemented based on
GLUT API which provides support for bitmap fonts.
The six-degrees-of-freedom tracking of the user inside
the environment was based on ARToolKit library [18]
and the rest of the coding of the handheld interface was
performed in C programming language. Finally, the 3D
models used in the visualisation were designed using an
open source modelling tool (Blender) and exported in
VRML file format.

4. Handheld AR Interface
Figure 4 Marker Setup

A handheld AR interface has been implemented in
order to allow a user to experience the environmental
information gathered.
Sensors collect sound and
temperature level data at various points in space and
relay this information to SensAR. A user interface is then
used to seamlessly superimpose computer generated
representations of sound and temperature based on the
readings of these sensors. Figure 3 illustrates how a user
operating the handheld interface would perceive a 3D
representation of environmental information (in this case
temperature and sound) in a mobile AR environment.

The markers are placed so that the centre of the
pattern is halfway up the height of the wall (142.5cm
from the floor). For each marker different sound and
temperature sensors are attached as close to the markers
as possible to give accurate localisation readings. The
markers are enlarged as much as possible whilst still
fitting on a single sheet of A4 size sheet of paper. When
the program detects a marker within a video frame, it
overlays a 3D model of a thermometer and a music note
onto the video image (Figure 6 and Figure 7). One of the
versions of our program also includes a 3D
representation of the entire room, which is projected over
the real room in AR.
In order for this to line up with the real image sent
from the camera, we have to attach the model to one of
the 12 markers (Figure 4), much in the same way as the
3D virtual sensors as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 3 Handheld AR Visualisation
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Figure 5 Virtual Representation of Environment

Figure 6 Low Levels of Sound and Temperature

However, if there are several markers in view, we
don't want the program to draw multiple versions of the
virtual room. To prevent this, we exploit the confidence
value that is used in marker detection. Each detected
pattern is then checked for correlation with the markers
detected by the program and a confidence value is
generated to show the level of similarity. SensAR
compares the confidence values of the patterns that have
been established as being markers. The marker that has
the greatest confidence value is used as the point from
which to draw the virtual room. One advantage with
using this system is that the room will automatically
revert to the next best marker in sight should the most
visible marker become obscured.

When environmental data is transferred to the AR
interface, the color of the 3D thermometer and the 3D
music note change according to the temperature level
and sound volume accordingly. In addition, textual
annotations indicate the sensor readings. For the
temperature data, the readings from the sensors (which
have an error of ± 0.1) are superimposed as text next to
the 3D thermometer. For the sound data, a different
measure was employed based on a scale 0 to 4, where 0
corresponds to ‘quiet’, 1 corresponds to ‘low’, 2
corresponds to ‘medium’, 3 corresponds to ‘loud’ and 4
corresponds to ‘very loud’. This choice of banding has
been based on user input, to provide a clearer
representation of sound levels than a raw value could.
Also note that the bottom right side displays the intensity
of the sound level. A screenshot of the above
configuration is shown in Figure 7.

5. Environmental Data Visualisation
There is an open issue of how to visually represent
environmental data coming from the WSNs. One of the
aims of this work was to select an appropriate metaphor
to assist users in rapid interpretation of the information.
After some informal evaluation, it was decided to
represent the environmental information through the use
of a 3D thermometer and a 3D music note. In the
previous prototype (which included only sound data) a
3D microphone was used.
In terms of operation, as soon as the temperature and
sound sensors are ready to transmit data, visual
representations including a 3D thermometer and a 3D
music note as well as textual annotations are
superimposed onto the appropriate marker. This is the
neutral stage of SensAR where no sensor readings are
actually inputted to the AR interface. An example
screenshot of the neutral stage is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 7 High Levels of Sound and Temperature
It is worth-mentioning that the camera position is
also displayed on the top left side of the interface. This
feature is useful for calculating the position of the user in
respect to the rest of the environment. Moreover, users
can interact with the superimposed information using the
keyboard or the mouse of the UMPC. In this way, it is
possible to translate, rotate or scale the visual
augmentations in real-time. In addition, it is possible to
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hide the various elements of the interface such as the
camera position, the textual annotations and the 3D
objects.

[7]

6. Conclusions and Future Work

[8]

This paper describes SensAR, a prototype mobile
AR system for visualising environmental information
including temperature and sound data. Sound and
temperature data are transmitted wirelessly to our client
which is a handheld device. Environmental information
is represented graphically as 3D objects and textual
information in real-time based. Participants visualise and
interact with the augmented environmental information
using a small but powerful handheld computer. The main
advantage of SensAR is the visual representation of
wireless sensor data in a meaningful and tangible way.
We believe that SensAR design principle is essential for
the effective realisation of ubiquitous computing.
In the future we are planning to integrate more
sensors to SensAR including light, pressure and
humidity. On the visualization side, we are currently
working with a head-mounted display that includes
orientation tracking to provide a greater level of
immersion to the users. In terms of interaction other
forms of interaction will be added to the prototype such
as a digital compass, a virtual reality glove and the Wii
controller. Finally we plan to do user extensive studies to
test the feasibility of SensAR application.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]
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Abstract
Museums are interested in the digitizing of their collections not only for the sake of preserving the cultural heritage, but to also make the
information content accessible to the wider public in a manner that is attractive. Emerging technologies, such as VR, AR and Web3D are widely
used to create virtual museum exhibitions both in a museum environment through informative kiosks and on the World Wide Web. This paper
surveys the field, and while it explores the various kinds of virtual museums in existence, it discusses the advantages and limitation involved with
a presentation of old and new methods and of the tools used for their creation.
© 2009 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Virtual museums; E-Heritage; Cultural informatics; Virtual reality; Augmented reality; Haptics

1. Introduction
Silverstone states that ‘museums are in many respects like
other contemporary media. They entertain and inform; they
tell stories and construct arguments; they aim to please and
to educate; they define, consciously or unconsciously; effectively or ineffectively, an agenda; they translate the otherwise
unfamiliar and inaccessible into the familiar and accessible’ [1,
p. 162]. An extensive research work [2,3] and a survey of the
European museum sector [4] have shown that information technologies such as the World Wide Web (WWW) enhanced by
three-dimensional visualization tools can provide valuable help
to achieve the aims mentioned above. Furthermore, their use
by a wide range of cultural institutions, such as museums, has
become easier due to an ever-increasing development of interactive techniques and of new information technology software
and hardware, accompanied by a decrease in cost. Information
technologies provide solutions to issues of space limitation, of
the considerable exhibitions cost and of curator’s concerns concerning the fragility of some museum artefacts. Conferences
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such as the ICHIM Conferences on Hypermedia and Interactivity in Museums1 started in 1991 and Museums and the Web,2
established in 1997, highlight the importance of introducing new
technologies in museums. The utility and the potential benefits
for museums of emerging technologies such as Virtual Reality
(VR) [5–7], Augmented Reality (AR) [8–10] and Web technologies [11,12] have been well documented by a number of
researchers [13].
In the 1980s, museums influenced by the New Museology
and began to change the way they conveyed the context information of the exhibits to the wider public. There was a shift
in the museology concept towards considering that the context
of a cultural artefact was more important than the item itself
[14–17]. By means of innovative methods and tools and by taking advantage of the WWW potential as an information source,
virtual museums were created. They have made the content and
context of museum collections more accessible and attractive
to the wide public and have enriched the museum experience.
There is no official figure yet for the number of virtual museums
presently existing worldwide but we know that there are thou-

1
2

Available at: http://www.archimuse.com/conferences/ichim.html.
Available at: http://www.archimuse.com/conferences/mw.html.
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sands of them and that their number is rapidly on the increase
[18]. This article will present the results of a survey on the current state-of-the-art in virtual museums. The purpose behind this
is threefold:
(a) to review the various types and forms that a virtual museum
can have and the characteristics of these;
(b) to present an analysis of their advantages and to highlight
their potential;
(c) to present an overview of emerging technologies used by
virtual museums.
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be identified to a database containing detailed information about
the museum collections, with the content presented in an objectoriented way. The learning museum is a website, which offers
different points of access to its virtual visitors, depending on
their age, background and knowledge. The information is presented in a context-oriented, rather than object-oriented way.
Moreover, the site is educationally enhanced and linked to additional information intended to motivate the virtual visitor to learn
more about a subject of particular interest to them and to visit the
site again. The goal of the learning museum is to make the virtual visitor come back and to make him/her establish a personal
relationship with the online collection.

2. Types of virtual museums
The idea of the virtual museum was first introduced by André
Malraux in 1947. He put forward the concept of an imaginary
museum (le musée imaginaire) [19], a museum without walls,
location or spatial boundaries, like a virtual museum, with its
content and information surrounding the objects, might be made
accessible across the planet. A virtual museum is:
“a collection of digitally recorded images, sound ﬁles, text
documents and other data of historical, scientiﬁc, or cultural
interest that are accessed through electronic media” [20].
With no standard definition prevailing for the term ‘virtual
museum’, the definition adopted for the purpose of this article
describes it as:
“(. . .) a logically related collection of digital objects composed in a variety of media, and, because of its capacity to
provide connectedness and various points of access, it lends
itself to transcending traditional methods of communicating
and interacting with the visitors being ﬂexible toward their
needs and interests; it has no real place or space, its objects
and the related information can be disseminated all over the
world” [21].
Another less rigid definition states that a virtual museum can
be a digital collection that is presented either over the Web, or
to an intranet, either via a personal computer (PC), an informative kiosk, a personal digital assistant (PDA), or even to a
CD-ROM as an extension of a physical museum, or that it can
be completely imaginary. Furthermore, the abstract term virtual
museum can take various forms depending on the application
scenario and end-user. It can be a 3D reconstruction of the physical museum [22]. Alternatively, it can be a completely imaginary
environment, in the form of various rooms, in which the cultural
artifacts are placed [23].
According to ICOM [24], there are three categories of virtual museums on the Internet that are developed as extensions of
physical museums: the brochure museum, the content museum
and the learning museum. The brochure museum aims at informing future visitors about the museum and is mainly used as a
marketing tool, with basic information such as location, opening hours and sometimes a calendar of events etc. [25,26], in
order to create motivation to visit the walled museum. The
content museum is a website created with the purpose of making information about the museum collections available. It can

3. Emerging tools and technologies used by virtual
museums
Technological advances that have emerged as areas of crucial interest are making it possible to use sophisticated tools
to provide customized interfaces for the generation of virtual
museums, to design a virtual museum exhibition in a number
of ways [27,58] and to get used as conveyors of information
for knowledge construction, acquisition and integration. New
types of interfaces, interaction techniques and tracking devices
are developing at a rapid pace and can be integrated into multimodal interactive VR and AR interfaces [9]. The first studies
in the field were mainly focused on static presentations of texts
and photos concerning a museum. Later on, the exhibits tended
to be more dynamic and interactive rather than static in nature
and authoritative [28,27], thus creating an approach which was
closer to reality and enhancing the experience for virtual visitors.
Usually, the structure of most virtual exhibitions is defined by
the structure of exhibition spaces [11] that consist of two types of
elements: the Virtual Galleries and the Cultural Objects. Exhibits
are the principal means through which museums communicate
their mission objectives and they can be static or interactive.
According to research the key features of an online interactive
exhibit are:
(a) multiplicity of contexts for the user to connect with the
exhibit in a seamless manner;
(b) good instructional design;
(c) pro-active learning contexts;
(d) good balance between learning and leisure;
(e) no text-heavy pages to interfere with the learning experience
[29].
In this section, a brief overview of the most characteristic
methods and tools currently used for the generation of virtual
museum exhibitions and their exhibits are presented.
3.1. Imaging technology
Virtual museums need high-resolution images in order to provide as much information as possible about the virtual exhibits.
However, the level-of-detail (LOD) is dependent on the resolution of the digital images and high-resolution conventional
images produce very large files that are difficult to manage and
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to transmit across networks because of their dependence on
bandwidth availability (slow Internet connections). A strategy
adopted to confront this problem is the image servers that use a
“Russian doll” imaging architecture and give the user scalability
and interactivity opportunities, because multiple resolutions of
an image are stored in a single file and make it possible to progressively transmit an image. FlashPix and then JPEG2000 are
the two image formats that introduced a new concept for imaging
architecture [30]. Metadata storing is also allowed. This image
format is used by various museums such [31–34]. Some of the
FlashPix features are adopted by the JPEG2000 image format
that also has the potential of progressive image transmission
and scalability and some new features that fill the gaps for the
inclusion of metadata and the protection of the content [35] of
earlier standards for encoding digital media. The advantages of
the image format have been extensively investigated in research
work [36,37] and the JPEG2000 format has been adopted by
cultural institutions [38–40].
3.2. Web3D exhibitions
Internet technologies have the tremendous potential of offering virtual visitors ubiquitous access via the WWW to a virtual
museum environment. Additionally, the increased efficiency of
Internet connections (i.e. ADSL) makes it possible to transmit
significant media files relating to the artefacts of virtual museum
exhibitions. The most popular technology for the WWW visualisation includes Web3D which offers tools such as VRML
and X3D, which can be used for the creation of an interactive virtual museum. The Web3D consortium [41] contains open
standards for real-time 3D communication and the most important standards include: VRML97 and X3D and are presented
below. Many museum applications based on VRML have been
developed for the web [12,42]. As from 4 April 1997, VRML97
has stood for Virtual Reality Modeling Language. Technically
speaking, VRML is neither VR, nor a modelling language,
but a 3D interchange format which defines most of the commonly used semantics found in today’s 3D applications such as
hierarchical transformations, light sources, viewpoints, geometry, animation, fog, material properties, and texture mapping.
Another definition states that VRML serves as a simple, multiplatform language for publishing 3D Web pages as well as for
providing the necessary technology to integrate three dimensions, two dimensions, text, and multimedia into a coherent
model. “When these media types are combined with scripting languages and Internet capabilities, an entirely new genre
of interactive applications is possible” [43]. This is due to
the fact that some information is best experienced in threedimensional form, such as the information of virtual museums
[11,9]. However, VRML can be excessively labour-intensive,
time consuming and expensive. QuickTime VR (QTVR) and
panoramas that allow animation and provide dynamic and continuous 360◦ views might represent an alternative solution for
museums such as in [44]. As with VRML, the image allows
panning and high-quality zooming. Furthermore, hotspots that
connect the QTVR and panoramas with other files can be added
[45]. In contrast, X3D is an Open Standards XML-enabled 3D

file format offering real-time communication of 3D data across
all applications and network applications. Although, X3D is
sometimes considered as an Application Programming Interface (API) or a file format for geometry interchange, its main
characteristic is that it combines both geometry and runtime
behavioral descriptions into a single file alone. Moreover, X3D
is considered to be the next revision of the VRML97 ISO
specification, incorporating the latest advances in commercial
graphics hardware features, as well as improvements based on
years of feedback from the VRML97 development community.
For a virtual museum, making possible the presentation of virtual exhibitions, the visualization usually consists of dynamic
Web pages embedded with 3D VRML models [9]. This can be
enhanced with other multimedia information (i.e. movie clips,
sound) and used remotely over web protocols (i.e. HTTP). A
more 3D graphics format, is COLLAborative Design Activity
(COLLADA) [46] which defines an open standard XML schema
for exchanging digital assets among various graphics software
applications that might otherwise store their assets in incompatible formats. One of the main advantages of COLLADA is that is
includes more advanced physics functionality such as collision
detection and friction (which Web3D does not support).
Moreover, more powerful technologies that have been used
in museum environments include OpenSceneGraph (OSG) [47]
and a variety of 3D game engines [48,49]. OSG is an open
source multi-platform high performance 3D graphics toolkit,
used by museums [50,51] to generate more powerful VR applications, especially in terms of immersion and interactivity since
it supports text, video, audio and 3D scenes into a single 3D environment. On the other hand, 3D games engines are also very
powerful and they provide superior visualization and physics
support. Serious games is a new concept and allows for collaborative use of 3D spaces which are used for learning and
educational purposes in a number of educational domains. The
main strengths of serious gaming applications could be generalised as being in the areas of communication, visual expression
of information, collaboration mechanisms, interactivity and
entertainment. Both technologies (OSG and 3D game engines)
compared to VRML and X3D can provide very realistic and
immersive museum environments but they have two main drawbacks. First, they require advanced programming skills in order
to design and implement custom applications. Secondly, they
do not have support for mobile devices such as PDAs and 3G
phones.
3.3. Virtual reality exhibitions
VR is a simulation of a real or imaginary environment generated in 3D by digital technologies that is experienced visually
and provides the illusion of reality. Over the past few years, modeling software has become affordable and the cost of building
virtual environments has fallen considerably, thus fuelling new
application domains such as virtual heritage. For example, low
cost and highly interactive VR experiences for museum visitors
can be created on the basis of standard hardware components (a
relatively low cost PC with cheap graphics accelerator, a touch
screen and a sensor device, e.g. a inertia cube), some applica-
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tion software and suitable browser plug-ins. VR applications can
be used by distributed groups of large numbers of players, and
are immersive and interactive. In a VR environment participants
get immersed into a completely artificial world but there are
various types of VR systems, which provide different levels of
immersion and interaction. Heim believes that weak VR can be
characterized by the appearance of a 3D environment on a 2D
screen [52].
In contrast, strong VR is the total sensory immersion, which
includes immersion displays, tracking and sensing technologies.
Common visualization displays include head-mounted displays
and 3D polarizing stereoscopic glasses while inertia and magnetic trackers are the most popular positional and orientation
devices. As far as sensing is considered, 3D mouse and gloves
can be used to create a feeling of control of an actual space.
An example of a high immersion VR environment is Kivotos,
a VR environment that uses the CAVE® system, in a room of
3 meters by 3 meters, where the walls and the floor act as projection screens and in which visitors take off on a journey thanks
to stereoscopic 3D glasses [53]. As mentioned earlier, virtual
exhibitions can be visualized in the Web browser in the form of
3D galleries, but they can also be used as a stand-alone interface (i.e. not within the web browser). In addition, a number
of commercial VR software tools and libraries exist, such as
Cortona [54], which can be used to generate fast and effectively
virtual museum environments. However, the cost of creating and
storing the content (i.e. 3D galleries) is considerably high for the
medium and small sized museums that represent the majority of
cultural heritage institutions. An overview of the tools and methods available to visitors visualizing a virtual museum has been
already carried out [55].
3.4. Augmented reality exhibitions
In addition to the VR exhibitions, museum visitors can enjoy
an enhanced experience by visualizing, interacting and navigating into museum collections (i.e. artifacts), or even by creating
museum galleries in an AR environment. The virtual visitors
can position virtual artifacts anywhere in the real environment
by using either sophisticated software methods (i.e. computer
vision techniques) or specialized tracking devices (i.e. InertiaCube). Although the AR exhibition is harder to achieve, it offers
more advantages to museum visitors as compared to Web3D and
VR exhibitions. Specifically, in an AR museum exhibition, virtual information (usually 3D objects but it can also be any type
of multimedia information, such as textual or pictorial information) is overplayed upon video frames captured by a camera,
giving users an impression that the virtual cultural artifacts actually exist in the real environment. Through human–computer
interaction techniques users can examine thoroughly the virtual
artifacts through tactile manipulation of fiducials (i.e. markers)
or sensor devices (i.e. pinch-gloves). This ‘augmentation’ of the
real-world environment can lead to an intuitive access to the
museum information and enhance the impact of the museum
exhibition on virtual visitors.
One of the earliest examples of an interactive virtual exhibition is an automated tour guide system that uses AR techniques
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[56]. It can superimpose meaningful audio on the real world
on the basis of the location of the user, offering the advantage of enriching visitors’ experiences. Also, the Meta-Museum
guide system [57] is based on AR and artificial intelligence technologies and provides a communication environment between
the real world and cyberspace to maximize the utilization of a
museum’s archives and knowledge base. Furthermore, AR has
been experimentally applied to make it possible to visualise
incomplete or broken real objects as they were in their original state by superimposition of the missing parts [10]. Finally,
the ARCO system [23,11] provides customised tools for virtual
museum environments, ranging from the digitisation of museum
collections to the tangible visualization of both museum galleries
and artifacts. ARCO developed tangible interfaces that allow
museum visitors to visualise virtual museums in Web3D, VR and
AR environments sequentially. A major benefit of an AR-based
interface resides in the fact that carefully designed applications
can themselves provide novel and intuitive interaction without
the need for expensive input devices.
3.5. Mixed reality exhibitions
Finally, mixed reality (MR) relies on a combination of
VR, AR and the real environment. According to Milgram and
Kishino’s virtuality-continuum, real world and virtual world,
objects are presented together on a single display [58] with visual
representation of real and virtual space [59]. An example of the
use of MR techniques in a museum environment is the Situating
Hybrid Assemblies in Public Environments (SHAPE) project
[60] that uses hybrid reality technology to enhance users’ social
experience and learning in museum and other exhibition environments, with regard to cultural artifacts and to their related
contexts. It proposes the use of a sophisticated device called the
periscope (it is now called the Augurscope), which is a portable
mixed reality interface, inside museum environments to support
visitors interaction and visualisation of artifacts.
3.6. Haptics
‘Haptics, from the Greek word ‘haptein’, involves the modality of touch and the sensation of shape and texture which an
observer feels when exploring a virtual object’ [61]. Haptics
makes it possible to achieve the extension of visual displays
to render them more realistic, useful and engaging for visitors.
One of the most characteristic museum applications using haptics is at the University of Southern California’s Interactive Art
Museum [62]. In this case, the PHANToM device was used
within a museum allowing visitors to touch and feel virtual
artifacts [63] PHANToM is a desk-grounded robot that allows
simulation of single fingertip contact with virtual objects through
a pointing device (i.e. stylus). In addition, its actuators communicate forces back to the user’s fingertips as it detects collisions
with virtual objects, simulating the sense of touch. Another
application is the ‘Museum of Pure Form’ a VR system where
users can interact, through the senses of touch and sight, with
digital models of 3D art forms and sculptures. Its aim was to
change the way normal users perceive sculptures, statues or,
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more generally, any type of 3D artwork [64]. Two different presentations of this application were developed including a system
placed inside several museums and art galleries around Europe
as well as a system placed inside a CAVETM environment [27].
3.7. Use of handheld devices in museums
Handheld devices represent a wide range, including
cell phones, personal-digital assistants (PDAs) and tabloids.
Improvements during the past few years in optics, processing
power and ergonomics have initiated a number of museum-based
applications. A prototype application is the City co-visiting
system which combines VR, hypermedia technology, handheld
devices and ultrasound tracking technology to allow three visitors, one on-site and two remote [65]. A location–aware PDA is
used for the on-site visitor to display the ongoing positions of all
three visitors on a map of the gallery while the two off-site visitors use two different environments: a web-only environment
and a VE. The application also supports web-based multimedia information for the off-site visitors that are dynamically
presented upon movement across the map. The San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art (SFMoMA) has also presented work
from its permanent collection in iPAQ handhelds [66]. Furthermore, the giCentre at City University is exploring LBS
through the use of mobile computing including the use of thirdgeneration (3G) phones and PDAs [67]. Users can interact with
the virtual artifacts using either the menu interface or the stylus.
In addition, using external sensors (i.e. inertia cube, accelerometers and digital compass) museum visitors can perceive virtual
information about the artifacts in relation to their location inside
the museum.
4. Real and virtual museum
According to the definition of the International Council of
Museums (ICOM) about museums [68]: “A museum is a nonprofit making, permanent institution in the service of society
and of its development, and open to the public, which acquires,
conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits, for purposes
of study, education and enjoyment, material evidence of people and their environment.” Virtual museum enjoy the same
functions of acquisition, storage, documentation, research, exhibition and communication as the ‘brick and mortar’ museums
as set out by the above definition. They can, in addition, act
in a complementary and auxiliary manner. A virtual museum
website can provide worldwide publicity. Research has revealed
that 70% of people visiting a museum website would subsequently be more likely to go and visit the ‘real’ museum [69].
Museum curators can digitally preserve the artifacts of their collections. The effective safeguarding of cultural artifacts can be
achieved through the use of technological advances, by means
of the comparison of different images across time to monitor their conservation. Furthermore, they provide the means to
create digital representations of cultural artifacts and database
technologies with which multimedia information about the virtual museum artifacts can be stored and retrieved whenever is
needed. The digitized information can be re-used in a variety of

ways, for different purposes and probably even by other cultural
institutions.
Additionally, virtual museums allow museum curators to
experiment with various arrangements of 3D objects inside the
gallery, to test different designs before deciding on the presentation style of a temporary exhibition. They create and disseminate
to the wider public virtual models of cultural artifacts that
combine archaeological accuracy and reliability with aesthetic
pleasure. Finally, they visualize the digital representation of
the cultural objects via VR and AR interfaces, so as to make
available to the wider audience more realistic and appealing
virtual museum exhibitions that can be interactively and easily
explored. In addition to this, they can overcome limitations of
space in respect of the number of objects accessible in the real
museum [70].
The WWW is widely used by museums for putting their
collections online [71], not only because it is very popular (especially among young people), but also because it is in the hands
of museum curators a powerful communication tool that can
deliver in a fast, user-friendly and low-cost information about
the museum to potential virtual visitors and provides museum
curators with a great variety of opportunities in terms of museum
data dissemination. As it has been already mentioned, virtual
museums, through innovative technologies, provide unrestricted
round-the-clock access to their visitors through the WWW. Virtual museums can provide access from any place and to anyone,
including people with special needs (visual, acoustic, speech and
motor disabilities and learning difficulties). The UN Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities [72], the Americans
with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) [73] and the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) in the UK state that disabled people have
equal rights of ‘access to goods, facilities and services’ [74]. It
is therefore the responsibility of Cultural institutions, such as
museums to find ways of providing access to the exhibitions to
people with disabilities. Digital museums take into account the
need emphasized by the Resource Disability Action Plan and
formed by the Council of Museums, Archives and Libraries for
efficient ways of using new technologies which allow the access
to museum exhibitions to all end-user groups including virtual
access to disabled people [75] using AR interfaces designed to
operate on off-the shelf computer systems [9].
The cultural artifacts that are exhibited in the physical environment of a museum are usually shown in display cases, where
only a limited amount of information about them is available.
In virtual museum exhibitions, museum artifacts can be digitized and visualized into a virtual interactive environment. A
virtual exhibit can contain information that a physical exhibit in
a museum showcase cannot. Thus, museum curators are given
the opportunity to offer a more rewarding experience thanks
to rich multimedia context information data about the objects,
in comparison to artifacts that are locked in a museum glass
case with a simple description on a card. In these virtual exhibitions, users may explore exhibits in an interactive and more
flexible way. Virtual museum exhibitions provide the experience
of allowing virtual visitors to observe and examine an object
from all angles. AR exhibitions can also involve physical interfaces (i.e. marker-cards), which are used as the link between real
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and virtual worlds. Physical interfaces allow museum visitors
to pick up and manipulate virtual cultural objects and examine
them within the display system in their hands (i.e. flat screen)
[9]. Additionally, a virtual museum gives the user the control of
the virtual tour, because it may provide 3D views of a museum
and a floor plan. Virtual visitors can orient themselves; know in
which room of the virtual exhibition the exhibits are found and
to which group of the exhibits an object belongs. The exhibits
themselves can convey their meaning, when they are examined
in conjunction with the other exhibits of the room and through a
narrative that connects the objects and their context and ‘brings
to life the potential dynamism of objects and their stories’ [76].
The communities targeted by virtual museums are the
museum curators and the end-users. The second category can
be divided into three subcategories: the specialists, the students
and the tourists [77,78]. Virtual museum exhibitions can contain
a great amount and depth of information, meant to broaden perspectives, satisfy needs and encourage a deeper understanding
of virtual visitors of any of the above profiles. They can fulfil
the need for “basic and distinguishing information’ of simple
tourists [79] and they do not need any additional help to deciphering the concepts and the ideas behind museum objects [80,
p. 210]. Virtual museums are also capable of providing information to a degree of detail that is sufficient for various kinds of
visitors [72] while it may assist the specialised research needs
including the comparative study requirements of specialists and
students, by providing access not only to one, but to multiple
museum collections. Furthermore, creative websites may attract
audiences that ‘would not normally use libraries or museums’
[81] and do not have prior knowledge of or interest in the subject
of the museum exhibition [82]. The visitors of virtual museum
exhibitions are not passive nor do they lack opportunities to
develop their critical skills. A virtual museum can provide visitors with the freedom to explore, to exercise autonomy and to
be active participants as they create their own virtual tour and
paths. Additionally, the digital tools provided are used as cognitive technologies that help the virtual visitors transcend the
limitations of the human mind, such as memory or problem
solving limitations [83] and construct their own knowledge. A
representative example of the above is the ability provided to
virtual museum visitors for creating a personal online exhibition of digitized material, a ‘gallery’ that corresponds to their
interests and they can share it with others [33]. In a virtual
museum environment, there are more learning opportunities
via educational games than in a physical museum [84,85], as
cited by [86]. Most of the virtual museums have been designed
by taking into account the constructivist principles of learning
through construction and learning through play [87,88] and they
involve interaction, experiencing and learning at the same time.
In a virtual museum environment, the visitor is not an observer
but s/he interacts with the learning objects and s/he constructs
her/himself the knowledge. Museum visitors use and interact
with the virtual museum environment via a constructive dialogue that provide them with access to thematic information
and explanations about the museum objects’ context with the
level of information and the amount of detail they prefer [89].
Learning is an active process and the end-users are engaged in
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hands-on involvement in an engaging experience that enhances
the understanding, fosters fruitful learning interactions, awakens
and keeps the interest alive and enriches aesthetic sensitivities.
Most of the time, virtual visitors do not want to ‘learn something’
but rather to engage in an ‘experience of learning’ or ‘learning
for fun’ that can be ‘important and enjoyable in its own right’
[90].
5. Problems and implications confronted
New technologies provide new possibilities and impose
new restrictions [91]. Despite significant advantages, a virtual
museum also presents drawbacks. The forms these take will
now be examined. ‘VR’ (an oxymoron) cannot have the complexity of the real objects. Virtual museum comes from Greek
dynaton (gr. δυνατóν=possible) and it means “that in potential”
(Aristotle, Analitici primi) and exists in potential form and not
in reality [92]. The problem is that advanced graphic systems
that are used for computer reconstructions adopted by virtual
museums may sometimes be too realistic. They are based on
partial evidence, but they suggest an impression of good knowledge of the past. Sometimes advanced graphic systems present
the ‘image’ as true, giving the sense of misleading accuracy
[93,94]. When the reconstructed item has a lot of missing elements then – obviously – scientists must use their imagination
or rely on ethno-historical information on how similar cases
might have looked like, in order to reconstruct it. However, in
these cases, the result will not be an explanation of the past,
but a personal and subjective way of seeing it. A good ‘image’
can give the impression to the viewer that museologists know
more than they actually do. Some products of computer reconstructions can be considered as scientifically accurate, because
they seem to be accurate. The term “user” is used for virtual
museum visitors, because, in order to retrieve information on
virtual exhibits, computer skills are required [86]. This means
that the computer illiterate are automatically excluded and a lot
of visitors encounter difficulties with understanding the use of
plug-ins and other applications that need to be downloaded from
the Internet and installed in order to retrieve information from
sophisticated virtual museum exhibitions.
The idea of the ambiguity between reality and virtuality can
be first traced in the Metaphor of the Cave in The Republic of
Plato, where people take as real a fact that is an illusion [95].
Prisoners that have been chained and held immobile can only
see at a wall in front of them. Behind them, there is a fire and
between them and the fire there is a walkway with shadows of
moving things and creatures. So, they consider the shadows and
the echoes as the only ‘reality’ and the reflections of objects
more important than the objects themselves.
When it comes to building virtual reconstructions, even if
there is a degree of accuracy, the one-sided view of the reconstructed site is still wrong. Computer reconstructions that offer
only one aspect of the subject they examine and do not provide
any alternative reconstructions, contradict the fact that there are
many ways to examine the Past. In virtual reconstructions there
is only one aspect of the subject that has been reconstructed
and no alternative reconstructions have been created. Some
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high-quality and sophisticated virtual museums involve collaborations between museologists and computer experts. In such
cases, communication problems often arise between those with
theoretical knowledge in museology and those with practical
knowledge of computers. In most circumstances, the software
itself used by virtual museums is not accessible to museologists
and computer scientists stand between them and the data. In
some cases, it is probable that the Past is both misinterpreted
and misrepresented. The visualization results are impressive,
thus fulfilling a primary goal, more specifically general public
consumption, but without, in turn, serving the museum goals.
Virtual museums may provide users with fragmented museumrelated information that often bear no obvious information with
each other or refer to a useful context. In addition to this, some
virtual museums suffer from the lack of clearly identified purposes. Their design must be carried out according to their raison
d’être and the information provided must be organized in order
to construct a narrative [96]. A virtual museum has to define its
target community/ies, its aims, its content and how this will be
structured and delivered. Throughout all the creation phases of
the virtual museum, evaluation studies that involve real users
must be undertaken, in order to identify the parts of the program
that need further improvement [97].
6. Conclusions
In this paper, the various types of virtual museums in the light
of a range of classifications have been discussed. With the use of
imaging technology, Web3D, VR, AR, MR, haptics and handheld devices as PDAs, museums can exploit all possibilities of
the new media, analyze and answer in various ways to visitors’
needs, enable an intuitive interaction with the displayed content
and provide an entertaining and educational experience. The
benefits of virtual museums are noteworthy as far as museum
curators are concerned and in terms of documentation, conservation, research and exhibition. The virtual museums have the
potential to both preserve and disseminate the cultural information in an effectively and at a low-cost through innovative
methods and tools. They are an engaging medium with great
appeal to a variety of groups of visitors and can promote the ‘real
sites’ by providing information about museum exhibitions and
offer an enhanced display of museum artifacts through emerging
technologies. Various groups of end-users such as tourists, students and specialists can take advantage of them and satisfy their
learning and entertainment needs. The visit of virtual museums
can be an enjoyable and productive experience that draws the
user into involvement and participation and help the promotion
of real museums [98].
The virtual museums enrich the museum experience by
allowing an intuitive interaction with the virtual museum artifacts. A comparison between real and virtual museums indicates
that there still are important issues for virtual museums to solve.
Good collaboration must be ensured between cultural heritage
specialists (museum curators, historians, archaeologists, etc.)
and information science specialists to achieve optimal results
and in order to avoid dependence on market-produced software
and to promote open-source software that may be produced with

the aid of cultural heritage specialists. Virtual museums cannot
and do not intend to replace the walled museums. They can be
characterised as ‘digital reflections’ of physical museums that do
not exist per se, but act complementarily to become an extension
of physical museums exhibition halls and the ubiquitous vehicle of the ideas, concepts and ‘messages’ of the real museum.
Their primary aim is (or should be) to investigate and propose
models for the exploration of the real purpose and conceptual
orientation of a museum.
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Abstract
Misconceptions about the nature of the computing disciplines pose a serious problem to university faculties that
offer computing degrees, as students enrolling on their programmes may come to realise that their expectations
are not met by reality. This frequently results in the students’ early disengagement from the subject of their degrees
which in turn can lead to excessive ‘wastage’, that is, reduced retention. In this paper, we report on our academic
group’s attempts within creative computing degrees at a UK university to counter these problems through the
introduction of a 6 week long project that newly enrolled students embark on at the very beginning of their studies.
This group project, involving the creation of a 3D etch-a-sketch-like computer graphics application with a hardware
interface, provides a breadth-first, activity-led introduction to the students’ chosen academic discipline, aiming to
increase student engagement while providing a stimulating learning experience with the overall goal to increase
retention. We present the methods and results of two iterations of these projects in the 2009/2010 and 2010/2011
academic years, and conclude that the approach worked well for these cohorts, with students expressing increased
interest in their chosen discipline, in addition to noticeable improvements in retention following the first year of
the students’ studies.
ACM CCS: [Computers and Education]: K.3.2 Computer and Information Science Education—Computer science
education

1. Introduction
When applying for a university degree in the computing disciplines [ACM06], relatively few potential students have a
fully accurate conception of what their chosen degree may entail. Many may believe computing or computer science to be
an extension of the use of office suites that they are familiar
with from ICT (information and communication technologies) courses at school, confusing the degree programmes
with basic computer literacy [BM05]. This problem appears
to be exacerbated by current teaching practices in schools
[Roy10]. In other words, school or college learners may not
be aware of the differences between ICT, based on the use of
computing technology, and Computer Science with its emphasis on problem solving and the production of solutions
which often involve programming. As a result, many students

are disappointed when they enrol at university and, to their
dismay, discover their mistake. This is reflected in the observable decline of retention in computing programmes, and
to remedy this, it has been suggested to modify degrees to
become ‘more fun’ and to offer ‘multidisciplinary and crossdisciplinary programs’ [Car06] that will keep students interested in the subject. Unfortunately, retention problems are not
restricted to traditional computing courses, but also extend to
some of the multidisciplinary and cross-disciplinary degree
programmes, such as creative computing degrees. Creative
computing degrees are those degree programmes that expose
students to the use of computing outside of the traditional
desktop computing context. They include computing for the
creative industries (see http://www.skillset.org) and also explore the creative use of computing itself, for example, in
wireless sensor networks, embedded in consumer devices or
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as collections of services that augment our physical and digital environments. In these degrees, there is the potential to
find a completely new set of misconceptions, where potential
students confuse programmes such as multimedia computing, for example, with more vocational training courses for
content creation software packages or web design. These
applicants often demonstrate very strong expectations that
their courses will predominantly feature artistic and creative
content production topics, usually at the expense of more
low-level technical topics such as mathematics, computer
architectures or programming. Furthermore, the complexity
of undergraduate computing degree programmes tends to be
greatly underestimated. Once students become aware of this,
they often disengage from the subject matter, often resulting
in assessment failure or in the worst cases, withdrawal from
their degree programmes. Consequently, retaining computing students remains a serious problem, one possible solution
for which is to deepen the students’ engagement with the
subject.
Following the adoption of a new pedagogic model by
the Faculty of Engineering and Computing (EC), Coventry
University (UK), the solution of the Creative Computing subject group to address this problem has been the development
of an integrative, interdisciplinary learning experience, providing new students with a breadth-first introduction to their
chosen academic discipline. Newly enrolled students embark
on a subject-spanning group project dubbed the ‘Six Week
Challenge’ (see http://vimeo.com/neophyte/pressplay), that
encompasses the first 6 weeks of their first year at university, replacing the regular teaching schedule and combining
various aspects of the courses that make up the first year
of the creative computing degree programmes. This project,
which is not formally assessed, aspires to confront students
with a challenging and ambitious task requiring them to take
on a proactive role in problem-solving and to use their own
initiative if they want their ‘product’ to succeed. They are
encouraged to ‘learn by doing’, assuming responsibility for
their student experience in the process, aiming to engage
them closely with the subject matter of their degree programme while improving cohort cohesion, engagement and
retention.
In this paper, we first present (Section 2) the background details of Activity-Led Learning (ALL), which
has been adopted as the educational methodology in the
6 week group project. In Section 3 we describe how the
group project of building a 3D etch-a-sketch-like computer
graphics application engages students with activities integrating software and hardware development with usability evaluation, viral marketing techniques and academic
writing. We present the results of an evaluation of the
methods, based on student surveys, in Section 4. and discuss implications of the results in Section 5. We conclude
in Section 6 with insights gained and issues for further
consideration.
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2. Activity-Led Learning (ALL)
One of the goals of higher education is to prepare students
for life by enabling them to become independent learners.
Independent learning does not come easy to students who
have adapted to becoming passive participants in the learning process, where they are presented with all of the required
learning material, a learning style that many of them acquired during their secondary education. The students of
this ‘Plug&Play Generation’ [AM06, AM07] are sometimes
described as suffering from shorter attention spans and impatience with the expectation to achieve quick and effortless
results. However, ‘active involvement in learning helps the
student to develop the skills of self-learning while at the same
time contributing to a deeper, longer lasting knowledge of
the theoretical material’ [MK02]. This is a key reason why
our faculty has adopted ALL [WM08, IJP*08, PJB*10], a
student-centred approach that has its roots in problem-based
learning (PBL) [SBM04]. PBL is a constructivist instructional method [SD95] that provides a ‘complex mixture of a
general teaching philosophy, learning objectives and goals’
[VB93].
2.1. Advantages
The problems that students are required to solve in PBL
are usually much broader and more extensive than the relatively small, self-contained and well-defined exercises used
in more traditional teaching sequences [BFG*00]. Furthermore, in PBL and similar approaches, such as ALL, educators
take on the role of facilitator, guiding the students’ learning
and monitoring their progress [HS04], which some studies
on the subject have concluded may be superior in some aspects over more traditional teaching methods [VB93]. Such
activity based educational approaches are supposed to work
especially well in group projects, as they take advantage
of group members’ distributed expertise by allowing the
whole group to tackle problems that would normally be
too difficult for individuals [HS04], including other students
in mutually supporting roles, as well as tutors and faculty
[AM93].
PBL has gained some acceptance as an effective approach
within a variety of disciplines in higher education environments [YG96, Fel96, BFG*00]. This may be attributed to it
providing an environment where the student is immersed, receiving guidance and support from fellow students and where
the learning process is functional [Per92].
ALL and PBL not only lend themselves to the teaching
of computing [BFG*00] and computer graphics [MGJ06],
but the use of computer graphics itself offers the possibility of defining interesting PBL scenarios whilst also enabling collaborative or mediated learning activities that could
lead to better learning [Tud92]. Learning occurs through
multiple interactions within the learning environment
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[SD95, Cam96] and thus a potential added benefit of using computer graphics in combination with PBL scenarios is
that learners engage with these using different senses, helping
them to fully immerse themselves in the learning situation
[Csi90] which could be expected to result in learning gains
[CGSG04].

2.2. Pitfalls
This type of student-centred education is not without problems, however. It has been criticised due to the amount of
guidance given to students [KSC06], relying on the use of
‘scaffolding’, that is, close guidance of the learner’s discovery, which others consider a simple improvement of a fundamentally ineffective approach [SKC07]. Finding an adequate
balance for the amount of guidance given to students is one of
the challenges of this type of educational approach [BBA09],
as students might become too dependent on the provision of
guidance, defeating one of the main aims of this type of approach, that is, to create independent problem solvers. It has
been suggested that one precondition for the success of activity centred instruction is that participants need to already be
highly motivated, well educated and possessing some degree
of base competency in the subject area before engaging in
activities [Mer07] and that the success of PBL approaches
may depend upon the ability of students to work together
to identify and analyse problems and to generate solutions
[Cam96].
The use of scaffolding is not universally seen as a negative,
and it has been suggested that the idea of PBL implies a
‘minimally guided’ form of education is wrong [HSDC07].
Our experience has been that to be useful, it is far from
minimally guided, but also that this does not imply that the
students are encouraged to become dependent on constant
guidance from staff. The staff time requirements, however,
are significant in comparison to traditional teaching.

2.3. Creative computing at Coventry University
The Creative Computing subject group of Coventry
University’s EC faculty delivers degree courses which aim
to produce graduates and computing professionals capable of working in environments where art and technology
meet. Our courses have a strong Computer Science core,
balanced with studies in design theory, game development,
programming, graphics and content creation, pervasive and
sensing technologies, usability and video and sound production. The teaching team strives to develop a strong interdisciplinary environment integrating content from these distinct
domains.
Computing curriculum recommendations state that ‘the
breadth of the discipline should be taught early in the curriculum’ [Tuc96]. This is realised in a breadth-first computing curriculum, where students are exposed to the computing

domain through a broad introduction to the major areas of
Computer Science [VW00], allowing them to gain a more
comprehensive understanding and appreciation of the discipline. They are able to gain ‘a holistic view of a topic
before they learn about more complicated details’ [DG06]
that empowers them. Important concepts are touched upon
early on to provide students with the basis for a much larger
range of activities than would be possible in more traditional/conservative teaching sequences. This is because students experience the tasks that they embark upon in the wider
context of the computing discipline, rather than as isolated
subject matter. While to many students this may seem intimidating at first, it nevertheless tends to result in much deeper
understanding.
In line with a faculty driven move towards more activityled teaching and learning, the Creative Computing subject
group has developed a 6 week group project. The project
aims to immerse first year students in an engaging activity
designed to address some of their apprehensions, while introducing, in microcosm, the entire spread of topics in the
first year curriculum. The design of the project is described
in more detail next, in Section 3

3. A Six Week Challenge—Learning by Doing
First piloted at the start of the 2009/2010 academic year
[SEA*10] (see also http://vimeo.com/neophyte/pressplay),
the activity for our creative computing degrees, including
Multimedia Computing and Games Technology pathways,
integrates software and hardware development with usability
evaluation, viral marketing techniques and academic writing.
In its refined second iteration at the onset of the 2010/2011
academic year, the software development aspect focussed
on computer graphics, resulting in the students’ creation of
a computer graphics application with a physical hardware
interface. Our creative computing degree programmes are
heavily reliant on modern multimedia concepts and technologies. ‘Multimedia—-while embracing computer graphics—
describes the foray of other disciplines into the digital realm’
[Gon00] and through their projects our students not only
‘learn computer graphics’, but also ‘learn through computer
graphics’, effectively making our students’ learning experience a hybrid of both aspects of teaching computer graphics
in context [CC09].
The purpose of a Six Week Challenge is to allow students
to evaluate the flavour of the course they are about to embark upon, addressing a number of issues in the orientation
of new students whilst promoting high levels of engagement,
which aim at both deep learning and increased retention.
The activities were intended to be challenging and engaging
without requiring assessment to monitor progress or encourage participation. Next, we describe our rationale for finding
a suitable challenge (Section 3.1) and the details related to
running one (Section 3.2).
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3.1. Finding a suitable challenge
To meet our goal of engaging the students with the creative
computing discipline we had to face our own challenge of
finding a suitable set of integrative activities for students. In
the development of such activities it is important that they
are meaningful to the student [Cun99], and appropriate for
the intended student group, which in our case are absolute
beginners embarking on their first steps in higher education. The activities designed for the 6 week group project
would have to be related to the degree programmes of the
students, complex enough to appear challenging, yet achievable within the set time-frame. At the same time the problem
that ‘students . . . expect to see immediate (and spectacular)
results, often before they have learned enough to achieve anything remotely spectacular’ [AM07] needs to be addressed
by enabling the students to achieve results that appear ‘spectacular’. We first delivered a Six Week Challenge in the
2009/2010 academic year, and did so again in the 2010/2011
academic year. The student cohorts, staff numbers and tasks
set for both years were as follows:
• The 2009/2010 cohort consisted of 56 students, with
6 faculty members and one graduate intern involved, of
whom only 4 faculty members were actively delivering
content. Students were tasked with developing a hardware controlled media player (see [SEA*10] for more
details).
• The 2010/2011 cohort consisted of 54 students supported
by 6 faculty and 2 teaching assistants. The students were
tasked with the development of a graphics application
based on the popular Etch A Sketch® drawing toy by
the Ohio Art Company (http://www.etch-a-sketch.com),
the computer implementation of which would not only
involve graphics, but would also provide an interesting
exercise in user interface design and evaluation [Bux86].
To provide students with an additional challenge, we extended the basic concept of a 2D drawing toy to the third
dimension: a 3D etch-a-sketch-like graphics application
with turnable knobs as inputs for drawing on the three
axes.
In both the 2009/2010 and 2010/2011 challenges, Processing [RF06] (http://www.processing.org) was chosen as the
development environment for the task. It is a Java-derivative
language for computer arts creation, which lends itself well
to introductory programming and computer graphics education [PBTF09] and also interfaces with the Arduino microcontroller [Sto09] (http://www.arduino.cc/) that we chose for
the development of the hardware interface. The Arduino is an
Open Hardware design that has been successfully employed
as an educational tool [FW10], which allows the easy creation of input devices for computers. The kits we used were
ideal for our purposes as they did not require any soldering,
allowing the hardware to be simply slotted together.
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Table 1: A Six Week Challenge consists of six sub-challenges, or
themes. Each theme adds a new element to the overall project and
can be completed by students within a week.

Week
1
2
3
4
5
6

Theme

Section

2D graphics programming
3D graphics programming
Hardware design & interfacing
Usability evaluation
Viral marketing
Academic communication & reporting

3.2.1.
3.2.1.
3.2.2.
3.2.3.
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2

Our careful selection and presentation of topics was aimed
to provide students with the opportunity to quickly evaluate
the flavour of the course they were about to embark upon,
addressing a number of issues in the orientation of new students and attempting to promote high levels of engagement,
deep learning and increased retention.

3.2. Running the challenge
Since the Six Week Challenge is a group project, the
2010/2011 cohort of 54 students was split up into groups
of 6 to 7 students. For the duration of the project normal
delivery of teaching was suspended entirely whilst the teaching team worked collaboratively with the student groups to
develop their products.
The task of creating the 3D etch-a-sketch-like graphics
application with a dedicated hardware interface was broken
down into six sub-challenges, or themes (Table 1), that each
added new elements to the overall project and that each could
be completed within 1 week, including:
• graphics programming and software control, consisting
of 2D and 3D graphics programming in the Processing
language and the mapping of manipulation functions to
keyboard controls (see Section 3.2.1).
• hardware interface, concerning the construction of a
hardware interface with the Arduino micro-controller
for the 3D etch-a-sketch-like application (see Section
3.2.2).
• usability evaluation, to consider usability aspects of the
controller—this gives the students their first experience
of what it means for software not just to be correctly implemented, but also acceptable to users. This topic, which
relates to human-computer interaction (HCI) and usability, is particularly important on the degrees for which this
programme was developed (Section 3.2.3).
• dissemination (Section 3.2.4), consisting of a viral marketing campaign (Section 3.2.4.1) and academic communication (Section 3.2.4.2).
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3.2.1. Graphics programming and software control
The first set of tasks for the student groups concentrated on
the development of the graphics application. This required
each team to develop, using the ‘new to them’ Processing
language, know-how in the creation of the graphical elements needed to create the etch-a-sketch-like application. It
consisted of:

Figure 1: The Activity-Led Instruction cycle. The
mainactivityis introduced through an introductory lecture to subject-specific aspects of the students’ task,
which they then solve independently; this may lead to
furtheractivitiesand additional lectures that are based on
students’ needs/demands.
We employed an activity-led instruction cycle [AP09]
(Figure 1) in which students were first, in a Monday morning
briefing at the start of each week, introduced to the subchallenges. Important subject related information was covered in a short introductory lecture, followed by a variety
of guided learning activities that focussed on the challenge
for the week which the students participated in. The students were then left to work out how to solve each of the
sub-challenges, being allowed to organise their remaining
time as they saw fit. Teaching staff were available throughout the week to provide encouragement and additional guidance when requested and, depending on the student groups’
progress, to run additional sessions to cover subject areas that
the students discovered while working on their projects, with
these support sessions timetabled from Tuesday to Thursday.
No group structure was enforced, although in many groups
individuals began to take on obvious roles, such as leader,
tester or presenter.
A special ‘show and tell’ session consisting of a gathering
of all of the students and lecturers involved in the project was
organised for the end of every week (Section 3.2.4.3). This
was an opportunity for students to demonstrate their work to
the whole cohort and to members of the faculty.
Overall, this mode of delivery allows students to actively influence the direction of their learning, as they are
given some level of control of the delivery of subjectspecific information, that is, while students receive an introductory lecture to subject-specific aspects in support of
their activities, any additional teaching sessions (lectures
and/or tutorials) are dependent on the students’ needs and/or
demands.

• implementation of the drawing environment itself, commencing with the drawing of simple 2D points, and
progressing to lines, squares and more complicated
2D shapes. A primary goal here was the understanding
of how objects could be created for display on the screen,
particularly their specification using vertices, edges and
faces. Some experimentation took place with simple
3D objects.
• placing newly created objects within the drawing environment in 2D and 3D. Developing an understanding of
basic affine transformations in 2D and 3D (i.e. translation, scaling and rotation). In many cases, this led to
animation attempts that required an exploration of aspects related to the composition and redisplay of scenes,
such as single- and double-buffering.
• definition of a changeable camera/view. The need for
knowledge about the camera naturally arose from incidents where objects unexpectedly disappeared from view
for some groups, either due to being placed outside of
the viewing area of the window or outside of a poorly
defined view frustum during 3D experimentation. Some
groups also wished to be able to move the camera around
in a manner similar to popular first person shooter games,
motivating them to learn more about camera parameters.
• user interaction, to allow the program to process input
from the keyboard and mouse. This involved a basic
understanding of event handling and the event processing
loop and was initially based on predefined keyboard input
(i.e. controls that allow a user to limit movement to X, Y
and Z), while students grasped the relation between the
event loop, user input processing and scene redisplay for
animation. Basic mouse control was also introduced.
• an appropriate graphical user interface design, building on
topics learned during user interaction, but going somewhat further to consider the ease of use for the user and
performance issues.
All of the student groups achieved at least a basic implementation of the features and demonstrated prototypes
capable of drawing to the screen in 2D and 3D, and allowing
the screen to be cleared subsequently. Most groups exceeded
the basic requirements (see for example, Figure 2) and included diverse additional features. Many of these related
to the selection of different drawing colours from a predefined palette, either by manual selection or, in some cases,
automatic schemes that accounted for the drawing depth by
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Figure 2: One of the student-created 3D drawing applications. Keyboard controls allow the turtle to be moved in three
dimensions and enable the screen to be cleared.

changing some of the colour characteristics. A number of implementations also featured the use of 2D shapes as brushes
with which to draw.
As students experimented with shapes and drawing in
3D, important questions arose. For example, technical issues relating to camera set-up, object and scene rotation, and
3D object positioning using transformations, all arose naturally as the task was feature-driven. Furthermore, in cases
where groups redisplayed the scene each frame, they also
required a means for storing and updating previously drawn
lines or shapes so that a full sketch could be displayed each
frame. This represented an interesting and challenging problem for the students, who investigated a number of data structures and methods to do this. In this way, students discovered
for themselves the need to understand these concepts, which
might otherwise have seemed obscure or unimportant.
Students were also encouraged to investigate different interaction schemes, for example, by mapping different keys
onto controls and considering mouse movement. In particular, they were tasked with attempting to control the application using the minimum number of keys possible and to create novel mouse-keyboard methods for control. This added
an extra challenge beyond the more obvious 1:1 mapping
between keys and functions, and additionally helped raise
important issues for consideration during the modelling of
the physical controller (Section 3.2.2) and in the usability
evaluation (Section 3.2.3) A number of groups succeeded in
enabling more advanced interaction control by combining
both the mouse and the keyboard. This proved to be very
useful when the groups were subsequently asked to design
user interaction tasks for usability studies.

3.2.2. Hardware interface
Once the basic graphics application was developed, teams
were asked to integrate their application with a dedicated
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Figure 3: Example of a student group’s hardware interface.
Three potentiometers (right side of board) allow the user to
draw in three dimensions.

hardware interface and then to evaluate the hardware prototypes. For the hardware task, students used the Arduino prototyping platform, which allows users to quickly construct
devices ranging from simple flashing lights to autonomous
spy-planes and hand-held consoles. Online resources were
provided to the student groups, including eBooks and hardware tutorials. In addition, students were given instructions
on how to create a blinking LED device using resistors and
potentiometers. Resistors were used to protect the circuit and
the potentiometer to control the speed of a LED Scanning
light effect. At the end of the task, all of the groups had created circuit diagrams for their etch-a-sketch-like applications
using the ‘Fritzing’ application [KWC09], and many students
created solutions with three potentiometers for controlling
the drawing (see for example, Figure 3), similar to the Digital Airbrush by Batagelj et al. [BMTM09]. Some of the most
important keyboard functions that were assigned to hardware
buttons included: change of colour, drawing speed change,
background colour change, clearing the screen, restoring the
screen, precision mode, camera movement, zoom in/out, and
the provision of a help screen. Some groups also decided
to provide a combination of two or more button pushes to
perform a particular action, solving the problem of having
too many key assigned features.

3.2.3. Usability evaluation
The usability component of the Six Week Challenge involved
students in designing a simple usability study for their etcha-sketch. Usability is perhaps the key issue in HCI. HCI is
concerned with how systems are used in practice, and usability is about how to design systems so that using them is easy,
effective and enjoyable [RSP11]. Thus, students focussed
on one or two key tasks for their etch-a-sketch, running the
study on four or five users, collecting data, and analysing it
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to develop an informed view on whether or not the interface
to their graphics application was usable in terms of the tasks
tested.
There are alternative approaches to usability in HCI.
Broadly, studies can be ‘ethnographic’, or ‘lab-based’. Labbased studies [DFAB03] feature pre-defined tasks carried out
by users in controlled settings where there is informed consent. Aspects of performance like completion times and error
rates are measured. This approach is useful for establishing
common issues across a range of users, and is particularly
appropriate in the context of system development, for evaluating prototypes. In contrast, ethnographic studies [Cra03]
are of naturally occurring use of real systems in authentic
contexts of use (i.e. the real world), unscripted and uncontrolled. This generates descriptive rather than numeric data,
and is good for looking at particular cases of use in depth.
It is particularly appropriate where the system is a product
rather than a prototype.
The lab-based approach was what was experienced by students during the Six Week Challenge. The students engaged
in the design of a usability study in which the setting, tasks
and measurements were all pre-defined and kept uniform
across different users to allow comparability of results.
In designing their usability tests, groups were first instructed to define the core tasks required of users by the
etch-a-sketch. To do this, it was suggested a simple task
analysis [Hor10] was created, showing the steps and any
substeps required to complete the task. This required students to think about scoping: what should the realistic limits of the tested task be? How long should it take? What
should count as its beginning and end, and what is the necessary sequence of actions? Following this, students turned to
metrics: what aspects of the users’ performances could and
should be counted? This relates to a quantitative approach to
data, where numbers are the basis for claims about usability.
Students made sensible suggestions: for example, number
of errors made, and time taken overall. This naturally led
into the need for ‘baseline’ measures, that is, benchmark
performances with which to compare user performance, and
how these should be established [Nie93]. After addressing
this issue, students were asked to prepare observational instruments (paper forms) they would use to record data, and
to explain to tutors in advance how they would carry out
data analysis, which led into consideration of individual and
mean scores, variance and representation, for example, by bar
charts. Crucially, students needed to be able to explain how
they would make usability claims on the basis of their data.
Most groups realised that the numerical scores they got from
users needed to approach or equal baselines. In that case,
it could be claimed that, in terms of tasks tested, their design was usable. Conversely, students were asked to consider
what they could say about design revision if the numbers
were further away from baselines, that is, it was more difficult to claim usability. This issue links usability studies to

technology design and is crucial to start negotiating early on
in the study of human-computer interaction.
These methods and techniques, although elementary, are
crucial to usability studies [BTT05], but can be hard to teach.
The most difficult issue is that students, while they may be
able to perform aspects of the practical work, are frequently
not so clear on how to design it or why they are doing it in the
first place. In the context of ALL, one goal of the usability
week was to start to inculcate a scientific approach, where
claims about usability are evidence-based, and the process is
explicit, repeatable and replicable. This was eased by the fact
that the groups had a vested interest in showing the usability
of their designs. This helped leverage understanding of these
principles: in other words, it was important for groups to show
that their claims were not just their own subjective opinion,
but evidence-based according to scientific practice, in such a
way that they would gain credibility. This is a crucial hurdle
for students to clear, and the motivation provided by the Six
Week Challenge undoubtedly helped (although developing a
scientific attitude is not immediate). That there was general
appreciation of this was clear from the end-of-week groupto-peer presentations made at the end of the usability week.
Having developed their usability tests, students had to run
them. This means engaging with users in systematic ways.
In particular, instructions needed to be developed and kept
consistent across users. Students had to learn not to interrupt or make hints to users, and crucially to keep their own
behaviour discreet and uniform across users to control for
any researcher effect. This resulted in tests being run in ways
that began to approach professional practice. Many students
worked out that in addition to the metrics they were using,
they could add in other qualitative observational data, for
example, questions users asked, things they said, facial expressions they made and so on. This spontaneous activity
was the beginning of the important process of gathering both
quantitative and qualitative data and looking for the complementarities between these, particularly how qualitative data
can help explain numbers: for example, where time was slow,
did the user ask a lot of questions? If so, this might indicate
confusion, which helps explain slow times.
The main difficulty in teaching HCI, including usability,
is that it is highly conceptual and often abstract. Typically
it is taught by asking students to run studies on interfaces
they may not have a personal interest in. The Six Week Challenge meant that students had a strong motivation to show
their designs were usable. Personal investment in the work
helped leverage engagement in many issues which can be a
challenge to teach, in particular the forming of a research
question for a usability study, the collection and analysis of
different types of data, realistic and relevant scoping of user
tasks, and the correct setting up and running of user sessions. The embedding of advanced usability material within
the Six Week Challenge increased its accessibility: there
was impressive work within a short period. Our activity-led
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approach in general can be claimed to ease the transition
from pre-degree to degree education, particularly helping to
ameliorate the feelings of dismay and difficulty we identified
in the introduction (Section 1).

3.2.4. Dissemination
An important further aim beyond developing students’ technical abilities and team work was to develop their awareness
of the importance of dissemination and how dissemination
should be tailored to both target audience and goal. Students disseminated their work both internally and externally
through group demonstrations, a viral marketing campaign
and academic communication methods. The aims of dissemination were to inform the work of other groups, to provide
them with the experience of presenting work to different external target-groups, highlighting the necessity of differing
dissemination methods based on the target audience (e.g.
academics, consumers), and to think about ways in which
quantitative and qualitative feedback could be collected. In
addition to internal demonstration, students also had to disseminate their work externally in two ways: through a viral
marketing campaign (Section 3.2.4.1) and in the form of an
academic manuscript (Section 3.2.4.2).
3.2.4.1. Viral marketing campaign This challenge involved student groups generating publicity for their products by creating web-pages for presenting their programs
and gathering usage statistics, as well as an online viral
advert linked to their product to tempt back users to their
groups’ product homepages. The stipulation of numbers was
an important inclusion as students would need to solve the
problem of digital verification and customer tracking. A suggested operational strategy for the week was to upload their
source code to an open source repository, and to upload their
executable to an online storage site or a hosted product website. Students were encouraged to create a video or other
promotional device and to disseminate this through social
networks. For visitor tracking we demonstrated the use of
Google analytics software [Cli10] and tracking code.
This task allows the students to work in media that most of
them are familiar with already: blogs, on-line videos, social
networking sites and so on. Rather than simply allow them to
demonstrate their familiarity and facility with these media,
however, the marketing task asks them to think more critically about what they can achieve through them, how they
might be applied in their studies or careers and ensures at
least a basic level of skill in the minority of students who,
before coming to university, have not had any experience in
this area. The students, who we might describe as ‘digital
natives’ [Pre01], do not always have a great deal of skill in
transferring their skills [KJCG08] or realise how they might
be of use in their studies or careers. The goal of this media
week component of the challenge was to get the students to
think about the context under which their future productive

Figure 4: Example of a student group’s graphics application embedded in their website. Control knobs on the interface allow the user to create a sketch interactively in three
dimensions.

activities may take place, and how to shape products and
messages for a particular audience. Whilst presented in a
light-hearted fashion, the media week provided opportunities for discussions about the nature of digital goods, ethics
and piracy, copyright, open source and creative commons
solutions to intellectual property rights problems.
We found that many students published their work by
placing interactive demonstrations of their graphics applications on their web-pages (Figure 4)and loading pre-recorded
videos on YouTube [BG09]. The Processing system provided
the necessary facilities for allowing students to do this themselves, as it allows interactive graphics programs to be embedded in websites. Most of the student groups successfully
completed the website integration of their applications and
interfaces, while some groups chose to provide downloadable executables of their applications instead. Unsurprisingly,
very few of the students exhibited any difficulty with the technical components of the week’s challenge: producing simple
web pages, embedding JavaScript tracking code, uploading
video content and accessing analytic data. The students performed particularly well during this week, being able to share
their existing knowledge of how to resource web activity for
free and they welcomed the opportunity to proudly demonstrate their achievements to their friends on social networking
sites. The graphical nature of the work seemed particularly
amenable to such sites, as a means for attracting interest from
peers and potential employers, and also serving as a starting
point for the creation of a graphics programming portfolio.
In fact, in hind-sight, we probably set the ‘number of viewers’ stipulation too low, as between them each group could
possess over one thousand contacts on social networking
sites. The more interesting learning outcomes of the week
occurred in the conversations that the tasks entailed. Some
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students worried about how to protect their products from
piracy (even though they were free) and then had to consider
this in the light of the fact that the tools with which they had
made them were free also. Students were encouraged to read
about copyright and creative commons solutions to the problem of intellectual property. Similarly, the mechanics of viral
marketing were a topic for discussion during the week, leading students to examine what makes an individual share a link
with their friends on the internet and which content was most
likely to trigger exponential sharing. This also helped raise
an awareness that the dissemination method must account
for the target audience, which may also include potential
employers.
This week’s activities also served to raise the question of
feedback, by looking at ways in which qualitative and quantitative data could be collected. This involved accounting
for simple metrics, such as tracking the number and types
of comments and views that their work attracted. The issue
of feedback is sometimes underestimated from the students’
point of view. Graphics work published on the web may be a
very useful way for attracting comments from more skilled
graphics practitioners from around the world, as a way for
students to obtain broader formative feedback on their portfolio work from a diverse audience.
At the end of the week presentation all of the groups had
met their viewing targets, a few were able to share customer’s
comments’ and one group had even ‘monetized’ their website
and were deriving an income stream.
3.2.4.2. Academic communication The academic writing and research component deals directly with the process
of critically evaluating students’ own work and the work
of others, reading academic texts, synthesising arguments
and presenting information; skills that will be used and developed throughout any degree course, yet are not necessarily obviously critical to students beginning a technical
degree.
The task involved preparing a short paper (3–4 pages of
collaborative academic writing) providing background information to their projects and stressing the relevance of this
research to their product. Each student group was presented
with a different research question. Many of these were related
to the graphics techniques they used and that they were tasked
with describing in their short papers. For this the groups
had to:
• engage with a number of academic texts, providing a basic
understanding of academic writing (language and style),
some of which [LR88, Lar09], originating from the computer graphics community, were provided to them;
• adopt appropriate strategies for finding and evaluating
relevant textual sources [Gri09], including the use of
citation databases;

• learn to organise information in a logical manner, suitable for presentation in written form, as well as for oral
presentation [Ger04].
The introductory lecture for the academic communication week provided students with an overview of academic
writing, that is, the academic writing style and the structure of academic texts, which students were exposed to in
a light-hearted manner [Sch96], as well as considerations
of good academic conduct, including issues of proper citing of sources. Students were then introduced to literature
search strategies, as well as the LaTex document preparation
system [Lam86] to ease them into the practice of preparing consistently formatted documents. Students were then
directed towards the compilation of a comprehensive reading list of academic articles that appeared relevant to their
set research questions, providing the basis for their short review/survey paper. Throughout this activity, students were
repeatedly briefed on the principles of academic honesty to
prevent problems like plagiarism.
The resulting short papers showed an unexpected level of
maturity, rarely seen in students in their first year at university.
The students also developed a much greater appreciation
for the academic writing style, contrasting it to the much
more informal communication forms they were familiar with
before (Section 3.2.4.1).
3.2.4.3. Group demonstrations Over the course of the Six
Week Challenge, a special ‘show and tell’ session consisting
of a gathering of all of the students and lecturers involved in
the project was organised for the end of every week, so that
students could demonstrate the week’s results to the other
groups of their cohort, as well as to members of the faculty.
This was primarily a student-driven activity: while lecturers
had the opportunity to provide feedback on the work of the
students, the student demonstration sessions focused on students commenting on the work of others. Most importantly,
it allowed groups to demonstrate any innovative features that
they had implemented over the course of the previous week.
We believe that the fostering of this type of constructive competition between groups was a major contributing factor in
motivating them to seek new and interesting features to be
demonstrated the following week.

4. Evaluation
The previous sections all have an evaluative aspect, in indicating the gains accruing from the Six Week Challenge for the
teaching of the discipline represented in each week. This suggests that ALL has definite advantages over more traditional
teaching methods. In terms of overall evaluation, a range
of anonymous surveys were carried out, and the Six Week
Challenge was also externally evaluated, concluding that the
Six Week Challenge ‘potentially represents one of the most
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interesting developments in PjBL across the UK’ [Gra10]
(Graham refers to PBL as PjBL—Project Based Learning).
The external expert ‘was particularly impressed by the extent
of the students’ awareness and understanding of the active
learning approach that had been adopted. Hearing them reflect on their own learning, it was clear that this awareness
was an important element of their development through the
6-week activity’ [Gra09].
In a faculty-wide student survey of the activities offered
by the 11 subject groups in the EC faculty, conducted at
the end of the 2010/2011 group project, our group’s project
was found to have received the overall best feedback from
students [WM11].
This survey asked students some key questions concerning
the relevance and importance of their learning to their futures;
how far ALL challenges are achievable; if students felt part
of a learning community; and whether the workload was
right. All these questions met with high average scores of
the order of 4 out of 5 (on a 5 point Likert-type scale),
indicating high satisfaction. Thus, it appears that, despite
the potential disorientation that computer science students
can face at degree level, discussed in the introduction (see
Section 1), students generally felt what they learned was
relevant and important, reported a sense of belonging, and
believed the workload was feasible. Students were asked
more specifically about their learning: whether or not the
ALL experience had developed their subject knowledge; how
far the teaching staff encouraged them to learn effectively;
and if there were sufficient opportunities to learn from others.
Responses to such questions are important to gauge, to see
whether the passing of initiative and direction to students that
ALL implies results in any difficulties compared to traditional
alternatives. The average response scores for these questions
were all of the order of 4.3 out of 5, which again indicates high
satisfaction.
To complement the questions about learning, questions
were also asked about teaching: the extent to which students were satisfied with how they were being taught; how
far tutors were available informally and whether the group
size and teaching environment were right. Again, these
are important questions to ask, especially concerning the
more agile, ad-hoc tutor responsiveness required throughout an ALL process, and whether this works compared
with the more formal traditional alternatives. Again, the responses are of the order of 4 of 5 and over, indicating high
satisfaction.
These scores are gratifying and indicate that students were
happy with the teaching and learning that took place during
the Six Week Challenge. Importantly, there seems to have
been a sense of engagement and involvement which could
help mitigate attrition rates, which, as we saw in Section 1, are
a problem in degree-level computing education. Graphics is a
tough area of computer science, but the Six Week Challenge

Table 2: Student responses to the prompt ‘Taking part in the six
week activity has helped improve my ...’. Results are based on the
responses of 56 students from the 2009/2010 cohort and displayed as
percentages, where SD, Strongly Disagree; D, Disagree; N, Neutral;
A, Agree; SA, Strongly Agree.

Improvement
Problem solving
Team-working
Communication
Time-management
Self confidence
Analytical &
critical abilities

SD(%)

D(%)

N(%)

A(%)

SA(%)

0
0
0
0
0
0

5
7
0
7
2
2

17
8
15
27
34
35

71
46
56
29
49
56

7
39
29
37
15
7

indicates that if an ALL approach is taken, graphics plus
linked relevant disciplines can be effectively taught with high
satisfaction at this level.
The results of the EC faculty survey are very similar to a
further anonymous survey that we conducted of the students
of the 2009/2010 cohort in our subject group, for which
the students’ responses were also highly positive. We have
been particularly concerned to track how students reflect on
their own learning during the 6 week period, particularly in
the absence of traditional lectures and tutorials (Table 2).
Asked if they would recommend this type of learning to
other students, 98% of our 2009/2010 cohort agreed that
they would.
‘The Six Week Challenge began as difficult and uncertain
but the results showed our potential. This was a triumph’
(Student feedback on the 2009/2010 activity).
5. Discussion
Our student-centred, activity-led introduction to creative
computing through the development of a simple, yet intriguing interactive computer graphics application, appears
to have achieved its aims. Over the course of the six weeks,
we observed the transformation in our students from ‘nervous and unsure’ to ‘confident and proud’ as they became
increasing capable communicators. The group presentations
at the end of each week especially were an arena where the
groups competed in terms of the features and capabilities of
their product. Indeed, we believe that this competitive atmosphere was crucial to driving student effort and engagement,
allowing us to forego assessment as a means of motivation.
We have found that:
• by introducing students to all components of their course
in a concentrated short term exercise, they are better able
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to assess quickly what the coming 3 years will involve in
terms of content and approach.
• by working in small groups alongside, and supported by,
the teaching team, students are rapidly introduced to our
academic community. This is further enhanced by social
activities which help to develop a strong sense of cohort
identity.
• by focussing on activity and production, students are introduced to the practical nature of their subject and, by
example, realise that their learning will be active, rather
than passive, and that the production of technically sound
artefacts will be a predominant feature of their course.
One reason for the success may be the novelty effect of our
approach, which Vernon and Blake believed to be a possible factor of the success of PBL, as ‘participating in something new and different . . . may create positive attitudes by
psychological mechanisms that are unrelated to the theory,
content, or learning objectives’ [VB93]. However, a review
conducted by the EC faculty of the six week project designed
by our group has led to our project being characterised as a
‘true “high impact” activity’ [WM11] as described by the
US National Survey of Student Engagement [Nat07], which
could explain the success that this project seems to have had
with the participating students.

5.1. High points
We have experienced a number of other positive outcomes.
Our first year students have retained a significant degree of
group cohesion throughout the year, organising social events
and often speaking with one voice on issues that affect them.
The early use of group-based activities, which can provide
a social support structure that helps to retain students who
might otherwise consider leaving their degree programme,
is likely to be one factor that has influenced this apparent
success. Furthermore, many students have retained some of
the good habits they learned in the six week group project,
particularly in academic writing, and assessments submitted
by the students so far appear to be of a better quality than
previously observed. Furthermore, the students appear more
amenable to challenging material and tasks than in previous
years. Finally, the introduction of the Six Week Challenge
has coincided with a significant improvement in first year
student retention. In the 2010/2011 academic year we have
suffered no early withdrawals and at the end of this academic
year we expect year 1 retention to be over 90%.

5.2. Comparison of the 2009/2010 and 2010/2011
challenges
Although the 2009/2010 media player challenge involved
some notable computer graphics aspects, particularly relating to the visualisation of the audio component, the graphics

component was not core to the functionality of the player
and the implementation of 3D graphical effects was voluntary. In contrast, the nature of the 2010/2011 3D etcha-sketch meant that 3D graphics programming formed a
mandatory core of the challenge, necessitating the use of
linear algebra and transformations to define and animate interactive scenes. Computer graphics and mathematics lie at
the core of the students’ degree programmes; it is essential
for the games technology course and important for multimedia computing. The 2010/2011 3D etch-a-sketch challenge
therefore seemed more relevant to the students’ degrees, providing a better practical introduction to the use of mathematics and programming for defining 3D scenes and interactive
animations.

5.3. Issues for further consideration
The Six Week Challenge is highly resource intensive both
in terms of staffing, accommodation and technology. One
important observation that should be taken seriously is that
despite our approach’s expectation that the students should
demonstrate initiative and solve the set challenges on their
own, this does not imply reduced responsibility or workload
on behalf of faculty involved in preparing the challenges and
developing teaching materials for the sessions that are led
by an instructor. In the 2010/2011 Six Week Challenge, the
project involved 6 academics and 2 teaching assistants working with a cohort of 54 students and it is unclear how well this
activity would ‘scale up’ for larger cohorts, especially as the
instructors need to closely monitor the students’ progress to
ensure that the learning goals are met. As the student groups
have freedom in the way in which they approach any task,
their solution may very well miss a specific aspect of vital
importance to the outcome of their activities and instructors
must watch for these ‘wrong turns’ and if the need should
arise, make the students aware of potential problems with
their chosen approach. One of the more demanding aspects
of the Six Week Challenge for the support staff (besides the
physical requirements of extensive ad-hoc student support)
was ensuring that each member of the student groups was
participating as much as possible, and it was not uncommon
to find some students trying to avoid doing parts of the tasks
they did not enjoy by taking a back seat. Generally this could
be rectified by engaging these students and trying to get them
to think about the problem faced by the group and to provide input. This monitoring was not implemented as a formal
process or assessment, but as part of the close relationship
developed between groups and their personal tutor. Additionally due to the problem-based, self discovery structure
of the Six Week Challenge, support staff would often find
the demand for guidance from the students would fluctuate
throughout the week depending on the overall complexity
of the task. One issue that did become apparent during the
programming element of the project was that we found that
within the groups a minority of the students had previous
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experience with programming, resulting in these students
tending to take on the majority of the workload in this area.
This often caused a divide in the group and would further
isolate the students who were new to computer science. The
main solution to this was for staff to encourage the students to
share knowledge with the group and for the less technically
experienced members to understand that even small contributions to technical aspects, coupled with the experience of
seeing a software project develop, was beneficial. Despite
these efforts, some students did still become disillusioned
during this activity. This could be addressed by running optional programming orientation sessions for students who are
completely new to computer science.
Finally, we have found that student expectations are significantly higher at the end of the Six Week Challenge, in terms
of pace and direction of their degree programme. Management of these expectations can be problematic as the students
return to more traditional classroom formats. The delivery of
the latter has also been affected by the Six Week Challenge,
as a side effect of the suspension of regular teaching activities
for the duration of the project has been the need to redesign
courses which started after the project which now have to run
within a shorter time frame. During each academic year, students are asked to complete a feedback questionnaire on each
module of study. When the data for this year is available, we
intend to examine how the attitudes of students might have
changed in comparison to previous years. Combined with a
study of the performance of the year group, we hope to have
a much better understanding of the longer-term effects of this
kind of introductory programme.

6. Conclusions
Our mode of delivery has very much followed the concept
of activity-led instruction, which in this context refers to
the instruction of students on how to embrace the ALL
process. At the introduction for every sub-challenge (Section 3.2), exemplar-based activity sessions were organised
with the primary purpose of familiarising students with the
process, rather than the task’s content per se. Students were
thus provided with a concrete, real-world example of the
processes involved in addressing the challenges, eventually
turning them into pro-active problem solvers who were not
‘afraid’ to face new problem domains. In this respect the
weekly ‘show and tell’ sessions were also highly useful, as
the competition they instilled between the different student
groups prompted many students to independently investigate
different techniques, which they then disseminated among
their peers—effectively students took on the role of instructors. The evaluation of the students’ experience during the
Six Week Challenge suggests that students have reflected on
themselves and their learning and the reasons for which they
enrolled at university, which in itself is a positive outcome of
the six week group project.
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Abstract Although the widespread use of gaming for
leisure purposes has been well documented, the use of
games to support cultural heritage purposes, such as historical teaching and learning, or for enhancing museum
visits, has been less well considered. The state-of-the-art in
serious game technology is identical to that of the state-ofthe-art in entertainment games technology. As a result, the
field of serious heritage games concerns itself with recent
advances in computer games, real-time computer graphics,
virtual and augmented reality and artificial intelligence. On
the other hand, the main strengths of serious gaming
applications may be generalised as being in the areas of
communication, visual expression of information, collaboration mechanisms, interactivity and entertainment. In this
report, we will focus on the state-of-the-art with respect to
the theories, methods and technologies used in serious
heritage games. We provide an overview of existing literature of relevance to the domain, discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of the described methods and point out
unsolved problems and challenges. In addition, several
case studies illustrating the application of methods and
technologies used in cultural heritage are presented.
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1 Introduction
Computer games with complex virtual worlds for entertainment are enjoying widespread use, and in recent years
we have witnessed the introduction of serious games,
including the use of games to support cultural heritage
purposes, such as historical teaching and learning, or for
enhancing museum visits. At the same time, game development has been fuelled by dramatic advances in computer
graphics hardware—in turn driven by the success of video
games—which have led to a rise in the quality of real-time
computer graphics and increased realism in computer
games. The successes of games that cross over into educational gaming—or serious gaming, such as the popular
Civilization (although ‘‘abstract and ahistorical’’ (Apperley
2006)) and Total War series of entertainment games, as well
as games and virtual worlds that are specifically developed
for educational purposes, such as Revolution (Francis 2006)
and the Virtual Egyptian Temple (Jacobson and Holden
2005), all of which exist within a cultural heritage context,
reveal the potential of these technologies to engage and
motivate beyond leisure time activities.
The popularity of video games, especially among
younger people, makes them an ideal medium for educational purposes (Malone and Lepper 1987). As a result,
there has been a trend towards the development of more
complex, serious games, which are informed by both
pedagogical and game-like, fun elements. The term ‘serious games’ describes a relatively new concept, computer
games that are not limited to the aim of providing entertainment, that allow for collaborative use of 3D spaces that
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are used for learning and educational purposes in a number
of application domains. Typical examples are game
engines and online virtual environments that have been
used to design and implement games for non-leisure purposes, e.g. in military and health training (Macedonia 2002;
Zyda 2005), as well as cultural heritage (Fig. 1).
This report explores the wider research area of interactive games and related applications with a cultural heritage
context and the technologies used for their creation. Modern
games technologies (and related optimisations (Chalmers
and Debattista 2009) allow the real-time interactive visualisation/simulation of realistic virtual heritage scenarios,
such as reconstructions of ancient sites and monuments,
while using relatively basic consumer machines. Our aim is
to provide an overview of the methods and techniques used
in entertainment games that can potentially be deployed in
cultural heritage contexts, as demonstrated by particular
games and applications, thus making cultural heritage much
more accessible.
Serious games can exist in the form of mobile applications, simple Web-based solutions, more complex
‘mashup’ applications (e.g. combinations of social software
applications) or in the shape of ‘grown-up’ computer
games, employing modern games technologies to create
virtual worlds for interactive experiences that may include
socially based interactions, as well as mixed reality games
that combine real and virtual interactions, all of which can
be used in cultural heritage applications. This state-of-theart report focuses on the serious games technologies that
can be found in modern computer games.
The report is divided into two main sections:
–

The first of these is concerned with the area of cultural
heritage and serious games, which integrate the core
technologies of computer games with principled pedagogical methodologies. This is explored in a range of
characteristic case studies, which include entertainment
games that can be used for non-leisure purposes as well

–

as virtual museums and educationally focused and
designed cultural heritage projects.
The second part investigates those computer games
technologies that are potentially useful for the creation
of cultural heritage games, such as real-time rendering
techniques, mixed reality technologies and subdomains
of (game) artificial intelligence. This literature review
includes discussions of strengths and weaknesses of the
most prominent methods, indicating potential uses for
cultural heritage serious games and illustrating challenges in their application.

2 The state-of-the-art in serious games
The state-of-the-art in Serious Game technology is identical
to the state-of-the-art in Entertainment Games technology.
Both types of computer game share the same infrastructure,
or as Zyda notes, ‘‘applying games and simulations technology to non-entertainment domains results in serious
games’’ (Zyda 2005). The main strengths of serious gaming
applications may be generalised as being in the areas of
communication, visual expression of information, collaboration mechanisms, interactivity and entertainment.
Over the past decade, there have been tremendous
advances in entertainment computing technology, and
‘‘today’s games are exponentially more powerful and
sophisticated than those of just three or four years ago’’
(Sawyer 2002), which in turn is leading to very high consumer expectations. Real-time computer graphics can
achieve near-photorealism and virtual game worlds are
usually populated with considerable amounts of high
quality content, creating a rich user experience. In this
respect, Zyda (2005) argues that while pedagogy is an
implicit component of a serious game, it should be secondary to entertainment, meaning that a serious game that
is not ‘fun’ to play would be useless, independent of its
pedagogical content or value. This view is not shared by
all, and there exist design methodologies for the development of games incorporating pedagogic elements, such as
the four-dimensional framework (de Freitas and Oliver
2006), which outlines the centrality of four elements that
can be used as design and evaluation criteria for the creation of serious games. In any case, there is a need for the
game developers and instructional designers to work
together to develop engaging and motivating serious games
for the future.
2.1 Online virtual environments

Fig. 1 ‘Roma Nova’–experiencing ‘Rome Reborn’ as a game
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There is a great range of different online virtual world
applications—at least 80 virtual world applications existed
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in 2008 with another 100 planned for 2009. The field is
extensive, not just in terms of potential use for education
and training but also in terms of actual usage and uptake by
users, which is amply illustrated by the online platform
Second Life (Linden Labs), which currently has 13 million
registered accounts worldwide. The use of Second Life for
supporting seminar activities, lectures and other educational purposes has been documented in a number of recent
reports and a wide range of examples of Second Life use by
UK universities has been documented (Kirriemuir 2008).
Online virtual worlds provide excellent capabilities for
creating effective distance and online learning opportunities through the provision of unique support for distributed
groups (online chat, the use of avatars, document sharing,
etc.). This benefit has so far been most exploited in
business where these tools have been used to support
distributed or location-independent working groups or
communities (Jones 2005). Online virtual worlds in this
way facilitate the development of new collaborative
models for bringing together subject matter experts and
tutors from around the world, and in terms of learning
communities are opening up opportunities for learning in
international cohorts where students from more than one
country or location can learn in mixed reality contexts
including classroom and non-classroom based groups
(https://lg3d-wonderland.dev.java.net). Online virtual
worlds also notably offer real opportunities for training,
rehearsing and role playing.
2.2 Application to cultural heritage: case studies
This section provides an overview of some of the most
characteristic case studies in cultural heritage. In particular,
the case studies have been categorised into three types of
computer-game-like applications including: prototypes and
demonstrators, virtual museums and commercial historical
games.
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high-resolution version of Rome at 320 AD (Fig. 2), a
lower resolution model for creating a ‘mashup’ application
with ‘Google Earth’ (http://earth.google.com/rome/), and
finally the collaborative mode of the model for use with
virtual world applications and aimed primarily at education
(Frischer 2008).
In order to investigate the efficacy of the Rome Reborn
Project for learning, exploration, re-enactment and research
of cultural and architectural aspects of ancient Rome the
serious game ‘Roma Nova’ is currently under development. In particular, the project aims at investigating the
suitability of using this technology to support the archaeological exploration of historically accurate societal aspects
of Rome’s life, with an emphasis on political, religious and
artistic expressions.
To achieve these objectives, the project will integrate
four cutting-edge virtual world technologies with the Rome
Reborn model, the most detailed three-dimensional model
of Ancient Rome available. These technologies include:
–
–
–
–

the Quest3D visualisation engine (Godbersen 2008)
Instinct(maker) artificial life engine (Toulouse University) (Sanchez et al. 2004)
ATOM Spoken Dialogue System (http://www.agilingua.
com)
High-resolution, motion-captured characters and objects
from the period (Red Bedlam).

The use of the Instinct artificial life engine enables
coherent crowd animation and therefore the population of
the city of Rome with behaviour-driven virtual characters.
These virtual characters with different behaviours can
teach the player about different aspects of life in Rome
(living conditions, politics, military) (Sanchez et al. 2004).
Agilingua ATOM’s dialogue management algorithm allows
determining how the system will react: asking questions,
making suggestions, and/or confirming an answer.

2.2.1 Prototypes and demonstrators
The use of visualisation and virtual reconstruction of
ancient historical sites is not new, and a number of projects
have used this approach to study crowd modelling (Arnold
et al. 2008; Maim et al. 2007). Several projects are using
virtual reconstructions in order to train and educate their
users. Many of these systems have, however, never been
released to the wider public, and have only been used for
academic studies. In the following section, the most significant and promising of these are presented.
2.2.1.1 Roma Nova The Rome Reborn project is the
world’s largest digitisation project and has been running
for 15 years. The main aims of the project are to produce a

Fig. 2 ‘Rome Reborn’ serious game
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This project aims to develop a researchers’ toolkit for
allowing archaeologists to test past and current hypotheses
surrounding architecture, crowd behaviour, social interactions, topography and urban planning and development,
using Virtual Rome as a test-bed for reconstructions. By
using such a game the researches will be able to analyse the
impact of major events. For example, the use of this
technique would allow researchers to analyse the impact of
major events, such as grain distribution or the influx of
people into the city. The experiences of residents and
visitors as they pass through and interact with the ancient
city can also be explored.
2.2.1.2 Ancient Pompeii Pompeii was a Roman city,
which was destroyed and completely buried in the first
recorded eruption of the volcano Mount Vesuvius in 79
AD (Plinius 79a, Plinius 79b). For this project, a model of
ancient Pompeii was constructed using procedural methods (Müller et al. 2005) and subsequently populated with
avatars in order to simulate life in Pompeii in real time.
The main goal of this project was to simulate a crowd of
virtual Romans exhibiting realistic behaviours in a
reconstructed district of Pompeii (Maim et al. 2007). The
virtual entities can navigate freely in several buildings in
the city model and interact with their environment (Arnold
et al. 2008).
2.2.1.3 Parthenon Project The Parthenon Project is a
short computer animation that ‘‘visually reunites the Parthenon and its sculptural decorations’’ (Debevec 2005).
The Parthenon itself is an ancient monument, completed in
437 BC, and stands in Athens, while many of its sculptural
decorations reside in the collection of the British Museum,
London (UK). The project goals were to create a virtual
version of the Parthenon and its separated sculptural elements so that they could be reunited in a virtual
representation.
The project involved capturing digital representations of
the Parthenon structure and the separate sculptures,
recombining them and then rendering the results. The
structure was scanned using a commercial laser range
scanner, while the sculptures were scanned using a custom
3D scanning system that the team developed specifically
for the project (Tchou 2002). The project made heavy use
of image-based lighting techniques, so that the structure
could be relit under different illumination conditions within
the virtual representation. A series of photographs were
taken of the structure together with illumination measurements of the scene’s lighting. An inverse global illumination technique was then applied to effectively ‘remove’ the
lighting. The resulting ‘‘lighting-independent model’’
(Debevec et al. 2004) could then be relit using any lighting
scheme desired (Tchou et al. 2004; Debevec et al. 2004).
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Although the Parthenon Project was originally an offline-rendered animation, it has since been converted to
work in real-time (Sander and Mitchell 2006; Isidoro and
Sander 2006). The original Parthenon geometry represented a large dataset consisting of 90 million polygons
(after post-processing), which was reduced to 15 million
for the real-time version and displayed using dynamic
level-of-detail techniques. Texture data consisted of
300 MB and had to be actively managed and compressed,
while 2.1 GB of compressed High-Dynamic Range (HDR)
sky maps were reduced in a pre-processing step. The reduced
HDR maps were used for lighting, and the extracted sun
position was used to cast a shadow map.
2.2.2 Virtual museums
Modern interactive virtual museums using games technologies (Jones and Christal 2002; Lepouras and Vassilakis
2004) provide a means for the presentation of digital
representations for cultural heritage sites (El-Hakim et al.
2006) that entertain and educate visitors (Hall et al. 2001)
in a much more engaging manner than was possible only a
decade ago. A recent survey paper that examines all the
technologies and tools used in museums was recently
published (Sylaiou et al. 2009). Here, we present several
examples of this type of cultural heritage serious game,
including some virtual museums that can be visited in realworld museums.
2.2.2.1 Virtual Egyptian Temple This game depicts a
hypothetical Virtual Egyptian Temple (Jacobson and
Holden 2005; Troche and Jacobson 2010), which has no
real-world equivalent. The temple embodies all of the key
features of a typical New Kingdom period Egyptian temple
in a manner that an untrained audience can understand.
This Ptolemaic temple is divided into four major areas, each
one of which houses an instance of the High Priest, a pedagogical agent. Each area of this virtual environment represents
a different feature from the architecture of that era.
The objective of the game ‘Gates of Horus’ (Jacobson
et al. 2009) is to explore the model and gather enough
information to answer the questions asked by the priest
(pedagogical agent). The game engine that this system is
based on is the Unreal Engine 2 (Fig. 3) (Jacobson and
Lewis 2005), existing both as an Unreal Tournament 2004
game modification (Wallis 2007) for use at home, as well
as in the form of a Cave Automatic Virtual Environment
(CAVE Cruz-Neira et al. 1992) system in a real museum.
2.2.2.2 The Ancient Olympic Games The Foundation of
the Hellenic World has produced a number of gaming
applications associated with the Olympic Games in ancient
Greece (Gaitatzes et al. 2004). For example, the ‘Olympic
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Fig. 3 New Kingdom Egyptian temple game

Pottery Puzzle’ exhibit the user must re-assemble a number
of ancient vases putting together pot shards. The users are
presented with a colour-coded skeleton of the vessels with
the different colours showing the correct position of the
pieces. They then try to select one piece at a time from a
heap and place it in the correct position on the vase.
Another game is the ‘Feidias Workshop’, which is a highly
interactive virtual experience taking place at the construction site of the 15-m-tall golden ivory statue of Zeus,
one of the seven wonders of the ancient world. The visitors
enter the two-storey-high workshop and come into sight of
an accurate reconstruction of an unfinished version of the
famous statue of Zeus and walk among the sculptor’s tools,
scaffolding, benches, materials and moulds used to construct it. They take the role of the sculptor’s assistants and
actively help finish the creation of the huge statue, by using
virtual tools to apply the necessary materials onto the statue, process the ivory and gold plates, apply them onto the
wooden supporting core and add the finishing touches.
Interaction is achieved using the navigation wand of the
Virtual Reality (VR) system, onto which the various virtual
tools are attached. Using these tools, the user helps finish
the work on the statue, learning about the procedures,
materials and techniques applied for the creation of these
marvellous statues. The last example is the ‘Walk through
Ancient Olympia’, where the user, apart from visiting the
historical site, learns about the ancient games themselves
by interacting with athletes in the ancient game of pentathlon (Fig. 4). The visitors can wonder around and visit
the buildings and learn their history and their function: the
Heraion, the oldest monumental building of the sanctuary
dedicated to the goddess Hera, the temple of Zeus, a model
of a Doric peripteral temple with magnificent sculpted
decoration, the Gymnasium, which was used for the
training of javelin throwers, discus throwers and runners,
the Palaestra, where the wrestlers, jumpers and boxers
trained, the Leonidaion, which was where the official
guests stayed, the Bouleuterion, where athletes, relatives
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and judges took a vow that they would upheld the rules of
the Games, the Treasuries of various cities, where valuable
offerings were kept, the Philippeion, which was dedicated
by Philip II, king of Macedonia, after his victory in the
battle of Chaeronea in 338 BC and the Stadium, where
most of the events took place. Instead of just observing the
games, the visitors take place in them. They can pick up the
discus or the javelin and they try their abilities in throwing
them towards the far end of the stadium. Excited about the
interaction they ask when they will be able to interact with
the wrestler one on one. A role-playing model of interaction with alternating roles was tried here with pretty good
success as the visitors truly immersed in the environment,
wishing they could participate in more games (Gaitatzes
et al. 2004).
2.2.2.3 Virtual Priory Undercroft Located in the heart of
Coventry, UK, the Priory Undercrofts are the remains of
Coventry’s original Benedictine monastery, dissolved by
Henry VIII. Although archaeologists revealed the architectural structure of the cathedral, the current site is not
easily accessible for the public. Virtual Priory Undercroft
offers a virtual exploration of the site in both online and
offline configurations.
Furthermore, a first version of a serious game (Fig. 5)
has been developed at Coventry University, using the
Object-Oriented Graphics Rendering Engine (OGRE)
(Wright and Madey 2008). The motivation is to raise the
interest of children in the museum, as well as cultural
heritage in general. The aim of the game is to solve a
puzzle by collecting medieval objects that used to be
located in and around the Priory Undercroft. Each time a
new object is found, the user is prompted to answer a
question related to the history of the site. A typical userinteraction might take the form of: ‘‘What did St. George
slay?–Hint: It is a mythical creature. –Answer: The Dragon’’, meaning that the user then has to find the Dragon.
2.2.3 Commercial historical games
Commercial games with a cultural heritage theme are
usually of the ‘documentary game’ (Burton 2005) genre
that depict real historical events (frequently wars and battles), which the human player can then partake in. These
are games that were primarily created for entertainment,
but their historical accuracy allows them to be used in
educational settings as well.
2.2.3.1 History Line: 1914–1918 An early representative
of this type of game was History Line: 1914–1918 (Blue
Byte 1992), an early turn-based strategy game depicting the
events of the First World War The game was realised using
the technology of the more prominent game Battle Isle,
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Fig. 4 Walk through Ancient Olympia (Gaitatzes et al. 2004)

shaped the course of the conflict, which is illustrated with
animations and newspaper clippings from the period.
2.2.3.2 Great Battles of Rome More recently, a similar
approach was used by the History Channel’s Great Battles of
Rome (Slitherine Strategies 2007), another ‘documentary
game’, which mixes interactive 3D real-time tactical simulation of actual battles with documentary information (Fig. 6),
including footage originally produced for TV documentaries,
which places the battles in their historical context.

Fig. 5 Priory Undercroft—a serious game

providing players with a 2D top-down view of the game
world, divided into hexagons that could be occupied by
military units, with the gameplay very much resembling
traditional board games.
The game’s historical context was introduced in a long
(animated) introduction, depicting the geo-political situation of the period and the events leading up to the outbreak
of war in 1914. In between battles the player is provided
with additional information on concurrent events that
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2.2.3.3 Total War The most successful representatives of
this type of historical game are the games of the Creative
Assembly’s Total War series, which provide a gameplay
combination of turn-based strategy (for global events) and
real-time tactics (for battles). Here, a historical setting is
enriched with information about important events and
developments that occurred during the timeframe experienced
by the player. While the free-form campaigns allow the
game’s players to change the course of history, the games also
include several independent battle-scenarios with historical
background information that depict real events and allow
players to partake in moments of historical significance.
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generated using Screen Space Ambient Occlusion (Mittring
2007; Bavoil and Sainz 2008), making use of existing
depth-buffer information in rendered frames. Furthermore
the virtual world of the game is provided with realistic
vegetation generated by the popular middleware system
SpeedTree (Interactive Data Visualization, Inc.), which
‘‘features realistic tree models and proves to be able to
visualise literally thousands of trees in real-time’’ (Fritsch
and Kada 2004). As a result, the human player is immersed
in the historical setting, allowing the player to re-live
history.

3 The technology of cultural heritage serious games
Fig. 6 Great Battles of Rome

The use of up-to-date games technology for rendering,
as well as the use of highly detailed game assets that are
reasonably true to the historical context, enables a fairly
realistic depiction of history. As a result, games from the
Total War series have been used to great effect in the
visualisation of armed conflicts in historical programmes
produced for TV (Waring 2007).
The latest titles in the series, ‘Empire: Total War’
(released in 2009), depicting events from the start of the
eighteenth century to the middle of the nineteenth century,
and ‘Napoleon: Total War’ (released in 2010), depicting
European history during the Napoleonic Wars, make use of
some of the latest developments in computer games technology (Fig. 7). The games’ renderer is scalable to support
different types of hardware, including older systems,
especially older graphics cards (supporting the programmable Shader Model 2), but the highest visual fidelity is
only achieved on recent systems (Shader Model 3 graphics
hardware) (Gardner 2009). If the hardware allows for this,
shadows for added realism in the virtual world are

Fig. 7 Reliving the battle of Brandywine Creek (McGuire 2006) in
‘Empire: Total War’

Modern interactive virtual environments are usually
implemented using game engines, which provide the core
technology for the creation and control of the virtual world.
A game engine is an open, extendable software system on
which a computer game or a similar application can be
built. It provides the generic infrastructure for game creation (Zyda 2005), i.e. I/O (input/output) and resource/asset
management facilities. The possible components of game
engines include, but are not limited to the following: rendering engine, audio engine, physics engine, animation
engine.
3.1 Virtual world system infrastructure
The shape that the infrastructure for a virtual environment
takes is dictated by a number of components, defined by
function rather than organisation, the exact selection of
which determines the tasks that the underlying engine is
suitable for. A game engine does not provide data or
functions that could be associated with any game or other
application of the game engine (Zerbst et al. 2003). Furthermore, a game engine is not just an API (Application
Programming Interface), i.e. a set of reusable components
that can be transferred between different games, but also
provides a glue layer that connects its component parts. It
is this glue layer that sets a game engine apart from an API,
making it more than the sum of its components and subsystems.
Modern game engines constitute complex parallel systems that compete for limited computing resources (Blow
2004). They ‘‘provide superior platforms for rendering
multiple views and coordinating real and simulated scenes
as well as supporting multiuser interaction’’ (Lewis and
Jacobson 2002), employing advanced graphics techniques
to create virtual environments. Anderson et al. (2008)
provide a discussion of several challenges and open problems regarding game engines, which include the precise
definition of the role of content creation tools in the game
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development process and as part of game engines, as well
as the identification of links between game genres and
game engine architecture, both of which play a crucial role
in the process of selecting an appropriate game engine for a
given project.
Frequently, the technology used for the development of
virtual environments, be they games for entertainment,
serious games or simulations, is limited by the development budget. Modern entertainment computer games frequently require ‘‘a multimillion-dollar budget’’ (Overmars
2004) that can now rival the budgets of feature film productions, a significant proportion of which will be used for
asset creation (such as 3D models and animations). Some
of these costs can be reduced through the use of procedural
modelling techniques for the generation of assets, including
terrain (Noghani et al. 2010), vegetation (Lintermann and
Deussen 1999) or whole urban environments (Vanegas
et al. 2009). Game developers are usually faced with the
choice of developing a proprietary infrastructure, i.e. their
own game engine, or to use an existing engine for their
virtual world application. Commercially developed game
engines are usually expensive, and while there are affordable solutions, such as the Torque game engine which is
favoured by independent developers and which has been
successfully used in cultural heritage applications (Leavy
et al. 2007; Mateevitsi et al. 2008), these generally provide
fewer features, thus potentially limiting their usefulness. If
one of the project’s requirements is the use of highly
realistic graphics with a high degree of visual fidelity, this
usually requires a recent high-end game engine, the most
successful of which usually come at a very high licensing
fee.
There are alternatives, however, as several older commercially developed engines have been released under
Open Source licences, such as the Quake 3 engine (id Tech
3) (Smith and Trenholme 2008; Wright and Madey 2008),
making them easily accessible, and while they do not
provide the features found in more recently published
games, they nevertheless match the feature sets of the
cheaper commercial engines. Furthermore, there exist open
source game engines such as the Nebula Device (Rémond
and Mallard 2003), or engine components, such as OGRE
(Rémond and Mallard 2003; Wright and Madey 2008) or
ODE (Open Dynamics Engine) (Macagon and Wünsche
2003), which are either commercially developed or close to
commercial quality, making them a viable platform for the
development of virtual worlds, although they may lack the
content creation tools that are frequently packaged with
larger commercial engines.
Finally, there is the possibility of taking an existing
game and modifying it for one’s own purposes, which
many recent games allow users to do (Wallis 2007; Smith
and Trenholme 2008). This has the benefit of small
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up-front costs, as the only requirement is the purchase of a
copy of the relevant game, combined with access to highspec modern game engines, as well as the content development tools that they contain. Examples for this are the
use of the game Civilization III for the cultural heritage game
The History Game Canada (http://historycanadagame.com)
or the use of the Unreal Engine 2 (Smith and Trenholme
2008) for the development of an affordable CAVE (Jacobson
and Lewis 2005), which has been used successfully in cultural heritage applications (Jacobson and Holden 2005).
3.2 Virtual world user interfaces
There are different types of interface that allow users to
interact with virtual worlds. These fall into several different categories, such as VR and Augmented Reality (AR),
several of which are especially useful for cultural heritage
applications, and which are presented in this section.
3.2.1 Mixed reality technologies
In 1994, (Milgram and Kishino 1994) tried to depict the
relationship between VR and AR. To illustrate this, he
introduced two new terms called Mixed Reality (MR),
which is a type of VR but has a wider concept than AR,
(Tamura et al. 2001) and Augmented Virtuality (AV). On
the left-hand side of the Reality-Virtuality continuum,
there is the representation of the real world and on the
right-hand side there is the ultimate synthetic environment.
MR stretches out in-between these environments, and it can
be divided into two sub-categories: AR and AV (Milgram
and Kishino 1994). AR expands towards the real world,
and thus it is less synthetic than AV which expands
towards virtual environments. To address the problem from
another perspective, a further distinction has been made.
This refers to all the objects that form an AR environment:
real objects and virtual objects. Real objects are these,
which always exist no matter what the external conditions
may be. On the other hand, a virtual object depends on
external factors but mimics objects of reality. Some of the
most interesting characteristics that distinguish virtual
objects, which include holograms and mirror images, and
real objects are illustrated below (Milgram and Kishino
1994).
The most obvious difference is that a virtual object can
only be viewed through a display device after it has been
generated and simulated. Real-world objects that exist in
essence, on the contrary, can be viewed directly and/or
through a synthetic device. Another factor is the quality of
viewed images that are generated using state-of-the-art
technologies. Virtual information cannot be sampled
directly but must be synthesised, therefore, depending on
the chosen resolution, displayed objects may appear real,
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but their appearance does not guarantee that the objects are
real. Virtual and real information may be distinguished
depending on the luminosity of the location that it appears
in. Images of real-world objects receive lighting information from the position at which they appear to be located
while virtual objects do not necessarily, unless the virtual
scene is lit exactly like the real-world location in which
objects appear to be displayed. This is true for directly
viewed real-world objects, as well as displayed images of
indirectly viewed objects.
3.2.2 Virtual reality
Ivan Sutherland originally introduced the first Virtual
Reality (VR) system in the 1960s (Sutherland 1965).
Nowadays VR is moving from the research laboratories to
the working environment by replacing ergonomically limited HMDs (Head-Mounted Displays) with projective displays (such as the well known CAVE and Responsive
Workbench) as well as online VR communities. In a typical VR system the user’s natural sensory information is
completely replaced with digital information. The user’s
experience of a computer-simulated environment is called
immersion. As a result, VR systems can completely
immerse a user inside a synthetic environment by blocking
all the signals of the real world. In addition, a VR simulated
world does not always have to obey all laws of nature. In
immersive VR systems, the most common problems of VR
systems are of emotional and psychological nature
including motion sickness, nausea, and other symptoms,
which are created by the high degree of immersiveness of
the users.
Moreover, internet technologies have the tremendous
potential of offering virtual visitors ubiquitous access via
the World Wide Web (WWW) to online virtual environments. Additionally, the increased efficiency of Internet
connections (i.e. ADSL/broadband) makes it possible to
transmit significant media files relating to the artefacts of
virtual museum exhibitions. The most popular technology
for WWW visualisation includes Web3D which offers
tools such as the Virtual Reality Modeling Language
(VRML–http://www.web3d.org/x3d/vrml/) and its successor X3D (http://www.web3d.org/x3d/), which can be used
for the creation of an interactive virtual museum. Many
cultural heritage applications based on VRML have been
developed for the Web (Gatermann 2000; Paquet et al.
2001; Sinclair and Martinez 2001). Another 3D graphics
format, is COLLAborative Design Activity (COLLADA –
https://collada.org) which defines an open standard XML
schema (http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema) for exchanging
digital assets among various graphics software applications
that might otherwise store their assets in incompatible
formats. One of the main advantages of COLLADA is that
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it includes more advanced physics functionality such as
collision detection and friction (which Web3D does not
support).
In addition to these, there are more powerful technologies that have been used in museum environments, which
include the OpenSceneGraph (OSG) high performance 3D
graphics toolkit (http://www.openscenegraph.org/projects/
osg) and a variety of 3D game engines. OSG is a freely
available (open source) multi-platform toolkit, used by
museums (Calori et al. 2005: Looser et al. 2006) to
generate more powerful VR applications, especially in
terms of immersion and interactivity since it supports the
integration of text, video, audio and 3D scenes into a single
3D environment. An alternative to OpenSceneGraph, is
OpenSG, which is an open-source scene graph system used
to create real-time VR applications (http://www.opensg.
org/) On the other hand, 3D game engines are also very
powerful and they provide superior visualisation and physics
support. Both technologies (OSG and 3D game engines),
compared to VRML and X3D, can provide very realistic
and immersive museum environments but they have two
main drawbacks. First, they require advanced programming
skills in order to design and implement custom applications.
Secondly, they do not have support for mobile devices
such as PDAs and third-generation mobile phones.
3.2.3 Augmented reality
The concept of AR is the opposite of the closed world of
virtual spaces (Tamura et al. 1999) since users can perceive
both virtual and real information. Compared to VR systems, most AR systems use more complex software
approaches, usually including some form of computer
vision techniques (Forsyth and Ponce 2002) for sensing the
real world. The basic theoretical principle is to superimpose digital information directly into a user’s sensory
perception (Feiner 2002), rather than replacing it with a
completely synthetic environment as VR systems do. An
interesting point is that both technologies—AR and VR—
may process and display the same digital information and
that they often make use of identical dedicated hardware.
Although AR systems are influenced by the same factors,
the amount of influence is much less than in VR since only
a portion of the environment is virtual. However, there is
still a lot of research to be done in AR (Azuma 1997;
Azuma et al. 2001; Livingston 2005) to measure accurately
its effects on humans.
The requirements related to the development of AR
applications in the cultural heritage field have been well
documented (Brogni et al. 1999; Liarokapis et al. 2008;
Sylaiou et al. 2009). An interactive concept is the MetaMuseum visualised guide system based on AR, which
tries to establish scenarios and provide a communication
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environment between the real world and cyberspace (Mase
et al. 1996). Another AR system that could be used as an
automated tour guide in museums is the automated tour
guide, which superimposes audio in the world based on the
location of the user (Bederson 1995). There are many ways
in which archaeological sources can be used to provide a
mobile AR system. Some of the wide range of related
applications includes the initial collection of data to the
eventual dissemination of information (Ryan 2000).
MARVINS is an AR assembly, initially designed for
mobile applications and can provide orientation and navigation possibilities in areas, such as science museums, art
museums and other historical or cultural sites. Augmented
information like video, audio and text is relayed from a
server via the transmitter-receiver to a head-mounted display (Sanwal et al. 2000).
In addition, a number of EU projects have been undertaken in the field of virtual heritage. The SHAPE project
(Hall et al. 2001) combined AR and archaeology to
enhance the interaction of persons in public places like
galleries and museums by educating visitors about artefacts
and their history. The 3DMURALE project (Cosmas et al.
2001) developed 3D multimedia tools to record, reconstruct, encode and visualise archaeological ruins in virtual
reality using as a test case the ancient city of Sagalassos in
Turkey. The Ename 974 project (Pletinckx et al. 2000)
developed a non-intrusive interpretation system to convert
archaeological sites into open-air museums, called TimeScope-1 based on 3D computer technology originally
developed by IBM, called TimeFrame. ARCHEOGUIDE
(Stricker et al. 2001) provides an interactive AR guide for
the visualisation of archaeological sites based on mobile
computing, networking and 3D visualisation providing the
users with a multi-modal interaction user interface. A
similar project is LIFEPLUS (Papagiannakis et al. 2002),
which explores the potential of AR so that users can
experience a high degree of realistic interactive immersion
by allowing the rendering of realistic 3D simulations of
virtual flora and fauna (humans, animals and plants) in
real-time.
AR technologies can be combined with existing game
engine subsystems to create AR game engines (Lugrin and
Cavazza 2010) for the development of AR games. AR has
ben applied successfully to gaming in cultural heritage.
One of the earliest examples is the Virtual Showcase
(Bimber et al. 2001) which is an AR display device that
has the same form factor as a real showcase traditionally
used for museum exhibits and can be used for gaming. The
potentials of AR interfaces in museum environments and
other cultural heritage institutions (Liarokapis 2007) as
well as outdoor heritage sites (Vlahakis et al. 2002) have
been also briefly explored for potential educational applications. A more specific gaming example are the MAGIC
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and TROC systems (Renevier et al. 2004) which were
based on a study of the tasks of archaeological fieldwork,
interviews and observations in Alexandria. This takes the
form of a mobile game in which the players discover
archaeological objects while moving.
Another cultural heritage AR application is the serious
game SUA that was part of the BIDAIATZERA project
(Linaza et al. 2007). This project takes the form of a play
which recreates the 1813 battle between the English and
the French in San Sebastian. Researchers developed an
interactive system based on AR and VR technologies for
recreational and educational applications with tourist, cultural and socio-economical contents, the prototype for
which was presented at the Museo del Monte Urgull in San
Sebastian.
3.3 Advanced rendering techniques
One of the most important elements of the creation of
interactive virtual environments is the visual representation
of these environments. Although serious games have
design goals that are different from those of pure entertainment video games, they can still make use of the wide
variety of graphical features and effects that have been
developed in recent years. The state-of-the-art in this
subject area is broad and, at times, it can be difficult to
specify exactly where the ‘cutting edge’ of the development of an effect lies. A number of the techniques that are
currently in use were originally developed for offline
applications and have only recently become adopted for
use in real-time applications through improvements in
efficiency or hardware. Here, the ‘state-of-the-art’ for realtime lags several years behind that for offline—good
examples of this would be raytracing or global illumination, which we shall briefly examine. A number of effects,
however, are developed specifically for immediate
deployment on current hardware and can make use of
specific hardware features—these are often written by
hardware providers themselves to demonstrate their use or,
of course, by game developers. Other real-time graphical
features and effects can be considered to follow a development cycle, where initially they are proven in concept
demonstrations or prototypes, but are too computationally
expensive to implement in a full application or game. Over
time these techniques may then be progressively optimised
for speed, or held back until the development of faster
hardware allows their use in computer games.
The primary reason for the proliferation of real-time
graphics effects has been due to advances in low-cost
graphics hardware that can be used in standard PCs or
games consoles. Modern graphics processing units (GPUs)
are extremely powerful parallel processors and the graphics
pipeline is becoming increasingly flexible. Through the use
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of programmable shaders, which are small programs that
define and direct part of the rendering process, a wide
variety of graphical effects are now possible for inclusion
in games and virtual environments, while there also exist a
range of effects that are currently possible but still too
expensive for practical use beyond anything but the display
of simple scenes.
The graphics pipeline used by modern graphics hardware renders geometry using rasterisation, where an object
is drawn as triangles which undergo viewing transformations before they are converted directly into pixels. In
contrast, ray-tracing generates a pixel by firing a corresponding ray into the scene and sampling whatever it may
hit. While the former is generally faster, especially using
the hardware acceleration on modern graphics cards, it is
easier to achieve effects such as reflections using raytracing. Although the flexibility of modern GPUs can allow
ray-tracing (Purcell et al. 2002) in real-time (Horn et al.
2007; Shirley 2006), as well as fast ray-tracing now
becoming possible on processors used in games consoles
(Benthin et al. 2006), rasterisation is currently still the
standard technique for computer games.
Although the modern graphics pipeline is designed and
optimised to rasterise polygonal geometry, it should be
noted that other types of geometry exist. Surfaces may be
defined using a mathematical representation, while volumes may be defined using ‘3D textures’ of voxels or,
again, using a mathematical formula (Engel et al. 2006).
The visualisation of volumetric ‘objects’, which are usually
semi-opaque, is a common problem that includes features
such as smoke, fog and clouds. A wide variety of options
exist for rendering volumes (Engel et al. 2006; Cerezo
et al. 2005), although these are generally very computationally expensive and it is common to emulate a volumetric effect using simpler methods. This often involves
drawing one or more rectangular polygons to which a fourchannel texture has been applied (where the fourth, alpha,
channel represents transparency)—for example a cloud
element or wisp of smoke. These may be aligned to always
face the viewer as billboards (Akenine-Möller et al. 2008),
a common game technique with a variety of uses (Watt and
Policarpo 2005), or a series of these may be used to slice
through a full volume at regular intervals. An alternative
method for rendering full volumes is ray-marching, where
a volume is sampled at regular intervals along a viewing
ray, which can now be implemented in a shader (Crassin
et al. 2009), or on processors that are now being used in
games consoles (Kim and Jaja 2009).
It is sometimes required to render virtual worlds, or
objects within worlds, that are so complex or detailed that
they cannot fit into the graphics memory, or even the main
memory, of the computer—this can be especially true when
dealing with volume data. Assuming that the hardware
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cannot be further upgraded, a number of options exist for
such rendering problems. If the scene consists of many
complex objects at varying distances, it may be possible to
adopt a level-of-detail approach (Engel et al. 2008) and use
less complex geometry, or even impostors (AkenineMöller et al. 2008), to approximate distant objects (Sander
and Mitchell 2006). Alternatively, if only a small subsection of the world or object is in sight at any one time, it
may be possible to hold only these visible parts in memory
and ‘stream’ replace them as new parts come into view,
which is usually achieved by applying some form of spatial
partitioning (Crassin et al. 2009). This streaming approach
can also be applied to textures that are too large to fit into
graphics memory (Mittring and Crytek 2008). If too much
is visible at one time for this to be possible, a cluster of
computers may be used, where the entire scene is often too
large for a single computer to hold in memory but is able to
be distributed among the cluster with the computers’
individual renders being accumulated and composited
together (Humphreys et al. 2002) or each computer controlling part of a multi-screen tile display (Yin et al. 2006).
3.3.1 Post-processing effects
One important category of graphical effect stems from the
ability to render to an off-screen buffer, or even to multiple
buffers simultaneously, which can then be used to form a
feedback loop. A polygon may then be drawn (either to
additional buffers or to the visible framebuffer) with the
previously rendered texture(s) made available to the
shader. This shader can then perform a variety of ‘postprocessing’ effects.
Modern engines frequently include a selection of such
effects (Feis 2007), which can include more traditional
image processing, such as colour transformations (Burkersroda 2005; Bjorke 2004), glow (James and O’Rorke
2004), or edge-enhancement (Nienhaus and Döllner 2003),
as well as techniques that require additional scene information such as depth of field (Gillham 2007; Zhou et al.
2007), motion blur (Rosado 2008) and others which will be
mentioned in specific sections later.
The extreme of this type of technique is deferred
shading, where the entire lighting calculations are performed as a ‘post-process’. Here, the scene geometry is
rendered into a set of intermediate buffers, collectively
called the G-buffer, and the final shading process is performed in image-space using the data from those buffers
(Koonce 2008).
3.3.2 Transparency, reflection and refraction
The modern real-time graphics pipeline does not deal with
the visual representation of transparency, reflection or
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refraction and their emulation must be dealt with using
special cases or tricks. Traditionally, transparency has been
emulated using alpha blending (Akenine-Möller et al.
2008), a compositing technique where a ‘transparent pixel’
is combined with the framebuffer according to its fourth
colour component (alpha). The primary difficulty with this
technique is that the results are order dependent, which
requires the scene geometry to be sorted by depth before it
is drawn and transparency can also present issues when
using deferred shading (Filion and McNaughton 2008). A
number of order-independent transparency techniques have
been developed, however, such as depth-peeling (Everitt
2001; Nagy and Klein 2003).
Mirrored background reflections may be achieved using
an environment map (Blinn and Newell 1976; Watt and
Policarpo 2005), which can be a simple but effective
method of reflecting a static scene. If the scene is more
dynamic, but relatively fast to render, reflections on a flat
surface may be achieved by drawing the reflective surface
as transparent and mirroring the entire scene geometry
about the reflection surface, drawing the mirrored geometry
behind it (Fig. 8) or, for more complex scenes, using
reduced geometry methods such as impostors (Tatarchuk
and Isidoro 2006). Alternatively, six cameras can be used
to produce a dynamic environment map (Blythe 2006).
Alternative methods have also been developed to address
the lack of parallax, i.e. apparent motion offsets due to
objects at different distances, which are missing in a fixed
environment map (Yu et al. 2005).
Perhaps surprisingly on first note, simple refraction
effects can be achieved using very similar techniques to
those used for reflection. The only differences are that the
sample ray direction points inside the object and that it is
bent due to the difference in refractive indices of the two

Fig. 8 Achieving a mirror effect by rendering the geometry twice
(Anderson and McLoughlin 2007)
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materials, in accordance with Snell’s Law (Akenine-Möller
et al. 2008). Thus, environment mapping can be used for
simple refractions in a static scene, which may be expanded to include chromatic dispersion (Fernando and Kilgard
2003). In some cases, refraction may also be achieved as a
post-processing effect (Wyman 2007).
3.3.3 Surface detail
The simplest method of adding apparent detail to a surface,
without requiring additional geometry, is texture mapping.
The advent of pixel shaders means that textures can now be
used in more diverse ways to emulate surface detail (Rost
2006; Watt and Policarpo 2005; Akenine-Möller et al.
2008).
A variety of techniques exist for adding apparent highresolution bump detail to a low-resolution mesh. In normal
mapping (Blinn 1978) the texture map stores surface normals, which can then be used for lighting calculations.
Parallax mapping (Kaneko et al. 2001) uses a surface
height map and the camera direction to determine an offset
for texture lookups. Relief texture mapping (Oliveira et al.
2000; Watt and Policarpo 2005) is a related technique
which performs a more robust ray-tracing of the height
map and can provide better quality results at the cost of
performance.
3.3.4 Lighting
The old fixed-function graphics pipeline supported a pervertex Gouraud lighting model [OpenGL ARB], but programmable shaders now allow the developer to implement
their own lighting model (Rost 2006; Hoffman 2006). In
general, though, the fixed-function lighting equation is split
into: a diffuse component, where direct lighting is assumed
to be scattered by micro-facets on the surface; a specular
component, which appears as a highlight and is dependent
on the angle between the viewer and the light; and an
ambient component, which is an indirect ‘background’
lighting component due to light that has bounced off other
objects in the scene (Akenine-Möller et al. 2008).
3.3.4.1 Shadows Although the graphics pipeline did not
originally support shadows, it does now provide hardware
acceleration for texture samples of a basic shadow map
(Akenine-Möller et al. 2008; Engel et al. 2008). However,
this basic method suffers from aliasing issues, is typically
low resolution and can only result in hard shadow edges.
Except in certain conditions, the majority of shadows in the
real world exhibit a soft penumbra, so there is a desire
within computer graphics to achieve efficient soft shadows,
for which a large number of solutions have been developed
(Hasenfratz et al. 2003; Bavoil 2008). Shadowing complex
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objects such as volumes can also present issues, many of
which have also been addressed (Lokovic and Veach 2000;
Hadwiger et al. 2006; Ropinski et al. 2008).
3.3.4.2 High-Dynamic Range Lighting HDR Lighting is
a technique that has become very popular in modern games
(Sherrod 2006; Engel et al. 2008). It stems from the fact
that real world luminance has a very high dynamic range,
which means that bright surface patches are several orders
of magnitude brighter than dark surface patches—for
example, the sun at noon ‘‘may be 100 million times
brighter than starlight’’ (Reinhard et al. 2006). In general,
this means that the 8-bit integers traditionally used in each
component of the RGB triplet of pixels in the framebuffer,
are woefully inadequate for representing real luminance
ranges. Thankfully, modern hardware now allows a greater
precision in data types, so that calculations may be performed in 16 or even 32-bit floating-point format, although
it should be noted that a performance penalty usually
occurs when using more precise formats.
One of the most striking visual effects associated with
HDR lighting is bloom, where extremely bright patches
appear to glow. Practically, this is usually applied as a postprocess effect in a similar way to a glow effect, where
bright patches are drawn into a separate buffer which
is blurred and then combined with the original image
(Kawase 2004; Kawase 2003). This can also be applied to
low-dynamic range images, to make them appear HDR
(Sousa 2005).
Modern displays still use the traditional 8-bit per colour
component format (with a few exceptions (Seetzen et al.
2004)), so the HDR floating point results must be converted, which is the process of tonemapping (Reinhard
et al. 2006). Some tonemapping methods allow the specification of a brightness, or exposure value as taken from a
physical camera analogy. In an environment where the
brightness is likely to change dramatically this exposure
should be automatically adjusted—much like a real camera
does today. Various methods are available to achieve this,
such as by downsampling the entire image to obtain the
average brightness (Kawase 2004), or by asynchronous
queries to build a basic histogram of the brightness level to
determine the required exposure (McTaggart et al. 2006;
Sheuermann and Hensley 2007).
3.3.4.3 Indirect lighting: global illumination Incident
light on a surface can originate either directly from a light
source, or indirectly from light reflected by another surface.
Global illumination techniques account for both of these
sources of light, although in such methods it is the indirect
lighting component that is usually of most interest and the
most difficult to achieve. The main difficulty is that in
order to render a surface patch, the light that is reflected by
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all other surface patches in the scene must be known. This
interdependence can be costly to compute, especially for
dynamic scenes, and although indirect lighting accounts for
a high proportion of real world illumination, the computational cost of simulating its effects has resulted in very
limited use within real-time applications (Dutr et al. 2003).
The simplest inclusion of indirect lighting is through
pre-computed and baked texture maps, which can store
anything from direct shadows or ambient occlusion results
to those from radiosity or photon mapping (Mittring 2007).
However, this technique is only viable for completely static
objects within a static scene. Another simple global illumination technique, which is commonly associated with
HDR lighting, is image-based lighting (Reinhard et al.
2006). Here, an environment map stores both direct and
indirect illumination as a simple HDR image, which is then
used to light objects in the scene. The image may be captured
from a real-world location, drawn by an artist as an art asset or
generated in a pre-processing stage by sampling the virtual
environment. Multiple samples can then be used to light a
dynamic character as it moves through the (static) environment (Mitchell et al. 2006). Although the results can be very
effective, image-based lighting cannot deal with fully
dynamic scenes without having to recompute the environment
maps, which may be costly.
Fully dynamic global illumination techniques generally
work on reduced or abstracted geometry, such as using
discs to approximate the geometry around each vertex for
ambient occlusion (Shanmugam and Arikan 2007; Hoberock and Jia 2008). It is also possible to perform some
operations as a post-process, such as ambient occlusion
(Mittring 2007) and even approximations for single-bounce
indirect lighting (Ritschel et al. 2009). The general-purpose use of the GPU has also allowed for radiosity at near
real-time for very small scenes (Coombe and Harris 2005)
and fast, but not yet real-time, photon mapping (Purcell
et al. 2003). The latter technique can also be used to simulate caustics, which are bright patches due to convergent
rays from a refractive object, in real-time on the GPU
(Krüger et al. 2006), although other techniques for specifically rendering caustics are also possible (Wand and
Straßer 2003), including as an image-space post-process
effect (Wyman 2007), or by applying the ’Caustic Cones’
that utilise an intensity map generated from real photographic images (Kider et al. 2009).
3.4 Artificial intelligence
Another important aspect of the creation of populated
virtual environments as used in cultural heritage applications is the creation of intelligent behaviour for the
inhabitants of the virtual world, which is achieved using
artificial intelligence (AI) techniques.
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It is important to understand that when we refer to the
AI of virtual entities in virtual environments, that which we
refer to is not truly AI—at least not in the conventional
sense (McCarthy 2007) of the term. The techniques applied
to virtual worlds, such as computer games, are usually a
mixture of AI related methods whose main concern is the
creation of a believable illusion of intelligence (Scott
2002), i.e. the behaviour of virtual entities only needs to be
believable to convey the presence of intelligence and to
immerse the human participant in the virtual world.
The main requirement for creating the illusion of
intelligence is perception management, i.e. the organisation and evaluation of incoming data from the AI entity’s
environment. This perception management mostly takes
the form of acting upon sensor information but also
includes communication between or coordination of AI
entities in environments which are inhabited by multiple
entities which may have to act co-operatively. The tasks
which need to be solved in most modern virtual world
applications such as computer games and to which the
intelligent actions of the AI entities are usually restricted
to (by convention rather than technology) are (Anderson
2003):
–
–
–

decision making
path finding (planning)
steering (motion control)

The exact range of problems that AI entities within a
computer game have to solve depends on the context in
which they exists and the virtual environment in which the
game takes place. Combs and Ardoint (2004) state that a
popular method for the implementation of game AI is the
use of an ‘environment-based programming style’, i.e. the
creation of the virtual game world followed by the association of AI code with the game world and the entities that
exist in it. This means that the AI entity intelligence is built
around and is intrinsically linked to the virtual game
environment. This type of entity intelligence can be created
using ‘traditional’ methods for ‘decision making’, ‘path
finding’ and ‘steering’.
Of the three common AI tasks named above, ‘decision
making’ most strongly implies the use of intelligence.
Finite state machines (FSMs) are the most commonly used
technique for implementing decision making in games (Fu
and Houlette 2004). They arrange the behaviour of an AI
entity in logical states—defining one state per possible
behaviour—of which only one, the entity’s behaviour at
that point in time, is active at any one time. In game FSMs
each state is usually associated with a specific behaviour
and an entity’s actions are often implemented by linking
behaviours with pre-defined animation cycles for the AI
entity that allow it to enact the selected behaviour (Orkin
2006). It is relatively simple to program a very stable FSM
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that may not be very sophisticated but that ‘‘will get the job
done’’. The main drawback of FSMs is that they can
become very complex and hard to maintain, while on the
other hand the behaviour resulting from a too simple FSM
can easily become predictable. To overcome this problem
sometimes hierarchical FSMs are used that break up
complex states into a set of smaller ones that can be
combined, allowing the creation of larger and more complex FSMs.
In recent years, there has been a move towards performing decision making using goal-directed techniques to
enable the creation of nondeterministic behaviour. Dybsand describes this as a technique in which an AI entity
‘‘will execute a series of actions ... that attempt to
accomplish a specific objective or goal’’ (Dybsand 2004).
In its simplest form, goal-orientation can be implemented
by determining a goal with an embedded action sequence
for a given AI entity. This action sequence, the entity’s
plan, will then be executed by the entity to satisfy the goal
(Orkin 2004a). Solutions that allow for more diverse
behaviour can improve this by selecting an appropriate
plan from a pre-computed ‘plan library’ (Evans 2001)
instead of using a built-in plan. More complex solutions
use plans that are computed dynamically, i.e. ‘on the fly’,
as is the case with Goal-Oriented Action Planning (GOAP)
(Orkin 2004a). In GOAP the sequence of actions that the
system needs to perform to reach its end-state or goal is
generated in real-time by using a planning heuristic on a set
of known values which need to exist within the AI entity’s
domain knowledge. To achieve this in his implementation
of GOAP, Orkin (2004b) separates the actions and goals,
implicitly integrating preconditions and effects that define
the planner’s search space, placing the decision making
process into the domain of the planner. This can be further
improved through augmenting the representation of the
search space by associating costs with actions that can
satisfy goals, effectively turning the AI entity’s knowledge
base into a weighted graph. This then allows the use of path
planning algorithms that find the shortest path within a
graph as the planning algorithm for the entity’s high-level
behaviour (Orkin 2006). This has the additional benefit of
greater code re-use as the planning method for high-level
decision making, as well as path planning is the same and
can therefore be executed by the same code module (Orkin
2004b) if the representations of the search space are kept
identical. The most popular path planning algorithm used
in modern computer games is the A* (A-Star) algorithm
(Stout 2000; Matthews 2002; Nareyek 2004), a generalisation of Dijkstra’s algorithm (1959). A* is optimal, i.e.
proven to find the optimal path in a weighted graph if an
optimal solution exists (Dechter and Pearl 1985), which
guarantees that AI entities will find the least costly path if
such a solution exists within the search space.
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Challenges in game AI that are relevant to serious
games include the construction of intelligent interfaces
(Livingstone and Charles 2004), such as tutoring systems
or virtual guides, and particularly real-time strategy game
AI, part of which is concerned with the modelling of great
numbers of virtual entities in large scale virtual environments. Challenges there include spatial and temporal reasoning (Buro 2004), which can be addressed through the
use of potential fields (Hagelbäck and Johansson 2008).
3.4.1 Crowd simulation
The AI techniques described in the previous section are
important tools with which more complex systems can be
constructed. A domain of great potential relevance to cultural heritage that is derived from such techniques is the
simulation of crowds of humanoid characters. If one wishes
to reconstruct and visualise places and events from the
past, a crowd of real-time virtual characters, if appropriately attired and behaving, can add new depths of immersion and realism to ancient building reconstructions. These
characters can feature merely as a backdrop (Ciechomski
et al. 2004) to add life to a reconstruction, or can assume
the centre stage in more active roles, for example, as virtual
tour guides to direct the spectator (DeLeon 1999). Indeed,
the type of crowd or character behaviour to be simulated
varies greatly with respect to the type of scenario that needs
to be modelled. In this vein, (Ulicny and Thalmann 2002)
model crowd behaviour of worshippers in a virtual mosque,
while (Maim et al. 2007) and (Ryder et al. 2005) focus on
the creation of more general pedestrian crowd behaviours,
the former for populating a virtual reconstruction of a city
resembling ancient Rome.
More general crowd synthesis and evaluation techniques
are also directly applicable to crowd simulation in cultural
heritage. A variety of different approaches have been
taken, most notably the use of social force models (Helbing
and Molnar 1995), path planning (Lamarche and Donikian
2004), behavioural models incorporating perception and
learning (Shao and Terzopoulos 2005) sociological effects
(Musse and Thalmann 1997) and hybrid models (Pelechano
et al. 2007).
The study of real world corpus has also been used as a
basis for synthesising crowd behaviour in approaches that
do not entail the definition of explicit behaviour models.
Lerner et al. (2007) manually track pedestrians from an
input video containing real world behaviour examples.
They use this data to construct a database of pedestrian
trajectories for different situations. At runtime, the database is queried for similar situations matching those of the
simulated pedestrians: the closest matching example from
the database is selected as the resulting trajectory for each
pedestrian and the process is repeated.
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Lee et al. (2007) simulate behaviours based on aerialview video recordings of crowds in controlled environments. A mixture of manual annotation and semi-automated tracking provides information from video about
individuals’ trajectories. These are provided as inputs to an
agent movement model that can create crowd behaviours of
a similar nature to those observed in the original video.
Human perception of the animation of crowds and
characters has been increasingly recognised as an important factor in achieving more realistic simulations.
Research has been conducted regarding the perception of
animation and motion of individuals (Reitsma and Pollard
2003; McDonnell et al. 2007), groups (Ennis et al. 2010a;
McDonnell et al. 2009a) and crowds (Peters et al. 2008;
Ennis et al. 2010b). For example, (Peters et al. 2008)
examined the perceptual plausibility of pedestrian orientations and found that participants were able to consistently
distinguish between those virtual scenes where the character orientations matched the orientations of the humans
in the corresponding real scenes and those where the
character orientations were artificially generated, according
to a number of different rule types. The results of such
perceptual studies can be linked to synthesis, in order to
create more credible animations (McDonnell et al. 2009b).
A key factor of differentiation between crowd control
methods concerns where knowledge is stored in the system.
One approach is to endow knowledge separately to individual characters, an extreme example of which would
create autonomous agents that have their own artificial
perceptions, reasoning, memories, etc. with respect to the
environment, as in (Lamarche and Donikian 2004).
Another method is to place knowledge into the environment itself, to create a shared or partially shared database
accessible to characters. According to this smart object
methodology (Peters et al. 2003), graphical objects are
tagged with behavioural information and may inform,
guide or even control characters. Such an approach is
applicable also to crowd simulation in urban environments.
For example, navigation aids, placed inside the environment description, may be added by the designer during the
construction process. These have been referred to as
annotations (Doyle and Hayes-Roth 1998). The resulting
environment description (Farenc et al. 1999; Thomas and
Donikian 2000; Peters and O’Sullivan 2009) contains
additional geometric, semantic and spatial partitioning
information for informing pedestrian behaviour, thus
transferring a degree of the behavioural intelligence into
the environment. In (Hostetler 2002), for example, skeletal
splines are defined that are aligned with walkways. These
splines, called ribbons, provide explicit information for
groups to use, such as the two major directions of travel on
the walkway. In addition to environment annotation and
mark-up, interfaces for managing the definition of crowd
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scenarios have also been investigated. Crowdbrush (Ulicny
et al. 2004) provides an intuitive way for designers to add
crowds of characters into an environment using tools
analogous to those found in standard 2D painting packages.
It allows designers to paint crowds and apply attributes and
characteristics using a range of different tools in real-time,
obtaining immediate feedback about the results.
3.4.2 Annotated entities and environments
A fairly recent method for enabling virtual entities to
interact with one another as well as their surroundings is
the use of annotated worlds. The mechanism for this, which
we refer to using the term ‘Annotated Entities’, has been
described using various names, such as ‘Smart Terrain’
(Cass 2002), ‘Smart Objects’ (Peters et al. 2003; Orkin
2006) and ‘Annotated Environment’ (Doyle 2002), all of
which are generally interchangeable and mostly used with
very similar meanings, although slight differences in their
exact interpretation sometimes remain. A common aspect
to all of the implementations that utilise this mechanism is
the indirect approach to the creation of believable intelligent entities.
The idea of annotated environments is a computer
application of the theory of affordance (or affordance
theory) (Cornwell et al. 2003) that was originally developed in the fields of psychology and visual perception.
Affordance theory states that the makeup and shape of
objects contains suggestions about their usage. Affordance
itself is an abstract concept, the implementation of which is
greatly simplified by annotations that work like labels
containing instructions which provide an explicit interpretation of affordances. Transferred into the context of a
virtual world, this means that objects in the environment
contain all of the information that an AI controlled entity
will need to be able to use them, effectively making the
environment ‘smart’.
A beneficial side effect of this use of ‘annotated’ objects
(Doyle 1999) is that the complexity of the entities is neutral
to the extent of the domain knowledge that is available for
their use, i.e. the virtual entities themselves can not only be
kept relatively simple, but they do not need to be changed
at all to be able to make use of additional knowledge. This
allows for the rapid development of game scenarios
(Cornwell et al. 2003) and if all annotated objects use the
same interface to provide knowledge to the world’s entities
then there is no limit to the scalability of the system, i.e. the
abilities of AI controlled entities can practically be extended indefinitely (Orkin 2002) despite a very low impact on
the system’s overall performance. Furthermore, this
method provides an efficient solution to the ‘anchoring
problem’ (Coradeschi and Saffiotti 1999) of matching
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sensor data to the symbolic representation of the virtual
entity’s knowledge as objects in the world themselves have
the knowledge as to how other virtual entities can interact
with them.
Annotations have been employed in several different
types of applications in order to achieve different effects.
They have proven popular for the animation of virtual
actors in computer animation production, where they
facilitate animation selection (Lee et al. 2006), i.e. the
choice of appropriate animation sequences that fit the
environment. Other uses of annotations include the storage
of tactical information in the environment for war games
and military simulations (Darken 2007), which is implemented as sensory annotations to direct the virtual entities’
perception of their environment. Probably the most common form of annotations found in real-time simulated
virtual environments affects behaviour selection, usually in
combination with animation selection (Orkin 2006), i.e. the
virtual entity’s behaviour and its visual representation
(animation) are directed by the annotated objects that it
uses.
Virtual entities that inhabit these annotated worlds can
be built utilising rule-based system based on simple FSMs
in combination with a knowledge interface based on a
trigger system that allows the entities to ‘use’ knowledge
(instructions) for handling the annotated objects. The
interaction protocol employed to facilitate the communication between entity and ‘smart’ object needs to enable
the object to ‘advertise’ its features to the entities and then
allow them to request from the object relevant instructions
(annotations) on its usage (Macedonia 2000). The success
of this technique is demonstrated by the best-selling
computer game The Sims, where ‘Smart Objects’ were
used for behaviour selection to great effect. Forbus and
Wright (2001) state that in The Sims all game entities,
objects as well as virtual characters, are implemented
as scripts that are executed in their own threads within
a multitasking virtual machine. A similar approach,
based on a scripting language that can represent the
behaviours of virtual entities, as well as the objects that
the can interact with, has been presented more recently
by Anderson (2008). These scripting-language based
approaches are most likely to provide solutions for the
creation of large scale virtual environments, such as the
serious game component of the Rome Reborn project. This
is the automatic generation of AI content (Nareyek 2007),
which in combination with techniques such as procedural
modelling of urban environments (Vanegas et al. 2009),
will require the integration of the creation of complex
annotations with the procedural generation of virtual
worlds, automating the anchoring of virtual entities into
their environment.
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4 Conclusions
The success of computer games, fuelled among other factors by the great realism that can be attained using modern
consumer hardware, and the key techniques of games
technology that have resulted from this, have given way to
new types of games, including serious games, and related
application areas, such as virtual worlds, mixed reality,
augmented reality and virtual reality. All of these types of
application utilise core games technologies (e.g. 3D environments) as well as novel techniques derived from computer graphics, human computer interaction, computer
vision and artificial intelligence, such as crowd modelling.
Together these technologies have given rise to new sets of
research questions, often following technologically driven
approaches to increasing levels of fidelity, usability and
interactivity.
Our aim has been to use this state-of-the-art report to
demonstrate the potential of games technology for cultural heritage applications and serious games, to outline
key problems and to indicate areas of technology where
solutions for remaining challenges may be found. To
illustrate that first we presented some characteristic case
studies illustrating the application of methods and technologies used in cultural heritage. Next, we provided an
overview of existing literature of relevance to the domain,
discussed the strengths and weaknesses of the described
methods and pointed out unsolved problems and challenges. It is our firm belief that we are only at the
beginning of the evolution of games technology and that
there will be further improvements in the quality and
sophistication of computer games, giving rise to serious
heritage games of greater complexity and fidelity than is
now achievable.
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Abstract
Traditional approaches to learning have often focused upon knowledge transfer strategies that have centred on textually-based engagements with learners,
and dialogic methods of interaction with tutors. The use of virtual worlds,
with text-based, voice-based and a feeling of ‘presence’ naturally is allowing
for more complex social interactions and designed learning experiences and
role plays, as well as encouraging learner empowerment through increased
interactivity. To unpick these complex social interactions and more interactive
designed experiences, this paper considers the use of virtual worlds in relation
to structured learning activities for college and lifelong learners. This consideration necessarily has implications upon learning theories adopted and practices taken up, with real implications for tutors and learners alike. Alongside
this is the notion of learning as an ongoing set of processes mediated via social
interactions and experiential learning circumstances within designed virtual
and hybrid spaces. This implies the need for new methodologies for evaluating
the efficacy, benefits and challenges of learning in these new ways. Towards
this aim, this paper proposes an evaluation methodology for supporting the
development of specified learning activities in virtual worlds, based upon
inductive methods and augmented by the four-dimensional framework
reported in a previous study.
The study undertaken aimed to test the efficacy of the proposed evaluation
methodology and framework, and to evaluate the broader uses of a virtual
world for supporting lifelong learners specifically in their educational choices
and career decisions. The paper presents the findings of the study and considers that virtual worlds are reorganising significantly how we relate to the
© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation © 2009 Becta. Published by Blackwell Publishing, 9600 Garsington Road, Oxford OX4 2DQ,
UK and 350 Main Street, Malden, MA 02148, USA.
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design and delivery of learning. This is opening up a transition in learning
predicated upon the notion of learning design through the lens of ‘immersive
learning experiences’ rather than sets of knowledge to be transferred between
tutor and learner. The challenges that remain for tutors rest with the design
and delivery of these activities and experiences. The approach advocated here
builds upon an incremental testing and evaluation of virtual world learning
experiences.

Background
The widespread reporting of Second Life (SL)—a social virtual world—has helped to
highlight the more general use of immersive worlds for supporting a variety of human
activities and interactions, presenting a wealth of new opportunities and challenges for
enriching how we learn (eg, Boulos, Hetherington & Wheeler, 2007; PrasolovaFørland, Sourin & Sourina, 2006), as well as how we work and play. In this way, SL, in
common with other virtual world applications, has opened up the potential for users
and learners, teachers and trainers, policy makers and decision makers to easily collaborate together in immersive three-dimensional (3D) environments regardless of distance in real time. At the heart of the immersive experiences is the presence of the
learner or user as an ‘avatar’ in the virtual space. This avatar represents the embodiment of the user in the virtual space and facilitates a greater sense of control within the
immersive environments, allowing users to more readily engage with the experiences as
they unfold in real time (Gazzard, 2009).
The more general use of virtual environments over the last few years has been facilitated greatly through Web-based technologies and applications, as well as increasing
broadband connectivity and computer graphics capabilities. Together, these allow a
range of options in the context of education and training, not least sharing documents
and files, holding meetings and events, networking and hosting virtual seminars, lectures and conferences, running research experiments, providing forums for sharing
research findings and meeting international colleagues (eg, de Freitas, 2008). Such
applications also have an even greater potential for integrating different technologies by
supporting social software applications (eg, Facebook, Flickr and Wikipedia), presenting e-learning materials and content, and offering learners’ games and rich social
interactions. In addition, custom online virtual platforms originating mainly from Universities and research institutes have also been developed mainly for educational and
learning purposes (eg, Liarokapis, Petridis, Lister & White, 2002; Liarokapis et al,
2004). These are more experimental prototypes and usually use dedicated hardware
devices such as advanced visualisation (head-mounted displays, stereoscopic displays),
interaction (3D mouse, orientation and position sensors) as well as haptics (gloves).
However, usually the costs involved in these types of configurations are still very high,
compared to the alternatives presented above.
© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation © 2009 Becta.
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This flexibility of usage alongside potential global reach for users has led to a sudden
and wide growth in the emergence of virtual world applications: in work preparing this
paper, 80 virtual world applications were identified with another 100 planned by the
end of 2009 (de Freitas, 2008). While not all of these virtual worlds have applicability
for learning, and many are aimed at young children (eg, Club Penguin), the extent of
the field, not just in terms of potential use for education and training, but actual usage
and uptake by users is extensive. For example, SL, a social open world, currently has 13
million registered accounts (as of March 2008). This paper however is focused upon
how virtual worlds can be better understood and used specifically in the context of
education and training, and here the use of SL for supporting seminar activities and
lectures and other educational purposes has been documented in a number of recent
studies and reports (eg, Dickey, 2005; Hut, 2007; Jennings and Collins 2008; for a list
of examples of SL use by UK universities, see Kirriemuir 2008). Both the broad emergence and the applicability of immersive spaces for undertaking learning have led to
wide interest from learning practitioners in finding out more about how they may be
best deployed in the class and seminar room.
However, the breadth of applications of virtual worlds, and their relatively swift emergence, has made this a challenging area for researchers and tutors (Hendaoui, Limayem
& Thompson, 2008). The area is fragmented due to the nature of its cross-disciplinary
appeal and the literature is dispersed around a range of disciplines. Suitably then, this
study, undertaken as part of the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC)-funded
MyPlan project (see http://www.lkl.ac.uk/research/myplan), led by the London Knowledge Lab, University of London, set out to explore in a cross-disciplinary way how
virtual worlds might be most effectively evaluated in relation to designed learning
activities, and whether this evaluation methodology could be used as part of the design
process and feedback into an iterative design of activities that could then be replicated
by other researchers and learning practitioners.
Underpinning this cross-disciplinary approach to the emerging field of serious games
and virtual worlds, the authors in previous work have been attempting to reconceptualise ideas around learning, in particular away from more traditional approaches and
towards a notion of learning as more centred upon experience and exploration. To
understand this we are considering the role of multimodal interfaces (eg, 3D interfaces)
and perceptual modelling (cognitive-based approaches), in that our interactions with
the environment and our social interactions with others are adopting an approach
towards constructing learning experiences as a process of ‘choreography’ rather than
based around data recall strategies (de Freitas & Neumann, 2009). This approach
reorganises how we produce and develop learning activities, with a greater emphasis
upon learner control, greater engagement, learner-generated content and peersupported communities, which jointly may increase learning gains. Work outlining an
‘exploratory learning model’ to support this experience-based and open-ended
approach to learning in training contexts is outlined elsewhere (Jarvis & de Freitas,
2009a), and this paper aims to present the outcomes from a study undertaken to
© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation © 2009 Becta.
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Figure 1: The four-dimensional framework
Source: Sara de Freitas, 2008

evaluate the efficacy of using SL as a platform for supporting lifelong learners. In
particular, the study was testing the ‘four dimensional framework’ developed in previous studies (de Freitas & Oliver, 2006).
Methodology
Literature searches have found few other evaluative frameworks for exploring the uses
and designs of learning activities in virtual worlds, and these are generally trainingcentred (eg, Fu, Jensen & Hinkelman, 2008). Therefore, this evaluation study adopted
an inductive methodology, which requires researchers to construct theories and explanations based upon observations conducted using educational research approaches,
including the use of survey data and observations (Gill & Johnson, 1997). A similar
approach has been adopted in the Serious Games—Engaging Training Solutions project
co-funded by the UK Technology Strategy Board, Selex Systems and TruSim (a division
of Blitz Games), but this focused upon measuring the efficacy of game-based learning
rather than virtual world learning activities (Jarvis & de Freitas, 2009a). The methodology was selected to address some of the wider issues of efficacy as well as highlighting
some of the main issues and challenges arising from this approach to learning and
support.
In addition to the inductive method, the study combined the use of the ‘four dimensional framework’ to provide a more structured approach to the synthesis and analysis
of the research findings. The four-dimensional framework has been proposed in previous studies and papers, (eg, de Freitas & Oliver, 2006). The framework emerged from
user studies with tutors and learners around the selection and use of game-based
learning. But it has since been used to support the game design and development
process (Jarvis & de Freitas, 2009a). In this study, we applied its use for supporting other
immersive experiences—in virtual worlds. The framework proposes four dimensions:
the learner, the pedagogic models used, the representation used and the context within
which learning takes place (see Figure 1).
© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation © 2009 Becta.
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The first dimension involves a process of profiling and modelling the learner and their
requirements. This profile ensures a close match between the learning activities and the
required outcomes. The emphasis upon the learner highlights the importance of the
interaction between the learner and their environment. For example, more naturalistic
interactions may provide less of a gap in learning transfer. Information and communication technology (ICT) capabilities may affect the way that the learner interacts with
the experience, and their abilities to become immersed in the activities in the first place.
Feedback to the learner is an important aspect of reflection upon learning and may be
central to the most effective learning experience—or individual perception of effectiveness (eg, Jarvis & de Freitas, 2009b).
The second dimension analyses the pedagogic perspective of the learning activities, and
includes a consideration of the kinds of learning and teaching models adopted alongside the methods for supporting the learning processes. This may include the use of
associative models based upon task-centred approaches of learning and consistent with
training methodology (eg, Gagné, 1965), and constructivist models of learning that
involve building upon existing knowledge on the part of the learner (eg, Vygotsky,
1978). ‘Situative’ models of learning involve more socially constructed approaches to
learning (eg, Wenger’s model of communities of practice, 1998). Particular selection of
learning theories may anticipate the types of learning outcomes that result. For
example, it has been observed that immersive experiences based upon task-centred
analysis and learning task construction result in task-centred outputs, and although
effective may be limited to more training-based contexts for learning. Also, certain
forms may reinforce particular approaches more readily.
The third dimension outlines the representation itself, how interactive the learning
experience needs to be, what levels of fidelity are required and how immersive the
experience needs to be. The link between fidelity and learning has been well explored in
the work around simulations, but what constitutes interactivity and immersion are
relatively under-researched areas and so present challenges for researchers designing
experiments. The representational dimension includes the ‘diegesis’ or world of the
experience, and may affect levels of engagement and motivation.
The final dimension of context may impact upon the place where learning is undertaken, for example, in school or informal contexts; it may also affect the disciplinary
context, for example, which subject area is being studied, and whether the learning is
conceptual or applied. Context may also include the supporting resources used for
learning. The interactions between the learner and their context are particularly important as the learner may be present in a physical and a virtual space at the same time.
These hybrid spaces are relatively unexplored in research terms, but may allow for
different approaches to learning beyond those outlined here.
Each dimension has dependencies upon the others; however, jointly, the four dimensions provide a conceptual framework for exploring immersive learning and, we argue,
have implications upon learning design as a whole, particularly when applied to immer© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation © 2009 Becta.
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sive learning environments. In part to test the efficacy of the framework and the methodology outlined, the study aims to explore this framework. For ease of use, the findings
of the study are synthesised in relation to these four dimensions.
Using SL to support planning lifelong learning
The JISC MyPlan project as a whole aimed to develop a personalised system for planning
lifelong learning. The component of the study outlined in this paper aimed to explore
the possibilities of using a virtual world for supporting lifelong learners in their career
decisions and educational choices. In particular, we were interested to find out whether
this method could support mentoring and social interactions for learners in a blended
virtual context supplemented with face-to-face tutoring. The study was therefore
designed as user studies with two defined groups of learners: learners studying at
Birkbeck College on the IT Applications programme and learners from Hackney Community College studying on BTEC courses. The data collection methods for the study
included pre- and post-activity surveys, video observations of real world and the
in-world sessions, recordings and chat logs. The study was undertaken with ethical
considerations and active consent from the participants.
The sessions were held in two computer labs at Birkbeck College, University of London
(BBK) and Hackney Community College, London (HCC), and in SL. Learner groups from
both institutions were selected for the study. The learners from Birkbeck’s IT Applications programme were mature part-time learners all over 18 years of age, and were
self-motivated learners. The learners from Hackney Community College were aged
between 18 and 24 years of age and were studying for BTEC courses. The two groups
offered significant contrast, allowing the researchers to test a range of different
responses to the learning activities under exploration. The Learning Day sessions were
constructed in order to allow for some degree of structured activities, and some degree
of exploration on the part of the learner. The activities functioned as a method for
highlighting the main issues arising from this mode of learning, and to aid with producing guidelines for tutors using the tools.
Although the intention was that each learner had access to the Internet, some learners’
sessions at HCC were shared since not enough computers were available. User groups
consisted of 7 learners at BBK and 14 at HCC. A tutor with experience of SL guided the
sessions, which lasted between 2 and 3 hours. At the beginning and end of both
sessions individual learners were asked to answer an online survey.
Although factors outside our control altered the sessions (see below), they aimed to take
the following structure: an introduction to the session, where the tutor introduces the
session, explaining the timetable and answering any questions from the learners. This
is followed by an introduction to SL, where the tutor takes learners through an induction into SL, including the creation of an avatar, movement around the virtual world,
and text chat functions. This is followed by sessions using a blended approach with
face-to-face and virtual components. This includes the tutor and learners visiting the
Universities & Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS) SL island, a session with a UCAS
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Figure 2: Meeting in-world in Second Life for virtual tour
Source: David Burden

advisor in SL, a visit to the Serious Games Institute in SL and a short session with David
Burden, an expert in SL who discusses the merits of using SL. See Figure 2, where David
Burden takes the participants on a virtual tour. The group then visits the IBM island
where they walk around and converse with an expert. To complete the session, the tutor
holds a debrief meeting with the group, including a discussion about their experience
and completion of survey.
Modelling the learner and their learning experiences
As outlined above, the learner dimension provides a modelling of the needs and requirements of the learner and learner group, including their ICT capabilities. These cohorts
were therefore surveyed. A total of 18 learners answered the pre-activity survey, 7
(38.89%) were BBK learners and 11 (61.11%) were from HCC. The average for selfrated ICT skills (using a scale from 1–5, where 1 = not very good and 5 = excellent) was
3.94, where BBK learners’ skill was rated as 3.57 and HCC learners’ skill was 4.18. The
high self-rating for ICT skills, and in particular HCC learners self-rated their ICT skills
considerably higher than BBK learners, may be attributed to the difference in age
groups or the greater familiarity of younger learners with new technologies. Notably,
though our previous user studies had also found a higher estimation of technological
capabilities from mature learners (de Freitas, Harrison, Magoulas, Mee, Mohamad &
Oliver, 2006).
Also the capabilities of the learners in using related games technologies were surveyed.
It was found that in the user groups polled, 66.67% of learners do play video games
(28.57% from BBK and 90.91% from HCC), of which 70% from HCC play every day.
Video games are played once a week by 50% of BBK learners and 10% of HCC learners;
two to five times a week by 20% of HCC learners; and once a month by 50% of BBK
learners who play video games. The learners (when asked to select one or more options
from the survey) who play video games answered that online games were the most
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Table 1: A comparison of how well liked each aspect of the session was by each user group
Aspect of session
The face-to-face sessions
Using the SL application
Creating avatars
Moving in the virtual space
The visit to the UCAS island
The SGI presentations
The visit to IBM’s island
Meeting the experts
Reacting with your fellow learners in-world

BBK learners

HCC learners

3
3.14
2.2
2.42
2.83
3
2.85
3.14
3.5

2.5
2.66
3.14
2.75
3.125
3.125
3
2.87
3.14

BBK, Birkbeck College, University of London; HCC, Hackney Community College, London; SL,
Second Life; SGI, Serious Games Institute; UCAS, Universities & Colleges Admissions Service.

popular (40% from HCC and 100% from BBK), followed by PC (30% from HCC) and
console (30% from HCC and 50% from BBK). Other forms of video games that are
played are mobile games by 20% of HCC learners and virtual games by 10% of learners.
HCC learners are heavy gamers, which may explain the fact that only a few (18.18%)
had seen or experienced a virtual world. This is at least partly attributable to the
comparatively higher numbers of users using multiplayer online games when compared with virtual worlds. Surprisingly perhaps, only 22.22% of the sample had used
virtual worlds before. Broken down by institution, 28.57% of BBK learners and 18.18%
of HCC learners had used this type of application before. All of the learners who had
used virtual worlds previously had chosen SL, and none had used a different platform,
such as Olive. All of the learners had used SL only once.
A total of 16 learners answered the post-activity survey (two learners from HCC left
after the session without having completed the post-activity survey). All seven learners
from BBK and nine from HCC completed this survey. When asked how much they had
enjoyed the SL session (using a scale from 1–5, where 1 = didn’t enjoy the session and
5 = really enjoyed the session), BBK learners averaged 3.14 while HCC learners averaged 3.22. The survey asked learners about how much they had enjoyed the different
aspects of sessions. The findings of the survey, including Likert numbers, are included
in Table 1 below.
More generally, the survey synthesis found that 43.75% of the sample (42.88% from
BBK and 44.44% from HCC) would recommend the use of SL to their friends. However,
when asked whether SL sessions helped them to reflect upon their educational choices
and career decisions, only 12.5% of the sample answered positively (14.29% from BBK
and 11.11% from HCC). Nevertheless, when asked whether they would like to use SL or
another virtual world as part of an educational environment for international collaboration with learners globally, the majority of the sample (81.25%) answered affirmatively (100% from BBK and 66.67% from HCC). This indicates that there were problems
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with the method we used for structuring the learning activities, for example providing
more time for feedback and reflection may have been advantageous.
Learning models and theories
The pedagogic dimension of the study design rested largely upon a posited constructivist model where knowledge construction on the part of the learner was inferred. It was
expected that the learners’ experiences would build upon previous experiences, in particular using previous experience of similar formats of learning and previous knowledge of career decisions and educational choices. However, this area of the study design
perhaps presupposed too much prior knowledge on the part of the learner, and some
learners found it difficult to engage with the virtual world. A more structured pedagogic
model and more structured activities in-world may have been more effective and warrants further testing. Existing constructivist theories of learning are being supplemented by new ones, currently being piloted (eg, the exploratory learning model of de
Freitas and Neumann 2009) and the use of social virtual worlds such as SL favours
social interactions. Therefore, although a more constructivist approach was favoured
for the study, the findings seemed to point to greater strengths for supporting social
learning. One college learner noted that: ‘[it] brings all people from every aspect of the
world together and learn about each other [sic]’. A greater focus upon social interactions and pedagogic models designed to support more socially focused activities may be
a better approach for future design. The strengths of the social virtual world need to be
better reflected in learning design strategies.
The emphasis and strength of the system for supporting social interactions was supported by the comment from one learner around the use of voice capability: ‘we
couldn’t use voice on this trial, but I’m sure this would help quite a bit.’ However, in
some studies tutors have expressed a preference for using text interactions due to the
ease of turn taking when managing groups of learners in-world. Other studies with SL
have demonstrated similar findings to this study. In particular, the study undertaken by
Dr Diane Carr observing the use of SL with Masters learners at the Institute of Education, UK as outlined on the Learning in Social Worlds project blog (Carr, 2008), demonstrated some similarities, such as problems with using text chat, disorientation and
ambiguity, the need to spend time getting used to the interface and the complexity
around structuring experiences that are useful for supporting learning. Carr summarises this:
A great deal of ‘structuring’ was going on during the sessions—the tutors’ frantically [sic] use of
Instant Messenger, for instance, that was not visible to the learners. Also, there were 2 or 3 tutors
at each session, taking on different roles in relation to content and class management (Carr,
2008).

The study also pointed to strengths of using SL in terms of enhancing social interactions, which is useful for distance and online learners, adding a greater sense of ‘presence’ than traditional virtual learning environments such as Blackboard, with which
the use of SL was compared (rather than face-to-face learning). Carr’s study also found
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that some individual learners were unable to adapt to the use of virtual worlds. Our
observation was that those unfamiliar with text chat had a particular disconnect from
the application: as both the 3D interface and text chat were unfamiliar to them, they felt
excluded from the session. Learners’ capabilities with using the interfaces therefore do
need to be considered in advance of using the technologies, and additional induction
training may be needed in these cases, or alternative learning strategies (eg, Web-based)
may be offered.
Usability, interactivity and accessibility
In the course of this study, the main area of consideration with relevance to the representational dimension focused on the usability of SL. There were clearly issues with the
technology, not least because there were significant problems with connectivity and
local development work being undertaken at Linden Lab that day that affected the
access to the system, and had a negative impact upon the study findings. These technical issues had a clear impact upon the transfer of the learning experience.
The comments from learners underlined these technical issues. In the area of usability
of the system, learners commented that ‘movement was a bit sluggish, but I suppose
that’s more to do with the Internet connection I think.’ One of the college learners
noted: ‘make it so it dont [sic] glitch as much and add a few more features to the island’.
The connectivity problems were significant and led to some comments from the learners, such as ‘a better Internet connection would have allowed us to have a “fuller”
experience. I think that would have made it better’. The issues are significant and tutors
aiming to use SL would have to find coping mechanisms for these kinds of problems that
occur with limited broadband, accessibility issues and regular maintenance work
at Linden Lab. The newness of the technologies and the architectural issues with
SL has led a group of open source developers to develop OpenSim (http://
www.opensimulator.com), with the aim of developing a more scalable architecture and
allowing the application to be hosted behind institutional firewalls, reducing considerably the technical issues experienced on the day of testing.
However, despite these difficulties at least one of the mature learners could see real
benefits for those using the application with disabilities:
I work with drama/theatre and people with a disability—acquired brain injury—who are on a
programme getting them back to work. I think there are some really interesting possibilities in
helping to develop confidence among such clients interacting virtually before or as an adjunct to
‘real’ life social interaction and skills development.

The representation of the virtual world itself therefore can have a negative impact upon
learning, not least because of the level of expectation on the part of the learner. There
is evidence that regular gamers find the graphics of virtual worlds too low level, and can
experience negative transfer as a result. Learner expectation is a factor for tutors to deal
with when using immersive worlds. However, if the activities are well structured and
feedback is given by tutors to the learners then there are possibilities for using the tools,
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in particular, where social interactions and support may be required. The representation of the virtual world then creates an additional design tool for the tutor: once
usability and accessibility issues are addressed, the tutor may explore learning through
the interchange between the real and virtual representations—or hybrid spaces (and
experiences). In this context, virtual worlds may be used as metaphors of learning or life
experiences that can be reflected upon and interacted with in social groups.
Real and virtual contexts
There were wider contextual issues that affected the efficacy of the learning experiences, and these centred upon a lack of engagement with the virtual worlds due in part
to specific learners’ background and age. For example, one or two learners did have
problems relating to the format. One mature learner commented, ‘I am afraid that I
cannot relate to the virtual world’. Another learner commented that ‘I think anyone
new to SL would need someone to show them how to use it, as it is not intuitive to non
computer games players.’ The first learner commented that ‘my worry is that it would
exclude people who weren’t technologically sophisticated.’ The first learner felt that: ‘I
can’t relate to a virtual world and imaginary people; it makes me restless and want to be
with real people.’ Interestingly, this learner found it difficult to relate to the fact that
avatars were all human-driven, and felt distanced from the real people due to the
interface and use of avatars. This was compounded by the fact that the learner was not
familiar with the process of text chat and found it alienating for communicating with
others.
In addition, the study raised particular issues around accessibility and usability, including the quality of broadband connectivity and the user interface design. It is undeniable
that using SL behind the institutional firewalls is a difficult and imprecise undertaking,
and negative first impressions can be off-putting to the extent that some will not return.
As an indication of this, Linden Lab estimate that half of all users never return after
their first hour in SL (Lorica, Magoulas & the O’Reilly Radar Team, 2008). However for
those that do there are interesting applications that can be investigated (de Freitas,
2008).
It is worth considering that while the learners were participating in a study situated at
college and university, and as such the context of learning was strictly formal, it would
be interesting to gauge the reactions if the study were undertaken in informal learning
settings, at home, or in work based settings.
Discussion
While multiplayer games may have educational potential in the future, virtual worlds
are generally regarded as having greater educational potential (de Freitas, 2008). Currently this is broadly because of the focus of activities. However, the method for comparing the benefits of structured activities in games over open-ended explorations of
virtual worlds is an area in need of further research. Of interest here may be how to
bring together the structured activities of games with the exploration and social power
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of virtual worlds. The motivational capacities of game-play when brought together
with the social interactions of virtual worlds may be a powerful teaching combination
in the future.
The wider trends of technical convergence between games technologies and educational uses is occurring in the shape of serious games and simulations, but while
simulations and games for learning are more established approaches, and have more
literature to accompany them, the uses of virtual worlds for learning is still a relatively
new field, and as this preliminary study has shown there is a significant learning curve
when using virtual world applications to support learning, both for tutors and learners.
The main impediment lies in the context and familiarity of the form. Indeed, factors
such as where the virtual world is used and the past experience of users with the system
are significant aspects ensuring or preventing effective use. Additionally, prior experience of gameplay may not be a positive factor, and previous game experience may in
fact have a negative impact upon learning with virtual world applications, as gameplayers are used to much higher levels of fidelity and interactivity than are presently
available in virtual worlds. With convergence, this is in the process of changing, but as
the testing session revealed issues, such as firewalls and graphics, capabilities of hardware can significantly reduce the immersion of the experience and so reduce the effectiveness of the experience.
The technical issues did significantly impede the users’ seamless experience and, in
contrast with other studies, the least liked aspects of the interaction in SL were creating
avatars and moving in-world. This was certainly due to extremely slow connections as
a result of maintenance work that day at HCC and due to multiple users on the network
at BBK, both of which caused slow download times. In general, the research indicates
that control over avatars can be a critical aspect of allowing users to become engaged
and motivated through empowerment of controlling their own representation in-world
although as Carr, for example, has indicated for some learners this can be off-putting
and produce a ‘pain barrier’ to be overcome. From our study, it was clear that the college
learners felt more familiar with the process of avatar creation and that this did hold
their attention: Figure 3 shows a college learner who had personalised his avatar
within a few minutes of using SL, although he had no prior knowledge of SL. Younger
learners are adapting to new approaches more readily and concepts such as avatars and
customisation of one’s avatar are integrated into their prior knowledge of online
gaming.
The research team experienced significant challenges with assessing and validating the
efficacy of SL for supporting educational choices and career decisions, in terms of the
methods of structuring of exercises, providing the best support for the learners and also
in terms of technical issues experienced by the users. While some learners were clearly
visibly engaged, more work is needed to find out ways of engaging more learners with
how to structure the activities, and greater support in advance of trialling is required.
More rigorous frameworks and metrics would also be useful for supporting future efficacy studies. The research team would like to undertake further larger and more longitudinal studies towards that end.
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Figure 3: Photo of one of the students participating in the study in Second Life
Source: Sara de Freitas, 2008

Reflecting on these difficulties, only a handful of learners tested (12.5% of learners)
expressed that SL helped them to reflect upon their educational choices and career
decisions. This indicates that the platform is one in which the format used with users
would not be appropriate for mentoring learners. In particular the technical issues such
as accessibility and usability were too jarring for the learners, and got in the way of
them appreciating the value of the form. Problems with SL such as connection speed,
difficulty to move around, orientation, lack of signposts, and not using voice as used in
a classroom setting, impeded the study. The HCC did visit the UCAS island, but needed
more support with their interactions with the information there. They also thought
more signposting on the island would be helpful. They enjoyed visiting the IBM island
but also needed more support and guidance in-world. Due to technical issues it was not
possible to provide this. However, if the activities were better structured, and the technical issues could be overcome then the format may have potential for mentoring and
other socially-driven interactions and learning modes.
On the other hand, 81.25% of learners saw positive links between using SL as part of an
educational environment for international collaboration with learners globally. This
indicates that there are other aspects of SL that may be used in the future for supporting
socially-based learning activities designed for lifelong learners. The social dimension of
SL is clearly a powerful component of the format, and when the technology becomes
more stable, and broadband and sufficient graphics capabilities can be guaranteed
within institutions, then it could be used for role play, mentoring and for social skills
acquisition.
The main lessons arising from this study demonstrated a need to evaluate the platform
with a larger sample of learners. While this study is useful for defining some of the
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evaluation issues, larger numbers of learners would yield a richer dataset and more
scope for analysis. In addition, there is a need to consider the design criteria for more
structured activities, find ways to better orientate the learners and tutors in advance of
the study, and a need to utilise more concerted and experienced technical support and
resources.
While it was found that the inductive methodology of data collection was effective for
providing information about the use of SL (in particular, the combination of chat logs,
video footage and surveys was useful for providing a more multidimensional impression
of the usage of SL), the use of in-depth semistructured interviews with some of the
participants would have been useful for providing a more qualitative dimension for
study findings analysis. A follow-up study examining the design, development and use
of virtual worlds for tertiary education with lifelong learners would be helpful for
validating this evaluation methodology. Moreover, a study using greater numbers of
users exploring the patterns of use of modules being taught in SL, in particular with a
comparison between face-to-face learner groups, pure distance or online learners and
hybrid groups of both would be desirable.
The use of immersive learning centrally implies a shift from considering and designing
learning tasks to choreographing learning experiences as a whole, mediated by structured and semistructured social interactions. This has implications upon elements of
how the learning day as a whole is structured in terms of the different requirements
such as duration of sessions, breaks, and necessary facilities and technical support. But
it also has implications upon pedagogic considerations, such as learning theories and
models applied, the role of the tutor and the context of learning. This shift merits
consideration of learning experiences as involving social interactions between
members of the learning group, supporting exploratory individual pathways and identification of methods of tutoring that focus more upon mentoring and guiding development. Towards this end, tutors may analyse the learner group and consider their ICT
skills levels, game experience and learning approaches. Also, they may consider the
pedagogic approaches needed for the subject area taught, learner group and context of
learning. Use of the four-dimensional framework can support this process, in terms of
the selection of media used and the questions that the tutor needs to ask themselves
when structuring and considering the most appropriate ways of integrating immersive
learning into their plans.
Orientation is important for new users of virtual worlds to induct them into using the
platform, and for maximising their engagement with virtual worlds as a whole. As this
study has demonstrated, those who are familiar with gaming and who use multiplayer
games regularly often find the unstructured and open-ended aspect of virtual worlds
difficult to adapt to, as they are used to more structured and purposeful activities, and it
can take a long while for them to adapt to these more open and exploratory social
worlds. In order to support learners who are novices or regular gameplayers, it would be
useful to hold start-up sessions with learners in advance of learning sessions to allow
learners to become orientated with the user interface. For example, sessions may be
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held where learners log in remotely from home, allowing sufficient time for them to
become used to the interface, and minimising the technical issues. In addition to that,
orientation sensors (ie, Wiimote) may be used to allow for more tangible orientation in
the virtual social worlds.
Conclusions
This study set out with the intention of testing a virtual world using a predeveloped
evaluation methodology and approach. The approach was based upon an assumption
that learning experiences need to be designed, used and tested in a multidimensional
way due to the multimodal nature of the interface. To support this, the fourdimensional framework was used with the inductive method to gather data and to
synthesis and analyse the findings. As a whole, the approach has worked well in this
first iteration, its main strength being that the use of the evaluation methodology
allowed the research team to evaluate the learning experience according to specific
criteria. The presented evaluation methodology may be used as a design tool for designing learning activities in-world as well as for evaluating the efficacy of experiences, due
to its set of consistent criteria. The approach does augment the existing methods for
evaluation, but needs to be tested with a larger sample and in wider contexts of use to
verify its efficacy across different platforms.
While the study itself was affected by technical issues that in general were off-putting for
those unfamiliar with virtual worlds, still some benefits of using SL for supporting
under-served learners, for engaging learners and for supporting distributed groups of
learners were highlighted, due to the engaging nature of the form and to its international reach. While it is generally considered that improvements of the SL platform, and
the advent of OpenSim and other new-generation virtual worlds will significantly
reduce many of the technical issues experienced by the learners, it is also recognised
that such tools are still relatively immature and that more work needs to be undertaken
to establish their most effective uses, to produce clear guidelines and to exploit their
capabilities to the highest degree.
Particular strengths of the medium were highlighted; for example, the learners were
positive about using the tools for supporting international collaboration, indicating the
power of the tool for supporting distributed learning communities based upon shared
interests. While the study has not proved conclusively the power of the tool for mentoring, the sessions with the mentor were very effective in practice, and in the future
one-to-one sessions with mentors based abroad or not co-located could be further
explored. However, more context and advance study is needed to situate the activities
in-world and greater time for reflection needs to be provided. Virtual worlds may also
support peer collaboration and may be used, for example, for collaborative assignments
in-world with practical outputs, for example, designing a marketing campaign
in-world, and work centring upon social interactions would be well served in this
virtual world. Also, there is real potential for supporting online learning methods by
extending the benefits of audio-graphic conferencing to provide a greater sense of
presence, thereby potentially reducing non-completion rates.
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The potential for using a social virtual world such as SL for supporting life decisions and
educational choices has been established with this study, but thorough testing of sessions, appropriate technical support, use of established and tested pedagogical principles
and well-structured sessions are essential for providing enriched experiences that are
properly contextualised for the learner. In particular, this immersive learning approach
could work well with distance and online learners, distributed user groups or as an
additional support for face-to-face learners. The use of virtual worlds may also need to be
considered with respect to using a ‘blend’ of other media support mechanisms, such as
videoconferencing and virtual learning environments, which may help to support the
community-based and social collaborative strengths of immersive environments.
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